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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

eXeCUtIVe sUMMARY

I.  BACKGROUND 

this esperance supertown growth plan (growth plan) has been prepared to align the state 
government’s strategic interest in addressing predicated population growth and the aspirations of the 
local community to provide a blueprint for the future growth of esperance towards a population of 
29,000 people over the next 30 to 40 years.

the growth plan builds upon the existing state, regional and local strategic planning framework 
and explores current situations, drivers and pressures under the areas of community, economy, 
environment, land use, built form and infrastructure as they relate to esperance. 

Development of this growth plan included a comprehensive, inclusive and targeted community 
engagement process comprising representatives from state agencies, the shire of esperance council, 
community organisations and the local community. a number of engagement methods were employed 
to ensure community and stakeholders the opportunity to participate and input into the planning 
process including questionnaires, open days, community visioning workshops and a series of one-on-
one meetings.

Following the consultation process, an overarching vision, aspirational goals and project objectives 
were developed which underpin the growth plan. the vision statement for the growth plan is:

“We are a resourceful and relaxed people motivated towards building our economy whilst strengthening our 

relationship with each other and the environment.”

the growth plan identifies a range of spatial and non-spatial intervention strategies and actions, 
intrinsically linked to the vision, goals and objectives and which aim to facilitate action and attract 
necessary investment in order to cater for future population growth. 

the spatial growth plan sets out the preferred approach to accommodating future urban growth 
through the identification of an urban boundary, key nodes of activity and the distribution of land 
use and residential density. the town centre plan focuses on connecting the town centre and the 
foreshore, establishing a town heart as a place for people, improving streetscapes to balance the 
needs of pedestrians and vehicles, and consolidating development in a more contained environment.

a range of transformational projects are identified which will assist with increasing esperance’s appeal 
and perception of liveability, as well as provide for essential capacity building infrastructure which will 
assist in catering for population growth.

Four (4) projects or initiatives have been identified as key priority projects for funding under the 
supertown program that are considered as critical in the short term, which include:

Foreshore redevelopment works;

 » “esperance waterfront”: a world class Foreshore Development 

 » esperance town centre revitalisation planning project;

 » workers accommodation village; and 

 » an economic Development strategy including industry Development (supply chain) study.

an implementation plan for each of the transformational projects sets out the various scope of works, 
public sector agencies or private sector organisations responsible for implementing a particular action, 
timeframes, costs and potential funding sources. 

Finally this growth plan identifies a conceptual governance structure that promotes an enabling 
approach that invites and attracts private sector investment whilst ensuring due process (bureaucracy) 
is effectively and efficiently addressed. the governance structure endeavours to introduce a power to 
influence and bring stakeholders to the table and provides sufficient authority to act quickly to deliver 
upon the plan.

this document provides the shire with a platform for seeking funding through the state government’s 
royalties for regions and supertown programme as well as other funding programmes. it is intended 
to inform all levels of government, servicing agencies, community providers and members of the 
community as well as inform future strategic planning decision-making. this document should 
be considered as a living document that can been updated and adapted on an on-going basis to 
appropriately respond to ongoing change. 

II. BUILDING A FUTURE FOR ESPERANCE

A Vision for Esperance

“We are a resourceful and relaxed people motivated towards building our economy, whilst strengthening 

our relationship with each other and the environment.”

the vision encompasses:

 » strong network of self-reliant community and service organisations.

 » strong attraction and interaction to the natural environment.

 » need to protect the character and spirit of the community.

 » need for key strategic employment drivers to ensure a diverse economy.

“We are a resourceful and relaxed 
people motivated towards building 
our economy whilst strengthening 
our relationship with each other and 
the environment.”

-Esperance SuperTown Growth Plan Vision Statement
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a series of thematic aspirational goals have been developed to describe the desired characteristics of esperance and 
represent higher-order aims that are intended to shape a desired sustainable future for esperance and accompanied by 
a number of project objectives that form the basis for the assessment of proposed strategies and projects. these were 
developed line with this vision and based on outcomes of consultation activities and previous works undertaken by 
the shire of esperance (soe) and the goldfields esperance Development commission (geDc), these are outlined in the 
following table:

AsPIRAtIonAL GoALs oBJeCtIVes

Co
M

M
U

n
It

Y

a creative, caring and supportive 
community that fosters a ‘sense of 
belonging and motivates all through its 
positive ‘can do’ attitude. 

c1. Foster, support and encourage the development of a vibrant, self-sufficient and caring community. 

c2. support a sustainable increase in local population across a diverse range of age groups.

c3. support the development and prosperity of outlying townships to meet the needs of their 
communities. 

c4. provide equitable access to a high level of utilities and services.

c5. provide diverse and innovative education and training opportunities and facilities. 

c6. provision of quality, co-located medical facilities and health related services that cater to the needs of 
the community.

c7. encourage and support the development of arts and cultural activities, services and facilities. 

c8. provide cost-effective and user-friendly leisure and recreational services and facilities through 
planning partnerships, sponsorship and community involvement. 

c9. support and advocate well-trained and well-equipped volunteer groups and organisations that 
contribute to the community.

c10. acknowledgment of indigenous and european cultural heritage through built form, public art and 
community activities.

n
At

U
RA

L 
en

VI
Ro

n
M

en
t

sustainable approach to living and 
preservation and restoration of the 
pristine natural environment.

ne1. sustainably manage the natural environment while balancing its use for tourism purposes. 

ne2. understand the values of native vegetation and maximise its retention and rehabilitation.

ne3. provide best practice coastal management to minimise environmental impact whilst maintaining 
recreational values. 

ne4. minimise waste to landfill and recover and reuse materials locally and regionally.

ne5. management of waste to avoid adverse environmental impacts. 

ne6. use water efficiently and maximise the reuse of water.

ne7. encourage best practice stormwater management.

ne8. provide opportunity to utilise and increase renewable energy.

ne9. ensure energy is used efficiently and effectively.

AsPIRAtIonAL GoALs oBJeCtIVes

eC
o

n
o

M
Y

a strong and innovative local 
economy that provides employment 
opportunities for a range of age groups 
within diverse industries.

e1. encourage and support the development of tourism that caters for local, regional and international 
tourist opportunities year round. 

e2. embrace strategic and innovative industry opportunities that capitalise on isolation, international 
trends and new emerging markets. 

e3. increase range and diversity of local businesses primarily located within a consolidated and revitalised 
town centre with an enhanced tourism based role.

e4. promote and utilise the entrepreneurship of local businesses. 

e5. promote and increase business investment opportunities through marketing and branding strategies.

e6. strengthen and enhance level of service from local businesses through education, training and 
apprenticeships programmes.

BU
IL

t 
en

VI
Ro

n
M

en
t/

In
FR

A
st

RU
Ct

U
Re

a compact and connected townsite that 
includes a diverse range of land uses, 
capable of accommodating a growing 
and integrated local population. 

b1. provide for the equitable and sustainable development of land within an established growth boundary.

b2. consolidate and revitalise the town centre and activate key street frontages that attract and retain 
pedestrians. 

b3. integrate the town centre and foreshore both physically and through appropriately located and 
compatible land uses.

b4. provide a variety of well-designed active and passive public places. 

b5. provide an integrated, safe and efficient intermodal transport network, which actively encourages 
walking and cycling

b6. provide suitable transport networks that enhance connectivity to and from esperance and other 
destinations within the region and beyond. 

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population growth. 

b8. promote a transect approach to housing that accommodates high density close to town centre with 
rural residential on the periphery.

b9. provide affordable and quality housing and tourist accommodation opportunities. 

b10. encourage a distinct architectural character and style that responds to the climatic setting and 
promotes identity and a “sense of place”.

b11. promote and encourage best practice and sustainable urban design and construction methods.

CI
VI

C 
Le

A
D

eR
sH

IP
 A

n
D

 G
o

Ve
Rn

A
n

Ce

a collaborative community directed by 
strong, proactive leaders who ensure 
two-way communication is maintained.

g1. encourage the cultivation of strong and proactive leadership within the community. 

g2. maximise collaboration and community commitment to actively participate in decision-making 
processes. 

g3. provide effective and efficient two-way communication between decision makers and the community. 

g4. provide a proactive and innovative policy and governance framework that enables and encourages 
quality outcomes. 

g5. identify, establish and maintain partnerships between government, industry and the community. 

g6. assist the broader region in reaching its potential through co-operation, resource sharing and 
proactive representation.
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III. THE COMMUNITY

ConteXt

esperance has long been a sustainable community. it has not suffered the fluctuations in populations 
other regional towns have experienced as a result of the significant shifts in industry and agriculture, 
nor has it had the same degree of urban drift. the natural beauty of esperance, its climate, isolation 
and lifestyle have insulated the town to some degree, attracting people to the town and encouraging 
others to stay. the range of infrastructure available in esperance, while not comprehensive, has been 
better than many regional towns facilitating the formation of a sustainable community.

a powerful driver of community sustainability within esperance is the community itself. the social 
fabric of the town is strong and results from the investment of community members in a diverse range 
of clubs, associations and not for profit organisations, providing opportunities for people to connect, 
network, recreate, celebrate and support each other. the span of these activities has ensured that 
most interests of the community have had a formal means of expression. sport, recreation, religion, 
community services, children, the aged, the natural environment, hobbies and much more have all 
had a home. 

the resulting social capital is the backbone of esperance, however, things are changing. the following 
issues need to be addressed to ensure the ongoing sustainability of the esperance community:

Diminishing volunteerism: there is a sense that the volunteer base that has been so vital to 
esperance is diminishing with fewer people willing to be involved.

Population attraction and retention: it appears it is harder to retain people in town. Families are 
moving when their children require higher education, people are moving for more comprehensive 
medical services and others are moving for career development or more diverse employment 
opportunities.

Limited vocational opportunities: attracting people and business development to esperance is also 
becoming more difficult. other regional towns are able to offer better employment opportunities and 
are developing a more comprehensive range of services and facilities.

tHe WAY FoRWARD 

the supertown project presents significant opportunities for the town, the community and the region. 
addressing key factors influencing business investment and the attraction and retention of people are 
important for the vision to be realised. a comprehensive approach that goes beyond the delivery of 
infrastructure is Delivery of both soft and hard infrastructure is required to ensure the vision can be 
realised and needs to integrate: 

 » attraction and retention of people and business.

 » timely delivery of land, key infrastructure, services and facilities.

 » strengthening the social fabric of the town i.e. volunteerism, clubs and associations.

 » addressing gaps in provision and representation of aboriginal, youth and aged care needs.

 » attraction of diverse industry, and more choice in education and healthcare.

 » ongoing authentic engagement with the community.

with the support of strong leadership and management from the key agencies of the town, the 
following strategies will assist in esperance’s growth and ongoing social sustainability:

Community Infrastructure Planning: the development of a community infrastructure plan to 
thoroughly assess facilities, current needs, project future needs and to provide an achievable plan 
for the timely delivery of facilities with a focus on joint provision. there is a great need to resolve the 
greater sporting ground and bay of isles recreation centre in the short term.

Community Development Planning: the community infrastructure plan needs to be accompanied 
by a community Development plan. this should be developed in consultation with the community, 
service providers, clubs and associations, and ensuing engagement of youth, aged and the aboriginal 
communities. 

Planning for Community: all planning for projects and future town planning should ensure that the 
community elements identified in the community integrated strategy are incorporated.

Development and Implementation of Community Engagement and Communications Plan: 
ongoing community and stakeholder input into the supertown project and sub projects will be critical 
to ensure the plans have the value of being informed by local people. 

Shire Planning: as the town grows there will be a need for a variety of planning instruments and 
other actions relating to: clubs; youth; culture; events; art; marketing and branding; disability; and 
advocacy of education and health.
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IV. ECONOMY

CONTExT – ECONOmY

population and aspirational growth targets: esperance is an optimised town that has reached its current size and 
configuration through the interplay of social, technological, economic, environmental and political forces. For 
esperance to double in size over this period would require an annualised growth rate of 3% as represented in the 
growth trajectories detailed in “table 1 - population trajectories” on page 5

2011 2016 2021 2026 2031 2036

3% PA AVeRAGe GRoWtH 14,500 17,400 20,300 23,200 26,100 29,000

Economic base: esperance is primarily an isolated town with a strong agricultural hinterland, an emerging mining 
and resources base and a relatively substantial port. the town is also the commercial and administrative hub for the 
esperance sub-region.

Population and growth: to grow significantly beyond its current profile, esperance will require a multi-faceted 
intervention aimed at increasing the town’s capacity and capability, leveraging the employment generation opportunities, 
and attracting and effectively managing the level of private and public funding and infrastructure required to generate 
growth. 

Employment generators: it is the strategic employment generated by key driver industries and projects that will 
provide the durable economic base on which the community can grow. if esperance’s population were to double, we 
would reasonably expect that there would be a requirement for approximately an additional 4,500 jobs (2,600 of these 
strategic) would be needed in addition to those currently existing in the shire. 

Floor Space Demand: population growth will increase demand for population driven functions like entertainment, 
retail and commercial services requiring additional floor space. the demand for floor space will be driven by the pool of 
available expenditure that occurs in the town and by the relative productivity of different types of floor space.

Land Availability: a relative oversupply of residential and industrial land, comparatively high construction costs inhibits 
the take up of new lots and the vacancy rate for rental properties is very low. this is impacting on the affordability of 
housing for residents, as well as the availability of tourist accommodation for visitors.

THE WAY FORWARD – ECONOmY

From an economic perspective, it is the projects and strategies that will drive the growth of the town and underpin the 
economic and employment base of esperance in the longer term. undertaking an industry Development and supply / 
value chains study and the enterprise business unit study will be a significant part of an integrated strategy for growth 
insofar as they are directly designed to understand and drive the development of strategic employment in esperance 
over the medium to longer term.

an economic development strategy has a number of key functions, notably to:

 » generate employment in the region through project facilitation, attraction and investment mobilisation.

 » ensure durability, quantity, quality and distribution of jobs in the region keeps pace with the aspirational aims of 
the growth plan.

 » inform infrastructure planning and development so as to maximise capacity building in the town.

 » inform strategic and statutory planning so as to ensure the optimal development of retail, commercial, and industrial 
offerings 

 » identify the requirement for enabling industry specific infrastructure and the necessary mechanisms, investment 
and actions required to realise it.

 » establish economic resilience within the community through the consolidation and extension of key industry drivers 
and through a balanced economic diversification strategy.

effective economic development requires an effective governance mechanism that has the will, the authority and the 
capacity to achieve these functions. in real terms the success and output of an economic development can be gauged 
by the extent to which it achieves these functions. refer to section 5.3 – governance.
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V. INFRASTRUCTURE

CONTExT – INFRASTRUCTURE 

Water Supply: water can be supplied from existing aquifers in the medium to long term subject to no 
decline in rainfall and a fall in groundwater levels.

Wastewater: upgrade of the town wastewater treatment plant and associated infrastructure is 
expected to service the town for 10 years at the current development rate. an opportunity exists to re-
design the proposed second wastewater treatment plant at wylie bay to replace the town wastewater 
treatment plant to connect the two parts of the town.

Power: horizon power has indicated that short-term growth can be adequately met, with long term 
growth to be assessed on an as needs basis. there are opportunities for undergrounding of power for 
key town centre and foreshore projects.

Street Lighting: many key areas lack sufficient lighting levels to promote safety and activity during night 
time hours. horizon power are well advanced in approving an leD fitting to be held in stock as a standard 
horizon power item which will see the use of leD’s as the main light source for suburban roads.

Telecommunications: under the national broadband network (nbn) 100 or more premises 
developed within esperance will be provided in the first instance with nbn co. communications, 
however timing has yet to be confirmed. 

Storm Water Drainage: an overall drainage study is required for the town and future expansion 
areas with the aim of improving the quality of storm water discharging to the ocean.

THE WAY FORWARD – INFRASTRUCTURE 

Water Supply: identifying alternative water sources and promoting efficient water use through 
educational programs is a high priority to avoid supply shortfalls relating to future expansion of 
esperance and unacceptable impacts of excessive pumping such as salt water intrusion and long term 
decline in groundwater levels.  

seawater desalination is an inevitable feature of the future expansion of esperance and the broader 
goldfields region. accordingly selection and allocation of a suitable site needs to be brought forward 
so as not to adversely impact on planning. the scale of desalination should be minimised through best 
practice water efficiency measures.

Wastewater: Facilitating greater waste water through reuse on public open space areas and through 
the introduction of third pipe systems in new development areas will increase the efficiency of 
water usage in esperance. to support the middle town planning process, the feasibility of relocating 
the water corporation’s wastewater treatment infiltration lagoons and associated infrastructure 
is required to assist in the reconnection of the two ‘sides’ of esperance along the foreshore. a 
replacement wastewater treatment plant be commissioned at wylie bay in 5 to 10 years.  

Power: replacing overhead aerials with underground cables, particularly in the town centre and 
foreshore is essential to service reliability of supply and the aesthetics of key locations within 
esperance. the timing of the current pole replacement programme being undertaken by western 
power should therefore be reconsidered in those areas to avoid unnecessary/ duplication of works 
being undertaken. 

Street Lighting: reassessing lighting in key public places, activity nodes and pathways including the 
town centre and along the foreshore would also need to be re-assessed to ensure lighting adequately 
meets to australian standards to enhance security for the increase in population, while taking into 
consideration, sustainability measures, impacts on local environmental issues and wildlife.

Telecommunications: under the national broadband network (nbn) 100 or more premises developed 
within the town of esperance will be provided in the first instance with nbn co. communications. 
supply of nbn co. service to existing sites is yet to be scheduled and nbn co. has not been able to 
provide an indication of timing for this advice at this stage.

Storm Water Drainage: a District urban water management strategy will need to be prepared 
by a suitably qualified hydrologist for the existing town as required and areas identified for future 
expansion. physical infrastructure will include retrofitting gross pollutant traps to the remaining 50% 
of the ocean outlets to prevent rubbish discharging onto town beaches.

VI. TRANSPORT 

CONTExT – TRANSPORT 

key findings of background investigations undertaken within esperance highlight the following 
relevant issues:

Future Capacity: Future outward growth in esperance has the potential to generate additional 
traffic and congestion along Fisheries road, harbour road, and norseman road – particularly in the 
bottleneck along the foreshore near the ‘middletown’ area.

Vehicle Dominance: current travel patterns are dominated by the automobile, as there are currently 
few competitive alternatives for residents and visitors including active modes of transport such as 
walking and cycling and public transport options.

Town Centre: the town centre of esperance includes large areas of pull-in (or head-in) angle parking, 
which presents a hazardous situation for cyclists and motorists. there are a few areas of reasonable 
pedestrian amenity, however in many cases the footpath is discontinuous or hard to follow. in other 
places, the development is set back from the street placing the footpath between car parks and the 
street.

Public Transport: For trips internal to esperance, there is virtually no public transport, other than 
school buses.

Local Connectivity: barriers such as harbour road/ freight rail corridor and the “middletown” area 
inhibit local connectivity at the town site scale.

“Comprehensive strategic planning 
will be required on a regional level to 
guide the development of district and 
site-level growth for areas of urban 
consolidation and expansion...”
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Cycling: the current provision of dedicated bicycle facilities in esperance is low. the shared paths that exist are not 
well connected, and there is little to no provision for on-street cycling lanes.

Walking: in contrast to cycling, commuters in esperance exhibit a relatively healthy walk share at 7.5% of total work 
trips. this number is likely to shrink in a future scenario that includes increased development at the edges of the town.

Esperance Port: esperance port is the deepest port in southern australia and is a significant contributor to economic 
development of esperance. conflict exists between freight operations as a result of port activities and other transport 
modes. passengers from cruise ships have previously experienced lengthy delays in gaining access to the esperance 
township, which is a disincentive for cruise ships to stop in esperance. 

Regional Access: access to esperance from the north and west of the state – including perth – is serviced with the 
provision of several alternate routes along the regional road network. this regional road network is susceptible to 
closures, with floods in 2007 resulting in closures due to bridge collapse and rerouting of freight vehicles. ability to 
access available flights can be difficult at times which is a key consideration given road based travel is often not a viable 
means of travelling to esperance. 

THE WAY FORWARD – TRANSPORT 

Ensure Adequate Future Capacity: comprehensive sstrategic planning will be required on a regional level to guide 
the development of district and site-level growth for areas of urban consolidation and expansion. transport planning 
activities for these will be required in future master/ structure planning processes to ensure sufficient network capacity. 
such initiatives will include a movement and transport study to assess the current and future operation of these 
growth areas in the context of the wider regional transport network. this study will investigate current desire lines and 
conditions for pedestrians and cyclists, map existing and future public transport routes, develop recommendations for 
road hierarchy and identify preferred routes for freight and service vehicles.

Promote Active Transport and Healthy Lifestyles: the green travel feasibility study will be developed to promote 
active transport and healthy lifestyles. this study may be comprised of a number of sub studies that will define the 
transport priorities for the town site and guide implementation of detailed design. the aim of this initiative is to provide 
attractive alternatives to vehicle-based transport to support a greater uptake of walking and cycling within esperance.  

Develop a Safe and Functional Town Centre: Develop transport strategies that support safety and functionality 
within the town centre and along the foreshore. strategic examination and enhancement of car parking pedestrian 
amenity, way finding and connectivity is essential to supporting town centre revitalisation. enhancing connectivity 
between the town centre and foreshore is essential. 

Plan to Support Public Transport: examine opportunities to concentrate development of jobs and retail into 
cores that may support forms of public transport such as community shuttles. identifying potential routes for public 
transport as a part of broad strategic planning will ensure that future land use planning can be developed to support 
the introduction of effective public transport initiatives.  

Enhance Local Connectivity: create linkages under, over, and through existing barriers such as the harbour road rail 
corridor and ‘middletown’. this will require coordination with existing infrastructure planning such as the port access 
corridor to create new grade-separated rail crossings. linking community-building initiatives to new transport facilities 
to build social as well as physical connections between neighbourhoods.

promote cruise ships to visit the esperance port: ensuring adequate infrastructure, along with effective passenger 
transfer initiatives will assist in promoting cruise ship s to stop in esperance to the benefit of the local tourism economy. 

VII. ENVIRONMENT 

enVIRonMentAL ConteXt

Environmental Values: the environmental aspects of esperance’s location are a significant part of its heritage, values 
and identity. the natural environment of esperance and surrounding areas is recognised as being extremely important 
to the community. the nearby national parks, ramsar wetlands, recherche archipelago and the dramatic coastline 
provide a number of recreational and tourism opportunities.

Environmental Pressures: an increase in the use of roads, railway and port in support of mining in the region as well 
as related service industries, is likely to place pressure on the environment through generation of emissions (noise, 
dust and odour) and an increase in the requirement for water and power supply.  an increase in population is likely to 
place pressure on existing remnant vegetation within the town through potential clearing, pressure on the lake warden 
wetland system and other significant natural features (such as national parks and nature reserves) as well as through 
the generation of emissions.  

Waste Management: the shire of esperance strategic action plan 2007-2027 (2007) identifies that a new strategic 
waste disposal site is required, as the current site is located too close to the coast and is leaching into a sensitive 
environment.  Furthermore, the Dec have confirmed to the shire that the licence for the current facility will not be 
extended beyond 2016. 

Coastal Vulnerability: the esperance townsite Foreshore redevelopment master plan states that it was likely that 
the esplanade fronting the town was constructed on the primary dunes, with insufficient setback to allow for shoreline 
movements.  as a result, the road and infrastructure has periodically been inundated by storm waves and protection 
measures have been implemented since 1914.  additionally the construction of the port breakwater in the 1960’s 
has interrupted the natural sediment supply to the bay from the west.  this has resulted in the need for ongoing 
renourishment of the beaches within the town, in order to maintain the present coastline.  it is understood anecdotally 
that the ongoing renourishment works interrupts the amenity of the foreshore and it is possible that the ongoing 
replenishment has the potential to impact upon benthic habitat and seagrass communities within esperance bay. 

THE WAY FORWARD – ENVIRONmENT 

Promote environmental values as an attractor to Esperance: in addition to an understanding of the physical 
environment, it is also important to ensure that the environment is captured within the marketing and branding of 
esperance. the coastal lifestyle and proximity to the natural environment are part of the spirit of the town, and it is 
important that these elements are captured in the marketing, branding, tourism and recreation opportunities offered 
by esperance.

Undertake appropriate investigations to ensure responsible environmental management: identified 
environmental values and issues will require specific management and/or consideration as part of the development and 
implementation of the esperance growth plan.  these values and issues include landscape, flora and vegetation, fauna, 
water, coastal and marine and potential impacts from various land uses. the extent of environmental investigations 
required to support the planning and implementation phases of the esperance growth plan will be dependent largely 
upon the areas proposed to be developed. the recommended environmental investigations have been outlined below, 
with context provided on when these investigations should be undertaken. 
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Waste Management: a new waste facility is required prior to 2016 and would involve site selection, 
approvals and construction.  additionally, minimising waste productions and encouraging recycling, 
reuse and appropriate disposal of waste are key strategies for the future. in the immediate term, 
waste management support is required regarding the planning, approval, design and construction of a 
lined waste cell at wylie bay, as well as site selection, design and costing of a new facility. post closure 
planning and management is also required for the wylie bay Facility. 

Coastal Vulnerability: a coastal risk assessment for the stretch of beach between the two groynes 
is considered necessary due to evidence of coastal erosion to support town centre and foreshore 
revitalisation. the study will evaluate the implications of sea level rise and storm surge. there is a 
need to address existing erosion issues to ensure the ongoing stability of esperance Foreshore and 
nearby development. 

VIII. BUILT FORM AND PUBLIC REALM 

CONTExT – BUILT FORm AND PUBLIC REALm 

town centre/ Foreshore

Poor pedestrian connectivity within the Town Centre: the quality of the pedestrian environment is 
relatively poor due to a lack of landscaping and an abundance of on-street angular parking and traffic 
treatments (roundabouts, m edians). the boulevard shopping centre, situated to the west of the 
town centre at the intersection of Forrest street and windich street, serves as a significant attraction 
however activity is somewhat removed from the town centre due to the internalised nature of the 
centre and the extensive surrounding car parking areas.

Limited connection between the town centre and foreshore: the foreshore is relatively 
disconnected from the town centre, which inhibits the relationship between visitors to the town and 
the coastal location.

Lack of consolidation in the town centre: the town centre is characterised by relatively large 
under-developed and under-utilised sites, comprising single use development of varying age, design 
and quality. generally pedestrian activity is relatively dispersed due to the lineal urban form and the 
predominance of low scale, single use development encouraging the use of the private motor vehicle 
as the primary means of movement around the town centre.

The need for a Town Heart: many open space areas within the town centre are relatively 
underutilised and lacking pedestrian activity. esperance currently lacks an identifiable civic square 
that can serve as a gathering place for visitors and the local community.

Built form and public realm lacks character and style relevant to the identity of Esperance: 
esperance currently lacks a cohesive style that reflects the identity and character and climate of the 
place. whilst there are some heritage elements and new architecture that reflect vernacular and 
coastal themes, there is no clear direction or guidance in terms of a distinct esperance character. 

town site

Limited supply of affordable housing and short stay accommodation:  whilst there is a relative 
oversupply of residential and industrial land, comparatively high construction costs is inhibiting 
the take up of new lots, thus putting upward pressure on the cost to rent or purchase a home in 
esperance. similarly the lack of suitable accommodation for transient workers is currently impacting 
on the availability of tourist accommodation for visitors to esperance.

Disconnection at a town site scale: the esperance town site has historically been divided into two 
separate urban areas, disconnected by the large expanse of industrial area and underutilized land 
resulting in a disconnect of the town’s two population nodes.

Oversupply of future urban land within Esperance: Future land releases on the urban fringes 
should be staged so as to not undermine development opportunities elsewhere around the town. 
current town planning best practice advocates the provision of higher residential densities around 
areas of high amenity and key transport nodes to facilitate a sustainable approach to future urban 
development. adopting this approach together with the identification of an urban growth boundary 
will ensure the future growth of esperance occurs in a site responsive and sustainable manner. 

A reactive rather than proactive planning framework: planning mechanisms are designed to 
enable outcomes rather than to direct a specific vision or outcome. aligning the planning framework 
is necessary to deliver a vision to ensure that built form outcomes are directed in a proactive rather 
than reactive manner.

the above matters are addressed within the following sections, which detail spatial and non-spatial 
strategies for growth within esperance.
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IX. A SPATIAL PLAN FOR ESPERANCE

the following section outlines the key strategies for esperance’s growth on a town site scale. 

A Responsive and Sustainable Approach to Urban Growth and Development: accommodating future growth 
within current land availability constraints represents a more site responsive, sustainable and efficient approach to 
urban development. achieving this however requires careful consideration to appropriate locations for higher density 
along with the diversity of dwelling types and the format in which they are provided as well as ensuring an appropriate 
balance with esperance’s natural attractions and environmental qualities.

Create a Connected Town: connecting the various parts of esperance is essential to strengthening community 
cohesion and sense of place as well as ensuring the efficient use of urban infrastructure services and activities (i.e. 
community facilities/major land uses). strengthening key linkages between the foreshore and the town centre, together 
with anchored nodes of activity, can assist to better integrate these areas, ensuring they are well used as well as 
support the local business economy.

A Diverse Range of Places and Nodes Throughout the Town: public places and public spaces play an important 
social and environmental role as they shape people’s experience and understanding of a place and its culture. creating 
a variety of public places and spaces that provide for a diverse range of community activities is essential to encouraging 
community interaction, attracting visitors and bringing a place to life. integration of activities with streets and civic 
spaces, will not only provide interesting destinations, but also allow users to engage in multi purpose trips, reinforcing 
the role of the town centre and assist with establishing a ‘town heart’.

KeY sPAtIAL eLeMents to sUPPoRt GRoWtH In esPeRAnCe

the following diagram outlines the key context and spatial elements proposed within esperance at a town site scale. 
elements that are the subject of the growth plan are detailed within section 11 key projects and requirements to 
support growth.

legenD: general residential oceanfront Density/ 

mixed use residential 

town centre/ retail

industrial uses

structuring road
urban Development boundary

existing extent of urban Development

Density/ mixed use 

residential

01 Town Centre Revitalisation.

02 Foreshore upgrade.

03 Medical Centre Co-location

04 Primary school improvement.

05 Port upgrade (freight and passenger 
facilities).

06 Tanker Jetty tourism / retail / density node.

07 WWTP reconfiguration to permit early 
development of foreshore link.

08 Community visioning exercise for future 
development of Middletown.

09 Town-connecting tourism development.

10 Road upgrades to include cyclist facility.

11 Green travel feasibility study / streetscape 
rejuvenation.

12 Vtec campus upgrades.

13 Re-examine lot type mix for residential land 
release.

14 Re-energise Shark Lake industrial precinct.

15 Feasibilty study on road extension to 
Caiguna.

16 Potential water focussed residential 
development.

17 Bandy Creek Local Structure Planning.

18 Future waste water treatment plant.

19 Waste management (new facility to replace 
existing). 

20 Sewer Infill programme. 

21  GSG and indoor sports stadium.

22  Small Bussiness Incubator Hub. 

23  Potential workers’ accomodation camp. 
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X. A TOWN CENTRE PLAN FOR ESPERANCE 

the town centre plan for esperance seeks to strengthen the town centre as the heart of esperance to 
facilitate economic growth and diversity, improved amenity and facilities, and attracting and retaining 
residents and business.

Connect Town Centre and Foreshore – Reflect the Coastal Location: the foreshore is relatively 
disconnected from the town centre due to the large expanse of the foreshore area, the design of 
the esplanade road, and a lack of development intensity and activity associated with development 
running down to and fronting the foreshore. strengthening the key linkages between the foreshore 
and the town centre, together with anchored nodes of activity, will reinforce connectivity and better 
integrate the foreshore with the town centre.

Establish a Town Heart: A place for the people of Esperance and their visitors: creating a 
variety of public places and spaces that provide for a diverse range of community activities is essential 
to encouraging community interaction, attracting visitors and bringing the place to life. integration 
of activities with streets and civic spaces, will not only provide interesting destinations, but also 
allow users to engage in multi purpose trips, reinforcing the role of the town centre and assist with 
establishing a ‘town heart’.

Consolidate the Town Centre - Greater choice for living, working and playing: integration 
of activities with streets and civic spaces, will not only provide interesting destinations, but also 
allow users to engage in multi purpose trips, reinforcing the role of the town centre and assist with 
establishing a ‘town heart’. creating a variety of public places and spaces that provide for a diverse 
range of community activities is essential to encouraging community interaction, attracting visitors 
and bringing the place to life.

Improve streets and public places – A more enjoyable town for the Esperance community: the 
street network within the town centre should ensure an equitable balance between pedestrian and 
vehicle movement and incorporate tree-lined streets, shaded footpaths and gathering spaces to create 
a comfortable and attractive environment for pedestrians as well as provide opportunities for people 
to meet, linger and relax. a town centre’s public realm that is comfortable, interesting and attractive 
will encourage street life and community interaction, thereby assisting in strengthening social bonds, 
community ownership and pride.

Enhance connectivity within the Town Centre – Make it easy to get around: a clear and legible 
movement network will assist in allowing people to walk and orient their way around the town 
centre more intuitively, and with greater ease. strengthening key links between major activity nodes 
and destinations with distinctive character through the creation of distinctive building elements, 
landscaping features and promoting vistas to key natural and/or cultural features are important visual 
cues to assist with orientation, enhance way-finding around the town centre. 

Enhance connectivity within the Town Centre – Make it easy to get around: a clear and legible 
movement network will assist in allowing people to walk and orient their way around the town 
centre more intuitively, and with greater ease. strengthening key links between major activity nodes 
and destinations with distinctive character through the creation of distinctive building elements, 
landscaping features and promoting vistas to key natural and/or cultural features are important visual 
cues to assist with orientation, enhance way-finding around the town centre. 

Build on the Esperance Style - Character that reflects the natural beauty of Esperance: 
appropriately designed built form and urban spaces have the ability to mitigate or control local 
climatic extremes such as through the use of shading devices to provide relief from the hot summer 
sun, whilst also providing shelter from strong onshore winds. the development of built form and 
public realm design guidelines will be the key to the delivery of an ‘esperance style’.

Develop a proactive planning framework to achieve the vision for Esperance: a number of 
strategies and objectives have been developed to guide detailed planning for the town centre. it is 
envisaged that implementing these strategies will primarily be through the development of a town 
centre revitalisation plan prepared through a community partnered revitalisation process. this 
revitalisation plan will identify a range of physical works and programs that focus on place making 
outcomes which aim to improve amenity, strengthen connections with and activate the foreshore, and 
facilitate private investment and business development.
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TOWN CENTRE - DEmPSTER STREET

Dempster street is the hub of esperance and the primary destination for business and community related activity. 
integrating the norfolk island pines as part of the street life will culminate in a variety of destinations and gathering 
places along the street.

Key features:

 » linear shaded walkway along Dempster street to correspond with existing norfork island pines and frame both 
sides of the street on the opposite side to the norfolk pines.

 » rationalisation of car parking provision along the street to allow for widened pedestrian walkways.

 » blocks of softscape treatments along the street corridor as well as additional large canopy shade trees being planted.

 » promote business opportunities for premises to spill out onto the street, including alfresco opportunities.

 » additional space creation around the existing cinema will allow for group gatherings associated with new film 
releases and promotional activities.

 » Designated pedestrian crossings with material differentiation from the main vehicular routes will allow for improved 
pedestrian safety and visibility to drivers.

 » planting additional norfolk island pines as part of a staged/succession.

TOWN CENTRE - ANDREW STREET

andrew street is the heart of esperance, a place for people to meet and gather, whilst enjoying restaurants, tourist 
related shopping or a walk towards the foreshore.

key Features:

 » a shared material surface treatment for both pedestrian and vehicular thoroughfares applied throughout andrew 
street from its intersection with Dempster street to the Foreshore will assist in creating a pedestrian oriented 
street.

 » pedestrians will be prioritised by way of ease of movement and flow through the public realm.

 » increased provision of shade elements such as large canopy trees and awnings to shop frontages will act in improving 
the microclimatic conditions for pedestrian mobility.

 » creation of a series of niche and spill out spaces for businesses along the street frontage is encouraged to further 
activate the space.

 » an opportunity for an outdoor cinema space within one of these niches will act as a further draw card, attracting 
people to the town centre on a periodic and flexible basis.

 » rationalising car parking provision along the street corridor, and potentially introducing parallel parking interspersed 
with blocks of planting and shade trees, will assist in creating a more vital, vibrant and attractive place for visitors 
and businesses.

 » architectural shade structures along the street will frame vistas towards the ocean and back into town centre.

DRAFT
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FORESHORE - THE CRUCIBLE

the crucible precinct will be the key coastal node in esperance that strengthens the interrelationship 
between the beach, Foreshore and town centre precincts.

Key Features:

 » the crucible is proposed as an arena and community gathering space, focused around the 
intersection and termination of andrew street with the Foreshore.

 » the crucible arena would work with existing topography and levels to reinforce the precinct’s 
importance within the revitalised town centre scheme.

 » placement of lightweight coastal themed buildings to the edge of the space will further promote 
activation and use of the precinct, as well as reinforcing visual connectivity between the Foreshore 
and the town centre.

 » a flexible space would allow for a variety of purposes and events to cater for a diverse range of 
user groups.

 » an exhibition space and outdoor gallery could also form one of the many uses for the space and be 
linked to one of the local community art groups.

 » bathers pavilions may be featured to line the edge of the crucible and beach promenade walkway. 
they may be painted in vibrant colours and themes, and be available to rent on a periodic basis to 
reinforce the character and essence of a seaside town.

FORESHORE - OPEN RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY

the Foreshore promenade is both a destination and a link between coastal nodes. it provides 
opportunities for recreation, gathering, picnicking, walking and enjoying the coastal location of 
esperance.

Key Features:

 » large open turfed areas to allow for a multitude of passive and active recreational opportunities.

 » a formal promenade walkway will frame the edge of the foreshore precinct and provide nominated 
access opportunities to the neighbouring dune and beach areas.

 » architecturally striking shelters with associated seating opportunities placed intermittently along 
the promenade, providing elevated views towards the recherche archipelago.

 » subtle integration of the required sea wall within landform undulations will be implemented in 
order to camouflage any engineering requirements wherever possible.

 » Design of landscape spaces and facilities to consider prevailing winds and local weather conditions, 
ensuring maximum useability places along the foreshore.

 » Direct pedestrian links to the town centre and proximity to car parking areas will ensure the 
foreshore areas are easily accessible and fully utilised by locals and visitors.

 » additional norfolk island pines planted as part of a staged/succession planting scheme along the 
Foreshore precinct to ensure their continued presence as an important feature of esperance.

DRAFT
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FORESHORE - YOUTH ACTIVITY 

a key opportunity for the foreshore is to provide for youth related activities and places for young people to gather and 
be engaged with their community.

Key Features:

 » strategically located youth activity nodes within the Foreshore precinct to cater for the town’s different youth user 
groups.

 » the location and placement of these activity nodes to consider proximity to high intensity use areas and key 
buildings such as those adjacent to the crucible.

 » several activity nodes may share similar facility provisions and be grouped together, allowing for an overall increased 
usage.

 » retention of direct visual links from one zone to another is important to the success of these spaces, reducing the 
likely occurrence of anti-social behaviour.

 » in addition, the subtle use of various landscape elements such as landform, structures and vegetation will allow for 
the creation of smaller niche areas within the wider landscape precinct to be created.

 » this will provide the town’s different user and community groups with spaces and outdoor rooms to utilise. it is 
anticipated that all local community groups will be catered for, including the various local aboriginal groups and 
teenagers.

XII. KEY PROJECTS AND REQUIREMENTS TO SUPPORT GROWTH

PRIoRItY PRoJeCts FoR sUPeRtoWns FUnDInG

in order to inform the first round of supertowns funding, the following projects or initiatives have emerged as key 
priority projects that are considered as critical in the short term to assist with supporting the future growth of esperance 
and which are outlined below.

Foreshore redevelopment works 

the foreshore is a vital part of the life of the town and its upgrade to enable effective and enjoyable use by all sections 
of the community is integral to being able to attract and/or retain residents. coastal erosion mitigation measures 
are required immediately in some areas and the upgrade of the foreshore adds significantly to amenity, vitality and 
commerciality of the town. 

town centre revitalisation project

the town centre revitalisation project seeks to strengthen the town centre as the heart of esperance to facilitate 
economic growth and diversity, improved amenity and facilities, and attracting and retaining residents and business. 
the project envisages a community partnered revitalisation process that will identify a range of physical works and 
programs that will focus on place making outcomes that aim to improve amenity, strengthen connections with and 
activate the foreshore and facilitate investment and rejuvenation of property and businesses.

workers accommodation village

a workers camp of approximately 300 units is required to meet the housing needs of itinerant construction workers 
associated with key projects including planned port upgrades. the camp will also provide local service workers with 
affordable accommodation. the site for the camp is identified within the large potential development area between 
castletown and the town centre (‘middletown’) fronting onto norseman road. this land parcel currently contains a 
variety of industrial activities and public works infrastructure that will need to be considered in the location and design 
of the facility. 

economic Development strategy including industry Development (supply chain) study 

the presence of significant levels of strategic employment within a local economy is critical to the long-term prosperity 
and resilience of the community. the development of industry development plans for identified priority industries (i.e. 
resources development and extraction, transport logistics, agriculture, fishing and aquaculture, tourism and green 
energy production) will require detailed supply and value chain mapping of key existing competitive advantages to 
provide an industry development plan focussing on esperance’s place within these value chains and how the community 
can leverage the economic benefits of strategic project development. these development plans and associated supply 
/ value chain studies will seek to identify existing / future agglomerations of economic activity and infrastructure, 
relationships with existing strategic national and international supply chains, and gaps in existing strategic supply chains 
(to optimise economic activity). 

DRAFT
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PRoJeCts to Be ConsIDeReD FoR AGenCY FUnDInG oR LAteR stAGes oF sUPeRtoWns

the project team has identified the following projects that may be realised in the short term (0-5 
years), subject to obtaining funding. these projects have also been identified as critical projects to 
drive and support growth. a short summary of each project is provided below. these projects may be 
considered for alternative funding or future rounds of the supertowns funding.

small business incubator hub

this initiative aims to assist small and fledgling businesses to gain a foothold in the market. esperance 
has a limited supply of commercial floor space and the lack of affordable accommodation has 
significant potential to undermine business viability. initiatives for consideration include the provision 
of small affordable commercial units that may include the adaptation and positioning of shipping 
containers in strategic locations within the town centre to encourage new business enterprises.

medical centre co-located Facility

Difficulty in accessing health practitioners such as gps has been identified as a key issue for 
esperance. outcomes of consultation with stakeholders indicate that this is largely attributed to the 
lack of medical facilities / consulting rooms. the planned expansion of the esperance health campus 
may provide opportunity for the development of a co-located facility to include additional consulting 
rooms to attract the required health practitioners to esperance. 

community infrastructure plan

the purpose of this project is to undertake relevant needs assessments, feasibility studies, business 
plans, and facility concept plans for specific community infrastructure projects. the project will involve 
preparation of capital funding models for the delivery of community infrastructure within specified project 
budgets, including the identification and submission of external funding applications. engagement with 
key internal and external stakeholders through appropriate consultation strategies will be required where 
relevant for the delivery of specific community infrastructure studies and plans. later stages of the project 
will include the detailed design and construction of community infrastructure projects.

marketing / branding esperance

promoting the image and visibility of esperance is essential to facilitating economic strength and 
diversity and attracting public and private investment. raising the perceived profile of esperance from 
outside of the town is also important to enhancing its potential to become a key tourist destination.  

waste management 

this project aims to improve waste management services in esperance to undertake modifications 
to the existing landfill facility to enable its continued operation in the short term in accordance with 
contemporary environmental and waste management standards. medium and long-term initiatives 
include the identification of an alternative waste facility site to accommodate regional waste 
management and recycling. 

enterprise unit Feasibility

the efficiency and timeliness of commercial project feasibility is at the heart of an effective economic 
development strategy for esperance. an effective governance mechanism should consider the viability 
of a business enterprise unit which may be a joint undertaking between the shire and the Development 
commission (in the first instance). this unit would be responsible for undertaking feasibility analyses 

of a broad range of commercial projects or projects that require some form of investment support to 
be realised and which would be to the benefit of the town. it would also, in theory, have the capacity 
to rate and rank the viability of commercial and enabling projects and have the capacity to enter into 
joint venture development arrangements with project proponents where it is considered appropriate 
and prudent. the enterprise unit would seek to balance commercial risk with the economic and social 
returns that discrete projects offer esperance.

housing affordability study

the housing affordability study seeks to identify issues, strategies and actions for the provision of 
affordable housing and construction workforce / employee accommodation in esperance.

vtec campus upgrades

the project will help raise the local profile of vet in schools programs, delivered locally through a 
strong partnership with vtec – esperance campus, the training provider, to set students, trainees and 
apprentices on a pathway to achieve a high standard of trade skills and qualifications.

sewer infill programme

continuation of the state-wide infill sewage program should be carried out in esperance. this project will 
extend through to 2016 and will enable / promote the redevelopment of infill sites within the town. 

Desalination – site location and pre-feasibility study

water for esperance is currently sourced from a series of groundwater areas around the town. these water 
supplies are limited and new sources are marginal in terms of quality and quantity. additionally these 
areas are protected under legislation and limit the ability for future urban expansion of the town.

the establishment of a desalination plant has previously been identified by the water corporation as 
a solution to meeting future demand for water generated from an increase in population in esperance 
as well as anticipated industrial and mining growth in the broader goldfields-esperance region.

accordingly there is a need to identify and confirm the suitability of a site for the development of a water 
desalination plant to service esperance and the broader goldfields-esperance region. investigations will 
need to include local and regional economic/environmental benefits, the potential for private investment 
and management, needs/demand analysis, timeframes and costs.

gsg and indoor sports stadium

the potential expansion of this facility will have the capacity to house four basketball-sized courts as well as 
accommodate the majority of indoor sports. the current indoor sports stadium located within the greater 
sports ground will be decommissioned to free up land for grassed playing fields. the shire of esperance 
has suspended the project due to building cost escalations and delays in the sale of the Flinders land 
estate. the shire has relinquished a $1.75 million grant back to the Department of sport and recreation 
and will reapply when additional funding can be secured to proceed with the project. 
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bandy creek local structure planning 

the bandy creek local structure plan project seeks to review and re-vision current planning for bandy creek and the 
surrounding area in the context of supertown initiatives so as to ensure that future land use and development is 
complementary to and does not compromise the role of the town centre. 

the bandy creek District structure plan, endorsed by the shire of esperance in august 2009, identifies the creation 
of a vibrant mixed-use tourist and residential harbour, while maintaining the harbour’s important commercial fishing 
functions. additionally there is also a need to review the Flinders estate development and how the two estates integrate.

green travel Feasibility study / streetscape rejuvenation

this project focuses on improving the streetscapes of esperance to establish a clear hierarchy and promote alternative 
and active forms of transport such as:

 » walking (greater pedestrian comfort and interest);

 » cycling (bike trails);

 » public transport (e.g. local shuttle service); and

 » car sharing.

car parking will also need to be considered as a part of this strategy, which seeks to assist in reducing dependence on 
vehicle based transport as a means to reduce traffic within the town.   

alternative / green energy

potential for esperance to attract new industry and become industry leader in the production and use of green energy 
resources such as solar and wind based energy generation. 

middletown planning 

the ‘middletown’ area is a large contiguous land parcel bounded by norseman road to the west, sheldon road to the 
north, harbour rad to the east and gladstone street/ brazier street to the south. the land currently contains a number 
of industrial and civil related activities and infrastructure currently divides the esperance town centre with residential 
areas to the north including castletown and Flinders estate. this project focuses on developing a vision for the site as a 
transformative opportunity for esperance and the identification of short term measures that will assist in beginning the 
reconnection of the two ‘sides’ of esperance along the foreshore. 

migration incentive scheme

establishing esperance as a key destination for migrants is important to the attraction and retention of population in 
esperance. the initiative will need to consider address a number of key areas including accommodation, education, and 
health to ensure appropriate resources are available to support such a proposal within the broader community. 

cruise ships

attracting cruise ships to esperance will play an important role in promoting the town as a key tourist destination and 
to support the local economy and tourism related operations. considerations will need to ensure the easy transfer of 
passengers into the town and a coordinated approach with business and tourism operations to ensure that passengers 
are can gain access to the local goods and services.

XIII. GOVERNANCE

CONTExT - GOVERNANCE

an observation is that the shire (through its elected members and senior staff), has in recent years provided the vision, 
leadership and delivery of facilities and services into the town that sets it apart from adjoining localities; and has 
consequently seen it selected as a regional supertown.

the shire, critical in the achievements to date has, however, not acted in isolation. the diagram below indicates the current 
governance structure and relationships affecting the esperance community. this model could be readily argued to reflect 
many rural communities, however, a key feature of the esperance leadership has been the broad network of partnerships 
and alliances established the most notable of which is its partnership with the geDc and ecci, bringing a very wide range of 
stakeholders to the mix to consider and address esperance’s future.

WAY FoRWARD

transforming esperance from its current population of 14,500 to a projected population of 29,000 by 2041 will require 
additional personnel with new skills and amended structures and governance processes to allow effective and efficient 
facility and service delivery.

a clear requirement will be an entrepreneurial approach to township development through private sector investment. 
government agencies may recognise on one level the need to mobilise the private sector in development plans and 
strategies, but there is frequently a reluctance to embrace innovative governance mechanisms suitable for the long-
term development of regions and towns. a new approach will be required.

implementation of the esperance growth plan will also require a governance mechanism that not only permits but also 
actually encourages innovation. it will require an enabling approach that invites and attracts private sector investment 
whilst ensuring due process (bureaucracy) is effectively and efficiently addressed.

what will be required is a system that introduces a power to influence and bring stakeholders to the table and provides 
sufficient authority to act quickly to deliver upon the plan.

the governance structure must:

1. be adequately resourced and empowered in terms of skills and human resources.

2. Focus on a mechanism to deliver the supertowns vision that recognises what a supertowns governance model can 
deliver and what lies outside of the capacity to control or influence.

3. have an investment and enterprise capacity over and above simply funding projects according to internal qualifying 
criteria.

4. be transitional in nature recognising what needs to be and can be achieved over the short, medium and long term.

5. Facilitate the ready development of hard and soft infrastructure required to generate growth. 

6. have the capacity to mobilise and approve funding of and investment, enter into joint venture where appropriate 
with the private sector and drive/ influence resource allocation.

7. have executive regulatory approval and planning control over development opportunities and proposals.

8. have legislative authority and resources to implement growth plans for super towns.

the following diagram proposes a conceptual governance model for supertowns. the key elements include:
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INTRODUCTION

1. IntRoDUCtIon

1.1 FUTURE SUPERTOWN – OVERVIEW

with population growth set to more than double in western australia over the next 30 to 40 years, the 
liberal-national government through the royalties for regions initiative has established the regional 
centres Development plan (supertowns) program, which encourages regional communities to 
accelerate planning processes to ensure they are well positioned to harness the plentiful opportunities 
afforded by projected population growth. 

the supertowns vision is:

“To have balanced, well connected regional communities, with lifestyle options and access to services – 
SuperTowns will have affordable, quality housing and a growing and diverse range of job opportunities. 
They will offer more choices for people living in regional areas and an attractive alterative to living in 
the metropolitan area”.

esperance was selected as one of the nine inaugural supertowns within the southern part of western 
australia to participate in the program. the supertowns program aims to assist strategically located 
regional communities achieve the capacity, vibrancy and economic bases required to increase the 
attractiveness of the place now and into the future. 

esperance with its supportive community and enduring economy has the ability to play a pivotal role 
in decentralising forecasted population growth and support the position of goldfields-esperance 
region as a strategic and attractive west australian region.  

this supertown growth plan (growth plan) builds upon the unique character and economic drivers of 
esperance and proposes a feasible implementation plan that supports the transformational projects 
that have been identified for esperance. this growth plan provides a blueprint for achieving a 
sustainable future for esperance. 

1.2 PRoJeCt sCoPe

the scope of this growth plan is to provide an overall framework for the future growth of esperance 
over the next 30 to 40 years. importantly, this growth plan ensures esperance’s role as a sub-regional 
centre within the goldfields-esperance region is strengthened, which in turn will ensure the continued 
strength and future growth of smaller settlements situated within the shire comprising condingup, 
gibson, scaddan, cascade, grass patch and salmon gums, and those further afield including hopetoun, 
ravensthorpe and munglinup situated within the shire of ravensthorpe to the west, and norseman 
and eucla situated within the shire of Dundas to the east.

this document has involved the investigation, examination and assessment of a wide range of issues, 
initially and broadly at a regional context and then in more detail at the local townsite level. 

the document outlines the spatial and non-spatial requirements for the future growth of esperance 
based on a total population for the town of 29,000 residents. the identified future population target 
for esperance is based on current available population forecasts and trend (at the time of writing this 
document, the australian bureau of statistics (abs) census data for 2011 had yet to be released). 
notwithstanding this, the growth plan is intended to be a living document that will be updated and 
adapted on an on-going basis to appropriately respond to new information and ongoing change. 

this plan provides a strategic assessment to guide the future growth of esperance, which will be used 
by decision makers in assessing rezoning, subdivision and development applications and with respect 
to provision of infrastructure and community facilities.

1.3 PRoJeCt MetHoDoLoGY

the growth plan aims to align the state government’s strategic interest in addressing predicated 
population growth and the aspirations of the local and surrounding communities striving to achieve 
prosperity. 

the growth plan builds upon the existing strategic and planning framework and explores current 
situations, drivers and pressures. an overarching vision, aspirational goals and project objectives have 
been formulated to underpin the growth plan. 

the growth plan is implementation-oriented and specifies key strategies and projects that are 
intrinsically linked to the vision, goals and objectives of the community and aims to facilitate action 
and attract necessary investment. 

Drivers, indicative costings, timeframes and funding sources are associated with each of the proposed 
strategies and projects to ensure delivery can be coordinated and monitored. 

the preparation of the growth plan completes the first of a number of stages associated with the 
supertowns program. the growth plan forms the basis for the preparation of business cases to seek 
funding for key transformational projects that will allow esperance to kick start it’s future.  

1.4 sUstAInABILItY FRAMeWoRK

sustainability is defined in western australia as meeting the needs of current and future generations 
though an integration of environmental protection, social advancement and economic prosperity 
(government of western australia 2003).  broadly, this definition of sustainability reflects an 
aspiration and a process to achieve real outcomes, acting together and providing an integrated 
approach to issues, to find ‘net benefit’ for the environment, community and economy.  in line with 
considering the growth of a town, the state sustainability strategy (2003) provides a vision for its 
settlements, being “Western Australia’s settlements are among the most attractive places to live in 
the world, constantly becoming more innovative and efficient in their management of resources and 
wastes, while at the same time protecting liveability, cultural heritage and a ‘sense of place’”. the 
development of the growth plan for esperance has considered these definitions in the development 
of its own vision and aspirational goals for the five identified elements of community, environment, 
economy, built form and infrastructure and civic leadership and governance.
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in order to develop the growth plan, an analysis of esperance was undertaken using the Driving Force-pressure-state-
impact-response (Dpsir) Framework.  this framework provided a mechanism in which to consider the links between 
the various environmental, community and economic factors that are currently present and impact on esperance, as 
well as those that may result from the future development of esperance.  the framework has been summarised in 
Figure 2, with the components of this framework being outlined below:

 » Driving forces – is described as a need, generally social or economic, and can be individual or at the macro-scale and 
may relate to particular industries or activities.  

 » pressure – describes the potential impacts from the driving force on the factors, generally through production and/
or consumption.  these are generally described as i) excessive use of a resource, ii) changes in land use or iii) 
emissions (of chemicals, waste, radiation, noise, etc.) to air, water and soil.

 » state – describes the potential condition of the factor resulting from the pressure.

 » impacts – how may the changes in the factor impact on the ecological, social, cultural, political and economic 
processes. 

 » response – the measures that need to be undertaken/implemented in order to manage the factor or the impact on 
the factor, in accordance with legislation, regulations, policy or best practice management. 

Figure 2 - summary of the Dpsir Framework (adapted from kristensen 2004)

Further, as a part of the development of the growth plan, a sustainability assessment framework was also developed to 
assess the various aspects of the growth plan against the aspirational goals. the aspirational goals have been developed 
to describe the desired characteristics of the future town of esperance.  objectives have also been developed to refine 
these aspirational goals based upon the Dpsir framework, plus community engagement undertaken within esperance.

the sustainability assessment framework included an assessment of the desired growth plan projects and strategies 
against the objectives to outline which projects and strategies contribute to the goals of community, environment, 
economy, built form and infrastructure and civic leadership and governance.

the approach outlined above has been summarised in Figure 3 with a summary of the process outlined below:

 » aspirational goals were developed by the stakeholders and the project team, informed by strategic planning, 
community engagement and shire documents to reflect the long term vision for esperance.

 » objectives were developed to drive the achievement of the aspirational goals.  these objectives were informed by 
the analysis of each element (community, environment, economy, built form and infrastructure and civic leadership 
and governance) using the Dpsir framework, in accordance with the supertown toolkit.  the existing “state” or 
condition of each was determined with respect to the current drivers and pressures and associated impacts, as well 
as those drivers and pressures that may result from achievement of the aspirational goals and population targets for 
esperance.  

 » broad strategies and projects were developed which with the spatial growth plan seek to meet the objectives and 
guide the growth of esperance. the spatial response and strategies, projects and actions represent the response 
element of the Dpsir framework and include detail on actions, timeframes and key and contributing responsibilities 
for the shire of esperance and supporting partners.

Figure 3 - sustainability assessment Framework and process
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1.5 PRoJeCt APPRoACH

the state government’s supertowns initiative is not dissimilar to the ongoing pilbara cities initiative, 
which provided a useful case study model for the preparation of a growth plan for esperance. 

much like the preparation of revitalisation and growth plans for destinations such as karratha, port 
hedland and newman, the supertowns project seeks to align state and local government strategic 
visions to develop clear, consolidated plans for the future of towns such as esperance. 

on this basis, the approach to developing this growth plan was based on creating a shared future for 
its community that builds upon and strengthens existing state and local actions and aspirations and 
partnerships with key stakeholders. this approach will be implemented through strategically targeted 
interventions that address current concerns, issues and opportunities. 

the process associated with the preparation of the esperance supertown growth and implementation 
plan is reflected in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 - supertown growth and implementation preparation process

the following key steps were taken in order to achieve the preparation of the growth plan:

phase 1 – vision setting validation

1.1 review of existing strategic planning documents;

1.2 Facilitation of a high-level visioning process to develop and validate project vision and aspirational goals;

1.3 liaise with project team (soe, geDc, ecci) to endorse vision statement;

1.4 prepare preliminary communications (consultation) plan;

phase 2 – site and analysis 
2.1 analysis of current situations, planning drivers and pressures;

2.2 report findings to project team;

2.3 coordinate and consolidate background report and materials;

2.4 Finalise communications (consultation) plan;

2.5 commence consideration of implementation plan;

phase 3 – plan, strategies and actions 
3.1 Development of principles to guide the development of growth plan scenarios;

3.2 preparation of preliminary growth plan scenarios and town centre ideas for community and 
stakeholder consideration and testing;

3.3 Further refinement of preferred growth plan scenario based on consultative feedback received;

3.4 preparation of an implementation plan (key short, medium and long terms strategies and actions);

3.5 advertise growth plan and town centre plan to seek broad community and stakeholder comment;

3.6 prepare consolidated growth and implementation plan report;

3.7 present Final draft documents to the project team for review; 

3.8 Finalise documents for endorsement by key authorities; and 

3.9 advertise and market final documents. 

1.6 ConsULtAtIon AnD enGAGeMent

1.6.1  ConsULtAtIon AnD enGAGeMent APPRoACH

since the launch of the supertowns initiative in late 2011, a comprehensive, inclusive and targeted 
community engagement process has been undertaken. engagement included a range of opportunities 
for the community and stakeholders to participate and input into the planning process within a 
collaborative environment. it is important to note that this builds upon previous consultation activities 
undertaken by the shire, most notably the community perceptions survey (2011) that outlined need 
for improvements within the town centre, economic development and the requirement for additional 
community consultation.

the range of engagement opportunities provided by the project team included:

 » surveys with the local community, businesses and students

 » a business survey

 » Formation of a community reference group (crg), which met fortnightly

 » crg and project team exhibiting at the esperance agricultural show in october

 » crg and project team exhibiting at the seniors expo in november

 » crg networking in the wider community

 » a community visioning workshop

 » stakeholder meetings

 » phone interviews with key stakeholders 

 » project updates on the shire of esperance website

 » other individual stakeholder liaison and engagement 

 » attraction and retention survey

Phase 1
Vision Setting

Validation

Phase 2
Site & Context 

Analysis

Phase 3
Plan, Strategies 

& Actions
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 » a community growth planning workshop

 » regional heads of agencies workshop

 » one-on-one interviews

 » esperance supertowns Facebook page

 » community displays

 » two week community consultation period

 » Draft summary growth plan document available for comment during community consultation period

 » stakeholder breakfast and evening briefing sessions

 » business and industry forum

a detailed list of consultation and engagement methods, key project dates and media deadlines and people and/or 
agencies directly engaged during the project are detailed in appendix a.

throughout the early stages of the engagement process, the community’s needs and personality informed the structure 
of a formalised communication strategy, tailored towards the project. this strategy outlines the primary engagement 
activities required in progressing the supertowns programme. 

a number of strategies were recommended to occur towards the conclusion of the formal process, during any statutory 
advertising periods for specific projects and in the short to medium term to ensure that the community and stakeholders 
remain engaged and that change is understood and embraced. this process should facilitate ease of change in specific 
geographic areas and to particular population segments.

objectives of the communications strategy include:

 » informing the stakeholders and community of the supertown programme;

 » involving the stakeholders and community in a meaningful way;

 » providing a diverse range of opportunities for participation; and

 » building stakeholder and community ownership in the process and outcomes.

1.6.2 CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEmENT PROCESS (ROSE TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL TExT)

community consultation brochure

 to complement this growth plan, a esperance supertowns community consultation brochure has been prepared to 
showcase the community engagement undertaken by the esperance project team and community reference group 
since the supertowns launch in 2011. the text below summarises some of the key events that occurred as part of the 
consultation however the community consultation brochure provides a more detailed, vibrant, visual summary of the 
town’s thoughts, feelings and feedback on the supertowns program, the future of esperance as a supertown and ideas 
for projects to achieve our supertowns goals.  

the supertowns consultation has also raised many areas of feedback crucial to informing other local planning 
processing such as the shire’s strategic planning process. it is envisaged that all data collected as part of the growth 
planning process will be further analysed over the next phase of supertowns implementation and will be presented to 
all relevant organisations and community stakeholder that took part in the growth planning process.

 this is only the start of the community engagement process. over 2012, the esperance supertowns team will develop 
and roll out the next phase of the esperance supertowns communications plan, in liaison with the Department of 
regional Development and lands, to develop marketing, branding and promotion for esperance supertown, to engage 
individually with all stakeholder groups including the development of working projects with esperance senior high 
school students, undertaking workshops within all outlying townsites and neighbouring shires and many, many more 
exciting avenues to deliver the esperance supertowns vision!

introduction and Questionnaire

initial contact and engagement with the esperance community began via an information letter explaining the concept 
of the supertowns programme along with a questionnaire aimed at identifying background characteristics, needs and 
wants of the people within the shire of esperance. this questionnaire was also made available on the shire’s website. 
this information letter and questionnaire was sent to 6000 households in early november 2011, with 160 responses 
received in digital and written format.

the key outcomes of the questionnaire were recorded with the outcome of the community’s needs and wants informing 
the process and format of the community visioning workshop. 

visioning workshop

a visioning workshop was held on 24 november 2011 with approximately 65 community members representing various 
groups across the shire of esperance in attendance. the workshop briefed participants on the supertowns programme 
and sought to gain an insight into community values, aspirations, issues, opportunities and needs within the shire. 
additional meetings were also held with key stakeholders to gain input into the project.

growth planning workshop

a second workshop was held on 14 December 2011 with approximately 45 people in attendance. additional meetings 
with stakeholders also occurred. these meetings and workshops sought to confirm the results from previous consultation 
and to present and gain feedback on preliminary growth plan options, town centre ideas and guiding planning and 
urban design principles. 

 community open Days and Questionnaire

two community open days were held for the project at the esperance civic centre on 14 December 2011, and at the 
boulevard shopping centre on 15 December 2011. over 100 people attended the open days. 

the events sought to raise public awareness of the supertowns programme and gain feedback on the preliminary 
growth plan options, town centre ideas and guiding planning and urban design principles. these concepts along with 
a questionnaire relating back to the information presented assisted in providing conversation cues for more in-depth 
discussions on the social issues and opportunities within esperance.  
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two week community consultation period 30 january to 10 February

to follow on from the stakeholder workshops and community open days in 2011, a two week period 
of community consultation was undertaken by the project team and community reference group. 
this included vibrant poster displays at the shire of esperance offices, at the esperance public library, 
esperance senior high school and at the boulevard shopping centre. project team staff, elected 
members and community reference group members were available at the shopping centre display, for 
the community to come along and chat to over the two week period. a draft summary Document of 
the growth plan was available at the shire’s website for public viewing and comment. the summary 
document was also forward to the regional heads of agencies for comment.

the consultation period was advertised through the local newspapers, project team radio interviews 
and the launch of the esperance supertowns Facebook page. comments were collected by drop-in 
boxes at the displays, on the ‘virtual’ wall on Facebook as well as a ‘graffiti’ wall located at the high 
school display where students could literally graffiti their comments on a giant paper wall!

the consultation period was a great success. it positively assisted to deliver the supertowns message 
to the community, reinforcing our vision and growth planning scenarios identified at earlier workshops 
and providing heaps of valuable information about potential projects, programs and strategies for the 
future of the town. members of the public were appreciative of the opportunity to talk one-to one 
with the supertowns team in environments they felt comfortable with.DRAFT
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1.6.3 ConsULtAtIon AnD enGAGeMent oUtCoMes

the following chart documents a thorough breakdown of feedback received from the community through all methods 
of consultation; including workshops, stakeholder meetings, one on one conversations and the community consultation 
period associated with the advertisement of the growth and implementation plan.

Table 1 - community and consultation Feedback

PeoPLe

IssUes oPPoRtUnItIes sUMMARY; WHAt tHe CoMMUnItY 
WAnts

 - attraction of retention and people to 
the town due to lack of professional 
employment opportunities and higher 
education opportunities

 - conservative nature / some residents 
reluctant to change due to a desire to 
hold onto the nostalgic nature of the small 
holiday town

 - Declining volunteerism beginning to occur

 - positive, welcoming community spirit

 - locals love the nature of small towns

 - Friendliness and connectedness

 - a highly engaged community with 
commitment to clubs and the sense of 
belonging

 - a can do attitude, will make things happen

 - high degree of entrepreneurship

 - value a sustainable approach to living

 - outdoor oriented

 - active community involvement that creates 
a sense of belonging

 - a collaborative approach

 - attraction and retention of people into the 
community

 - overcome hindrances cause people to leave 
town

 - respect of the natural and indigenous 
heritage

 - sustainable behaviours

 - build on communities past achievements 
that have built the foundations for the 
future rather than “start again”

 - build capacity and resilience within the 
esperance community

PLACe

IssUes oPPoRtUnItIes sUMMARY; WHAt tHe CoMMUnItY 
WAnts

 - isolation a liability

 - identity crisis; is it an agricultural town, 
fishing town, tourism town, port town

 - no heart or meeting place

 - isolation creates bonding which can be 
maximised

 - a strong connection to the sense of place 
and a feeling of belonging

 - authenticity highly valued within town 

 - remote setting gives a competitive edge

 - Family oriented

 - safe and secure

 - acknowledgement that there is a need for a 
plan for the future 

 - Development of sense of place through 
public art 

 - ensure the character and spirit of esperance 
is maintained and enhanced 

 - esperance and not let it either stagnate or 
grow for the sake of growth

 - need to protect the “character and spirit” 
and protect what makes esperance special

 - strengthen sense of place through public 
realm projects

 - strengthen esperance so that it doesn’t 
stagnate or grown unsustainably

 - strengthen and manage access to natural 

 - build on benefits that isolation can bring to 
social cohesion

BUILt + nAtURAL enVIRonMent

IssUes oPPoRtUnItIes sUMMARY; WHAt tHe CoMMUnItY WAnts
 - too much emphasis placed on the 

beach amenity

 - community doesn’t want to beautify 
anything, preferring natural amenity 

 - built town seen as a “ghost town” 
shabby, and a mish mash of 
character

 - no community meeting place

 - appreciate natural beauty but want 
to maintain lifestyle of 4wd driving 
along beach, fishing (balancing 

nature and lifestyle) etc

 - lack of formal meeting place, 
sheltered from the wind

 - Foreshore erosion

 - Fuel storage and underground 
pipeline inhibiting foreshore 
redevelopment

 - impact of port on town

 - lack of adequate car parking

 - beaches an asset as well as the bush

 - Desire to preserve the natural 
beauty

 - Desire to explore the colonial and 
indigenous heritage

 - value the natural environment and 
living a sustainable lifestyle

 - Desire to promote natural assets

 - need more education about how to 
care for natural assets

 - current spatial layout of esperance

 - post office a major attractor for 
regional farmers and a vibrant part 
of town, plaza surrounding it can be 
built upon

 - high biodiversity hotspot

 - activation / revitalisation of the town centre

 - Diversity in the residential housing market

 - build a strong town centre to act as the impetus for living 
and working

 - built form which is of a high quality and diverse

 - redefine Foreshore amenity

 - promote the benefits of esperance’s coastal location

 - identify key land for strategic development

 - strengthen and manage access to natural amenity

 - resolve the divided nature of the townsite

eDUCAtIon

IssUes oPPoRtUnItIes sUMMARY; WHAt tHe CoMMUnItY 
WAnts

 - issues retaining youth in esperance due to 
lack of secondary and higher education, 
resulting in loss of families or a family 
support breakdown

 - adult opportunity training, up skilling and 
re-skilling availabilities are low

 - lack of training to support local businesses 
to provide better customer services/ 
business management

 - children who don’t excel are marginalised 
in high school and have minimal 
opportunities in town upon leaving

 - young adults who leave the region for 
university lack a family support structure 
and results in a high drop-out rate

 - community understands that the youth 
need life experiences and encourage them 
to leave, willing to create opportunities to 
attract them back,

 - Farmers children and children from the 
regions are attracted to esperance for 
boarding school

 - local indigenous schools providing training 
for indigenous students to work within the 
mining and resources sector and attracting 
students from across wa

 - recognised that too many decisions made 
on behalf of youth and this demographic 
should be directly consulted to provide 
feedback on how to attract retain students.

 - opportunities for tertiary education within 
the community

 - opportunity for education hub to facilitate 
distance learning

 - address and explore attraction and 
retention of young people
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IssUes oPPoRtUnItIes sUMMARY; WHAt tHe 
CoMMUnItY WAnts

 - lack of doctors ( gp) and specialists 
within town, some residents 
required to drive to kalgoorlie, 
albany or perth

 - Difficult to attract doctors to the 
shire

 - lack of respite accommodation for 
general illness and sufferers of mild 
or recovering mental health issues

 - currently good home health care 
service

 - willingness to invest in preventative 
medicine 

 - willingness to explore uptake of 
tele-health, virtual health services 
via nbn

 - preference for a co-located medical 
facility to house locum doctors with 
central administration as means of 
attracting gps to town

 - Development of a co-located 
medical hub to include mental 
health, wellbeing and specialist 
health

ARts, CULtURe & sPoRts

IssUes oPPoRtUnItIes sUMMARY; WHAt tHe 
CoMMUnItY WAnts

 - Duplication of clubs can be divisive

 - management of clubs and volunteers 
is waning and impacting on strength 
of clubs and volunteerism

 - sport is important to the community 
as there is not a lot to do 

 - large number of sporting clubs in 
the shire with great facilities

 - children can play a wider variety 
of sport as generally all sports are 
located centrally

 - acknowledge the need for a cultural 
plan

 - club Development manager recently 
allocated to shire of esperance 

 - Development of sense of place 
through public art

 - Development of a cultural plan 

 - Development of a sporting club 
management plan

GoVeRnMent

IssUes oPPoRtUnItIes sUMMARY; WHAt tHe 
CoMMUnItY WAnts

 - a few squeaky wheels within the 
community need to be managed and 
fearless leadership is lacking

 - lack of consistency within 
government

 - communication strategies average

 - communication between geDc / 
shire / ecci could be improved

 - community trust lost through port 
led issues

 - generally shire has been good with 
communication

 - lemc very well managed

 - recognised that community 
development should run as a 
business

 - leverage the government 
opportunity in line with the 
aspirations of the people

toURIsM

IssUes oPPoRtUnItIes sUMMARY; WHAt tHe 
CoMMUnItY WAnts

 - poor customer service does not 
invite tourist’s to stay longer or 
return

 - air fares currently expensive

 - Distance and isolation mean that the 
location is not a “weekend getaway”

 - current accommodation poor quality

 - lack of quality budget and high end 
accommodation

 - local residents and stakeholders are 
not serious about being a “tourist 
town”

 - Facilities for tourism need to be 
sustained by the local population 

 - great diversity of attractions for 
tourists can celebrate the notion of 
a “wild winter”

 - business tourism with conferences

 - local tourism / backpackers

 - port to be utilised as a base for 
cruise ships

 - natural islands

 - indigenous history

 - tourism centre would identify 
easily opportunities for tourists  / 
attractions

 - esperance branding can be built 
upon

 - attraction of investment in high 
quality, unique tourism and 
backpacker accommodation

 - need to address quality of current 
tourism accommodation

 - explore the opportunities offered by 
close proximity to esperance port

 - Develop a thorough tourism strategy

seRVICes + FACILItIes

IssUes oPPoRtUnItIes sUMMARY; WHAt tHe 
CoMMUnItY WAnts

 - lack of youth facilities, need places 
for teens to reduce crime and 
antisocial behaviours 

 - Facilities generally aged and require 
upgrades

 - need more indoor sports facilities

 - nostalgia associated with some 
facilities that require upgrade

 - lack of adequate management of 
facilities

 - need more cafes and restaurants

 - greater sports ground 
redevelopment needs to be 
addressed to provide additional 
sporting facilities

 - lack of emergency services staff as 
generally all are volunteers

 - ageing in place very successful

 - preference to consider co-location 
of services and facilities to prevent 
proliferation of some clubs with 
individual facilities

 - co location of library, art and culture 
centre, cultural , tourism centre to 
maximise efficiency of volunteers 
to manage one facility and create a 
civic precinct

 - strong sense of community 
ownership over some facilities

 - explore co-location of facilities to 
increase efficiency

 - need to build on adequacy of 
facilities and increase quality 
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IssUes oPPoRtUnItIes sUMMARY; WHAt tHe CoMMUnItY 
WAnts

 - lack of major employment generator

 - efficiency of local businesses lacking

 - lack of hours of operation of businesses 
mean a lack of vibrancy within the town 
centre

 - Difficult to maintain staffing requirements

 - some local outsource / buy products from 
out of town

 - minimise duplication of services 

 - a lot is imported into the town / need to 
balance this with more localisation

 - anti aquaculture

 - strong local entrepreneurship can be 
fostered

 - possible incentives for local businesses 
including free rent to ensure establishment 

 - shared facilities a key

 - create a culture to encourage local 
spending

 - cluster economic activity and promote 
synergies

 - potential for regional innovations in 
agriculture 

 - opportunities embracing technology / 
online businesses, shared websites with 
champion businesses

 - port providing high employment

 - local food production / farmers markets 

 - the remote setting gives a competitive edge

 - attraction of key employment generators

 - have an attitude and plan to attract new 
ideas and investment into esperance

 - ensure further development provides a 
diverse and robust economy that creates 
opportunities for all

 - Fostering entrepreneurship within the shire

 - identify an area which leverages off 
isolation

DRAFT
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2. ConteXt AnD AnALYsIs

the goldfields-esperance region is located in the south-eastern corner of western australia and 
incorporates nine local government areas being the city of kalgoorlie-boulder and the shires of coolgardie, 
Dundas, esperance, laverton, leonora, menzies, ngaanyatjarraku and ravensthorpe (refer to Figure 5.)

Figure 5 - regional context
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the shire of esperance, which comprises some 44,366 km², is situated at the southern extent of the 
goldfields-esperance region, bound by the southern ocean to the south, the shire of ravensthorpe to 
the west and the shire of Dundas to the north and east.

esperance is situated approximately 725 kilometres from perth and some 390 kilometres and 480 
kilometres respectively from the regional centres of kalgoorlie and albany. the town is located on the 
coast with the main access roads being the coolgardie-esperance highway from the north, and the 
south coast highway from the west. 

esperance is the main population centre within the shire and serves as a sub-regional centre within 
the goldfields-esperance region. throughout the shire are a number of smaller settlements that 
provide local level services to the surrounding agricultural districts including condingup, gibson, 
scaddan, cascade, grass patch and salmon gums (refer to Figure 6). 

beyond the shire, the towns of hopetoun, ravensthorpe and munglinup (situated within the shire of 
ravensthorpe), and norseman and eucla (situated within the shire of Dundas), provide district or local 
level services.

Figure 6 - sub-regional context
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2.1 HIstoRICAL oVeRVIeW

kepa (water) kurl (boomerang) is the aboriginal name for the area, where esperance now sits, meaning, “where the 
water lies like a boomerang”. the area has been inhabited by the wudjari noongar people for tens of thousands of 
years prior to european settlement. 

by australian standards the esperance region has a long history of maritime exploration. early Dutch records from 1627 
indicate that pieter van nuyts first discovered the southwestern australian coastline, sailing from cape leeuwin to 
offshore islands near present day ceduna, in south australia.

the town takes its name from the French ship that in 1792 was sent to search for an earlier scientific expedition that 
had disappeared after leaving botany bay. the second ship in the same expedition, la recherche, gave its name to the 
archipelago, consisting of two groups of islands, off the coasts of esperance and israelite bay. 

although ‘on the map’ and chartered by mathew Flinders during his circumnavigation of australia in 1802, esperance 
remained unexplored during the early part of the nineteenth century. visits by sealers and whalers, the meeting of 
explorer edward john eyre and his aboriginal companion wylie with captain rossiter in 1841, and the exploration of 
lieutenant john septimus roe in 1848 precede the Dempster brothers’ settlement in 1864. 

when the construction of the telegraph line reached esperance in 1876, the settlement became far better connected 
with the outer world. in total, 7000 jarrah poles were used in the line’s construction and were shipped to points between 
albany and eucla with a control point at esperance. 

Finally gazetted as a townsite in 1893, esperance grew rapidly after the discovery of mineral wealth in the goldfields, 
and became a busy port for hopefuls en route. the town was developed into two areas that are still evident today. land 
comprising the current town centre area was surveyed and released by the government, whilst the area that comprises 
southern portion of castletown was surveyed and released by a private company (esperance bay company limited). in 
1895 the town became a municipality and the “esperance chronicle” was first printed in the same year. 

the government railway line from Fremantle to kalgoorlie was completed in 1896, leading to a decline in the use of the 
esperance port facilities and undermining the ability of the town to leverage off the wealth and prosperity created in 
the goldfields. 

the gold boom years continued into the early twentieth century but then waned and the town’s population dwindled to 
only a few hundred. the Depression and second world war years saw little town growth. 

the next wave of pioneers, lured by relatively cheap land prices, came to esperance in the 1950s and 60s to continue 
the region’s growth and development. recognition that the esperance sandplain had agricultural potential was slow 
in coming, but eventually led to the establishment of the gibson research station in 1949. research unveiled vast 
potential when the light soils were supplemented with superphosphate and a few trace elements such as copper, zinc 
and cobalt. this development coincided with the western mining corporation’s discovery of nickel at kambalda and the 
subsequent nickel boom, leading to sudden and extensive development. 

in 1979 esperance made headlines when pieces of the space station skylab crashed in and around the town after the 
craft broke up over the indian ocean. the municipality fined the united states $400 for littering. the fine was paid in 
april 2009, when radio show host scott barley of highway radio raised the funds from his morning show listeners, and 
paid the fine on behalf of nasa.

the gabbie kylie Foundation was set up in 2007 by the noongar traditional owners of esperance in partnership with 
national trust of australia (wa), to conserve and interpret the indigenous cultural heritage values of western australia’s 

south coast.  the Foundation has grown to become an important organisation in the esperance region, working across 
a range of fields including archaeology, anthropology, heritage conservation, heritage interpretation and education, 
environmental restoration, ecology, youth mentoring, indigenous employment, and public education.

Figure 7 - esperance bay companies’ townsite plan, 1895 (source: battye library)

Figure 8 - esperance bay government townsite plan, 1895 (source: battye library) 

DRAFT
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2.2 RoLe AnD FUnCtIon oF esPeRAnCe

The role and function of Esperance, as previously identified by the State, was articulated in State Planning Strategy prepared 

by the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) in 1997. The Strategy outlined a vision for the Goldfields-Esperance 

region in which the region “will continue as a major minerals extraction and processing area as well as a broadacre pastoral 

zone. The region will develop further as a tourist destination based on protected coastal environments and heritage sites. The 

region will also see the rehabilitation and protection of productive agricultural lands, the increasing use of energy sources 

with a low environmental impact and the development of alternative water resources to facilitate the region’s development. 

Kalgoorlie will continue to expand its role as an important regional road and freight centre, as well as a significant tourist 

destination. Upgrades to the strategic freight and tourist road networks will also increase the importance of both Norseman 

and, more dramatically, Esperance as subregional centres”.

esperance has a symbiotic relationship with the shire and the broader goldfields-esperance region, due to the region’s 
isolation and the relatively large distances between major regional centres. as a sub-regional centre for the goldfields-
esperance region, esperance is strategically important in providing higher order retail, commercial and administrative 
services and facilities for the surrounding agricultural districts within the shire including the settlements of condingup, 
gibson, scaddan, cascade, grass patch and salmon gums, as well as towns further afield including hopetoun, 
ravensthorpe and munglinup (within the shire of ravensthorpe), and norseman and eucla (within the shire of Dundas).

esperance also serves as an important coastal and scenic destination for local and international visitors due to its 
central location to a wide range of pristine, natural attractions within the region, including spectacular coastal beaches, 
the cape le grand and cape arid national parks and the recherche archipelago, or bay of isles. in particular, esperance 
attracts a significant number of interstate self-drive travellers crossing the nullarbor from australia’s eastern states.

esperance is also strategically important to the entire yilgarn mineral province to the north and west of kalgoorlie, 
serving as the preferred export port for resource projects within this province. its strategic importance revolves around 
the import of key production inputs, and the export of agricultural and resource products, as well as provision of 
tourism and recreational opportunities to the wider region. 

Despite the relatively large distance from the goldfields, esperance serves as the closest coastal centre for the region 
which has resulted in a closer relationship than would normally otherwise exist.

2.3 stRAteGIC PLAnnInG FRAMeWoRK

the direction and aspirations for the future growth of esperance have been articulated in an array of documents 
prepared by the state through its various agencies, the goldfields-esperance Development commission and the shire 
of esperance. each of these documents in some way reflect current aspirations as well as identifying a range of visions, 
strategies and actions which collectively seek to guide the future growth of esperance to support long term economic 
activity and improve the quality of life for existing and future residents. 

this section reviews existing documents in order to describe the current situation, key drivers, pressures and implications 
facing the future growth of esperance. this section is crucial in ensuring all strategic documents are considered in 
light of aspirational growth for esperance and will seek to provide recommendations back to each of these strategic 
documents to ensure coordination for growth is achieved in a collaborative and cross agency manner.

Figure 9 identifies the relationship of the various agencies responsible for the preparation of the various plans and 
strategies and how these are directly related to the esperance growth

2.3.1 GOLDFIELDS-ESPERANCE REGIONAL PLANNING STRATEGY (2000)

the goldfields-esperance regional planning strategy (gerps) identifies future land use needs and addresses the demand and 
growth requirements of the major centres in the goldfields-esperance. the strategy provides state and local government with a 
strategic framework for an integrated approach to planning in the region for the next 30 years. 

the gerps identifies esperance as one of two sub-regional centres within the region with an anticipated population of 
18,000 by the year 2026 under a medium growth scenario and 25,000 under a high growth scenario. 

esperance performs a number of important functions that contribute to the continued growth of the goldfields-
esperance region which include a transportation hub through the port, for both resource and agriculture goods, and as 
a tourist centre. 

key planning issues identified for esperance include:

 » identification of land for residential development to 2026.

 » identification of land for future heavy industrial development. proximity to the port and access corridor are 
important considerations.

 » consideration of the need for an additional port to support the existing port at esperance.

 » the need for planning and management of the unique foreshore areas of esperance.

 » protection of the esperance lakes nature reserves (ramsar convention).

 » better provision of higher level services, such as secondary education, employment training and health amenities, 
needs to be advocated in esperance in addition to those provided in kalgoorlie-boulder. 

 » promotion of esperance as a base for the recruitment of fly-in/fly-out staff.

 » the need to ensure that rural-residential development does not impinge on protected resources.

 » the need to protect land identified for future urban development.

the gerps incorporates a structure plan for esperance to provide for future urban expansion of the town, and 
coordinate the provision of community and service infrastructure. the structure plan is based on a target population of 
25,000 people and is intended to guide the development of esperance towards 2026.

the structure plan identifies a large portion of the future urban land in the eastern sector of the town, and which is well 
serviced by infrastructure. other areas for development stretch from south of lake warden to the west beach area. 

whilst the gerps and associated structure plan is intended to provide the basis for informing land use planning decision 
making within the region and esperance until 2025, it is now some twelve years old. since that time, various other 
studies and strategies have been prepared which have incorporated the recommendations of the gerps. 

This SuperTown Growth Plan will inform the future review and preparation of the Goldfield-Esperance Regional 
Planning Strategy as it relates to Esperance.
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2.3.2 ESPERANCE LAND RELEASE REPORT (2003)

the esperance land release report, prepared by the wapc in 2003, provides an overview of where 
residential and non-residential development is proposed to occur over the next five to ten years and 
the implications of this development. 

the report states that the shire’s economy comprises a strong agricultural base supported by the port 
operations and has diversified to include tourism and fishing. 

the report states that the shire has experienced steady growth and is envisaged to reach between 
15,800 and 18,400 by 2011. a survey of vacant land revealed a large number of vacant lots across 
esperance with land zoned for future urban development having the potential to realise over 9,700 
new dwellings however this will require services to be upgraded or new services to be developed. 
any future growth however needs to be carefully managed in order to protect the region’s natural 
landscape and coastal environment. 

additionally the report identifies concerns over the effect of increased housing prices, which could 
lead to pressures on the rental market, community services, and the general capacity of people to 
afford to remain in the town.

whilst this document is the most recent land release report prepared by the wapc, it is now some nine 
years old in which time several projects and land developments have progressed and new statistical 
data has become available.

in 2011, the shire undertook a housing land audit that provides a detailed summary of residential 
land in esperance and its major suburbs. the findings of this audit are detailed in section 2.9 of this 
document.

2.3.3 COUNTRY LAND DEVELOPmENT PROGRAm ANNUAL REVIEW (2006) 

the goldfields-esperance country land Development program annual review forms part of a series 
of documents prepared by the wapc, which aim to identify and monitor past, current and future 
land use activity and associated services and development in regional areas, in order to demonstrate 
opportunities and constraints for development. 

the document states that the population of esperance is expected to grow at 0.42 per cent per annum 
between 2007 and 2012 with a significant proportion of this growth occurring in esperance where 
significant infill development opportunities are available. 

Future residential development activity will be centred on the localities of castletown, Flinders, bandy 
creek, nulsen and sinclair. esperance will continue as the primary commercial centre, serving the 
surrounding population with secondary centres situated in Flinders and bandy creek. 

expansion of the town is generally constrained by the presence of groundwater protection areas to 
the west, national parks to the east and the esperance lakes to the north. portions of land available 
for development are constrained by factors such as soil type and remnant vegetation.

2.3.4  SOUTH EAST REGION WESTERN AUSTRALIA SOCIAL & ECONOmIC SNAP SHOT (2011)

the south east region western australia social and economic snapshot, prepared by the goldfields 
esperance Development commission (geDc) in 2011, provides specific social and economic information 
relating to the three local government authorities of esperance, ravensthorpe and Dundas, which 
form part of the goldfields-esperance region (city of kalgoorlie boulder and shires of esperance, 
Dundas, coolgardie, laverton, leonora, menzies, ngaanyatjarraka and ravensthorpe). the following 
summarises the key findings presented in the document. 

the population for the shire of esperance totalled 14,570 in 2009, representing approximately 25% of 
the total population in the goldfields-esperance region. 

in 2008-09, the gross regional product for the goldfields esperance region was $7.2 billion, which 
equates to 4.2 percent of the gross state product, and is based on the extraction and processing of 
mineral resources and a stable agricultural sector. 

gold and nickel production are the region’s major economic drivers, however the export of iron ore 
and nickel concentrates through the esperance port are increasing. it is anticipated that new exporters 
will come on stream over the next few years as a result of increased exploration activity and demand 
for mineral resources globally.

in 2006, some 1.65 million hectares of land (comprising 410 agricultural holdings) were located in the 
esperance agricultural District (shires of esperance and ravensthorpe) of which, 826,000 hectares 
was under cropping, and 589,000 hectares was being used for grazing. 

the gross value of agricultural production in the esperance District for the financial year was $480 
million, principally for cereals and livestock. wool was valued at $30 million and livestock $60 million. 
an average of 1.6 million tonnes of grain has been exported annually over the past decade from the 
esperance port. 

tourism is a major economic force in the region and increased visitor numbers to the south-east sub 
region continues with 152,000 overnight visitors and 60,000 day visitors to esperance in 2008-09. the 
value of tourism for the year was $51.7 million.

the goldfields esperance region also has a solid manufacturing base, driven by the requirements of 
the minerals processing, agricultural and fishing sectors. 

esperance is well serviced with social infrastructure consisting of a district hospital, an airport serviced 
by daily flights from perth, and several state and private schools. 

This SuperTown Growth Plan should form the basis for future strategic planning in Esperance 
including land availability, supply and staging.

This SuperTown Growth Plan should form the basis for future strategic planning in Esperance 
including land availability, supply and staging.
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significant new and upgraded infrastructure identified for esperance includes a $300 million upgrade of the esperance 
port to enable increased exports to 30 million tonnes a year, as well as a $120 million upgrade of the transport corridor 
to facilitate increased transport movements into the port due to commence in early 2012. 

this document is relevant to the supertown growth plan in that it summarises recent key social and economic 
characteristics relating to esperance.

2.3.5 GOLDFIELDS-ESPERANCE REGION: 2011-2021 STRATEGIC DEVELOPmENT PLAN (2011)

the goldfields-esperance region: 2011-2021 strategic Development plan, prepared by the geDc in 2011, establishes 
foundations for advancing long-term (intergenerational) sustainable development in the region, while identifying 
priority initiatives to be advanced over the next 10 years.

the plan recognises the significant contribution of the mining and related service industries towards the local and 
regional economy, which is also supplemented by the agricultural, tourism, and commercial fishing industries.

the plan is framed within the context of significant long-term challenges, aspirations and key strategies that together, 
with more immediate projects being pursued, will shape the focus and scope of current and future sustainable regional 
development.

climate change, global financial circumstances, corporate globalisation, emerging geo-political and geo-economic 
developments, increasing energy and water supply challenges, and global and national population growth and 
composition changes, are just some of the issues impacting on current and future regional circumstances.

the plan identifies a number of strategies, based around a set of economic, social, environmental, and governance 
aspirations, together with a number of “flagship projects”. key flagship projects identified and relevant to the future 
growth of esperance include:

 » advancing the strategic “portlink” transport and services corridors;

 » establish a regional campus representing main wa universities;

 » redevelopment of the esperance hospital; 

 » master planning and refurbishment of the greater sports ground area to ensure a more rational use of space and 
facilities;

 » Developing comprehensive regional energy and water management strategies;

 » establishing workforce development strategies to minimise labour shortages and ensure employment continuity; 

 » progressing development of the esperance foreshore; and

 » esperance aerodrome requisite works to ensure compliance with civil aviation standards, including upgrade of security.

this document is relevant to the supertown growth plan in that it outlines key strategies projects, which will have an 
impact on the future of esperance. this document is currently being reviewed and is due to be finalised by march 2012.

 » this supertown growth plan seeks to build upon this work and inform future strategic planning for esperance and 
the broader region.

 »  DraFt golDFielDs-esperance workForce Development plan (December, 2011)

 » the Draft goldfields-esperance workforce Development plan (December, 2011) has been prepared by the western 
australian Department of training and workforce Development (wa DtwD) for comment to validate the priority 
issues facing the goldfields-esperance workforce development and the regional priority occupation list that will 
form the basis for actions in the final goldfields-esperance workforce Development plan (2012 – 2015).

 » the Draft goldfields-esperance workforce Development plan represents one of nine coordinated and integrated 
workforce development plans being prepared for each of the regions to address the increasing challenges associated 
with ensuring the availability of a skilled and flexible workforce.

 » these workforce development plans sit within the context of the Department’s skilling wa: a workforce 
Development plan for western australia and involve a number of core considerations: 

 » an assessment of current and future demand for workforce skills; 

 » an examination of existing capacity and capability of the workforce; 

 » current and future workforce gaps; and 

 » the development of realistic and achievable workforce development strategies. 

 » in the case of the goldfields-esperance region, the project follows an earlier plan that was released in 2008: 
workforce Futures for the goldfields esperance region. the project has been conducted in partnership with the 
goldfields-esperance workforce Development alliance (gewDa), which comprises key representatives from across 
the region.

 » the Draft report identifies strategies and actions that relate to the five (5) key mechanisms, which are:

 » workforce participation;

 » attraction and retention;

 » planning and coordination;

 » skills Development and utilisation; and

 » migration.

This SuperTown Growth Plan seeks to build upon this work and inform future strategic planning 
for Esperance and the broader region.

This SuperTown Growth Plan seeks to build upon this work and inform future strategic planning 
for Esperance and the broader region.
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the Draft report identifies regional priority issues based on a synthesis of research and analysis based 
on the goldfields-esperance regional profile (2011). across the goldfields-esperance region the 
following regional priority issues are listed:

 » ability to compete with other regions for skilled labour;

 » extensive use of FiFo as a means for labour flexibility;

 » poor regional perceptions;

 » lack of rental accommodation;

 » availability of health services; and 

 » availability and quality of education.

with respect to esperance in particular, the following regional priority issues are listed:

 » high workforce participation rates;

 » lack of career pathways;

 » affordability of transport;

 » loss of young people; and 

 » lack of suitable skills.

the Draft report includes an analysis of modelling outcomes for projected future scenarios for mineral 
resources and productions and future labour force demand in the goldfields-esperance region. the 
report additionally includes a regional priority occupation list. 

the Draft report includes an action plan, proposing priority actions that seek to provide practical 
solutions to a number of complex workforce development challenges. these have been designed to 
enable government to adequately plan and resource workforce related strategies and for the regions’ 
employers to advise government and implement workforce-planning initiatives in their workplaces. 
the priority actions are currently in draft form only and are still subject to review. once finalised, it is 
intended that these be mapped to the strategic goals in skilling wa and allocated a lead agency and 
timeframe.

2.3.6 ESSENCE OF ESPERANCE ‘OUR TOWN – OUR FUTURE’ COmmUNITY VISION REPORT 
(SHIRE OF ESPERANCE, mAY 2000)

the essence of esperance ‘our town – our Future’ community vision report reflects the outcomes 
of a program initiated by the shire of esperance in 2000 to ensure the people who live and work in 
esperance have a say in determining its future and the shire’s role in achieving that future. 

the community visioning component formed one of a number integral parts of the program that lead 
to the emergence of a 2020 vision for esperance. the overarching vision for esperance was as follows:

“the spirit of esperance is unique, we take pride in being a creative, caring and supportive community. 
we live in a diverse and dynamic region with outstanding opportunities for all. as custodians, we 
are committed to protect our spectacular natural environment. esperance has a sense of community 
ownership with commitment to determine its own direction. we make things happen!

this vision is further supported by a number of individual vision statements relating to people, lifestyle 
and community, environment, sustainable employment and development education and transport. 
these are further reflected in the form of interrelated values and principles that the community 
developed to guide future planning in esperance. 

the level of interest in the project was considerably high with hundreds of young people, seniors, 
business, industry, education and arts and cultural groups taking part in the visioning exercise one 
way or another. 

2.3.7  SHIRE OF ESPERANCE STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN 2007-2027 (2007)

the shire of esperance strategic action plan 2007-2027 sets out the guiding principles and specific 
actions that guide future decision making in the shire. the plan is guided by council’s high level 
aspirations and principles as detailed within the shire’s essence of esperance strategic plan.

the plan identifies a range of short, medium and long-term goals based around six key areas: people 
lifestyle and community; environment; sustainable Development and employment; education; 
transport; and leadership and governance.

this document is relevant to the growth plan in that it documents the shire’s current aspirations for 
the future growth of esperance.

2.3.8 sHIRe oF esPeRAnCe PLAn FoR tHe FUtURe 2010/11 to 2012/13

the primary objective of the shire’s plan for the Future is to identify the expected major projects that 
have been proposed or are to be commenced or continued for the next two financial years. those 
projects identified under the plan are discussed in detail in section xx of this report.

this document is relevant to the supertown growth plan in that it identifies a number of key projects 
anticipated by the shire to occur in esperance in the short term.

With the understanding that the draft document remains subject to review, this SuperTown 
Growth Plan seeks to draw upon and incorporate the key mechanisms, strategic goals and 
proposed priority actions contained within the document.

This SuperTown Growth Plan seeks to draw upon the outcomes of this extensive high level 
visioning exercise to inform a renewed vision for Esperance looking forward 30 – 40 years.

This SuperTown Growth Plan seeks to build upon this work and incorporate the recommendations 
contained within the document and inform future iterations of the Shire’s strategic plan.
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2.3.9 2011 COmmUNITY PERCEPTIONS SURVEY (SHIRE OF ESPERANCE, JULY 2011)

in 2011, the shire of esperance administered a community perceptions survey, as prepared by catalyse pty ltd, to 
all households in the shire (approximately 5,600 properties) to evaluate and monitor performance across a range of 
facilities and services. the survey attracted a cross-section of residents, with a total of 809 completed surveys returned. 
these provided the shire with valid performance measures that could be benchmarked against other western australian 
local governments and identify performance gaps.

the findings of the surveys lead to identification of the following key five priority areas:

 » how the community is consulted;

 » how the town centre is being developed;

 » economic development, tourism and job creation;

 » road maintenance in rural areas; and 

 » services and facilities for youth.

to improve, the report recommends that the shire consult further with the community to establish a clear, shared 
vision for the future, to explore reasons for dissatisfaction with high priority areas, and develop strategies to address 
these areas of concern.

2.3.10  SHIRE OF ESPERANCE LOCAL PLANNING STRATEGY (ADOPTED BY THE SHIRE OF ESPERANCE COUNCIL 
24 JANUARY 2006, APPROVED BY THE WAPC 4 FEBRUARY 2010)

the shire’s local planning strategy (lps) guides the management of population growth, land use planning and 
development within the shire, over a ten to fifteen year period. the lps also provides the basis for the zoning and 
provisions of the shire’s current town planning scheme.

the following summarises the key issues identified in the document:

Due to the distance to perth and other regional centres, esperance is required to provide the majority of services and 
facilities to meet the needs of the growing urban community, as well as servicing the rural community of the shire and 
the adjoining shires of Dundas and ravensthorpe. 

commercial and industrial development will continue to be focused in esperance. the central business area will continue 
to serve as the region’s main shopping and office area. 

 » Development of the town is physically constrained by the coast to the south, the esperance lakes to the north, the 
groundwater protection area to the west and extensive areas of national park to the east. additionally not all of the 
land between these features is suitable for urban or semi-rural development due to issues associated with soil type, 
water resources, varying topography and remnant vegetation.

 » there are significant infill development opportunities within the existing urban areas of esperance, particularly 
where the sewerage infill program has been completed. 

 » upgrades to existing community facilities and services (especially education and health) as well as urban 
infrastructure (sewerage, electricity, gas, road and air transport) are required to service future growth of esperance 
and surrounding communities.

 » clear delineation of urban, semi-urban and broad acre agricultural areas is required to minimise land use conflict 
and limit encroachment of urban areas, whilst ongoing management of coastal reserves, access to the coast and 
coastal facilities is required to ensure a balance between conservation and recreation.

 » Farm holdings are generally becoming larger, with land being acquired to achieve economies of scale, which may 
result in a reduction in the population in rural areas as more land is managed by fewer people. in addition to 
traditional cropping and grazing, there will continue to be diversification in agricultural areas into products such as 
forestry, aquaculture, viticulture and tourism.

 » there are opportunities for the further expansion of the tourism industry, particularly eco-tourism, to capitalise on 
the natural beauty and environmental features of the area. there is a need for a wide range of tourist accommodation 
to supplement existing provision. 

 » Developments outside the shire boundaries, particularly mining, will generate increased demands on transport 
infrastructure within the shire (especially the esperance port and the associated service access corridor) and which 
will need to be managed to minimise the impact on adjoining properties.

 » the groundwater reserves and surface water catchments from which towns within the shire draw their drinking 
water supply are all located within or immediately adjacent to the towns. accordingly future development of 
affected land will need to be carefully managed.

 » high ground water tables and salinity pose the biggest threat to the agricultural areas of the shire. Further 
investigation into flooding in semi-rural areas is required, particularly in relation to the Dalyup and west Dalyup 
rivers and bandy creek.

the lps identifies 38 planning precincts in and around the town and a further 21 precincts comprising the outlying 
communities. the precincts have been defined based on their existing and/or future character and include objectives, 
strategies and actions to guide future planning.

several of the precincts within the town have been identified for future infill or greenfield residential development 
to accommodate esperance’s future growth, including precinct 1 – Flinders; precinct 2 - castletown and Dixon park; 
precinct 6 – csbp and brazier street; precinct 10 - central esperance; precinct 11 - central business District; precinct 
13 - second beach; precinct 16 - Development area 3; precinct 18 - princess street; precinct 19 - sinclair and nulsen; 
precinct 20 - nulsen Future residential; precinct 35 - six-mile hills; and precinct 37 - bandy creek.

this document is relevant to the supertown growth plan in that it represents one of the shire of esperance’s strategic 
document for land use planning and development within the shire and has informed the preparation of the shire’s local 
planning scheme no. 23 (refer below). as the document has been produced relatively recently, many of the strategies 
and recommendations can be considered to be representative of the shire’s current strategic position with regard to 
land use and development. 

This SuperTown Growth Plan seeks to build upon this work and inform the Shire with regards to the identification 
and prioritisation of future projects that will impact on the future growth of Esperance.

This SuperTown Growth Plan builds upon this extensive consultation exercise and seeks to address the outlined 
need for improvements within the town centre, economic development and the requirement for ongoing 
community consultation.
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2.3.11 sHIRe oF esPeRAnCe LoCAL PLAnnInG sCHeMe no. 23

the shire of esperance local planning scheme no. 23 (the ‘scheme’) is a land use based statutory 
scheme, informed by the shire’s lps and gazetted 19 February 2010. the principal functions of the 
scheme are to reserve and zone land and control development on reserved and zoned land. the scheme 
prescribes zonings and a ‘use/class’ table, which permits, prohibits and provides council discretion 
to approve certain land uses in certain zones depending on the purpose, intent and objective of the 
zone. the scheme stipulates several objectives to guide the future development of esperance.

this document is relevant to the supertown growth plan in that it represents the shire’s statutory 
instrument for land use and development control and identifies significant areas of land for future 
urban development. 

2.4 CoMMUnItY PRoFILe

2.4.1 CURRent sItUAtIon

2.4.1.1 Demographics 

the greater shire of esperance comprises seven areas including esperance proper, grass patch, 
cascade, scaddan, gibson, coomalbidgup and condingup. 2006 census data puts the population scan 
of the shire at 12,965 residents. the Department of planning’s wa tomorrow document indicates a 
2011 estimate of 14,500 residents.

analysis of these population figures indicates that growth within esperance has increased by around 
1.1% per annum between 1999 and 2009. it is forecast that the population will continue to grow at 
a steady rate over the next 10 – 15 years, with a population projection of 18,500 forecast for 2016 
(wapc, 2000a). 

compared to the state average, there is a slightly higher proportion of residents born in australia (81.9%), 
which includes 594 indigenous residents . the majority (4.1%) of people born overseas are from the uk.  

with respect to age statistics in comparison to the state figures, the shire has a high proportion of 
residents in the 5-14 year age bracket, and lower proportions of people in the 15-30 year age bracket, 
attributed to the need to relocate for further education, training and work opportunities. the 65+ age 
bracket also displays slightly lower statistics than the state, however as is consistent with national 
ageing population trends, the local ageing population is projected to increase.

2.4.1.2 education 

within esperance, 24% of residents have completed year 12 and a further 14.1% of residents over 
15 years have a qualification (including university, taFe, etc). in comparison with state figures for 
qualifications this is slightly lower, however this is expected given inheritance of agricultural persuits, 
trends in relocation for those seeking higher education learning and associated professions.

2.4.1.3 employment 

in 2006, the unemployment rate in the region was slightly higher than the state as a whole with the 
unemployment rate at the time being 4.4% compared with the state, being 3.8%. this figure is likely to 
be skewed also due to higher percentage of children aged between 5-14 years.

2.4.1.4 community life

undoubtably as a result of the remote, isolated location, a strong, connected and supportive 
community has evolved. this sense of community spirit is characterised by its high number of 
volunteers and is evident in the strong sporting and recreation participation with over 100 clubs and 
7000 members.

some of the key events and activities that are held within the shire of esperance throughout the year 
have been highlighted in table 2.  this collection of activities with its range in facilitators demonstrates 
a highly engaged community.

Table 2 - esperance community events and activities

nAMe DAtes FACILItAtoR
Festival of the wind march, every second year esperance community arts

children’s Fun day march, every second year alternate year 
to Festival of wind

children’s Fun Day committee

agricultural show october esperance agricultural show society

Discover monji Family picnic Day last week of september lake monjingup Development 
community group

australia Day 26 january esperance rotary club

wild Flower Festival september anglican church

pro circuit tennis tournament october esperance tennis club

emergency services Fun Day Fesa

French week December twin towns committee

business awards night august esperance chamber of commerce and 
industry

off shore angling classic march esperance offshore angling club

esperance cup november esperance turf club

museum village markets monthly during off tourist season esperance community Fund raising 
group

condingup community Fair Fortnightly during tourist season condingup recreation association

christmas parade march shire of esperance 

carols by candlelight December lions club

seniors christmas Dinner December shire of esperance 

international Day of persons with 
Disability 

December Disability services commission

grass patch yabbie classic 3 December grass patch community Development 
association

This SuperTown Growth Plan seeks to build upon this work and incorporate the recommendations 
contained within the document and inform the future review of the Shire’s Local Planning Strategy.

This SuperTown Growth Plan seeks to inform the review and preparation of the planning 
framework including preparation of future local planning strategies and amendments to the 
town planning scheme. In addition to the Scheme, the Shire currently has a suite of Planning 
Policies prepared and adopted pursuant to the Scheme to guide development (refer to Appendix 
A). These will need to be reviewed in light of the recommendations of this SuperTown Growth Plan.
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nAMe DAtes FACILItAtoR
seniors expo october seniors recreation council

sports star awards night november, every second year esperance District recreation association

thank a volunteer Day november esperance volunteer resource centre

naiDoc week 5 December Department of indigenous affairs

adult learners week november esperance library

science week september esperance library

music Festival august music Festival committee

november

¹ australian bureau of statistics 2003 census

2.4.1.5 community services

the range and provision of community services are detailed in this section. the tables below show that while there is 
an extensive range of services, provision does not meet demand, particularly in the areas of health, tertiary education, 
services for youth and the aged.

esperance has a diverse range of clubs and associations serving the community. historically there has been a high rate 
of volunteerism supporting these organisations, but anecdotal evidence suggests volunteerism is declining. the range 
of community organisations present in esperance is shown in table 3. this table shows that there is an extensive range of 
organisations. any decline in volunteerism would impact the viability of these groups.

Table 3 - type of esperance community organisations

tYPes oF seRVICes In esPeRAnCe nUMBeR oF seRVICes
Disability services 6

health services 64

community services 58

emergency services 22

indigenous services 5

education 30

youth services 13

economic development 5

sport 65

leisure 85

agriculture/environmental services 21

arts and culture 9

religious services 19

the key community service organisations are detailed in table 4. this table provides a summary of provision in 
emergency, health, community and recreation services. meetings with stakeholders and the community input suggest 
that many of the key community services are unable to meet demand. there is also a shortage of gps with planned 
infrastructure to house them still being finalised. more research is required to understand and plan for present and 
future need.

Table 4 - key community organisations

oRGAnIsAtIon DesCRIPtIon oF seRVICe
emergency services  - Fire and rescue service station (voluntary service)

 - esperance police station

 - st johns ambulance (voluntary service) 

 - ses (voluntary service)

 - Fesa

 - shire/Fesa (emergency services co-ordinator)

health services  - general practitioner, ophthalmology, orthodontist, orthopaedics, 
paediatrics, psychiatry

 - home and community care 

 - part-time aboriginal health worker providing services in esperance and 
condingup

 - audiology

 - occupational therapy

 - physiotherapy

 - social work

 - asthma / Dietetics

 - speech pathology

 - nursing service;  

 - child health, 

 - home visits for newborns

 - at risk program 

 - universal screening

 - parenting programs

 - outreach services

 - women’s health

 - immunisations

 - rheumatology

 - enuresis

 - medical: general, ophthalmology, orthodontist, orthopaedics, paediatrics, 
psychiatry

 - community nursing home

 - home and community care facilities

government organisations and services a number of state government Departments have a regional office in esperance, 
including:

 - shire of esperance

 - Department of environment and conservation  

 - Department of agriculture and Food

 - Department of education.
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oRGAnIsAtIon DesCRIPtIon oF seRVICe
esperance lotteries house  - escare Family support

 - youth service

 - Financial and counselling services

 - goldfields individual support and family support association 

 - commonwealth respite and care link centre

 - wanslea Family Day care

 - church of jesus christ latter Day saints

esperance volunteer resource centre provides information and support to volunteers and agencies working with 
volunteers

keeps a register of volunteer positions which makes it easy to find out what 
volunteer positions are available in the local area, and with which organizations

community associations  - alliance Francaise D’esperance 

 - citizen’s advise bureau

 - esperance probus club

 - esperance bay rotary club 

 - esperance rotary club

 - Freemason’s grand lodge

 - lions club of esperance  

 - progressive women’s association

 - rsl (esperance)

 - safety house committee

 - senior citizen’s centre

 - senior’s recreational council

 - vietnam veterans association

oRGAnIsAtIon DesCRIPtIon oF seRVICe
sporting clubs  - condingup Football club 

 - newtown oval Football club

 - esperance ports Football club

 - esperance amateur swimming club 

 - esperance badminton associatio

 - esperance basketball association

 - esperance bay gun club

 - esperance bay turf club

 - esperance bay yacht club 

 - esperance bowling club

 - esperance cricket association

 - esperance cycle club

 - esperance Deep sea angling club

 - esperance District Football association

 - esperance Football & sporting club

 - esperance Districts recreation association

 - esperance surf lifesaving club 

 - esperance golf club

 - esperance gymnastics academy

 - esperance pistol club  

 - esperance pony club

 - esperance softball association

 - esperance surfcasters club

 - esperance speedway association

 - esperance tai chi club

 - esperance squash club

 - esperance tae kwon Do academy

 - esperance volleyball association

 - ju-jitsu & judo classes

 - pink lake country club

 - rifle club inc.

 - salmon gums gun club

 - senior citizen’s carpet bowlers club

 - snooker club

 - tee ball association

 - triathlon club

 - esperance tennis club

 - esperance brass band

 - esperance motorcycle club

 - esperance hockey association
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2.4.1.6 community Facilities 

a summary of the key health, education, recreation and community facilities in the shire of esperance is provided 
below in table 5. these facilities are assessed against standards for provision in the following table.

Table 5 - esperance education, health, community & recreation Facilities

FACILItY DesCRIPtIon
primary school  - castleton primary (independent) - no data available

 - esperance primary – trending up 426(2007) to 454(2011)

 - nulsen primary – trending down 313(2007) to 263(2011)

 - our lady star of the sea catholic primary (remote) 
(independent) k-7

 - esperance christian primary (independent) k-7 students 92 
(2010)

secondary schools  - esperance senior high – trending down 1003(2007) to 
887(2011)

 - esperance residential college (provides accommodation for 
shs)

 - esperance anglican community school

 - esperance shs education support centre - trending down 
28(2007) to 15(2011)

 - wongutha caps school (independent) 11-12 students 82 
(2009)

tertiary  - curtin vtec

health  - esperance hospital  (40 bed hospital, accident and 
emergency, obstetrics, medical, general, surgery, palliative 
care, paediatric, psychiatric. visiting specialist services: 
cardiology, ear/nose/throat, gastroenterology, gynaecology)

 - community health centre Forrest street (nursing services, 
aboriginal health services, allied health services - audiology, 
dietetics, occupational therapy)

 - community nursing home

 - home and community care facilities

 - banksia medical centre

 - community health centre Forrest street

places of worship  - anglican church

 - catholic church

 - christian Family church

 - uniting church, lutheran church

 - church of christ baptist

 - esperance christian Family

 - baptist church

FACILItY DesCRIPtIon
recreation centre(s)  - bay of isles leisure centre:

 - gym 

 - indoor sports hall - Features tai-chi, aerobics, tae kwon Do, 
group Fitness classes, yoga

 - public and disabled restrooms/showers

 - swimming facilities: 

 - children’s lagoon - includes turbo pool, spa, seated spa

 - indoor heated 25 metre - 8 lane lap pool - lap 

swimming, aqua -aerobics, swim school, vacswim, 

aqua inflatables for children

 - hydrotherapy pool - 35 degrees

 - Function/ meeting room - caters for small and large groups 

 - crèche - child minding facilities

 - cafe/kiosk - hot/cold food and refreshments available

 - public and disabled restrooms/showers

esperance civic centre the reception room (maximum capacity 252):

 - catering for large social functions (weddings, 21st 
birthdays etc), corporate Functions, seminars, graduation 
ceremonies/award Functions, special events 

 - commercial kitchen for catering

 - can divide into two rooms

 - Dance floor, lighting available

 - auditorium and staging

 - theatre

esperance lotteries house

(accommodation for several not-for-profit organisations in 
the community)

 - conference room

 - interview room

 - business administration service – copying, faxing, laminating

esperance visitor centre  - reception area

esperance library  - community library includes (children’s resources, coffee/
tea, internet access)

esperance municipal museum, corner james st and 
Dempster st

houses a collection of photographs, unique machinery, furniture, 
pieces of the first american space station the “skylab”, lots of 
memorabilia and a locomotive w919

mongjimup reserve, telegraph road  - picnic facilities

 - lake

 - walking paths

esperance cricket ground, pink lake road  - esperance Football club - oval

 - esperance cricket club - cricket pitch
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FACILItY DesCRIPtIon
greater sports ground, harbour road cnr brazier street  - 5 fields 

 - ports cricket club (x 1 cricket pitch)

 - ports Football club

 - hockey club (share facilities with softball)

 - softball club

 - lawn bowls club 

 - badminton club and table tennis club 

 - (share badminton indoor court)

 - basketball association

 - netball association (13 courts)

 - agricultural show society

 - esperance brass band

 - soccer club (x 1 pitch)

 - lawn bowls club

 - beach volley club (part of lawn bowls club)

 - esperance Darts club (part of lawn bowls club)

 - esperance snooker (part of lawn bowls club) 

gibson Football club, starr street gibson  - oval

 - clubrooms 

 - change rooms 

 - male and Female toilets

 - children’s playground

 - Football matches/training

 - cricket team (summer)

 - bar facilities 

ports Football club, black street esperance  - oval

 - clubrooms

 - change rooms and toilets

 - Function centre / kitchen / bar facilities

 - Football training / matches, cricket training / matches 

airport  - esperance airport

marina  - esperance marina, bandy creek boat harbour

table 6 shows the current provision of facilities and assesses this against standards for facilities 
provision. the remote location of esperance should also be considered in any analysis of provision. 
the table below shows adequate provision for all facilities, but preliminary assessments (below) of the 
condition of facilities show that there are requirements for upgrades or replacement. 

Table 6 - esperance Facilities standards assessment

FACILItY stAnDARD
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aquatic 1 per 120,000 0.1 1

bay of isles leisure centre. capacity available 
in existing facilities. Facilities built over 50 years 
ago.  ad hoc additions.  need refurbishment of 
wet and dry facilities.  consolidation short to 
medium term. gym and group fitness.

indoor sports 1 per 25,000 0.5 1 0.5 existing capacity basketball facility upgrade 
underway at gsg.

District playing 
Field 1 per 20,000 0.6 1 0.4

current masterplan for greater sports ground. 
interim working plan favoured outcome with 
capacity for 25% increase in usage.  

lo
ca

l

active reserve 1 per 3,000 - 
4,000 3-4 5* 1 existing capacity

cricket pitch 1 per 3,000 4-5 5 1 existing capacity

c l u b r o o m s / 
change rooms 1 per 5,000 2-3 ? ? more data required  

tennis, basketball, 
netball 1 court per 1,000 12-13 22 9 existing adequate provision

multi-use (halls) 1 per 4,000 3-4 5 1.7
currently meeting required provision, however 
discussion with key community groups indicates 
that quality of satisfactory meeting halls is poor.

passive reserve 1.7 ha per 1,000 2 0 -
23ha ? ? more data required

playgrounds 1 per 2,000 6-7 10 1.4 currently adequate provision 

ed
uc

ati
on

pre-primary 1 per 4,500 3-4 5 ? consultation with Det required
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2.4.2 ReVIeW oF CURRent CoMMUnItY FACILItIes 

BAY oF IsLes LeIsURe CentRe 

the bay of isles leisure centre is a popular and well-frequented centre that contains an aquatic section 
with 25 metre lap pool, children’s pool and rehabilitation pool. in addition, the leisure centre contains 
a gymnasium, crèche facility, kiosk, reception and toy library storage area. the centre was constructed 
in the 1980’s and is generally in good condition. improvements are required in the function, layout 
and operating systems (plant room equipment). this could significantly improve the centre’s revenue, 
energy efficiency and running costs.

issues and suggestions include:

 » gym and fitness area are cramped and current circuit classes require additional space. an internal 
extension gaining space from adjoining rooms would result in a more functional gym facility 

 » sharing space with toy library which means that the current spin class bikes are required to be 
relocated once per week which is ultimately inconvenient and may cause damage in long term to 
the bikes

 » large basketball stadium with high ceilings has been converted into a floor workroom, with a large 
area of underutilised space in the double height void. this space could be utilised for additional 
classes and increase the revenue of the facility

 » inefficiency of the operating system through plant room equipment being out of date and 
consuming high amounts of electricity

 » Flooring upgrade required

DIstRICt PLAYInG FIeLDs / InDooR sPoRts

the greater sports ground is the major centralised district playing field within esperance. the large 
size and central location make it a convenient space for families to enjoy various weekend recreational 
sports within the one vicinity. unfortunately the condition of the overall playing field is poor with a 
disjointed layout, no connection between the various sports, large areas of red gravel car parking that 
invite anti-social behaviour after hours and presence of poor quality buildings and structures.

 issues and suggestions include:

 » indoor basketball stadium is in poor condition, with the building itself constructed in the late 
1960’s and having a deteriorating asbestos roof. whilst the courts are currently utilised extensively, 
only two of the six courts are at a standard appropriate for competitive games due to the flooring 
being in need of replacement

 » netball is now moving to favour indoor courts, this is placing greater pressure on current indoor 
basketball court availability

 » the badminton court is underutilised and in very poor condition, also constructed in the late 1960’s

 » utilisation of the greater sports ground currently shares the space with the annual agricultural 
show which inhibits the development of particular areas of the space and has impacted on the 
requirement and location of lighting structures within the sports ground

 » current requirement for tennis courts within the great sports ground area is sufficient however 
provision for adequate indoor basketball and netball courts is required 

 » availability of clubrooms is an issue for minor sporting groups and there is a need to look at 
concept for clubrooms. this will require extensive community consultation as there is currently a 
lack of desire for this to occur

 » community engagement and review of the greater sports ground redevelopment is required to 
ascertain a working group and measures for moving forward in the process. 

library Facility

the esperance library is located in close proximity to the bay of isles shopping centre and adjacent 
to the shire of esperance offices. the facility appears to have been constructed in the late 1960’s and 
whilst the building itself is in satisfactory condition, the size is small, with the layout cramped. 

issues and suggestions include:

 » current utilisation waning and there is a need to investigate contemporary technology trends and 
increase access to modern technology.

 » possibility to review location of current facility and co-locate the facility to ensure maximum usage 
and potential, with side benefit of allowing staff appointed to the library to monitor other facilities 
such as a visitors centre / art gallery space etc.

youth hub Facility

there is currently no facility to cater for youth. a centre to provide social support, mentoring, mental 
health support and drug and alcohol awareness is suggested by stakeholders as being required. this 
could be co-located within the sports clubs as a youth club or potentially within a co-located medical 
facility.

summary of community Facilities assessment

this preliminary review of facilities in esperance has shown that whilst there is, according to standards, 
adequate provision of facilities, the quality of these facilities is generally low to average, largely due 
to the facilities being built in the 60s to 80s. there are also additional needs that result from the 
town’s remoteness. 
there is a need to build a comprehensive view of community infrastructure. this needs to involve the 
shire of esperance, all key stakeholders and relevant community groups. a detailed needs assessment 
and thorough review of the facilities themselves is also required. this exercise needs to develop a 
clear picture of all issues and opportunities associated with the facilities within esperance for present 
and protected populations.

planning for community infrastructure should incorporate new approaches to facilities planning, 
consideration of the importance of community hubs and a sound approach to community asset 
management to develop a strategy for renewal and refurbishment of facilities in the future.  
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there is also a need to resolve the issues surrounding the master plan redevelopment for the greater 
sports ground. these facilities are in disrepair and delays in decisions around the scope of the project 
are impacting present users. anecdotal evidence demonstrates that sporting clubs are growing and 
the potential of future population increases will place more pressure on these facilities.  

any review of the (gsg) should include assessment of the bay of isles recreation centre to determine 
the need for upgrades to improve the internal layout and operational inefficiencies.

2.4.3  CURRent PLAnnInG

a review of the current shire of esperance community plans indicates that there has been 
significant planning, but that many plans need to be consolidated and updated. the community 
strategic plan and other planning is in train and will be crucial to better inform future supertown 
planning. 

the following table outlines the current community planning, the range of community 
consultation and the timelines involved in achieving this work. 

Table 7 - current shire planning
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youth needs 
analysis

extensive - Facilitated 
by consultants: surveys, 
street interviews, 
facilitated meetings

1999 study

in need of review 

(shelf sitter)

n/a schools, crime prevention 
committee, indigenous 
groups, employment 
agencies, service clubs, 
police

seniors plan survey, questionnaires at 
local show, meetings with 
seniors group

awaiting final formatting 
for presentation to 
council

march 2012 senior citizens centre, 
esperance homecare, 
seniors

strategic 
community plan 
esperance: towards 
2030

based on original 
documentation of 
strategic action plan 2004 
– 2024 as revised. 

rural town meetings, 
esperance town meeting, 
community perceptions 
survey

1st draft nearing 
completion

may 2012 community, shire staff 
and councillors

sports Facilities 
Development plan

nil planning stage December 2012 Dependent on grant 
funding and appointment 
of a consultant

esperance 
region tourism 
Development plan 
2009

Facilitated by tourism 
wa. 

specific stakeholder 
interviews

coordinating committee

partial implementation 2009 plan chamber commerce 
and industry, tourism 
wa, esperance tourism, 
goldfields esperance
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shire of esperance 
strategic action 
plan 2004 - 2024

extensive community 
consultation by 
consultants

essence of esperance 
survey

significant achievements 

under review 2012 
for replacement with 
community plan

2004 plan

revised 2007

revised 2011

community

community safety 
plan 2006 - 2011

extensive. Facilitated by 
consultants.

public meetings

group forums

surveys

2006 plan – in need of 
review

n/a

aboriginal justice 
agreement

Facilitated by consultants. 
extensive consultation 
with stakeholder groups

partial implementation. 
loss of community 
drivers due to loss of 
funding

2009 plan shire, police, Dept. 
education, Dept. housing 
& works, Dept. child 
protection, centrecare, 
Dept. justice, Dept. 
indigenous affairs, Dept. 
health, mental health 
services, Dept. corrective 
services, indigenous 
groups

playgrounds 
strategy 2006 - 
2021

reactive after completion 
of strategy

partial implementation 2006 plan to be 
reviewed 2012

internal document

commercial centre 
strategy

consultants plan

advertised for public 
feedback

awaiting council 
endorsement

2012 australian bureau 
statistics, esperance 
chamber of commerce, 
shire

today’s libraries internal plan implemented. 

need a new plan 
as library now too 
small with growing 
maintenance issues

2001 plan

outdated and 
due for review

library user groups, wa 
state library

marketing & 
communications 
strategy

community perceptions 
survey

rural town meetings

esperance community 
meeting

Drafting of plan outline 
commenced

june 2012 esperance express 
newspaper, radio west, 
shire, community 

greater 
sports ground 
redevelopment 
master plan

consultant facilitator.  
user group meetings

partial implementation 2004 plan

to be reviewed 
2012

Dept. sport & recreation, 
esperance District 
recreation association, 
sporting groups

shire, community
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physical activity 
plan 2009 - 2014

rural town meetings

esperance town meeting

sports groups

partial implementation 2009 plan sports groups, Dept. sport 
& recreation, shire, Dept. 
health, gp network

esperance 
emergency risk 
management 
arrangements 
implementation 
plan

internal consultation 
facilitated by local 
emergency management 
committee

implemented as a 
reference tool and 
guidelines 

2007 plan Fesa, police, Dept. 
community services, 
shire, Dept. Fisheries, 
Dept. transport, 
community, local 
emergency management 
committee

Disability access & 
inclusion plan 2010 
-2012

survey of persons 
attending Disability 
awareness day

partial implementation 2000 plan

updated 
annually

Disability services 
commission, Dept. 
health, mental health, 
employment agencies, 
shire

2.4.4  KeY DRIVeRs AnD PRessURes

esperance has long been a sustainable community. it has not suffered the fluctuations in populations other regional 
towns have experienced as a result of the significant shifts in industry and agriculture. nor has it had the same degree 
of urban drift.

the natural beauty of esperance, its climate, isolation and lifestyle continue to attract people to the town and encourage 
them to stay. the economy, which has historically been based around agriculture and the port, has also provided a solid 
foundation for employment and investment in the town.

the range of infrastructure available in esperance, while not comprehensive, has been better than many regional towns 
facilitating the formation of a sustainable community.

perhaps the most powerful driver of community sustainability is the community itself. the social fabric of the town is 
strong and results from the investment of community members in a diverse range of clubs, associations and not for 
profit organisations. these organisations provide opportunities for people to connect, network, recreate, celebrate and 
support each other. the span of these activities has ensured that most interests of the community have had a formal 
means of expression. sport, recreation, religion, community services, children, the aged, the natural environment, 
hobbies and much more have all had a “home.” the resulting social capital is the backbone of esperance and care 
should be taken to protect it.

however, things are changing.

there is a sense that the volunteer base that has been so vital to esperance is diminishing with dwindling percentage of 
people willing to be involved.

it appears it is harder to retain people in town. Families are moving when their children require higher education, 
people are moving for more comprehensive medical services and others are moving for career development and more 
diverse employment opportunities.

attracting people and business development to esperance is also becoming more difficult. some other regional towns 
are able to offer wider employment opportunities and are developing a more comprehensive range of services and 
facilities.

estimates suggest the population of esperance will continue to increase slowly, but the impediments to attraction and 
retention of residents and business investment will hinder increased growth rates in the future if not addressed.

of utmost importance is the need to focus on the social fabric of esperance, specifically local clubs and associations. For 
decades these organisations have contributed greatly to community life in the town. they have been the network of the 
community and provided essential support, but currently there is a real risk that they will decline as a result of fewer 
volunteers and the difficulties of being in a remote location. 

there are several segments of the community less likely to benefit from the supertown programme unless strategies 
are implemented to address disadvantage and involvement throughout the project. these include:

 » the aboriginal people and communities of esperance - this community comprises a significant proportion of the 
community and have connections to the area dating back 20,000 years but there is little reference to the needs and 
aspirations of the community. anecdotal information suggests that suicide and unemployment rates are higher than 
the rest of the community, that there are competing interests amongst various families and that it is difficult to 
engage collectively with local families. should this information be accurate, the sub-projects need to be cognisant 
of the need to consider this population group.

 » the young people of esperance often leave when they require further education or employment. For those that 
remain, a considered whole of town approach should be adopted to support, educate and involve them generally 
and in the supertown programme. 

 » the aging population – esperance attracts many farming families as they age and others are attracted to the lifestyle 
and beauty of the location, but there are insufficient resources, services and facilities to enable people to age in 
place resulting in people leaving to larger centres.

it is important that an emphasis on ‘making things happen’ runs in parallel to the provision of infrastructure. this 
relates to:

 » bringing places to life through events and activities

 » creating hubs of activity where more than one thing occurs

 » management plans as well as physical plans are created

 » businesses knowing how to operate in a revitalised town centre to cooperate and compete with each other

 » people being engaged to create ownership of public space

 » Disconnected people are brought to the stage 

 » specific projects are started to engage specific target markets

 » one plan for young people across the whole town is brought into effect

 » public and community art are ‘people projects’ and not just installations

all these things require strong leadership and management from the key agencies of the town to ensure that the 
supertowns programme realises its potential to be a catalyst for ensuring that esperance embraces the future and is 
not a victim of it.
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2.4.4.1 required Future Facilities provision 

the following table provides an analysis of existing community demand for community facilities against 
future requirements.  it uses benchmarked standards to determine current and future requirements 
for community facilities. the creating communities australia standards used in the table have been 
benchmarked against a range of sources and industry accepted ratios for the provision of community 
facilities. the standards are applied on the basis of population numbers within respective catchments. 

catchments for facilities have been defined in the following way for the purposes of this report for 
each category of facility:

 » local level community infrastructure –1 to 2 active reserves (catchment <5,000 people, 4km, 5’ 
drive)

 » District level community infrastructure - 2 or more active reserves (catchment <20,000 people, 
<8km drive, 5’ - 10’ drive)

 » municipal level community infrastructure (catchment comprises the entire shire area)

the table show the industry benchmarked facility standard (ratio per person), the existing demand 
applying the ratio to the existing base population, the number of facilities of this type currently 
available, available capacity of the facility type surplus or below current population demand, 
additional demand for facilities required to meet future population needs to 2030. note that if the 
target is below capacity available in existing facilities this indicates available facilities will meet future 
demand.  if the target is above the available capacity this indicates additional facilities will be required 
to meet future demand.

education and health related facilities have been included in the standards analysis below.  it should 
be noted that state government agencies responsible for delivering these facilities use a range of 
factors in addition to strict application of standards to determine future provision of facilities.  
proactive consultation with these agencies can establish a clearer picture of when and how their 
existing facilities are likely to be upgraded or new facilities constructed.

the standards analysis is one tool to determine community facility requirements in the context of new 
development.  ratios provided below are drawn from industry accepted standards for provision of 
community facilities.

Table 8 - projected Facilities requirements based on standards assessment (* based on estimated 
1,594 10-19 year olds from 2006 census)
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aquatic 0.04 sqm of 
water per capita 519m2 500m2 0 681m2

current population demand met. Future 
population will trigger demand for additional 
facilities. bay of isles leisure centre. capacity 
available in existing facilities. Facilities built 
over 50 years ago.  ad hoc additions.  need 
refurbishment of wet and dry facilities.  
consolidation short to medium term. gym 
and group fitness require additional space. 

current building condition = average

Di
st

ri
ct

indoor sports 1 court per 
10,000 people 1.3 8 6.7 1.7

capacity in existing facilities for base 
population and future population. basketball 
facility upgrade underway as part of gsg 
masterplan, which is currently on hold.

current building condition = poor

District 
playing Field 1 per 30,000 0.4 1 0.6 0.9

current masterplan for greater sports 
ground. interim working plan favoured 
outcome with capacity for 25% increase in 
usage.  

current playing field and building condition 
= poor

lo
ca

l

active 
reserve 1 per 6,000 2 5* 3 2.8

capacity in existing facilities for base 
population and future population. Further 
investigation required.

cricket pitch 1 per 7,500 2 5 3 2.3
capacity in existing facilities for base 
population and future population. Further 
investigation required.

clubrooms/ 
change 
rooms

1 per 7,500 2 3 1 2.3

capacity in existing facilities for base 
population, future population will trigger 
need for additional facilities.

current building conditions = poor

tennis, 
basketball, 
netball

1 court per 
3,000 4 25 5.7

capacity in existing facilities for base 
population and future population. Further 
investigation required.

multi-use hall 
(stand alone 
or allocated 
space)

1 per 4,000 3 4 1 4.3

current facilities meet existing demand, 
however discussion with key community 
groups indicates that quality of satisfactory 
meeting halls is poor.

passive 
reserve 1.7 ha per 1,000 22ha - - 29.0

passive reserves with equipment for whole 
of life recreation and exercise should be 
designed into new development. Further 
investigation required.

playgrounds 1 per 2,000 6-7 10 3-4 8.5

capacity in existing facilities for base 
population, early stages of growth for future 
population later stages will trigger need for 
additional facilities.
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pre-primary 1 per 4,500 3 5 2 3.8

capacity in existing facilities for base 
population, early stages of growth for future 
population later stages will trigger need for 
additional facilities. consultation with Det 
required.

primary 1 per 8,000 2 5 3 2.1
capacity in existing facilities for base 
population and future population. 
consultation with Det required.

secondary 
(public) 1 per 16,000 1 2 - 1.1

capacity in existing facilities for base 
population, early stages of growth for future 
population later stages will trigger need for 
additional facilities. consultation with Det 
required.

tertiary no standard - 1 - - consultation with Det required

o
th

er
 

library 1:25,000 0.5 1 0.5 0.7

capacity in existing facilities for base 
population and future population.

current building conditions = poor-average

infant health 
centre 1:12,000 1 0 1.4

no current specific health centre dedicated 
specifically towards infants. consultation 
with Doh required.

youth Facility 1:3,000 (10-19 
year olds) 0.5* 2 - 0.5

current youth facility scout hall and skate 
park are available, however a specific 
youth hub would be beneficial in providing 
mentoring, drug and alcohol awareness. 

community 
centre 1: 5,000 2.5 2 -0.5 3.4

current undersupply of standalone facilities, 
multi-use facilities and clubrooms can fill the 
gap.  Future population will create demand 
for additional facilities.

arts and 
cultural 
centre

1:30,000 0.4 2 - 0.6

currently there is the cannery Future 
population could generate sufficient demand 
to justify investigation for provision of this 
facility.

not withstanding the need to upgrade facilities that are in a poor condition, the chart above indicates there are 
significant gaps between the provision of facilities relative to today’s population and the aspirational population target 
of 29,000.

sporting associated facilities that appear to require the highest increase in provision include and increase in aquatic 
pool size by 160sqm and an addition of approximately two tennis, basketball or netball courts. 

Further investigation will be required to ascertain exact areas, however the provision of passive reserves appear to 
require around 7ha in increased area along with the need for approximately two playgrounds within the shire.

the pre-primary and primary schools may need to increase to include one additional facility, and there will be a definite 
need to provide an additional multi-use hall and community centre facility. 

2.4.5  KeY FInDInGs AnD IMPLICAtIons

the supertown programme presents significant opportunities for the town, the community and the region. but it is 
important that it is recognised that unless the key factors influencing attraction and retention of people and investment 
are addressed, that the opportunities are unlikely to be realised.

this will require a focus on both soft and hard infrastructure. Delivery of infrastructure alone will do little to address 
the key factors inhibiting growth. what is required is a comprehensive approach, which integrates:

 » strategies to attract and retain people and business;

 » programs to bolster the sustainability of the community; and

 » timely delivery of land, key infrastructure, services and facilities.

these and other findings and implications are detailed in the following table:

FInDInG IMPLICAtIon
 - Difficult to attract a broad range of people to the town e.g. more 

retirees than working families
 - marketing and branding of esperance 

 - strategic employment opportunities need to be created

 - improved amenity such as town centres, infrastructure, education 
and health 

 - activation of hubs
 - Difficult to retain:

 - Families when children as they get older needing greater access to 
education and employment opportunities

 - people wanting career specialisation or advancement

 - people who require specialised medical or care services such as 
occurs with an ageing population 

 - strategic employment opportunities need to be created

 - improved amenity such as town centres, infrastructure, education 
and health 

 - activation of hubs

 - support for businesses 

 - excellent provision and range of community facilities but are ageing 
and approaching the end of their life

 - the capital, maintenance and management costs of existing or new 
facilities, provided in the current manner, is not affordable going 
forward

 - comprehensive facilities plan that incorporates the management 
options 

 - joint provision, maintenance and management of facilities

 - strident feasibility studies to demonstrate the viability of each 
facility

 - a myriad of reports about the community have been written in the 
last number of years that may or may not relate to each other and 
may or may not have been enacted or may or may not be relevant 
to the future

 - a single, simple community plan needs to be developed to 
ensure that esperance retains its character and spirit while taking 
advantage of opportunities that arise
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FInDInG IMPLICAtIon
 - strength in number, scope and breadth of community 

organisations but volunteerism diminishing and clubs 
face other threats to future viability

 - people have a can do attitude that has been forged 
through isolation and necessity

 - governance strategy across agencies to focus on 
development of organisations not just provision of 
services plus a focus on club and volunteer enrichment 
and support

 - there is frequent consultation from a broad range of 
agencies on a plethora of issues but little action seems 
to be forthcoming 

 - governance strategy across agencies that has a 
consistent engagement approach to the community that 
builds on-going relationships resulting in jointly provided 
outcomes

 - the natural environment is valued very highly and needs 
to be available for use of future generations

 - an across government and agency management plan 
for all natural assets needs to be developed to ensure 
the use of the natural environment as a tourism and 
recreation asset while being conserved for the next 
generation

 - the local aboriginal and post settlement history and 
heritage is important 

 - a focus on ensuring that any plans for the future of 
the town take into consideration the past and actively 
involve the integration of aboriginal heritage and input 
from aboriginal communities

 - while education for the initial phases of life is adequate 
there is a great need for diversity in secondary education 
and a focus on training, work readiness and tertiary 
education

 - a comprehensive plan for the provision of appropriate 
levels of education is required 

 - apart from the natural environment and the club 
structure there are few options for young people who 
remain in town

 - a whole of town, cross agency strategy is required to 
address the issue of young people remaining in town and 
reaching their potential

 - each sub-project needs to ensure that the implications 
for young people are explored

 - the aboriginal community lacks representation in 
planning. although this community is a significant 
percentage of the population it seems to be absent from 
report and plans for and about the town. many issues 
exist that do not appear to be being addressed as they 
are in many other communities

 - a means of actively ensuring that the aboriginal 
community is part of each project needs to be developed

 - tourism is an important part of the economy but there 
appears to be little specific effort being made by most 
stakeholders to enhance its potential for the town

 - a very strategic approach to embedding the potential of 
increasing the benefits of tourism needs to be developed

 - community leadership. esperance is an isolated town 
and many of the major services are delivered from 
kalgoorlie leaving people feeling as though there is not 
an overall approach to governance and leadership in the 
town

 - an action oriented approach to the governance that 
draws together the disparate agencies into one method 
of planning and managing esperance is required. 

 - one common process of engaging with the community 
across all agencies is required

 - a myriad of reports about the community have been 
written in the last number of years that may or may 
not relate to each other and may or may not have been 
enacted or may or may not be relevant to the future

 - a single, simple community plan needs to be developed 
to ensure that esperance retains its character and spirit 
while taking advantage of opportunities that arise

2.5 eConoMIC AnALYsIs AnD DeVeLoPMent IMPLICAtIons

the growth plan for esperance must acknowledge the economic context of the town, the likely drivers 
for growth over time and the level of intervention required by the state, the esperance community 
and its development partners. 

esperance, like most regional towns and communities could be said to be an optimised town. that 
is, it has reached its current size and configuration through the interplay of social, technological, 
economic, environmental and political forces. while there is historically some fluctuation in the 
town’s population and economic base, esperance to this point has been primarily an isolated town 
with a strong agricultural hinterland, an emerging mining and resources base and a substantial port. 
the town is also the commercial and administrative hub for the esperance sub-region.

For esperance to grow significantly beyond its current profile it requires a multi-faceted intervention 
aimed at increasing the town’s capacity and capability, leveraging the employment generation 
opportunities suggested by its current and transitional economic base, and attracting and effectively 
managing the level of private and public funding and infrastructure required to grow the town.

the economic analysis contained in this report is intended to provide the context for esperance’s 
current and historical profile and to outline the implications of what a growth strategy would mean 
depending on the trajectory that the town pursues. moreover the analysis suggests a number of 
different priority areas and projects to advance the town. this analysis is a prelude to a comprehensive 
economic development strategy and suggested governance framework for esperance supertown, 
which will be fundamentally important to the achievement of the supertown concept.

implicit in the idea of esperance as a supertown is the premise that the town and the sub-region 
either currently or potentially possesses an economic base that will drive both employment and 
population growth over the medium to long term. in very general terms, towns and cities exists 
because there is a reason for them to do so and that reason is almost invariably related to some form 
of natural comparative advantage. the advantage may be access to fresh water, natural resources, 
arable land, sheltered harbours and navigable rivers or some such aspect that immediately supports 
the establishment and development of settlements.

after establishment and a period of growth, which maybe a period of years or decades, regional 
towns and cities usually have one of three trajectories: they either cease to exist in a meaningful 
sense or they experience a period of slow decline primarily as a result of a change in dynamics of the 
economic and social forces that gave rise to them in first instance (as evidenced by many of the state’s 
wheatbelt communities).

they might also reach a point of stasis or optimisation where population growth has more or less 
plateaued and the town achieves something of a steady state.

but the third, and in the context of esperance as a supertown, they redefine their reason for existence 
and actively develop their natural comparative advantage and seek to leverage the array of economic 
drivers that have the potential to drive a sustainable growth and development path.
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Figure 10 - alternative town trajectories (source: pracsys)

esperance to this point in its history is primarily a town that has reached a point of stasis. it can conceivably continue 
to function as it has for the long foreseeable future with its population likely to hover around more or less its current 
levels, provided it retains its primary economic functions as a tourist destination, agricultural base and commodities 
export / import facility for the goldfields – esperance region. 

For esperance to grow it needs to recognise the relationships between major economic drivers, economic development, 
employment generation and sustainable population growth. the following economic analysis demonstrates that for 
esperance to grow to a supertown, it requires a series of sustained and coordinated interventions designed to advance 
the capacity and amenity of town to cater for population retention and growth. most importantly it requires a cogent 
economic development strategy and associated governance mechanism designed to mobilise and facilitate the public 
and private sector investment that will generate durable employment over the longer term.

2.5.1 CURRent sItUAtIon

2.5.2 population projections

two population projections are available for shire of esperance: the abs Departments of health and ageing and wa tomorrow.

Table 9 - abs & Department of health and ageing population projections (source: abs and commonwealth 
Department of health and ageing)

sHIRe PoPULAtIon 2011 2016 2021 2026 2027

esperance_(s) 15,112 16,063 16,971 17,812 17,971

growth rate  6.3% 5.7% 5.0% 0.9%

Table 10 - wa tomorrow population projections (source: Department of planning wa tomorrow)

sHIRe PoPULAtIon 2011 2016 2021 2026 2027
esperance (s) 14,500 14,800 15,200 15,500 15,600

growth rate  2.1% 2.7% 2.0% 0.6%

goldfields - esperance 59,000 60,900 62,900 64,400 64,600

growth rate  3.2% 3.3% 2.4% 0.3%

the rate of growth for esperance is projected to be below that of the goldfields-esperance region as a whole. the 
published estimates of esperance’s likely growth trajectory are short of the growth required to achieve a supertowns 
aspirational population. the established estimates amount to a ‘business as usual’ approach to esperance’s trajectory. 
the growth rates implied by a supertown suggest the requirement for a series of significant, sustained, multi-faceted 
interventions to facilitate the development of the esperance supertown.

2.5.3 eConoMIC ConteXt

the economic profile of esperance and the goldfields esperance region is well documented in a variety of reports 
including (but not limited to):

• the goldfield esperance workforce Development plan – 2011 Draft report (wa DtwD)

• the south east region western australia social & economic snapshot 2011 (geDc)

• the major projects summary goldfields esperance region july 2011 (geDc)

this report refers to these documents and cites relevant data and findings as they relate to the esperance supertowns growth 
plan. the analysis offered within in these reports describes the past and present states of the region’s economic performance 
and provides the essential context to the nature of the economic challenges facing esperance in the long term.

table 11 is from the south east region social & economic snapshot and details some of the key aspects of the goldfields 
– esperance regional economy.

Table 11 - Figures at a glance- 2008-09 (unless indicated otherwise)

FIGURES AT A GLANCE – 2008-09 (UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE)
population revenue - agriculture

estimated ge region population 
(2010) 59,070 value agriculture: wa $7.176 billion

abs census 2006 55,333 value agriculture ge region $587.26 million
city of kalgoorlie-boulder 32,620 portion of state’s production 8.2 percent
shire of esperance 14,570 land holdings in wa 93.65 million ha
shire of ravensthorpe 2401 land holdings in ge region 15.908 million ha
shire of Dundas 1204 value esperance production $370.8 million
population projection 2020 68,000 value esperance cereals $290.7 million
population wa (2010) 2.293 million value esperance livestock $23.8 million
population regional wa (2010) 614,657 value ravensthorpe agriculture $106.9 million
revenue - mining value ravensthorpe cereals $85.6 million
mining/petroleum western 
australia $61 billion grain exports: esperance 1.697 million tonnes

royalties for mining/petroleum $3.2 billion goldfields-esperance economy
mineral production ge region $9.8 billion gross regional product $7.2 billion

gold production in ge region $3.747 billion share of wa gross Domestic 
product 4.2 percent

nickel production in ge region $2.654 billion building approvals (2009-10)
value: shire of ravensthorpe $80.696 million value of total approvals ge region $202 million
value: shire of Dundas $157.406 million value of esperance approvals $46.4 million
iron ore production wa 341.64 million tonnes value of ravensthorpe approvals $6.7 million
value of iron ore exports from wa $28.085 billion tourism
iron ore exports esperance 7.392 million tonnes annual visitors to the ge region 467,000

value iron ore exports: esperance $606.220 million value of tourism expenditure 
annually $222 million

value nickel exports: esperance $1.199 billion visitors to esperance 150,000
annual value of esperance tourism $51.7 million labour Force ravensthorpe 1596
visitors to ravensthorpe annually 30,000 labour Force Dundas 708
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FIGURES AT A GLANCE – 2008-09 (UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE)
visitors to norseman 
annually up to 45,000 esperance port 

Fishing inclusive of molluscs, rock lobster, abalone and Fin 
Fish total trade 2009-10 11.266 million tonnes

total catch 1083 tonnes total exports 2009-10 10.895 million tonnes
value of catch $10.9 million total imports 2009-10 371,721 tonnes
employment (2009-10) 

port revenue 2009-10 $41.84 millionlabour Force ge region 35,119
labour Force esperance 8382

esperance business Forum

a business forum was held in esperance during january 2012 to ascertain the aspirations of local 
business with respect to the supertowns program and to gather information about their current 
staffing, vacancies, recruitment initiatives and short, medium and long term business development 
planning. the forum was very informative for all parties involved and helped to clarify anecdotal 
and emerging economic profiling evidence that esperance businesses were experiencing difficulties 
attracting and retaining staff. it also revealed that smaller businesses appear to be struggling in the 
two speed economy and are losing staff to higher paid positions in the resources and construction 
sectors.

those attending the forum included representatives from cbh, cliffs natural resources, esperance port 
sea and land, sime builders, thorpe realty, Qr national, jetty resort, budget car hire and shark lake 
meat works. the comments raised supplemented feedback already raised through the community 
reference group business networking, esperance chamber of commerce and industry research and 
feedback and wider community feedback through the community questionnaire and business surveys.

some of the issues and barriers raised by local business are detailed in the following table and have 
helped inform the development of growth plan projects to readdress the barriers identified.

oRGAnIsAtIon CoMMents
general comments  - Difficult to fill skilled positions such as engineers, project managers

 - Difficult to compete against higher wages in pilbara

 - barriers to attracting staff include the isolation from the metropolitan centres, lack of available 
and suitable rentals and access to good medical and education facilities

 - limited rentals available, prospective employees from outside esperance want to ‘test the 
waters’ with a lease before buying locally

 - generally employ people from across the state, mainly other regional areas for entry positions 
such as general hands. often only attract senior positions from perth with local connections or 
overseas workers with no connection to esperance

 - some small businesses in town are struggling – five or six looking to close down at moment

 - two speed economy affecting small business

 - not enough retail services in town

 - many complaints about the (poor) service provided by local businesses but how do you keep 
these businesses open and help them compete?

 - local business can compete if they lift their goals

 - need jobs to attract people and keep people in town and infrastructure to accommodate 
additional population – ‘chicken and egg’ situation

 - long lead times for 457 visas cause delays getting international workers – looking at 
alternative avenues

 - perth is now a regional area for visas – less workers coming to regional wa

 - need to attract and retain young workers with families

 - need long term plan not quick fix solution

 - two week on – one week off roster is detrimental to community

 - larger franchises now coming to town i.e. Dome and mcDonalds but experiencing problems 
getting staff

cbh  - esperance is a good family location for workers in comparison to other regional towns.

 - issues obtaining good quality, experienced staff

 - have employed many casuals over 2011/12 season straight from school with no experience 
and lots of backpackers to fill seasonal positions

 - ravensthorpe really struggles to fill seasonal positions
thorpe realty  - currently around 300 residential properties on the market struggling to sell whereas rental 

market has gone mad and we’re rapidly running out of rentals

 - construction projects over next 4-5 years putting pressure on market
shark lake meat 
works

 - input costs are very high including freight costs

 - losing skilled / experienced staff to other higher paid industries

 - most of the work has been automated. at peak, employed around 120 Ftes now around 75
Qr national  - struggling to source and hire qualified train drivers

 - medical services including access to doctors is crucial to attracting and retaining people

 - lost 40% of internationally recruited staff over last couple of years to the pilbara (higher wages)
jetty resort / budget 
hire cars

 - often employ transient workers for 3 / 6 months at a time

 - last year, had a full time receptionist vacancy for over a year - couldn’t find anyone to fill it.

 - beauty spa struggles to attract / retain trained beauticians

 - construction contractors have been filling tourist rooms on longer term basis
cliffs  - currently investigating the possibility of Fly-in-Fly-out (FiFo) from esperance to koolyanobbing 

during the third quarter of 2012

 - aiming to attract workers with local connections and the existing Drive-in -Drive out 
population from esperance

 - employ 600 people on site presently.

 - likely to need another 200 employees as extraction ramps up

 - looking for skilled and unskilled labour e.g. geologists, camp cooks, cleaners
sime builders  - Difficulty recruiting skilled staff, such as quantity surveyors, and unskilled staff

 - sub-contract out a lot of work

 - large firms have been reluctant to work in esperance during boom times but now they are 
starting to come while it’s quieter around the state

 - lots of competition now for government work compared to pre-gFc

 - Freight costs are high
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business survey (December 2011) and attraction and retention survey (February 2012)

During December 2011, the esperance project team undertook a business survey distributed through the esperance 
chamber of commerce and industry. the aim of the survey was to investigate the potential barriers and explore the 
constraints and opportunities experienced by business and industry in esperance.

the survey was established as a simple 5 minute online survey using the survey monkey site. links to the survey monkey 
were posted on the ecci website, the shire’s supertowns website and the geDc website. the survey was advertised in 
the esperance express and kalgoorlie miner and through ecci and geDc newsletter circulations.

the business survey returned 17 responses which is a relatively low response rate but one that could be expected given 
the survey was undertaken in December - the start of summer holidays, peak tourist season and the height of harvest 
season in esperance. Despite this, the data provided by respondents gives a useful insight on business and industry 
views and perceptions of the economic opportunities and constraints facing business and industry in esperance as the 
town prepares for additional population growth and the challenges this brings for the future.

the survey was completed by representatives of a broad range of sectors as demonstrated below. general data was 
also collected on the percentage of Ftes, permanent, casual and contract working arrangements, industry sectors, 
geographical area of operation and number of years the respondent business had been established.

Key	  Findings	  from	  the	  SuperTowns	  Business	  Survey	  

The	  survey	  was	  completed	  by	  representatives	  of	  a	  broad	  range	  of	  sectors	  as	  demonstrated	  below.	  

Figure	  x:	  Industry	  sectors	  responding	  to	  SuperTowns	  Business	  Survey	  

	  

	  

Accoun:ng/Finance/
Legal	  Services	  

3%	  

Agriculture	  
6%	  

Building	  and	  
Construc:on	  

13%	  

Compu:ng	  and	  IT	  
9%	  

Consul:ng	  
3%	  

Electrical/Electronics	  
3%	  

Engineering	  and	  
Metal	  Trades	  

6%	  Farming	  
3%	  

Fishing	  
3%	  

GiJs	  and	  Homewares	  
3%	  

Health/Fitness/Beauty	  
3%	  

Manufacturing	  
6%	  

Medical/Dental	  
3%	  

Mining	  
3%	  

Office	  Supplies	  
3%	  

Prin:ng	  
3%	  

Recruitment/Training	  
3%	  

Telecommunica:ons	  
6%	  

Transport	  
3%	   Other	  

(please	  
specify)	  
13%	  

Which	  sectors	  does	  your	  business	  operate	  in?	  

the business survey revealed the following key findings:

 » over 50% of respondents had experienced difficulties attracting and/or retaining staff.

 » nearly 90% of respondents stated that a lack of applicants and unsuitable applicants were key issues experienced 
when trying to recruiting staff.

 » with regard to recruitment difficulties, comments were made that applicants often expected wages comparable to 
the resources sector, employees want to dictate working hours, there was a lack of experienced and quality staff 
and a restricted talent pool in esperance.

 » 20% of respondents cited existing legislation or legislative changes as the main statutory or regulatory constraints 
on the development of their business / industry sector in esperance. these included proposed superannuation 
changes, the Fair work act, future of financial advice legislation and the mining tax.

 » a further 20% listed regulatory approvals as the main statutory or regulatory constraints. these included Department 
of environment and conservation (Dec) industry regulation, planning and building approval constraints and onerous 
car parking requirements in cbD.

 » high development costs, high tax and licence fees and the lack of available training were also listed as statutory or 
regulatory constraints for businesses in esperance.

 » some key issues raised by respondents that were considered to determine the level of investment in their industry 
sector in esperance included the purchase of non local goods and services and availability of suitable staff. other 
issues included regulatory hurdles, the (lack of) profitability of agriculture, the global economy, small population 
size, availability of training, raising capital and the low construction rates.

 » some potential barriers raised by respondents included  esperance’s geographical isolation /distance, the 
purchase of non local goods and services, freight costs, infrastructure / utilities costs, limited local demand (online 
competition), lack of support for local business and medical services for staff.

 » in terms of gaps in enabling infrastructure, these were identified as internet speed and access, air travel, facilities 
for not-for-profit use, better transitional housing for mentally ill, better access to the domestic market, overcoming 
complex transport controls and access to local construction services.

 » in terms of gaps in basic services in esperance, 40% of respondents identified the limited doctors and medical 
services as an issue also commenting that distance to alternative services is problematic and that it is hard to access 
medical appointments for staff.

 » efficient freight, cheap air travel, professional development / adult / tertiary education and mental health emergency 
and crisis relief services were also identified by respondents as basic service areas with gaps.

 » over 20% of respondents cited that competitive freight rates was the main supply chain gap for business / industry 
in esperance. other supply chain areas flagged included container shipping for niche markets, lack of business 
accommodation, cost of flights and limited rail capacity.

 » when asked what business development / economic opportunities could be realised in esperance with appropriate 
programs, respondents were keen to flag the redevelopment of the foreshore area, the improvement of air travel 
and making esperance more accessible and resort / accommodation development as priority areas. other issues 
raised included programs to retain young people in town, cbD (andrew street) revitalisation, develop a business 
friendly, progressive attitude, buy local initiatives, container loading facility, affordable transport, mental health 
programs and support, host managed it services and helpdesk and remote support services, value adding to 
agricultural products, aged care resources and facilities, medical services, alternative energy generation, increased 
self-sufficiency, upscale education sector and improved tertiary capacity, improve tourism facilities, enhanced rail 
services and port expansion.
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as a follow up to a business Forum held in esperance in january 2012, a further attraction and 
retention survey was commissioned by the shire of esperance, esperance chamber of commerce and 
geDc to further flesh out the staff recruitment issues raised at the business Forum by local businesses. 
again, the survey was established as a simple 5 minute online survey using the survey monkey site. 
links to the survey monkey were posted on the ecci website and the shire’s supertowns website. 
the survey was distributed by email to a database of local businesses and through ecci newsletter 
circulations. 27 responses were received to this survey.

the attraction and retention survey revealed the following key findings:

 » over 30% of survey respondents are currently seeking staff to fill a vacancy.

 » 18% had more than one vacancy to fill including one respondent that was seeking to fill six positions

 » respondent businesses were looking for a mix of skilled and unskilled labour from plant 
operators, mc licensed truck drivers, counsellors, construction workers, deck hands, tradesmen, 
administration, retail sales and service personnel.

 » one business said if someone approached them with the right skills they would hire them and 
another knew they had potential vacancies pending as employees had applied for higher paid jobs 
at the port and were likely to get them.

 » 55% of respondents had experienced difficulties recruiting or retaining staff.

 » 14% identified that staff attraction and retention issues affected their ability to invest further in 
their business.

analysis of survey Findings

it is apparent that there are issues across many industry sectors in relation to the attraction and 
retention of staff - firstly finding staff to fill vacancies but also finding appropriately skilled or 
experienced staff to do the job. some key issues raised consistently in both surveys, considered to 
be constraining business and industry, include access to medical services, high freight costs, the costs 
and scheduling of flights, the lack of available or suitable people to fill vacancies, lack of local training 
opportunities and lack of local business support.

the proposed esperance economic Development plan project will assist local organisations gain 
a better understanding of these issues and the actions and programs needed to readdress these 
constraints and barriers to business and investment in esperance and the sub-region.

2.5.3.1 Draft goldfields-esperance workforce Development plan (December, 2011) observations

 » gold production is likely to remain stable until at least 2030 – based on existing production and 
resources, gold is likely to remain in the range of 100 to 125 tonnes (t) au/year until about 2030, 
at which point major fields close and most future production shifts to leonora shire. 

 » nickel production has significant potential to nearly triple by 2050 – based on existing production 
and resources, nickel could reach about 600 kilo-tonnes (kt) ni/year by 2050, and would be widely 
distributed through the region.

 » nickel ore type will be increasingly dominated by laterite ore rather than sulfide ores – by 2025, 
sulfide ores will have peaked in their production and from this point, laterite ores will dominate 
nickel production. this is critical since laterite projects have much greater energy, chemical and 
water requirements than sulphide projects. 

 » base metals are likely to remain small in scale – the prospects for base metals remain low given 
the few projects in the region and surrounds. 

 » exploration potential remains strong for gold and nickel – based on the past few decades of strong 
success, mineral exploration remains highly likely to maintain the existing resource base, as well as 
convert sub-economic and marginal projects to economic status. however, exploration activities 
will face significant challenges such as increasing depth and declining ore grades, and it is not 
clear whether past success can be confidently assumed to be similar in the future.

2.5.3.2 Future labour Force Demand 

 » the outcomes of the labour force modelling undertaken in the workforce Futures for the 
goldfields-esperance region developed in 2008 indicated increased employment demand for all 
four subregional areas in the goldfields-esperance region. in kalgoorlie-boulder total demand was 
expected to increase by nearly 4,500 jobs between 2008 and 2018, while in the eastern goldfields 
just over 1,200 new jobs was anticipated. in the northern goldfields, the modelling pointed to 
nearly 1,800 jobs over the decade, while in esperance-ravensthorpe around 2,700 new jobs would 
become available. 

 » while there are some geographical variations in the sectoral distribution of labour demand, those 
industries likely to grow at the highest rate include: mining, health care and social assistance; 
transport; retail trade; and a range of service sectors. construction activity is more difficult to 
project, given the sporadic nature of new resources development. 

 » in terms of specific occupations, demand was projected to be strongest in jobs linked closely to the 
minerals sector, including: stationary plant operators, mobile plant operators, truck drivers and 
labourers. a number of trades were likely to experience substantial increases in demand, including 
building and engineering technicians and trades, electricians, electronics and telecommunications 
trades workers, fabrication engineering trades workers, food trades workers, and mechanical 
engineering trades workers. 

 » professional occupations in the health, education and minerals sector were likely to grow rapidly 
in the next decade. particularly strong growth was expected for nursing professionals, other health 
and welfare practitioners, teachers, and natural and physical scientists. 

 » unskilled occupations play a critical role in the labour force and would continue to grow over 
the next decade. occupations such as sales assistants, cleaners and general labourers were all 
expected to expand over the period 2008 to 2018.

2.5.3.3  implications 

the reports described above help to form the economic context for the esperance supertown project. 
the reports indicate that there will be sustained activity in esperance’s resource industry in the short to 
medium term with further growth potentially coming from nickel production in the long term. this resource 
activity is set to drive employment demand in the goldfields-esperance region well into the future.

2.5.3.4 employment overview

employment is the overwhelming determinant of population growth of the regions. understanding the 
nature of the employment base is essential to formulating a meaningful strategy for the development 
of major regional towns and cities.

2.5.3.5 employment Distribution

Figure 11 below details the distribution of employment by industry in esperance as at the 2006 census.
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Figure 11 - esperance employment Distribution (source: abs 2006 census)

the employment profile is dominated by agriculture, retail and public sector employment. it is expected however that 
2011 census data will reveal a shift in the employment base to reflect the growth in the mining and resources sectors.

2.5.3.6 employment Quality

public sector strategies, business plans and impact statements often focus on the quantum of jobs required at the 
detriment of the quality of industries and jobs.  this is due to a number of reasons including:

 » the disparity between the location of jobs and workforce settlement patterns in wa focusing attention on quantity

 » available local employment data (primarily abs census 2006) providing easy access to quantity information whilst 
quality requires significantly more analysis

 » Difficulty in defining what is a ‘quality’ job, especially given that perceptions of quality are often subjective, and 
what is quality employment in one area, may not be in another

it is critical to have a basic understanding of employment quality within an area, if one is going to seek to influence the 
future economic development of an area.  the key reason for this is the inherent differences in characteristics between 
different types of employment, in particular the differences between population-driven and strategic employment.

population-driven employment may be defined as employment resulting from economic activity servicing the needs 
of a particular population.  this activity is oriented to meeting all of the needs of that population including; retail and 
hospitality, construction and industrial services, civic, healthcare and education, and the business-to-business supply 
chains that service these industries.  

 this type of activity will largely occur in the presence of a population, with the overall level of employment resulting 
dependent upon factors including:

 » macro-economic conditions (e.g. gDp growth, cpi levels, interest rates);

 » local unemployment rate;

 » local household income;

 » constraints on local activity (e.g. availability of land, statutory planning policies, taxation structures); and

 » ability of enterprises to capture expenditure.

by contrast, strategic employment results from economic activity focused on the creation and transfer of goods and 
services to an external market.  employment resulting from this activity may be distinct, in industries where there is 
little or no local demand (e.g. iron ore/uranium mining), or in the same industries as population-driven activity but 
with a different focus (e.g. manufacture of food/wine, higher education).  strategic employment does not automatically 
happen.  in the case of esperance, the majority of strategic employment revolves around agriculture, resources 
extraction and processing, logistics and port infrastructure.

the presence of significant levels of strategic employment within a local economy is critical to the long-term prosperity 
and resilience of the economy as:

 » there is no ‘saturation point’ to strategic employment (whereas there is only so much population-driven activity 
that a particular population needs/can afford);

 » a diverse range of economic activity servicing external markets diversifies the risk associated with downturns in a 
single market;

 » strategic economic activity tends to include higher ‘value-add’ activities that are more likely to result in greater 
flow-on benefits to the local economy; and

 » strategic economic activity tends to result in high wage-productivity for employees and significant business 
opportunities for small to medium enterprises.

the difference between population-driven and strategic employment extends to the behaviour of workers attracted to 
these jobs. employees in strategic jobs tend to be willing to travel further for work, and are more inclined to remain in a 
given industry or sector for longer.  the absence of strategic employment in a sub-region will mean a lower employment 
self-containment, as these workers travel further afield to their place of work (in the case of perth in the central sub-
region). by contrast the low-salary and skill requirements of many population-driven jobs make them more attractive to 
residents in close proximity to the place of work.

a more detailed breakdown of employment considers a range of population-driven and strategic categories as shown in 
Figure 12.

Figure 12 - hierarchy of employment activity (source: pracsys)
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strategic employment

Export / Driver Jobs

Drivers are jobs in industries in which the local, regional and state economies have a comparative 
advantage- deemed strategic due to growth and development through exports and the inflow of 
funds. Frequently, export / driver areas of employment are of strategic national interest such as that 
generated by the oil and gas sector in the north and midwest of the state. Driver jobs frequently occur 
in strategic industries such as mining, oil and gas and marine and in the construction and operation 
of major infrastructure. Driver jobs are likely to be hands on, involving the physical construction of a 
marine vessel or operation of machinery on a mine site - as opposed to the mathematical or scientific 
analysis carried out by knowledge intensive producer services (kips). in wa, strategic industries tend 
to require physical infrastructure, such as port and airports and rail infrastructure. 

Knowledge Intensive Producer Services

knowledge intensive producer services (kips) involve businesses dealing directly with other businesses, 
rather than consumers. transactions are less frequent, however generally have a higher monetary 
value due to the intellectual property or knowledge involved. kips businesses often locate near their 
client businesses, although with low transaction frequency and good communications infrastructure, 
they are to an extent ‘footloose’. this means they can choose to locate in places with relevant physical 
infrastructure, high retail amenity, or soft infrastructure such as access to a solid education base. 
examples of kips are engineers, architects, medical scientists and computer software developers. 

population Driven employment

Producer Services

producer services deal directly with other businesses, rather than consumers. like retail; wholesale 
producer services must locate close to the businesses they serve, due to the frequency of transactions 
required. For example, the coles distribution warehouses must occupy a central location in order 
to carry out daily delivery of goods to supermarkets. producer service industries may also include 
manufacturing, construction, logistics and distribution. in the pilbara towns in particular, much of the 
producer service capability is engaged by the resource sector with the resultant effect that there is 
limited local capacity available to work on community infrastructure projects such as housing and civil 
works.

Knowledge Intensive Consumer Services

knowledge intensive consumer services (kics) are those specialist services that deal directly with 
consumers, yet typically have a higher productivity and lower transaction frequency. kics provide a 
skilled service to consumers that usually require a higher level of education or training. Depending 
on the scale of their catchment, kics may choose to locate within District centres, or larger business 
districts with greater soft infrastructure and amenity levels. examples of kics include general 
practitioners, accountants, veterinarians and legal services.

Retail / Consumer Services

retail jobs have high transaction intensity and are driven by the needs of the local population. retail 
tenancies must locate in close proximity to their consumer catchment, to facilitate the purchase of 
retail goods on a frequent basis. this can be daily or weekly for convenience goods such as groceries 
and newspapers, or less frequently for comparison goods such as clothing and home wares. retail is 
generally concentrated within centres with a supermarket anchor, to maximise transactions and reduce 
the number of consumer trips required. Figure 13 details the current distribution of employment by 
quality in esperance according to the 2006 census Data.

Figure 13 - esperance employment Quality Distribution (source: 2006 abs census and pracsys)

consumer services also have a high transaction frequency and must locate in close proximity to their 
customer base in order to deal directly with them. like retail tenancies, consumer services often locate in 
centres to minimise trip generation and benefit from convenience good attractors. consumer services can 
include real estate agents, travel agents, shoe repair, dry cleaning services and beauty salons.

Figure 14 - comparative employment Quality Distribution – esperance and wa (source: pracsys)
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Figure 14 indicates that employment in esperance is largely made up of consumer and producer service jobs thereby 
serving a primarily population driven function. 

Figure 14 demonstrates the contrast in employment quality distribution between esperance (currently) and the west 
australian average.

retail and consumer services may also include some areas of local, state and federal government services such as 
police, education, health, community services and the like. these are services that are delivered primarily in relation to 
population driven demand. there is some overlap with areas of knowledge intensive areas of employment.

2.5.3.7 unemployment

abs 2006 census data for the esperance statistical local area indicates an unemployment rate of 4.3% on a labour 
force of 6,270. small area labour market Data for the september Quarter 2011 suggests an unemployment rate for the 
period of 2.6% on a labour force of 8,394. the unemployment rate according to this source is down from 3.3% for the 
corresponding period in 2010.

estimates of unemployment in regional towns should be treated with caution. regional towns and communities often 
‘export’ their unemployment meaning unemployed people exit the town or region in search of employment not readily 
available in their home communities. estimates of unemployment in regional areas may also be subject to volatile 
fluctuations arising from seasonal influences on a smaller population and more limited economic base than that found 
in larger urban and metropolitan centres.

2.5.4 PRoPeRtY oVeRVIeW

2.5.4.1 summary overview

esperance currently experiences high land and development costs which negatively impact on residential affordability. 
the availability of affordable housing and rental accommodation in esperance is heavily constrained. the influx of 
additional workers associated with proposed construction projects over the next few years will further exacerbate 
this issue. this constrained market creates difficulties attracting and retaining workers and their families in town. 
employers, looking to house new workers, and prospective employees looking to relocate are often unable to obtain 
permanent or rental accommodation. there are existing job vacancies available in town which cannot be filled as 
accommodation cannot be sourced for prospective employees. these issues were also raised as key concerns by the 
chamber of commerce and several local businesses at a business Forum held by the esperance supertowns team in 
january 2012. the scarcity of available rental accommodation, as evidenced by the current rentals available in section 
2.5.2.4 is creating a high demand, driving up prices and consequently having a negative effect on affordability. this 
issue is identified as a significant immediate and ongoing constraint on the growth of esperance.

2.5.4.2 property snapshot

the style and type of existing housing stock is varied and wide-ranging with character cottages, modest 1970’s 3 
bedroom project homes, home units, villa houses through to contemporary 2 storey architect designed residences on 
traditional sized allotments. at the lower end, a first home buyers type property in the $250,000 range would comprise 
a 1960’s 3 bedroom fibro and iron dwelling with single garage while a premium ocean front 4 bedroom x 2 bathroom 
residence would attract offers around the $1.3 million mark.

according to advice received from local real estate agents, esperance presently has 277 established residential 
properties for sale, which represents approx. 5.8% of the total housing stock in esperance, estimated at around 4,730 
dwellings. a further 116 residential lots exist as vacant land supply with a further 120 small acreage farmlets and 53 
vacant industrial lots of various sizes are also currently on the market.

the property market has continued to weaken over the past 12 month. 103 residential sales occurred during the 
september 2010-2011 period, compared to the 114 sales that occurred during the september 2009-2010 period. this 
shows a 9.6% decrease in the sale of residential properties. 

the median house price recorded in september 2011 was $307,500 compared with $357,500 in september 2010, down 
14%. in the period between september 2010-2011, 38 vacant residential lot sales occurred, compared to the 70 sales 
that occurred the previous year (2009-2010), showing a decrease of 46%. 

the median vacant block price in september 2010 was $173,000 compared with $132,500 in september 2011, showing 
a 23% decline.

the vacancy rate for rental properties is very low, with less than a 2% vacancy rate.

2.5.4.3 historical residential property and vacant residential lot sales activity 

analysis of landgate sales transactions over the last 5 years revealed esperance has recorded on average 339 residential 
property sales per annum. of this figure, vacant land sales alone represent 33% of average annual market activity at 112 
sales per annum, while the sale of homes accounts for 67% of average annual market activity at 227 sales per annum. 
in terms of sale activity for the current year commencing january 2011, a total of 275 residential property sales have 
been recorded. this shows an overall increase of 48% from the 186 sales recorded in 2010, but down 19% on the 5 year 
annual average. 

2.5.4.4 median prices and growth rates

the annual median house price in esperance urban area as at september 2011 was $307,500. this median house price 
recorded for the suburbs within esperance and some neighbouring localities are illustrated in the table below. 

Table 12 - 12 months to september 2011 reiwa growth rates in medium house sale price

GRoWtH RAtes 1 YeAR 5 YeARs 10 YeARs no. sALes FoR 
YeAR

MeDIAn HoUse 
PRICe

bandy creek n/a n/a n/a 2 $615,000
castletown -7.3% 5% 9.8% 53 $380,000
chadwick n/a n/a n/a 1 $480,000
esperance -8.1% 0.2% 8.3% 18 $342,500
nulsen -18.8% 9.3% 8.5% 11 $195,000
west beach 37.9% 6.9% 11.2% 9 $600,000
pink lake n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
sinclair -23.9% 3.4% 8.3% 5 $270,000
esperance urban area -5.9% 4.3% 9.3% n/a $307,500
ravensthorpe -55.3% -9.2% 2.8% 3 $105,000
regional wa -2.5% 5.1% 11.5% n/a n/a

2.5.4.5 residential rental market and Demand for accommodation

local real estate agents advise their vacant stocks have reduced to the lowest level yet in 2011 with currently only 3 properties 
vacant and a total of 6 properties available for selection. Quality larger homes are being taken up quickly and achieving 
between $400 to $450 per week. this level of demand and weekly rental levels has not been achieved since 2008.
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this unprecedented demand level has been heightened with the introduction of corporate entities and 
affiliated smaller contractors entering the rental market. these groups are seeking accommodation for 
the next 12-18 months as infrastructure projects are getting underway. this has depleted vacant stocks 
often spilling into the tourism market to fill seasonal rental housing, especially furnished premises.

therefore, the smaller, easy care and furnished style of accommodation is now a niche area for 
esperance with the market struggling to meet demand.

2.5.4.6 rural/residential Development

special rural subdivisions are prevalent on the outskirts of esperance with the traditional 2 hectare 
allotments achieving in the vicinity of around $200-$250,000 per vacant block while subdivisions such 
as the windabout lakes estate on Fisheries road are achieving between $300,000 to $400,000 for a 
2 hectare parcel of land. larger 4 hectare blocks achieve only marginally more. smaller, 8,000m² to 
1 hectare fully serviced special residential developments such as the racecourse estate can achieve 
over $400,000. currently there is an oversupply of this type of product.

2.5.4.7 light industrial 

the chadwick locality is the most prominent industrial area in esperance and is established around 
norseman road. vacant industrial land parcels with exposure to norseman road and with land areas 
ranging between 1,000m² to $2,000m² are achieving around $110-$160/m² (including gst). similar 
sized industrial lots with no main road exposure are achieving between $90-$100/m². the industrial 
market has experienced a downturn in price levels of around 30% since 2008.

the shire’s shark lake industrial park development located 13 km’s from town on the coolgardie-
esperance highway, adjacent to the rail line linking the goldfields with esperance port comprises a 
total land area of about 375 hectares-being mainly three super lots for future development. however, 
a stage one subdivision of 28 unserviced, smaller lots marketed in may 2010 are on the market for 
approximately $40/m². 

2.5.4.8 agricultural market

this year, the agricultural sector in the region has experienced an average to ordinary year with 
excessive rainfall late in the year producing below par crop yields. the esperance economy and 
property market is still heavily dependant and influenced by the agricultural market conditions and it 
is anticipated there will be minimal investment in the town due to the average harvest. 

agricultural land historically ranges in price from as low as $600 per arable ha up to $3,600 per 
ha dependant upon the location (inland or coastal) and extent and quality of farm improvements/
infrastructure.

2.5.4.9 current and potential Developments 

Flinders Estate

the shire’s “Flinders residential subdivision” to the east of the town has the ultimate capacity to 
yield 750 lots, which at current sales rates equate to a 15 to 20 year land supply. stage one comprised 
33 lots and has effectively sold out while only 20 lots out of 90 have sold in stage two.

 

Fisheries Rise

a 70 lot residential (r12.5 density) subdivision – oDp approved by council and wapc.

Dempster Gardens

over 100 lot residential subdivision (r20/30 density) – oDp approved by council bur awaiting adoption 
by wapc.

Le Grande Residential Estate

over 200 lot residential subdivision located on Fisheries and goldfields roads (r12.5/20 density) – 
oDp approved by council but awaiting adoption by wapc.

Shorelands Residential Estate

approximately 140 lot residential subdivision plus 7 x group housing lots – oDp awaiting final 
modifications as requested by wapc.

bandy creek District structure plan – approved by council but awaiting wapc adoption

lot 17 corner of south coast highway and harbour road

a 33 lot industrial estate is being privately developed adjacent to the established industrial area of 
chadwick. lot sizes range between 2,944m2 to 2.7 hectares – oDp approved by council and wapc.

southern ocean estate

a 30 lot special rural subdivision located on eleven mile beach road with an average lot size of 3.5 
hectares - oDp awaiting final modifications as requested by wapc. also provisional plans for a further 
26 lots.

the sanctuary

a 28 lot special rural subdivision located on eleven mile beach road with lot sizes ranging between 
2-5.5 hectares – oDp approved by council and wapc.

2.5.4.10  implications 

whilst there is a relative oversupply of residential and industrial land, comparatively high construction 
costs is inhibiting the take up of new lots. 

additionally the vacancy rate for rental properties is very low, with rental prices achieving up to $400 
to $450 per week. this demand and weekly rental levels that are being achieved have been heightened 
with corporate entities and affiliated smaller contractors entering the rental market who are seeking 
accommodation for the next 12-18 months as infrastructure projects get underway.

together, these factors are impacting on the affordability of housing for residents, as well as the 
availability of tourist accommodation for visitors.
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2.5.5 CURRent PLAnnInG

the geDc major projects document lists a variety of projects in the region, either planned or in progress, within the 
orbit of esperance and includes:

 » the shark lake industrial estate ($12m) – in progress, future releases subject to market demand

 » port access transport corridor (150m) - in progress, due for completion by December 2013

 » esperance rail line upgrade ($130m) – in progress, due for completion october 2011

 » cbh shark lake receival point ($10m) – planned project

 » woodchip export Facilities – planned project, exports anticipated to commence mid-2012

 » esperance power network rural upgrade ($12m+)

 » esperance water Distribution main upgrade ($1m) – planned project, construction anticipated to commence in 2012

 » scaDa upgrades to esperance town water supplies ($9m) – in progress, due for completion in 2013

 » utilities australia esperance to kalgoorlie Desalinated water pipeline ($440m)

 » water corporation infill sewerage program ($10m) – in progress, due for completion in 2016

 » esperance greater sports ground redevelopment ($6.2m+) – suspended project (subject to funding)

 » upgrade of esperance hospital ($32m) – planned project, construction anticipated to commence in 2012

 » esperance residential college ($13.4m) – in progress, due for completion by january 2013

 » esperance anglican community school stage 2 ($2m) – planned project

 » esperance community education centre – esperance regional trade centre ($3m) – completed project (2011).

 » esperance port upgrade ($38m) – planned project, anticipated to commence 2012

 » esperance Foreshore protection and enhancement project – planned project, anticipated to commence early 2012

 » bandy creek canal Development ($50m) – planned project, development subject to detailed planning / market demand

 » First Quantum minerals ($500m) – in progress, anticipated project life of 32 years

 » blackham resources – scaddan and zanthus energy project ($2.5b) – planned project

 » galaxy resources ltd mt caitlin project ($68m) – completed project

 » tectonic resources nl – phillips river project ($1.7b) – planned project, anticipated to commence 2012-2013

these projects are a mix of capacity building, amenity provision and resource development projects. while the relative 
scale of the projects is worth noting, as the following employment analysis suggests, it is the extent to which these 
projects have the capacity to generate localised employment beyond construction phases.

2.5.6 DRIVeRs AnD PRessURes 

in broad terms, people choose to live in regional locations essentially for one of three main reasons:

 » they self-select; that is they choose to live in a location because of its intrinsic appeal. these people may be long 
term, multi-generational residents or they may simply be attracted to a location for aesthetic or personal reasons. 
tree-changers and sea-changers fall into this category;

 » they are economically disadvantaged and cannot afford to live anywhere else. these people often live on the 
margins of communities and there are frequently cultural connections to a sense of place, which complicates the 
situation; and

 » people move to regional locations for work reasons. the pilbara is the obvious exemplar of this type of growth. 
importantly, people who migrate to such areas do so usually for a fixed term, usually somewhere between two and 
ten years with the intention of establishing a financial base which is not on offer in other areas of the state. the 
obvious alternative to residency in a region or town is the fly in fly out option where it presents.

understanding the nature and extent of the residential base and the motivators that people have for living in the regions 
is essential to formulating a meaningful strategy for the development of major regional towns and cities. employment 
is the overwhelming determinant and driver of population growth of the regions but it is crucial to distinguish between 
strategic employment generation as the main driver of growth and the responsive nature of population driven 
employment. 

in addition to economic determinants, the level of amenity that a place provides will heavily influence prospective 
residents’ decisions about where they choose to live. amenity covers areas such as the availability of residential offering 
and affordability, health, education and community services, as well as retail, entertainment and recreation options. 
the level of amenity on offer in a particular location and the extent of substitutes available to prospective residents will 
influence the perception of the value proposition that regional locations present.

2.5.6.1 employment concentration Factor

analysing the comparative advantage of an area informs the formulation of an economic development strategy. the 
purpose of analysing comparative advantage is to:

 » identify industries in which a location has created and sustained a comparative advantage, so that the advantage 
may be leveraged further; and

 » identify industries in which a location does not currently have a comparative advantage but whose structure is such 
that if an advantage was developed it would have an increased likelihood of being sustained.

one of the tools for estimating comparative advantage is to understand the concentration of employment in the region 
and its relative importance in the broader regional economy from an employment perspective. 

by calculating the employment concentration Factors (ecF) of industries it is possible to identify the existing 
concentrations of specific industries within the study area. this is an indicator of existing or emerging agglomerations, 
and can be used to identify areas where economic development initiatives may strengthen agglomerations and 
ultimately facilitate the development of knowledge intensive export orientated clusters. ecFs are determined by the 
quantity of employment by anzsic industry category within a specified area, as a percentage of total employment. 
this ratio is then compared to the percentage of total state employment in the same industry category divided by total 
region or state employment.

if an industry’s ecF is greater than 1, the region or state average, it can be assumed that some portion of the industry’s 
production is exported out of the area. For example, an ecF of 3.0 would indicate that employment in this particular 
industry is three times more concentrated in the region than for the region or state as a whole.
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table 13 shows the employment concentration factors of the industries at the 1 digit anzsic level. 

Table 13 - employment concentration factors of the industries at the Digit anzsic level

ESPERANCE ($) GOLDFIELDS-ESPERANCE WesteRn AUstRALIA
agriculture, Forestry and Fishing 1,011 3.55 5.63
retail trade 673 1.45 1.11
education and training 482 1.41 1.14
health care and social assistance 476 1.21 0.86
transport, postal and warehousing 420 1.62 1.86
accommodation and Food services 353 1.23 1.13
construction 278 0.64 0.58
public administration and safety 270 0.89 0.76
manufacturing 245 0.67 0.48

the figures indicate that there are a number of economic themes in esperance, centering on:

 − agriculture, forestry and fishing

 − transport, postal and warehousing

 − education and training

 − health services

the categories listed above are mainly population driven industries. the exception to this is 
agriculture, which is primarily a strategic, export oriented industry. however, such industries are 
reliant on efficient supply chains and close proximity to complementary businesses and services. 
the challenge for esperance will be balancing productive strategic industries alongside a maturing 
residential population.

significantly, mining and resources do not feature prominently in the employment concentration. this 
may be attributed to the phase in which mining and resource projects are operating in. jobs associated 
with the early stages of mining and resource operations are generally associated with the construction 
and manufacturing industries. it is not until mine production has reached a significant scale that a 
concentration of employment will emerge.

2.5.6.2  shift share analysis

shift share analysis provides a snapshot of the change in employment distribution by industry 
between census periods. shift-share analysis techniques assess employment growth in a region by 
industry and differentiate between the growth attributable to the state economy, the industry mix and 
local factors. it is a useful method for identifying an area’s economic drivers and its competitiveness. 
shift-share is conducted over time as it deals with changes in employment within a designated area; 
the two periods used to construct the shift share for the esperance are the last two census periods of 
2001 to 2006.

the underlying purpose of this technique to is assist local planners in identifying and documenting 
changes in their local employment in a way that enables them to support business and council in 
making sound and informed decisions. ideally, shift-share analysis will contribute to the designation 
of key leading industries and provide a guidepost for the formation of local industry networks.

based on the result of the analysis it is possible the classify industry into one of four types.

type 1 - local firms outperforming in a high growth industry

type 2 - local firms underperforming in a high growth industry

type 3 - local firms underperforming in a low growth industry

type 4 - local firms outperforming in a low growth industry

the largest industries in the esperance, as measured using shift share analysis, are presented in the 
following table.

Table 14 - 2001 to 2006 shift share of top ten industries in esperance (source: 2006 abs census 
and pracsys analysis 2011

2001 2006 DesCRIPtIon
total 5,690 5,379
agriculture 1,043 899 local firms 

underperforming in a low 
growth industry

education 417 472 local firms 
underperforming in a high 

growth industry
personal and household good retailing 342 369 local firms outperforming 

in a low growth industry
health services 310 339 local firms 

underperforming in a high 
growth industry

Food retailing 322 300 local firms 
underperforming in a low 

growth industry
accommodation, cafes and restaurants 305 283 local firms 

underperforming in a low 
growth industry

government administration 180 241 local firms outperforming 
in a high growth industry

business services 262 225 local firms 
underperforming in a low 

growth industry

In shift-share analysis, the best targets for economic development are typically those where 
the differential shift has the largest effect on growth (i.e. Type 1 Industries). In addition, some 
industries may be targeted for investment even if their differential shift is low or negative; 
however the industry as a whole is experiencing high growth (i.e. Type 2 Industries). This is 
important in that it provides guidance for an economic development strategy as to the optimal 
industry targets for investment.

For Esperance, the shift share analysis reveals that the high growth industries are population 
driven in nature such as government administration. As growth in these industries will be 
determined by the population growth of the area, economic development initiatives should 
focus on developing those industries that are knowledge intensive or export orientated such as 
services to agriculture and mining.
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2.5.6.3 significant projects

Resource Projects
the goldfields esperance Development commission’s major projects summary (july 2011) lists 22 resource projects 
in the region that are either operational or that are well advanced towards operations. it also lists a further 21 in 
the exploration stage. of these operational projects it appears that only the scaddan energy project is within 100 
kilometres of esperance. in addition to the inherent volatility of commodities markets which impacts on the certainty of 
projects proceeding as well as their lifespan, it is the location of these resource projects and the extent to which they can 
create residential employment in esperance that is of key concern.

in general, the more remote projects are from population centres, the greater the incentive for companies to favour 
FiFo workforce over residential. moreover, depending on the location of the projects, the opportunities for towns to 
act as source communities for FiFo and DiDo will be influenced by the relative proximity of each centre to the projects 
in question and the amenity benefits that each town offers prospective residents. Furthermore, the extent to which 
major driver projects source production inputs and supply chain components from regional centres will be similarly 
influenced by the extent to which regional towns and communities offer that capability and in turn the extent to which 
the towns offer amenity and economic incentive for suppliers to be located there.

projects such as the scaddan energy project, even if all the employment was sourced from esperance, generate only a small 
fraction of what would be needed to drive population growth in the town. a greater number of resource projects would need 
to be established in close proximity to esperance if they were to drive resident population growth in themselves.

there is significant potential for the attraction and development of input industries which service major resource 
projects to contribute to esperance’s aspirational population growth targets. these service jobs often also have the 
ability to support supply chain completion for other major industries such as agriculture. as a result these jobs have the 
potential to diversify the local economy and improve it resilience while also increasing the resident population.

esperance port

the esperance port represents a significant aspect of the town’s comparative advantage. the port employs around 100 
Ftes and is a significant channel for the export of regionally produced commodities in nickel, iron ore, lead and agricultural 
production. the port is crucial to the town’s economic potential and any economic development strategy must consider the 
potential of the port to act as a catalyst for economic growth in esperance and the sub-region. there are already plans for 
a $300 million upgrade of the port and it is important that the upgrade considers not only the capacity of the port to ship a 
greater tonnage of export commodities, but also technical requirements of different commodities to ensure that the integrity 
of product being shipped is maintained. the port’s catalytic function is integral to esperance’s aspirational growth targets and 
it should be incorporated in any further economic development strategies.

2.5.6.4 urbanisation and localisation economies

strategic economic activity occurs through the development of agglomerations of economic activity.  such 
agglomerations result from the development of localisation and/or urbanisation economies. 

localisation economies are the result of a number of firms and enterprises (including research institutions, not-for-
profit organisations and government departments) in complementary industries and supply chains locating in the same 
area.  localisation economies are the result of one or more of three factors.  these are:

 » availability of specific skilled and specialised labour

 » availability of specialised/essential inputs at a more competitive value due to economies of scale

 » increased efficiency in knowledge transfer/technology spillovers/collaborations and partnerships due to proximity 
of partners

urbanisation agglomerations of activity result from the general benefits that a firm will gain from locating in a particular 
urban environment.  this includes access to general labour pools, access to financial and commercial services and 
proximity to transport and communication networks.

the achievement of the employment targets suggested by the esperance supertown trajectory will largely depend on the 
development of significant agglomerations of activity within esperance and the sub-region over a short time-frame (it is 
worth noting that suburban activity centres such as subiaco have taken well over a century to develop their modern-day 
agglomerations).  a clear understanding of the differences between drivers of localisation and urbanisation economies 
are critical, if successful, targeted investment decisions are to be made by public and private sector stakeholders.

urbanisation economies can develop as a result of population growth and the sheer scale of an activity centre.  an 
example is the development of agglomerations of retail activity that naturally develop in response to the consumption 
demands of a population.  in the case of esperance planning to cater for population-driven demands is effectively in its 
nascent stages.  a relevant question however, is how to sustainably facilitate the development of esperance to foster 
the achievement of diverse, intense and accessible characteristics, as well as to attract optimal levels of investment.

the development of localisation economies in the short-medium term will need to be based upon the development of one 
or more competitive advantages for firms in strategic industries locating in the sub-region.  this will typically result from 
enabling infrastructure or major industrial projects that provides the drivers for one of the three factors mentioned above.  
infrastructure may relate to hard and soft assets that provide a sustainable, unique advantage for firms that utilise it. major 
projects typically seek to attract ‘anchor’ enterprises around which other firms may be attracted. unless the reason for 
attraction of these enterprises is a sustainable competitive advantage (e.g. often a natural resource or piece of infrastructure) 
these firms will often elicit the benefits offered to entice them (e.g. tax breaks, free land etc.) and then move on when a 
better offer comes along.  this is often referred to as ‘smokestack chasing’. 

in the longer term a sustainable competitive advantage may arise from endogenous growth within an activity centre or 
sub-region (local firms/entrepreneurs growing and filling a niche).  economic development, focused on the development 
of endogenous growth, focuses on the facilitation of innovation, entrepreneurship, development of networks, unlocking 
of capital, and removal of government barriers.  it therefore requires ongoing engagement within the economy with a 
view to long-term, incremental development.   
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2.5.7 2.5.6 KeY FInDInGs AnD IMPLICAtIons  

2.5.7.1 population growth

Scenario modeling posits variable growth trajectories against annualised population growth 
rates to arrive at population estimates over a 25 year period to 2036. For the purpose of this 
analysis annualised growth rates have been used to provide steady and sustainable growth 
rate over the long term. This has been done to illustrate the impacts on Esperance’s resident 
population at different intervals.

Table 15 details the anticipated population trajectory for the Esperance SLA according to 
annualised growth rates of 1%, 2% and 3%. 

Table 15 - alternative esperance population growth trajectories (source: pracsys)

2011 2016 2021 2026 2031 2036
at 3% pa average growth 14,500 17,400 20,300 23,200 26,100 29,000
at 2% pa average growth 14,500 15,950 17,545 19,300 21,229 23,352
at 1% pa average growth 14,500 15,225 15,986 16,786 17,625 18,506

For esperance to double in size by 2036 requires an annualised growth rate of 3%. esperance’s 
aspirational population growth target is inextricably linked with employment growth. the alternative 
population trajectories represent varying net new employment scenarios and how this impacts 
growth. the following section details the net new employment requirements at variable population 
points if the population targets are to be achieved.

2.5.7.2 employment growth

the key to a successful esperance supertown is the extent to which the town can generate the levels 
of employment one would expect for a growing population. in broad terms the rate of population 
growth implies a commensurate growth in stable residential employment in the town. 

the requirements for employment growth are based on an aspirational supertowns population 
growth trajectory for esperance. Depending on which benchmark is used, the average ratio between 
residential employment (workforce) and population ranges between approximately 32% and 46%. at 
the last census, esperance’s ratio of workforce to population was a high 48%.

Figure 15 below proposes a growth trajectory to 2036 with an accompanying estimate of implied 
residential workforce for the same period.

Figure 15 - ratio of workforce to population growth (source: abs and pracsys)

the ratio of workforce is important insofar as it provides an indication of the quantum of employment 
required in the town at each population threshold. as towns grow and hopefully graduate into more 
urbanised economies, it is reasonable to assume that the ratio of workforce to population will decline. 
this is a result of an increase in the non-working demographic sectors such as children and older 
people, and, potentially an increase in the number of parents that exit the workforce to look after 
families.

the current estimate of the shire of esperance’s population is approximately 14,500, which suggests a 
resident workforce of around 6,700. this is almost a 7% increase from the figure of 6,270 reported in 
the 2006 census. if an aspirational target of doubling the shire’s population was to be achieved, this 
would suggest a stable residential population of approximately 29,000.

current estimates suggest that the ratio of workforce to population has declined about 2% from 
the 2006 census estimates to 46%. if it is assumed that this ratio remains constant for the growth 
trajectory then it suggest that at a population of 29,000 then esperance would require its workforce 
to grow by an additional 6,670. if however, the ratio declines over time to around 38%, it suggests that 
the workforce would grow by an additional 6,150.

employment growth by Quality

while the quantum of employment growth implied by population growth is important, the more critical 
element is the level of net new employment that needs to be generated in different employment 
categories to achieve population growth and stability. 
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Figure 16 details the anticipated growth in different employment quality categories (applying the wa average) required 
for esperance at different population points.

Figure 16 - projected employment growth by employment Quality type (source: pracsys)

the purpose of the graph above is to demonstrate the likely total employment required to sustain various population 
scenarios for esperance. Further detailed examination of the employment requirements provides an estimate of the 
total number of jobs required to support an aspirational population of 29,000.

Table 16 - strategic and population Driven employment breakdown at 29,000 population (source: pracsys)

CLAssIFICAtIon eMPLoYMent CAteGoRY IMPLIeD JoBs
strategic employment export / Driver jobs 1,067

producer services jobs 3,747
knowledge intensive producer services 1,543

population Driven retail and consumer services 3,416
knowledge intensive consumer services 1,433

total 11,206

what is notable from this analysis is that approximately 56% of the employment implied from the growth trajectory 
needs to be strategic in nature. at a population of 29,000, or roughly double what the population is now, esperance 
would ideally feature around an 11,200 strong workforce.

as previously mentioned the critical element for population growth is the level of net new employment that needs to 
be generated. table 16 proposes a breakdown of net new employment required at different population points along a 
trajectory aimed at achieving a doubling of the shire population by 2036. the proposed timings are notional and are 
included to illustrate a potential development trajectory, which would see a doubling of the shire’s population over the 
next 25 years.

Figure 17 - net new employment by category required in esperance at variable population points (source: pracsys)

2016 2021 2026 2031 2036
population trajectory 17,400  20,300  23,200  26,100  29,000 

export  / Driver  107  213  320  427  534 

producer services  335  631  887  1,104  1,479 

knowledge intensive producer services  138  260  365  455  609 

retail & consumer services  306  575  809  1,007  1,349 

knowledge intensive consumer services  128  241  339  422  566 

total  1,014  1,921  2,721  3,415  4,536 

what is apparent from this analysis is that at a population of 29,000, esperance would need an additional 2,600 strategic 
jobs and approximately 1,900 population driven jobs over and above what currently exists in the shire. if we consider 
the esperance residential employment base relative to population we note that about 28% of esperance’s working 
population is in areas termed strategic employment. this includes direct jobs in agriculture, mining, infrastructure and 
the service sectors that directly feed into these. the balance of employment is in population driven areas. if esperance’s 
population were to double, we would reasonably expect that there would be a requirement for approximately an 
additional 4,500 new jobs.  these jobs will flow from economic development initiatives that build the size, capability 
and capacity of the local economy.

2.5.7.3 Floorspace Demand 

the purpose of this analysis is to understand the future demand for retail and commercial floor space in the esperance. 
the aim is to ensure that the centre develops in a successful manner and can accommodate an increased scale and 
quality of sustainable employment.

according to an analysis of planning land use categories (pluc), the amount of floorspace on offer in esperance includes 
36,142 square metres of shop retail, 129,090 square metres of other retail and 15,513 square metres of commercial / 
office space.

shop retail generally pertains to consumer oriented retail floorspace and typically incudes convenience and comparison 
goods and services retail. the levels of retail floorspace in esperance are generally indicative of what might be found 
in a significant regional or sub regional centre with the observation that the level of other retail floorspace probably 
reflects the nature of the agricultural aspect of the economic base

estimating demand for future floor space is a function of determining the population growth scenarios, estimating 
the likely pools of available expenditure in the town and the range of floorspace productivity rates that might occur in 
regional areas.
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a high level estimate of esperance’s demand for retail and office floorspace over time, according to a 
3% growth rate scenario is outlined in table 17 below.

Table 17 - esperance Floorspace Demand estimate

population 14,500 17,400 20,300 23,200 26,100

households 5,823 6,988 8,153 9,317 10,482

convenience retail sQm 14,198 17,038 25,327 28,945 32,563

comparison retail sQm 15,569 18,683 31,059 35,496 39,933

commercial / office sQm 6,426 7,712 13,946 15,938 17,931

in general terms, a population increase from 14,500 to 29,000 could enough to generate the sales 
turnover per square metre required to attract another major retailer such as a coles or woolworths. 
therefore the increased demand for convenience retail shown in table 17 would potentially have a 
significant impact upon the existing structure of retail development in esperance.

the increase in demand for comparison retail may not have major implications for esperance. 
generally increases in comparison floor space occur in large increments. smaller increases in demand 
for comparison goods will generally be satisfied by increased expenditure leakage. only when demand 
for comparison retail has reached a suitably high level will it warrant a major increase in floor space 
(e.g. attraction of a discount department store).

the demand estimates in table 17 estimate the floor space requirements in esperance when the town 
is performing at optimum levels. a component of this will be to first focus on utilising the town’s 
existing floor space to its full potential. only when the existing floor space is operating at increased 
productivity and decreased leakage should additional floor space be considered.

2.6 InFRAstRUCtURe

2.6.1 CURRent sItUAtIon 

2.6.1.1 water supply

esperance is located in the eastern portion of the esperance groundwater area managed and 
regulated by the Department of water. refer to appendix b for the esperance groundwater sub-areas 
and location of bores within the town.

the water corporation provides potable water to esperance from a bore field that draws fresh 
groundwater from the town, twilight and butty shallow unconfined aquifers under licence from the 
Department of water. the water is pumped to storage tanks located on a hill behind the harbour off 
Doust street and is then gravity fed via a reticulated pipe network to supply the town. the water 
corporation upgraded water mains in 2007 to transfer water to supply new developments located 
north-east of the town. water reticulation as-constructed plans are available from the water 
corporation.

2.6.1.2 wastewater

wastewater generated by the town of esperance is treated at the water corporation’s esperance 
wastewater treatment plant located at the end of jetty road comprising two treatment ponds, two 
infiltration lagoons and supporting infrastructure.  the water corporation upgraded the plant in 2010 
to pump effluent via a Dn 250 pressure main to two infiltration lagoons at wylie bay.  the capacity of 
the wastewater treatment plant is 2.5 mega litres per day and the recent upgrade should last 10 years 
at current development levels.  refer to appendix c for the site plan of the esperance wastewater 
treatment plant, including the odour buffer.

the shire of esperance currently uses about 20% treated wastewater effluent and 80% groundwater to 
reticulate the foreshore and public open space. sewer reticulation as-constructed plans are available 
from the water corporation.

2.6.1.3 power 

esperance falls under horizon power’s jurisdiction within the north west interconnected system and 
regional non interconnected systems. the area is currently being fed by an independently owned 
gas-fired power station at the port of esperance. the power is supplemented by wind farms located 
at nine mile beach and ten mile lagoon.  this power station has high-efficiency and low-emission gas 
turbine generators.

the power station feeds the hp zone substation (zs) on harbour road via privately owned transmission 
lines.  the zs consists of 2 x 33mva transformers, which distribute power throughout the town site 
and rural surrounding areas by a mix of overhead and underground 11kv and 33kv cables.  refer to 
appendix D for the esperance power hv Distribution map.
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2.6.1.4 street lighting 

the existing street lighting in the esperance region is predominately pole top fittings on the existing overhead 
distribution network, with standard 6.5 metre galvanised poles in underground areas owned and maintained by horizon 
power. there are also private fittings along the esplanade and john street that are fed by unmetered supply pits. these 
private fittings are owned and maintained by the shire of esperance and are charged by horizon power for their power 
supply. all future fittings that are to be installed will have a tariff associated with them, currently charging 29.8c/fitting.

2.6.1.5 telecommunications

currently telecommunications infrastructure throughout the town of esperance is provided by telstra.  telstra have 
not advised of any issues with their current infrastructure and its ability to service the current population. under 
the current government, the national broadband network (nbn) will take any new development within the shire that 
consists of 100 lots or more and include them in the nbn fibre footprint. this will involve running fibre to the premises 
sttp enabling up to 14 different service providers to offer an internet service. Developers will be required to install a 
pit and pipe system and nbn will come through and reticulate fibre, currently at no extra cost.

2.6.1.6 gas

a low pressure natural gas distribution network has been installed in the esperance town centre inside harbour road 
from the port to the old tanker jetty, and in parts of the suburbs of nulsen, sinclair and chadwick.  the esperance gas 
Distribution network is operated by worley parsons asset management.  gas is supplied from the gas transmission 
pipe line from kambalda to esperance that supplies gas to the power station.  worley parsons asset management have 
no upgrades or extensions to their network currently planned.  refer to appendix e for the existing esperance gas 
Distribution network.

2.6.1.7 waste Disposal

the shire of esperance operates a licensed class 2 landfill site and general at wylie bay.  the license for the 
current facility expires in 2016 and the Department of environment and conservation have instructed the shire 
to relocate the existing land fill site at wylie bay.  the shire of esperance strategic action plan 2007–2027 
(2007) identifies that a new strategic waste disposal facility is required as the existing site is located too close to 
esperance bay and is leaching into a sensitive environment.  

2.6.1.8 stormwater Drainage

the esperance town centre has a high groundwater level controlled by a sub-soil drainage system with drainage lot 
connections provided to some properties.  major stormwater drainage pipes discharge directly to the ocean with gross 
pollutant traps provided to about 50% of the outfall pipes.

the shire has prepared a draft fact sheet providing information for a development submission where stormwater runoff 
is to be retained and disposed onsite via infiltration titled stormwater Drainage – onsite retention guidelines for minor 
residential, commercial and industrial Development.  stormwater design is required to be in accordance with the 
Department of water stormwater management manual. 

2.6.1.9  road and Footpath network

the shire of esperance engineer advises the town roads are generally in good condition.  the town footpaths are less 
than 15 years old and generally in good condition.

2.6.2 CURRent PLAnnInG 

2.6.2.1 water supply

the Department of water has produced the esperance groundwater area water management plan (may 2007) 
to achieve sustainable water allocation and development for current and future users and for the protection of 
groundwater dependent ecosystems.  

the water corporation is the largest user of groundwater in the esperance groundwater area abstracting approximately 
2,200,000 kl/yr from the superficial aquifer for scheme water supply.  the water corporation propose to increase 
abstraction to supply future urban growth and the increased draw would gradually be taken from new bores to the west 
of esperance. 

the water corporation propose to duplicate a 300mm diameter water distribution main in harbour road to pink 
lake road to improve supply to the rapidly developing eastern suburbs.  the project is in the final design phase with 
construction works expected to commence in 2012.  estimated contract value $1.0 million.

2.6.2.2 wastewater

in may 2011 the state government announced the recommencement of the infill sewerage program that is expected to 
extend through to 2016 state wide.  the water corporation have identified infill sewer reticulation areas in esperance 
known as reticulation area 17a and 18a.  refer to appendix F for the location of the reticulation areas that are generally 
located east of harbour road and south of brazier street.  the water corporation advised that no construction will 
commence in esperance within the next 18 months. the infill sewerage scheme will provide an opportunity to increase 
population densities in the sewered areas if considered desirable by the shire.

as part of a proposed 10 year program to deliver integrated water services to the esperance community, the water 
corporation have designed a second wastewater treatment plant at wylie bay to cater for the future expansion of 
esperance.  the works include construction of a pumping station at jetty road, 3.9km of 300mm diameter pressure 
main from the existing jetty road wastewater treatment plant to the proposed wastewater treatment plant no. 2 at 
wylie bay.  estimated cost $5.7 million.  refer to appendix F for the overall site plan of the second treatment plant 
north of wylie head.

2.6.2.3 2.6.2.3   power

horizon power has taken a pro-active approach to the planning of the esperance region for the next 10 years and we 
have been advised that planning studies have been undertaken to forecast well into the future. at this point this study 
is an internal document and thus we have not been provided with detailed information.

wge has placed a feasibility study application with hp with the intention to gain an insight into part of this report.   the 
study has assumed load growths over a period of 20 years with the uptake of 700 persons (280 dwellings) per year.  the 
results of this study will be made available upon receipt from horizon power.

our initial investigations with hp indicated that there are no short term capacity issues based on the known increases 
in power over the next few years, which is based on the information horizon power collates via an annual meeting with 
interested stakeholders to determine the capacity requirements for the coming year. 
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esperance has a current population of 14,443 people, which is forecasted to double over the next 20 
years with approximately 2.5 people per dwelling.  the load increase is estimated to be in the vicinity 
of 28mva (1.4mva per year).  it is expected that the existing network would be able to cater for the 
next few years’ growth without any major upgrades; however this will be confirmed via the results of 
the horizon power feasibility study.

horizon power advised that the undergrounding of existing overhead assets around the foreshore are 
undertaken under their asset management plans which are reviewed on a yearly basis during their 
budgeting and funding cycle.  in november 2011 horizon power submitted their mid year review 
(myr) for approval to the minister and treasury.  currently they have unconfirmed funding for 
the asset management plans and therefore cannot comment on the future plans for development 
on behalf of the shire.  until this is confirmed they have advised that they are not in a position to 
comment or advise on these future developments. our investigations will continue with the shire 
directly to see where these works are at.

2.6.2.4 street lighting

new Developments will include the installation of roadway lighting to applicable australian standards 
typically utilising horizon power stocked fittings which currently include high pressure sodium (hps) 
fittings for major roads, mercury vapour (mv) and compact Fluorescent (cFl) for local roads. horizon 
power have recently ceased using 80w mv lamps along suburban roads and instead replaced them 
with 42w cFl, which achieves similar lighting levels, however uses much less energy.

2.6.2.5 telecommunications

telstra are constantly upgrading their network to provide a better service to their customers however 
details and timeframes is not something that we have been privy to. out of the 8 telstra towers in the 
area, 5 of these have been installed within the last 2yrs which indicates that telstra have been pro-
active approach when considering their regional town customers.

more recently, the esperance region has received the 4g network service which has been received 
very well with the town centre residents/users. there are currently only 2 towers that allow 4g to be 
used which are located within the town centre.  telstra aims to bring 4g service to all regional town 
centres in australia, then after that will branch out further to the more rural areas.

telstra’s provision of telecommunication services to the town of esperance has been affected by the 
new government initiative under the national broadband network (nbn) policy to provide Fibre to 
the premises (Fttp). the policy took effect on 1 january 2011, with new developments (green field 
sites) with 100 premises or more within the nbn co. coverage zone prioritised by nbn co. to have 
fibre infrastructure installed. the new policy clarifies that nbn co. will fund the provision of fibre and 
backhaul to new housing estates, with developers funding the provision of a conduit and pit system. 
the town of esperance has been identified as falling within nbn co. fibre footprint.

2.6.2.6  road and Footpath network

the shire is due to commence the annual asphalt overlay program in February 2012 for various town roads 
where the existing two coat seal has deteriorated with the ultimate aim being to asphalt all roads.

2.6.2.7 waste Disposal

in order to manage the current and ongoing environmental impacts of the existing facility construction, 
electronic and industrial waste is being diverted from going into landfill.

For 10 years the shire has also operated a materials recovery Facility that hand sorts materials 
collected from recycling bins and then sends the bails to perth for recycling.  the shire promotes 
recycling in schools through the willy mascot campaign and students have the opportunity to view 
recycling in action from a dedicated platform. 

2.6.3 KeY DRIVeRs AnD PRessURes 

2.6.3.1 water supply

projections of growth for the town water supply in the water management plan for esperance (may 
2007) indicate an annual water demand of 4,600,000 kl/yr by 2026 (hart, 1997) based on high and 
low future population projections of 24,400 and 18,300 respectively.  current population figures of 
23,200 by 2026 compare favourably.

the water corporation‘s water supply bore field is susceptible to salt water intrusion so they have 
developed new bores to the west of the town within the butty sub-area, however abstraction still 
occurs from the town and twilight sub-areas.  groundwater resources have been estimated in terms 
of groundwater recharge using a percentage of the average rainfall for esperance of 660 mm/yr with 
no signs of recent rainfall decline.

should long term decline in rainfall occur this would place unacceptable environmental demands on 
the groundwater resources and an alternative water supply would need to be identified including 
seawater desalination, a higher level of wastewater treatment and wastewater recycling. 

2.6.3.2 wastewater

the water corporation advises that the capacity of the existing wastewater treatment plant in 
town will have sufficient capacity for 10 years at current development rates and this has delayed 
construction of the second plant north of wylie head.  construction of the second plan could be 
brought forward to cater for a significant increase in the development rate and intensification of the 
town centre as design and documentation has been completed by the water corporation.  the 500 
metre odour buffer around the existing treatment plant is shown in appendix k.  identification of 
an appropriate buffer for the future treatment plant and existing infiltration ponds will need to be 
considered for future planning.

2.6.3.3 power

horizon power’s philosophy with regards to their network is safety, reliability and aesthetics they 
are continually upgrading and re-enforcing their network to provide a safe and reliable network.  the 
recent esperance network rural upgrade program included the replacement of wooden poles with 
steel to reduce pole top fires; replacement of insulators along with kilometres of overhead cables 
have been recently upgraded.  these upgrades aim to strengthen the network but not necessarily 
provide additional capacity.  these works form part of horizon power’s capital works strategies and 
are ongoing throughout 2012.
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the influx of subdivision applications to the esperance region is the key driver for infrastructure upgrades, these are 
assessed at the annual meeting with all relevant stakeholders.  it is anticipated that the feasibility study will highlight 
any major issues however hp have verbally indicated that they do not have any concerns in meeting short term growth.  
horizon power are undertaking expansion studies to determine the regions ability to accommodate long term growth, 
the results of these expansion studies need to be made public or discussed at the annual forums.

2.6.3.4  street lighting

more recently, horizon power have accepted the use of light emitting Diodes (leD’s) as a light source for roadway 
lighting in the karratha area which not only appeals for maintenance reasons, it is a positive step towards becoming 
more environmentally friendly using less wattage and still maintaining a high level of light output and increased 
uniformity improving cctv viewing conditions.  horizon power are well advanced in approving an leD fitting to be held 
in stock as a standard horizon power item which will see the use of leD’s as the main light source for suburban roads.

2.6.3.5 telecommunications

under the national broadband network (nbn) 100 or more premises developed within the town of esperance will be 
provided in the first instance with nbn co. communications.  supply of nbn co. service to existing sites is yet to be 
scheduled and nbn co. has not been able to provide an indication of timing for this advice at this stage.

2.6.3.6  stormwater Drainage

the shire of esperance recognises the need for an overall drainage study for the town and future expansion areas 
with the aim of improving the quality of stormwater discharge.  in order to achieve this future development plans will 
require appropriate land set aside for conveyance of large storm events via swales and culverts in accordance water 
sensitive urban design principles and integrated with the landscape design.

2.6.4 KeY FInDInGs AnD IMPLICAtIons 

2.6.4.1 water supply

the water corporation supplies potable water to the town from the esperance groundwater area that is drawn from 
sub-areas town, twilight and butty superficial aquifers. refer to appendix xx.  the Department of water advises that 
water can be supplied from these aquifers in the long to medium term subject to no significant decline in rainfall and 
subsequent aquifer recharge, a fall in groundwater levels and unacceptable impacts caused by pumping.

water management plan for esperance (may 2007) sub-areas information sheets provide groundwater availability 
(allocation limit less licensed entitlements) as at 31 march 2005.

 » town sub-area: 126,278 kl/yr

 » twilight sub-area: 32,200 kl/yr

 » butty sub-area: 3,250,000 kl/yr

 » warden sub-area: 776,490 kl/yr

it is important that the water corporation identifies alternative water sources if supply shortfalls are to be 
avoided as a result of a significant expansion of esperance.      

2.6.4.2 wastewater

an opportunity exists to re-design the proposed second wastewater treatment plant proposed at wylie bay to replace 
all or part of the town wastewater treatment plant to connect the two ‘sides’ of the town.  a tree farm will need to be 
established to avoid the need for an expensive ocean outfall.

existing infrastructure adjacent to the town wastewater treatment plant, including the fuel depot, csbp fertiliser works 
and grain bins are due to be relocated in 5 to 10 years, however the water corporation currently have no plans to 
vacate the site until 2032.

in order to meet this timeframe and with a population of 17,400 and 20,300 in 2016 and 2021 respectively it is a high 
priority that a replacement wastewater treatment plant be commissioned at wylie bay in 5 to 10 years to achieve 
consolidation of the town at an estimated cost of $25 million.

2.6.4.3 power

 upon receipt of horizon power’s feasibility study, it has been noted that the esperance town site will have a generation 
capacity shortfall by 2016 that will involve horizon power liaising with the ipp to discuss and implement the required 
capacity expansions to allow for the future.

the hp zone substation on harbour rd currently has 2 x 33mva transformers which is estimated to be sufficient until 
2022, therefore in 2021 hp will be required to install a third 33mva transformer to cater for the population growth. 
hp believe the land requirement is already available for this purpose however site inspections and surveys would need 
to be conducted to confirm. timeframes may differ significantly with other future projects in the area and cannot be 
accurately forecasted until applications are submitted to hp nearer to the time.

the two areas specifically expecting population growth will require additional 33kv feeders around the same time 
as a third transformer is required in the hp zone substation. it is expected that he development area near bandy 
creek will require an additional 33kv feeder by 2021, which will be approx. 7.5km long. the development area 
near the csbp Fertilizer plant is expected to require another 33kv feeder by 2020, which will be 3.5m in length.
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2.7  tRAnsPoRt 

2.7.1  CURRent sItUAtIon

esperance is an isolated regional city in western australia and is accessible by either road 
(private vehicle and bus) or air. Due to its isolation, travel to esperance can be expensive and 
these costs are likely to rise in the future with increases in fuel prices putting pressure on 
industry and residents.

esperance port is the deepest port in southern australia and is a significant contributor to 
economic development in esperance providing approximately 250 jobs and boosting almost 
$7 million to the regional economy with flow-ons to other sectors1. conflict exists between 
freight operations as a result of port activities and other transport modes.

2.7.1.1	 Regional	Roads

there are two main road transport corridors leading into esperance:

 » coolgardie-esperance highway providing access to kalgoorlie to the north and the 
nullarbor to the east

 » south coast highway providing access to albany to the south-west and perth to the 
north-west

these highways fall under the care and control of main roads western australia (mrwa). 
both highways are two lane sealed roads that service a combination of heavy vehicles, tourist 
traffic and local traffic. the most recent traffic volume data for regional roads is shown “table 
17 - average Daily traffic (aDt) volumes” on page 63. the volumes have not been adjusted 
to remove the effects of seasonal variation as the data reported is from a sample taken over 
a short period of time and may not represent typical behaviour. the limitations of this data 
have been noted however at this time more detailed count statistics were unavailable.
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coolgardie-esperance highway north of south coast highway 3250 13.9 2007/2008

south coast highway 6.1km west of coolgardie-
esperance hwy 1020 16.4 2006/2007

the shire of esperance is responsible for the largest road network in western australia. there 
are a high portion of unsealed roads on this network which results in high maintenance costs 
for the council. in addition to the two main highways servicing esperance, there are two 
other access roads that are under council care and control and are of strategic importance to 
the region. these roads are:

 » lake king-cascade road, providing an alternative access to the shire from the north west 
(regional distributor, single carriageway)

 » springdale road, running parallel to the coast from hopetown to approximately 80km 
east of esperance (local distributor, single carriageway)

the above roads are both unsealed and are 4wD recommended. During bad weather these 
routes are often closed.

access to esperance from the north and west of the state – including perth – is serviced with 
the provision of several alternate routes along the regional road network. this regional road 
network is susceptible to closures, with floods in 2007 resulting in closures due to bridge 
collapse and rerouting of freight vehicles.

the coolgardie-esperance highway provides a direct link with coolgardie and kalgoorlie to 
the north. the south coast highway links with ravensthorpe, where motorists can turn off to 
access perth, and continues on to albany in the south west. the south coast highway provides 
a major heavy haulage link between ravensthorpe and esperance. given esperance’s heavy 
reliance on freight this road is critical in terms of ensuring safe passage to deliver essential 
goods. safe passage is also critical for tourists visiting esperance. 

mrwa is currently in the process of investigating a potential heavy haulage bypass around 
the ravensthorpe town site to improve safety along a key inclined section of roadway 
running through the town. although several improvements have been made to the steep 
section, a new bypass route would reduce the amount of heavy vehicles using this route.  
the alignment for a new bypass route is expected to be completed by the end of 2012. 

access to esperance from the east – including adelaide – is limited with motorists required to 
travel north along the coolgardie-esperance highway to norseman before heading eastward 
towards adelaide and the eastern states (see Figure 18). there is interest in a possible link 
connecting esperance to balladonia; this link would provide access to the coast for tourist 
traffic. this link has the potential to be a more scenic alternative to the existing route through 
norseman that could attract new tourist traffic to and from points east. Depending on the 
alignment and roadway characteristics, it may also provide travel time savings for drivers. 
currently, no environmental, feasibility or economic impacts have been undertaken for this 
proposal. the impact that this alternate route would have on the norseman township, in 
terms of decreased tourist traffic, should also be investigated.

Figure 18 - western australia regional road network

¹esperance ports sea and land website, accessed 19 january 2012, http://www.esperanceport.com.au/

source: main roads western australia, goldfields-esperance traffic Digest, 2003/2004 - 2008/2009
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2.7.1.2 town roads

a map showing the roads in and around esperance can be seen in Figure 19.

there are two main road links connecting to the town centre:

 » harbour road, connecting to both the coolgardie-esperance highway and the south coast highway, running to the 
west of the town centre and connecting to the esperance port

 » the esplanade, connecting to harbour road to the south and norseman road to the north, running along the 
foreshore parallel to the main retail and activity corridor along Dempster street

roads in esperance experience a high portion of heavy vehicle traffic as a result of heavy goods transportation. 
residents have complained of heavy vehicles using noisy brakes in residential areas, concerns relating to safety, and 
general traffic noise. 

residents have noted locations that experience congestion during peak periods, such as school times and during the 
peak tourist periods, including the intersection of harbour road and pink lake road in particular.

Figure 19 - esperance road network

the main roads wa (mrwa) functional road hierarchy classification for roads in esperance can be seen in Figure 20. 
the two highways leading into town are classified as primary Distributors; both highways are under the care and control 
of mrwa. all other roads in the district are under the care and control of the shire of esperance. major roads within the 
town centre are classed as local Distributor roads. the remainder of roads are classified as access roads. 

Figure 20 - mrwa functional road hierarchy  2

	  

2Main Roads Western Australia, Road Information Mapping system
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in western australia, permits are required to operate restricted access vehicles (ravs).  
permits are issued by the commissioner of mrwa to grant access to these vehicles to 
certain parts of the road network under specific operating conditions. ravs are defined 
as vehicles that are any of the following3:

 − 2.5m wide

 − 4.3m high

 − 12.5m long (not part of a combination)

 − 19m long (part of a combination)

the major roads leading into esperance have a high percentage of heavy vehicle traffic 
(approx. 15%, see Figure 21), the rav network is therefore important in this context. heavy 
goods are transported into town using heavy vehicles, as well as materials being delivered 
to the port. there are issues associated with heavy vehicle traffic in esperance including 
noisy breaks in residential areas, safety concerns, road damage, and traffic noise. a regional 
Freight transport plan is currently being developed for western australia.

Figure 21 - rav network

the restricted access vehicle (rav) network in and around esperance can be seen in Figure 
21. the south coast highway and the coolgardie-esperance highway are both rated as rav 
7. within the town, harbour road, norseman road, and roads within the chadwick industrial 
area are also rated as rav 7. a rav category 7 vehicle is classed as a truck towing 2 x 5 or 6 
axle dog trailers, with a length greater than 27.5m and less than 36.5m.

2.7.1.3 bicycle network

esperance has approximately 12km of bitumen shared path running from castletown Quays 
to twilight beach, along the coastline. there is currently no network of dedicated on-street 
bicycle facilities in the town site area. most neighbourhood streets in residential areas are 
narrow – at 7.4 to 8.0m from kerb to kerb – which does not provide much room for cyclists 
to share the roadway with motorists (see Figure 22). however, this may function as an 
acceptable condition for cyclists as generally traffic volumes are low. 

the town centre of esperance includes large areas of pull-in (or head-in) angle parking (see 
Figure 22), which presents a hazardous situation for cyclists and motorists.  issues associated 
with pull-in angle parking from a cyclist’s perspective include:

 » vehicles backing out of spaces have poor visibility and cannot easily see approaching 
cyclists 

 » cyclists have little warning of parking cars pulling out which can result in cyclists swerving 
into oncoming traffic to avoid collision with reversing vehicles

Figure 22 - typical neighbourhood street cross section (taylor street)

	  

3main roads western australia website, accessed 19 january 2012, http://www.mainroads.wa.gov.au/usingroaDs/heavyvehicles/newtruckowner/pages/

newtruckowner.aspx#wiarav  ⁶main roads western australia, restricted access vehicles mapping system
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2.7.1.4 pedestrian network

the pedestrian network in esperance is generally fragmented and incomplete. neighbourhood areas typically contain 
footpaths or shared paths only on one side of the street, with little to no verge separating them from the kerb. in the 
town centre, there are a few areas of reasonable pedestrian amenity along Dempster road and andrew street however 
there are several instances when the footpath is discontinuous or hard to follow. in other places, the development is set 
back from the street placing the footpath between car parks and the street (see Figure 23.)

Figure 23 - Dempster street shopping precinct

2.7.1.5 public transport network

bus services operate between kalgoorlie and esperance four times per week and between perth and esperance six times 
per week. the town bus stop is located on Dempster street in front of the old railway carriage art studio between the 
sound shell and the museum.

there are no passenger train services that operate into esperance. the closest services are both in kalgoorlie: the 
“prospector” service, which operates between perth and kalgoorlie and the “indian pacific” which operates between 
perth and sydney.

there is a public bus service that currently operates in the town; this service is for both the general public and school 
children. buses are operated within esperance by redlion bus company in conjunction with the public transport 
authority (pta). initially there was one route in 2004 when the bus service started; now there are seven bus routes 
operating twice daily, on school days only. a description of the bus routes currently operating can be seen in table 18.

Table 18 - esperance town bus service route information

RoUte 
nUMBeR

tIMe RoUte DesCRIPtIon RoUte LenGtH
(Km)

1 am

pm

Downes st/york st – castletown pre primary school

castletown pre primary school - Downes st/york st

18.00

19.48
2 am

pm

claire rd / Fisheries rd – our lady star of the sea

our lady star of the sea - claire rd / Fisheries rd

13.35

8.11
3 am

pm

Frank Freeman Dr/bow cr – our lady star of the sea

esperance senior high school – Frank Freeman Dr/bow ct

13.98

8.75
4 am

pm

norseman rd – our lady star of the sea

esperance primary school – norseman rd

20.4

15.55
5 am

pm

norseman rd/stable rd – our lady star of the sea

esperance senior high school – norseman rd/stable rd

18.25

14.26

6 am

pm

collie st /albany st – castletown primary school

castletown primary school – collie st/albany st

13.10

13.04
7 am

pm

walmsley st/matthews st – esperance primary school 

esperance senior high school – walmsley st/matthew st

11.77

9.90

Fares for the bus service are reviewed annually on 1 july by the pta. current fares, as provided by redlion bus company, can 
be seen in table 20.

Table 20 - esperance bus service Fare information
FARe tYPe PRICe FoR sInGLe tRIP PRICe FoR 10 tRIPs
school child $1.00 $10.00
pensioner $1.00 $8.50
adult $2.60 $22.10

current patronage data for the esperance bus service was unavailable from both the pta and redlion bus company. 
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2.7.1.6 Freight rail network

westnet rail is the operator responsible for the freight rail network in the south west of western 
australia. there is a single-track standard-gauge freight rail line connecting the port of esperance with 
kalgoorlie and the goldfield areas to the north. the line generally runs parallel to the coolgardie-
esperance highway outside of the townsite area and next to harbour road within the town limits. 
there are level crossings at intersections with south coast highway, collier road, pink lake road, 
watson street, and smith street/esplanade (see Figure 24). there is a grade separation at sims street. 
a spur line extends west from the main line near sims street to the grain bins and fuel depot near the 
current wastewater treatment facility north of the town centre. 

in 2009/10 esperance port handled 11.26 million tonnes of cargo, with 8.1 million tonnes transported 
via rail, the majority of which was iron ore. westnet rail recently partnered with cliffs nr to upgrade 
the rail infrastructure between kalgoorlie and esperance to support increased iron ore operations. 
the upgrade, completed on 23 December 2011, allows longer trains to operate, now 159-wagons long. 
20 trains per week run on the line4.

Figure 24 - level crossing, smith street/esplanade

there is a shunting area near nulsen utilised for storage of rolling stock when not in use. while shunting 
movements are low-speed, there is significant noise and vibration associated with the acceleration 
of freight trains, even for low-speed movements.  this noise may cause sleep disturbances to local 
residents if train movements occur at night.

2.7.1.7 portlink project

portlink is an initiative of four regional Development commissions and the regional Development 
council (council), working cooperatively with the Department of regional Development and lands 
(rDl) and Department of transport (Dot), to achieve a positive outcome to link the ports of esperance,  
geraldton/oakajee, Fremantle and pilbara with each other and the eastern states of australia. the 
council is also working closely with Dot, rDl and commissions on a state regional Freight plan.

the initiative proposes to connect the pilbara resource area with the southern non-pilbara resource 
area to maximise further development opportunities for wa. the project will create two major 
infrastructure corridors between the southern, western and northern coastal ports and major inland 
resource areas. the corridors will provide an efficient and effective logistics chain for commodities 
and provide cost effective access to services (water, power, telecommunications) for industry and 
communities. a state budget allocation in 2011-12 was made from royalties for regions of $5 million 
to progress the portlink coordination and planning on three areas of the portlink project - a  proposed 
intermodal Freight facility in kalgoorlie, rail realignment around kalgoorlie and wiluna to great 
northern highway seal.

the portlink project is likely to provide the following substantial benefits to wa and the goldfields-
esperance region:

1. more efficient (time/cost/carbon) delivery of eastern states freight to the north west and 
mid west;

2. a significant reduction in the great northern highway, north west coastal highway and 
heavy freight by road on these two key routes;

3. a significant reduction in freight on the kalgoorlie to kewdale/Fremantle sector;

4. builds security for the complete transport and telecommunication system from the 
eastern states to wa’s north west and mid west and provides access to more than one 
port to maximise the logical use of all ports;

5. increases the opportunities for all ports, particularly the proposed oakajee port.

the project is anticipated to bring substantial benefits to the goldfields-esperance region and 
have major flow-on effects for the esperance port and related resources industries especially when 
considered in context of the esperance port access corridor project and esperance port upgrade.

 4Vardy L., Longer trains to increase tonnage, Esperance Express, 23 December 2011, http://www.esperanceexpress.com.au/news/local/news/general/longer-

trains-to-increase-tonnage/2402947.aspx
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Figure 25 - portlink project prioritises and costs

PRoJeCt stAtUs Cost
esperance port access corridor upgrade works expected to begin january 2012 Federal government  $60m + state $60m 

confirmed $120m

esperance port expansion 11mtpa -> 
30mpta

expected to be privately funded by the mining industry – cost is indicative $200m+

intermodal Freight facility in kalgoorlie strong interest shown by a number of intermodal operators  - cost is indicative $31.5m
rail realignment around kalgoorlie skm engaged by rDl to review the cost of 4 options – cost will depend on the preferred 

option chosen $95 - $112m

wiluna to great northern highway seal main road has yet to begin planning on preferred route – cost is indicative for the 
Doolgunna route $235m

leonora to newman rail connection no planning undertaken to date. cost based on construction per 1km of rail
$1,600m

oakajee connection into north/south rail line no planning undertaken to date. cost based on construction per 1km of rail $1,400m

2.7.1.8 airport 

the esperance airport (iata code: epr) is located approximately 20 km north of the town centre on the coolgardie-
esperance highway. the airport is served by twice daily flights on weekdays and once daily flights on weekends to 
and from perth on skywest airlines. seats on skywest flights can also be booked through virgin australia as part of a 
codeshare agreement with skywest. the nearest passenger airports to esperance are located at ravensthorpe (219 km), 
kalgoorlie (369 km), and albany (481 km). there are no commercial flights operating between esperance and kalgoorlie; 
however flights to the eastern states are operated out of kalgoorlie and a number of residents will drive to kalgoorlie 
to access flights.

the perth to esperance route is regulated by the Department of transport with a request for proposal process used to 
determine the provider. skywest was granted the right to operate the route as it offered the most services, special fares 
for residents, and additional services to ravensthorpe via esperance. 

For the financial year 2010/2011 there were reported to be 46,590 total passenger movements through the airport, and 
1,658 aircraft2. currently flights between perth and esperance use a Fokker 50 (F50) aeroplane. the F50 is a turboprop 
powered aeroplane that can carry up to 46 passengers.

there are two runways at esperance airport; the main runway, and a second runway. in 2009 funding was granted to upgrade 
the main runway, from 1500m to 1800m3. Following improvement works, the main runway is now strong enough to take jet 
aircraft. the second runway is unsealed and is 1300m in length. in june 2011, the esperance council was granted $1.1million 
from the regional airport Development scheme to help fund a major security upgrade and terminal expansion at the 
esperance airport.

in addition to the esperance airport, there are a number of small private airstrips within the region, including the 
myrup Fly in estate airport. these airstrips are unsealed and for use of small private planes only.

access to esperance via air travel is an issue as the high cost of travel is prohibiting a large number of people from 
travelling. this is a major constraint to attracting and retaining people in esperance.

2.7.2 CURRent PLAnnInG 

the following documents and initiatives set out the current framework for transport planning in esperance:

2.7.2.1 local planning strategy (2006)

this document provides information on strategies and actions for the development of the esperance transport network, 
including roads, port and rail, and public transport. the strategy recognises that there is a conflict between passenger 
and commercial traffic in esperance as a result of port activities. there is a desire to protect the transport corridor to 
allow continued access to the port whilst addressing traffic conflict issues at key intersections.

it is also noted that there are issues associated with noise along the port freight network. noise attenuation measures 
should be investigated to reduce night time noise associated with freight movements. this will become of particular 
importance with increases to port activities and increasing residential density in central areas.

2.7.2.2 local planning scheme (no. 23)

the scheme outlines development requirements, including the need for consideration of road network and hierarchy, 
public transport services, and bicycle and pedestrian networks. the scheme also details minimum parking requirements 
for development areas based on land use. a summary of parking requirements by land use can be seen in table 21.

Table 21 - minimum parking requirements

LAnD Use mINImUm CAR SPACES (SPACE PER m2 OF GROSS FLOOR AREA)

residential in accordance with the residential Design codes

tourist residential 1 per 25m2 

central area retail – 1 per 25m2 

office – 1 per 40m2 

shops and offices 1 per 25m2 

where development exceeds 5000m2 gFa, minimum parking shall be at the discretion of 
the council.

industry - business 1 per 100m2 plus 

1 per 20m2 gross office floor area

minimum 3 spaces
industry - general 1 per 100m2 plus

1 per 20m2 gross office floor area

minimum 3 spaces
private clubs and institutions 1 per 40m2 

rural residential as required by the local government
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in addition to the aforementioned parking rates, the local planning scheme has a clause relating to 
reciprocal car parking. when different land uses are located on a property with different operating hours, 
consideration may be given to approving reciprocal arrangements for car parking. agreement to an 
arrangement may require parties to enter into an agreement with the council as the controlling party.

cash in lieu payments can also be made in the central area, tourist residential, shops and office 
zones. this is where the government may accept a cash payment in lieu of all or part of the car 
parking provision for a particular development; this is subject to conditions as detailed in lps23.

recently, the council made a concession to support cbD activation through reduced car parking 
requirements for Dome cafe. this concession could serve as a precedent for future parking rate 
exceptions related to the town centre revitalisation strategy.

2.7.2.3 Freight corridor improvement project 

in july 2011, three contractors were approached by mrwa to tender for the Design and construct 
(D&c) for the esperance port access corridor project. it is anticipated that a contract will be awarded 
in early 2012 with the project to take approximately two years to complete. 

the concept design for the port access corridor, which was developed in conjunction with extensive 
public consultation, includes the following upgrades:

a. realignment of approximately 1.8km of harbour road leading to the port, including a section 
at barney hill which would allow traffic to bypass the roundabout intersection of harbour 
road/Fisheries road/norseman road/coolgardie-esperance highway

b. Diversion of the railway under harbour road via a tunnel;

c. bridge connection between harbour road and johns street over the rail line;

D. bridge connecting twilight beach road and the esplanade over the rail line;

e. removal of level crossings at watson street and the esplanade (no crossing at watson street 
in the future and a bridge at the esplanade);

F. noise walls to be constructed at the following locations:

a. along the northern and eastern boundary of harbour road between Dempster street and 
gull street;

b. on the western boundary of harbour road approximately 200m south of pink lake road 
to warrington street; and

c. on the northern boundary of hardy street between griffin street and smith street.

the proposed concept plan for the port access corridor works can be seen in Figure 26.

currently, when travelling from the south of the rail line to the town centre, there are two main 
crossing junctions: watson street and the esplanade. traffic can currently gain access to Dempster 
street and the town centre via harbour road. Following the port access corridor works, there will 
be only one main linkage from the south, connecting twilight beach road to the esplanade. it is 
expected that the works have a positive effect on residents at the southern portion of Dempster 
street as through traffic will be reduced. the town centre will be accessible from the foreshore with 
high quality vehicle and pedestrian linkages required between the esplanade and Dempster street. 

Figure 26 - port access corridor, concept Design

2.7.2.4 esperance townsite Foreshore redevelopment master plan Foreshore redevelopment master 
plan (2005)

the master plan provides an assessment of the existing transport network, as well as proposed 
changes for the road network, car parking, bicycle network and pedestrian network. a summary of 
this assessment is provided below.

within esperance, roads are generally arranged in a grid pattern with a number or roundabouts 
present. traffic counts revealed that at the time acceptable levels of service were experienced on all 
roads within the master plan study area. traffic volumes can increase by up to 40% in the peak holiday 
season (December to march) with the majority of vehicles being cars, vans or vehicles towing caravans. 
rat running was identified as a problem, where heavy vehicles were using norseman road and the 
esplanade as an alternative route to access the port in order to avoid congestion. this observation 
was not supported in traffic surveys undertaken. 

proposed changes to the road network associated with the port access corridor should alleviate 
safety concerns in relation to the intersection of harbour road and the esplanade. no formal 
recommendation was made for intersection treatment.

car parking in the city centre is provided by the shire. the overall provision of parking within the town 
centre is regarded as difficult to balance due to fluctuations in seasonal demand.
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cycling is a viable transport option in esperance due to the relatively flat topography and low traffic volumes. it is 
recommended that sufficient parking for bicycles be installed within the city centre and foreshore precinct.

pedestrian networks within the study area are shown to be of high quality with the shire actively upgrading paths and 
ramps. zebra crossings are the most cost effective method of achieving improved pedestrian priority in esperance.

Figure 27 - esperance townsite Foreshore master plan study area

2.7.2.5 Foreshore protection and enhancement project (2009) 

this project will ultimately provide benefits to both local and regional residents, as well as tourists by making the 
foreshore more accessible.

a strong pedestrian link is proposed for the james street precinct connecting the museum and rsl parks. solar lighting 
along the length of the pedestrian path, as well as seating opportunities in the area is planned; this is intended to 
improve the pedestrian amenity within the area.

the esplanade promenade is intended to include a 3 metre wide dual use concrete footpath. the location of the path 
will be such that clear views of the esplanade lawn are achieved. an art program is also recommended along the shared 
path to provide further interest along the length of the foreshore.

the original tanker jetty is to be retained where possible and will become the central axis pedestrian route. the dual 
path from the south will continue through this precinct along the foreshore and will be lined with peppermint trees and 
will have picnic facilities nearby. 

2.7.3 KeY DRIVeRs AnD PRessURes

2.7.3.1 2.7.3.1   issues related to the port

several of the key issues and pressures related to transport in esperance relate to operations at the port. the harbour 
road corridor is a key access route for both trucks and trains carrying materials to and from the port. this brings large 
amounts of freight traffic through the middle of the town centre, resulting in several disruptions as follows: 

 » congestion and noise are two of the main issues related to truck traffic that residents have raised in previous 
planning studies and recent engagement sessions. in the long term this may be addressed by developing an 
alternative bypass route for trucks and rail. in the short to medium term the esperance port access corridor 
project will realign some of the road and rail facilities and add noise walls and other mitigation measures to reduce 
noise reaching neighbourhoods near harbour road, and create new transport links across the corridor to alleviate 
congestion.

 » Delays to general traffic occur at several points in the network as a result of truck and rail traffic, particularly the 
level crossings of the rail line. these areas also pose safety hazards to general traffic. the crossings at pink lake 
road and the esplanade near the port entry are particularly critical areas for non-freight traffic, as they are main 
access routes to the town centre from the northwest and south, respectively. as part of the esperance port access 
corridor project (see Figure 27), mrwa are to undertake further planning work that will help identify improvements 
required at the intersection of pink lake road and harbour road.  the corridor project will also replace several level 
crossings with grade separations, new bridges, and a rail tunnel to separate general traffic from freight traffic.

in addition, there are future pressures to expand the capacity of the port to 30 million tonnes per annum.  expansion 
of the port would result in more traffic, and potentially larger vehicles, being present on the transport network. this 
has the potential to place additional pressure on the road and rail network even after improvements related to the port 
access corridor project are implemented. Future studies may be needed to assess the capacity of these links, including 
the possibility of road widening, track duplication, or alternate routes to the harbour road corridor for the movement 
of freight.  additional freight traffic of this magnitude would likely also require additional studies related to mitigation 
of noise, dust, and air pollution related to truck and train traffic.

2.7.3.2 acoustics

in esperance, the key provisions of noise are as a result of the rail freight link to port and scheduled heavy vehicle 
routes via harbour road. there is limited feedback that can be provided on the noise impacts until more detailed 
information is available, however initial comments are: 

 » the largest potential issue is freight movements at night, particularly to and from the port area. changes to 
freight routes can cause annoyance to residents along the new alignment who are not acclimatised to such noise, 
particularly at night. 

 » removal of bells at rail level crossings has a positive noise impact.

 » cycling and walking are quieter forms of transport than motorised options (e.g. car or bus) 
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2.7.3.3 growth of traffic related to Development

Future development in esperance has the potential to change the equation for transport, either for 
better or for worse. there are existing pressures to push much of the new residential development 
to the edges of the current built-up area. there are large tracts of land near the bandy creek marina 
in particular which are either currently under development or earmarked for development in the 
near future. this has the potential to generate additional traffic and congestion along Fisheries road, 
harbour road, and norseman road – particularly along the foreshore near the undeveloped former 
fertiliser site. similar potential for outward development exists for the lands currently categorised as 
agricultural between the existing town site and the conservation areas to the west. 

however, there is an alternative opportunity to turn the focus of development inward by concentrating 
development in the existing urban area. there are numerous undeveloped or underutilised plots of 
land within the existing town site, particularly near the town centre and the foreshore area, which 
could be used to catalyse this type of development. locating new population growth within the 
existing town centre could help reduce the need for vehicle trips.  

encouraging residential development within walking distance of existing employment, recreation and 
retail areas would provide additional opportunities for shorter trips and linked trips that serve more 
than one purpose.  

another issue associated with growth in traffic volumes is the conflict between pedestrians and 
vehicles. currently pedestrians are required to give way to vehicles at roundabouts in the town centre. 
During peak periods this can cause lengthy delays for pedestrians and safety issues where pedestrians 
becoming impatient, cross in front of traffic. in the future it may be necessary to implement 
alternative intersection treatments such as pedestrian crossings, or signalised intersections. a detailed 
assessment would be required on a case-by-case basis. 

2.7.3.4 Dependence on the automobile

current travel patterns are dominated by the automobile, as there are currently few competitive 
alternatives for residents and visitors alike. vehicle ownership data per person extracted from 2006 
census data is shown in table 23comparing esperance to other supertowns. it can be seen that from 
the supertowns investigated, esperance has a marginally higher level of vehicle ownership per person. 
in comparison, perth and western australia as a whole have a much greater vehicle ownership. it has 
been noted that there are a large number of four wheel drive (4wD) vehicles in esperance. this can 
have an impact on road use, road design and car parking requirements. in karratha and port hedland 
for example, where there is a high portion of 4wD’s, the road pavement width is designed to be larger 
than would usually be required in somewhere like perth.

For trips internal to esperance, there is virtually no public transport, other than school buses. the share 
of walking trips is relatively high (7% based on 2006 journey to work census data), although this is likely 
concentrated in areas near the town centre where many different land uses exist in close proximity to one 
another. the existing bicycle network is fragmented, consisting of a few shared use paths but little to no 
dedicated on-street facilities.  in addition, tourists to esperance generally arrive by private vehicle, and 
once in town have limited options for travelling between attractions other than by car. 

Table 23 - vehicle ownership per person ¹¹

LoCAtIon VeHICLes PeR PeRson

esperance 0.677

jurien bay 0.640

katanning 0.596

manjimup 0.633

perth 0.750

western australia 0.829

taxis in esperance are well utilised, especially by the elderly due to the country age pension fuel card 
scheme. eligible country pensioners who do not have access to metropolitan levels of public transport 
often must rely on their own means of travel. pensioners can apply for a fuel card worth $500 per year 
towards the cost of fuel and taxi travel. this initiative is funded by royalties for regions

outward expansion of development generally leads to greater travel distances, which can tilt mode 
decisions in favour of automobile trips and away from walking and cycling. in general, a walking 
catchment of 1km and a bicycle catchment of 8km could be reasonably expected for commuter trips. 
ensuring that walking and cycling improve as alternatives to vehicle travel will require a safe and well-
connected network with separation between cars and cyclists wherever practical. 

For trips outside of esperance, lack of passenger rail service and the limited bus services make travel 
by car the most attractive mode. in addition, while the regional airport offers limited service to perth, 
flights are considered expensive and some residents will drive to kalgoorlie to access better service to 
destinations to the east such as melbourne. in consultation sessions, residents have noted the general 
isolation of esperance as an area for potential improvement. increasing access to options other than 
private vehicles will help provide consumers with more competitive options for travel to and from the 
region.

2.7.3.5 improvements to the Foreshore

there is significant interest among the community to redevelop the underdeveloped foreshore 
area. traditionally, the centre of development and related transport infrastructure of esperance has 
been concentrated on the Dempster road corridor one block back from the esplanade. the scale 
of redevelopment proposed by the Foreshore master plan (2005) and the Foreshore protection and 
enhancement project (2009) (as described in sections 2.7.2.4 and 2.7.2.5) have the potential to 
contribute greatly to the upgrade of the town centre. 

these two planning documents set out a comprehensive strategy for improving the amenity and 
character of the foreshore area. they are helping to focus existing interest and generate momentum 
in the community to re-orient the activity in the town centre which has historically been somewhat 
disconnected from the foreshore. an online article from abc news in 2005 characterised the official 
sentiment this way: “shire president ian mickel says the plan is the biggest forward planning issue for 
esperance for the next 100 years.”5
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2.7.4 KeY FInDInGs AnD IMPLICAtIons 

2.7.4.1 community and connectivity

it is apparent from the outputs from the recent stakeholder workshop that the local community places a high value 
on connectivity. however, there are places where this suffers due to infrastructure and other physical barriers. the 
residents are proud of their close-knit community, which is built on a foundation of an independent spirit and “can-do” 
attitude of the people who live there. however, development both past and present has created obstacles to travel 
through divisions in the fabric of the community.

 » one such barrier is the harbour road/freight rail corridor, which connects the port to points north and west. 
besides the truck and train traffic along this route that impedes private vehicles and school traffic, the corridor also 
serves as a physical divider of the community. the perception is that there is potential for an increasing sense of 
disconnect between the residents on either side of the tracks, and if unaddressed this could cause difficulty in the 
community at a later stage.

 » the large tract of undeveloped land of the former fertiliser site and current waste water treatment plant creates a 
similar disconnect between esperance/nulsen/west beach and chadwick/castleton/bandy creek. there is a sense 
of leaving one place and arriving in another when travelling past this area, instead of the feeling of a continuous 
place. in addition, future development on either side of this divide has the potential to create traffic bottlenecks 
along norseman road and harbour road. 

in both cases, the opportunity exists to strengthen community ties by improving the physical connectivity related 
to transport infrastructure. the esperance port access corridor project, discussed earlier, has provided a number of 
improvements for addressing the issues of the harbour road/freight rail corridor. the installation of a road bridge 
connecting harbour road to johns street will improve the connectivity of sinclair with the town centre.  Further 
planning work is to be undertaken along the northern portion of the corridor, from the intersection of harbour road/
pink lake road through to the goldfields-esperance highway that will identify further improvements required. it is 
recommended that this study take into consideration connectivity of the nulsen area.

2.7.4.2 transport and its relationship to a rejuvenated town centre

one of the primary goals of the supertown programme in esperance is to create stronger linkages between the town 
centre and the foreshore area.  changes in urban design and new economic opportunities will require supporting moves 
related to transport network in this area. there is momentum around improvements to each of these areas that can 
be harnessed and combined in a holistic strategy linking improvements to the foreshore with redevelopment of the 
Dempster street corridor to create a unique town centre.

this type of reimagining of the town centre would involve a significant examination of several aspects of the transport 
network, from roadways and parking to cycling and streetscapes. a strategy of infill and densification can help promote 
walking connections addressing the number of empty and underutilised lots in the town centre. the strategic allocation 
of parking which is supported by strong and safe pedestrian connections can help support r60 mixed use zoning and 
other densification in order to provide additional activity and job potential to the town centre.  a greater density of 
jobs and retail activity could potentially support a limited public transport service during peak hours or busy shopping 
times. a comprehensive assessment of parking in the district could lead to revised standards and reduced parking 
requirements. this may include transition from minimum parking requirements to maximum rates, which can help 
reduce total parking in the district and protect areas for development and preservation of open space. 

2.7.4.3 noise mitigation

in relation to transport noise criteria, the relevant noise policy is ‘state planning policy 5.4 – road and rail transport 
noise and Freight considerations in land use planning’ by planning western australia. the criteria apply to the following 
developments:

 » new railways on major roads

 » major developments of existing railways on major roads

 » new freight handling facilities

For the above developments, the following outdoor noise criteria apply:

Table 24 - outdoor noise criteria

tIMe oF DAY noIse tARGet noIse LIMIt

Day (6am – 10pm) 55 dbla,eq, 16hr 60 dbla,eq, 16hr

night (10pm – 6am) 50 dblaeq, 8hr 55 dblaeq, 8hr

Due to the relatively small number of freight movements; in assessing the noise impact, it may be advantageous to 
consider maximum passby noise levels (such as criteria of 80-85 dblamax) for railway movements.

2.7.4.4 prospects for cycling

the community has some positive views towards the bicycle and shared use paths in the area, but the current provision 
of dedicated bicycle facilities in esperance is low. the shared paths that exist are not well connected, and there is little 
to no provision for on-street cycling lanes. this fragmented nature of these facilities leads to a bicycle network that is 
not convenient for many types of trips. this is evident by the very low cycling model share for commuters: 1.68% of 
all work trips. in general, a bicycle catchment of 8km could be reasonably expected for commuter trips; the catchment 
area for esperance based on this is shown in table 24.

the public interest in cycling, together with the gaps in the current network present an opportunity to expand and 
connect bicycle network for a wide range of user groups: commuters, recreational riders, and tourists. a comprehensive 
bicycle strategy would build on public health initiatives aimed at increasing active transport to provide a network of 
linked facilities that would serve multiple user groups. 

creating new options for cycling aimed at tourists can help strengthen the culture around cycling in esperance. new 
shared paths serving the foreshore area and portions of twilight beach road and eleven mile beach road could serve 
tourists and recreational cyclists. bike-hire or bike-share services clustered around tourist attractions could provide a 
fun and healthy way for visitors to experience the natural amenity that esperance takes pride in.

this could be a public service, which would build on successful elements of programs such as the melbourne “blue 
bikes” and adelaide’s free “city bikes”.  or it may be a small business opportunity modelled off of successful offerings 
on rottnest island or the causeway bike hire in perth.  in either case, accommodating helmet laws will be an important 
factor of success.  this may be possible through provision of inserts with helmet hire schemes or sales of low-cost 
helmets – such as disposable models that meet safety standards – at local retail locations.
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building a culture of cycling can help generate interest in it as an attractive mode for commuting. 
adding dedicated cycling lanes to streets that connect to the shared path network can help provide 
safe routes for commuter cyclists in residential neighbourhoods and employment zones.  this would 
include both retrofit of existing streets and provisions to ensure that streets in new development 
areas are built to include (or at least not preclude) dedicated cycle lanes. 

extending bike trails to popular recreational locations in and around town such as footy clubs and the 
race course could help attract casual riders.

Figure 28 - cycling catchment area

From a cyclist’s perspective, angle parking, as provided in the town centre on andrew street and 
Dempster street, can be hazardous. Drivers have little visibility of the road as they reverse vehicles 
out of parking spaces increasing chances of collisions with cyclists. alternative parking options may 
be investigated to improve cyclist safety as part of a city wide parking strategy; options could include 
parallel parking or off-street parking. any measure proposed would require further investigation on a 
case by case basis.

2.7.4.5 Future walkability

in contrast to cycling, commuters in esperance exhibit a relatively healthy walk share at 7.5% of 
total work trips. this number is likely to shrink in the current future scenario that includes increased 
development at the edges of the town, particularly low density development, as walking trips become 
increasingly unlikely at distances over 500m to 1 km (roughly 5-10 minutes walking time). the 1 km 
walking catchment from the centre of town can be seen in Figure 29. recent community workshops 
and initiatives such as “walking works” have shown that there is a general interest in the community 
in creating walkable districts with high levels of activity. 

the pedestrian environment in esperance is an aspect of the transport network that can be improved 
through the integration of future planning studies.  in particular, there is an opportunity to link 
together planning initiatives for the Dempster street corridor and the foreshore through the creation 
of a pedestrian-friendly district.

Figure 29 - walking catchment area

this could include investigations into innovative street treatments such as shared use zones or full 
pedestrian malls, streetscaping and landscape strategies to increase comfort and microclimate, and 
urban design regulations that improve the visual aesthetic. 

but making streets a safe and comfortable place to be requires more than just improved amenity.  
coupling land use planning that encourages diversity of uses and activity across different times of the 
day is critical to providing the passive surveillance and peace of mind that comes with knowing and 
watching out for your neighbours.  strategies that strengthen community networks will help promote 
trust and activate parts of the town centre and foreshore area.  linking public health initiatives related 
to active transport and healthy lifestyles to the city walking and cycling strategy will help capitalise on 
the provision of new shared paths and walkable districts .
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2.7.4.6 potential for public transport

whilst there is public transport currently provided, in the form of a twice daily bus service, this is not sufficient to make 
it a viable form of transport for most people. while the prospects for public transport systems are typically limited in 
low-density regional areas, there are opportunities to make esperance a leader in the field for showcasing innovative 
offerings specifically targeted at isolated towns where car travel dominates.  extensive market research coupled with 
sustained public funding and a significant public relations campaign could provide a foundation for testing services 
such as paratransit, workplace car sharing programs, and park and ride services for agricultural and industrial areas.  
some of these options may require research into alternate funding mechanisms and governance structures to facilitate 
implementation.

the long term success of local service depends highly on the amount of growth and type of development in the medium 
to long term. if growth is encouraged in a way that concentrates jobs and retail activity into relatively dense clusters, 
these may provide the critical mass of potential riders to support a light form of public transport. this could be introduced 
through services such as seasonal buses linking tourist attractions, community shuttles connecting specific areas of the 
city, or paratransit services serving specific user groups such as the elderly. there is a trend towards an aging population 
in esperance, which is likely to continue to some degree even if changes to the economic development strategies are able 
to mitigate it. in the long term and with additional density of development, these may grow into scheduled services along 
dedicated routes and corridors. 

2.7.4.7 transportation thresholds 

in addition to population growth, triggers affecting transport upgrades relate to a number of factors. the following 
provides an overview of three systems and how these related to future thresholds: 

1. internal roads – the ratio of demand to capacity for internal roads will depend almost entirely on local land 
use and the associated travel demand.  upgrades to local roads are generally dictated by peak traffic demands 
rather than daily volumes.  if the peak travel demand of new development occurs outside existing peak periods, 
or generates a high amount of non-auto trips, it may not have a large impact on the threshold for upgrading 
local roads. therefore it’s difficult to say that at a certain population of the town that certain facilities, such 
as the intersection of pink lake road and harbour road or the section of norseman road along the coast, will 
need to be upgraded.   these will depend more on the type of development in nulsen and castletown/bandy 
creek, respectively, and as such we don’t see a natural correlation with total population.

2. external roads – a typical threshold that mrwa has used for upgrade candidates is around 9000-12,000 vehicles 
per day (vpd).  the ratio of demand to capacity for external roads such as south coast highway (3,000 vpd) and 
coolgardie-esperance highway (1,000 vpd) are well below this and therefore are likely to have plenty of capacity 
to accommodate additional population – perhaps as much as two or three times the existing population which 
is at the very edge or outside of the estimates below .  Factors that may move this up could include increased 
demand for tourism and freight.  this is particularly relevant for the coolgardie-esperance highway which 
provides access to the airport and industrial areas to the north such as kalgoorlie/goldfields. 

3. Freight rail – we have recommended linking upgrades to the freight rail system to factors such as expansion of 
the port and industrial activity to the north, and don’t see a strong correlation with total population.   

4. passenger rail – reestablishment of passenger rail service would be depended on a successful business case 
weighing costs against projected demand, which wouldn’t necessarily correlate directly to total population.  
historically the public transport authority (pta) has not been particularly supportive of passenger and freight 
rail sharing infrastructure.  therefore while a significant increase in tourist or other inter-city demand could 
potentially improve this business case, we don’t see a natural population threshold at which this would become 
more or less relevant. 

5. public transport – currently, there is a combined school and public bus service operating in esperance. the 
provision of an improved intra-town bus service for esperance (as opposed to bus connections to other towns) 
might be considered when the population has reached sufficient numbers to support such an investment. there 
are several examples of bus services operating in small regional centres around australia with similar population 
points as esperance. however the nature of ridership should be considered; for example the system in busselton 
is expected to serve a high proportion of tourist trips.  this may or may not be a true comparator to esperance, 
depending on how tourism is expected to grow. in addition, patronage for bus services in regional areas, and 
therefore fare recovery, is traditionally low in regional towns (around 8% fare recovery rate in bunbury) when 
compared to metropolitan areas (around 25% fare recovery rate for perth).  this typically requires significant 
requirement for subsidy from sources other than fares.  two options to consider in esperance would be:

a. a system catered toward peak-season tourist demand; or 

b. a community transit service that serves specific users and destinations on a variable basis.  however the 
viability of these types of service would be more dependent on the specific characteristics than on total 
population alone.  a sound business case that weighs up the pros and cons of a service in esperance should 
therefore be carried out to determine the feasibility of implementing such a service.

Table 25 - (source: abs 2006 census) 

LoCAtIon PoPULAtIon* nUMBeR oF BUs RoUtes

port hedland, wa 11,500 3

busselton, wa 15,400 3

alice springs, nt 23,900 5

maryborough, Qld 21,500 7

gladstone, QlD 28,800 10
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2.8 enVIRonMent

a broad area has been investigated as a part of determining the environmental values and/or 
considerations that will need to be understood as a part of the future growth of esperance.  this area 
extends to the lake warden wetland system in the north, esperance bay in the south, the refuse 
facility to the east and the public Drinking water reserve area to the east.

in addition to the esperance townsite area, the regional environmental setting and context has been 
described below and there are indirect considerations and future management requirements related 
to the growth of esperance, which need to be considered at a more regional scale.  however these 
regional considerations are not the focus of the growth plan and will likely be included in future 
strategic documents. nevertheless, some, regional considerations have been included within the 
strategies and actions for esperance supertown.

2.8.1 CURRent sItUAtIon

2.8.1.1 physical environment

regional context and setting 

the shire of esperance extends for over 44,336 square kilometres with over 400 kilometres of 
coastline.  areas within the shire have significant environmental values including: 

 » a number of national parks (cape arid national park, cape le grand national park, peak charles 
national park, stokes national park, Frank hann national park);

 » the great western woodlands with 16 million hectares or relatively intact bushland; and

 » nationally and internationally significant wetlands. 

the unique and varied environment of environment of the shire of esperance is one of the key features 
that defines its character and spirit. 

the shire of esperance also has a strong agricultural and maritime history and a large portion of the 
shire has been cleared for agricultural land uses. 

while this regional environmental context is important, the growth plan has focused on the 
environmental values and issues located within close proximity to the townsite of esperance, as these 
are the directly relevant during the implementation of the growth plan.

climate 

esperance lies in the south coast of western australia and has a mediterranean-type climate with 
warm, dry summers and cool, wet winters.  this region experiences wide variations in the weather, 
from hot summer days when northerly winds arrive from the interior of the state, to cold, wet winter 
days with southerly winds from the southern ocean (bom 2011).  

summer temperatures in january and February reach a maximum average of 26°c (Figure 30) , 
although temperatures above 35°c occur about 11 times each year when dry north to northeasterly 
winds arrive from the interior of the state. 

july is the coldest month with an average minimum temperature of 8°c (Figure 30) as overnight winter 
temperatures are moderated by ocean temperatures.  temperatures below 4°c are rare.  strong gale 
force winds are brought in by fronts and depressions but winter winds are more variable and generally 
lighter than summer winds.

approximately two-thirds (418 mm) of the annual average rainfall (619 mm) occurs in winter between 
may and october with july being the wettest month with an average of 99.7 mm (Figure 31).  there 
can be considerable variation in the total rainfall from year to year. 

there is a clear shift in prevailing wind direction between the seasons. in summer dry north to 
northeasterly winds arrive from the interior of the state and in winter, strong southerly winds follow 
cold fronts (bom 2011).  the prevailing winds are generally from the north and west in the morning, 
with strong south-easterly winds in the afternoon (Figure 32).  

Figure 30 - mean minimum and maximum temperatures from 1969-2011 (bom 2011)

Figure 31 - mean rainfall from1969-2011 (bom 2011)

DRAFT
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Figure 32 - wind roses for esperance (bom 2011)

topography

the topography within the existing esperance townsite ranges from 30 metres australian height Datum (m ahD) in 
the west to 0 m ahD down to esperance bay along the south east.  the town slopes to the south east and there is a 
prominent hill in the southern portion of the townsite (wireless hill) which extends up to 80 m ahD. a map depicting 
the topographical contours of the site can be found in appendix g.

geology and soils

the mondrain island sheet of the 1:250.000 scale geological series mapping (bureau of mineral resources, geology and 
geophysics 1972) shows that the esperance townsite area comprises precambrian migmatite overlain with coastal dune 
and foredunal sands forming long parallel dunes in the coastal plain. 

as such, granitic and gneissic headlands and intervening stretches of sandy beaches and bays dominate the physiography 
of the esperance area. the coastal landscape extends up to 10 km inland from the coast and the soils of this region are 
either unconsolidated sands or thin skeletal soils on granite and limestone headlands and cliffs.

an extensive area of saline alluvium and wetlands occurs on the coastal plain behind the coastal sand dunes and 
includes saline lakes such as pink lake and the lake warden wetland system, which are generally internally draining.

regional soil landscape mapping undertaken by the Department of agriculture and Food indicates that esperance 
contains three primary soil-landscape systems, “gore (go)”, “tooregullup (to)” and “ney (n3)’ (nicholas 2000).  the 
description of these three units has been provided and shown in table 26.  

Table 26 - soil-landscape unit descriptions (nicholas 2000)

SOIL-LANDSCAPE UNIT DesCRIPtIon

gore (go) level to very gently undulating coastal plain with numerous dunes and lakes (level plain, gently undulating plains) on 
Quaternary sediments over tertiary sediments in the eastern south coast between hopetoun and esperance. alkaline grey 
sandy duplex soils, pale deep sands and saline wet soils. mallee and heath scrub and banksia shrubland.

tooregullup (to) coastal Dunes (undulating hills, undulating rises) on Quaternary sands in the esperance sandplain zone from bremer bay 
to cape arid. calcareous deep sands and calcareous shallow sands. coastal dune scrub vegetation.

ney (ne) low hills and hills (undulating low hills, rolling low hills) on archean granite and gneiss with slopes of colluvium, in places 
aeolian sand may be present on apron slopes in the esperance sandplain zone east of esperance. bare rock and stony soils 
with slopes of grey shallow and deep sandy duplex soils and pale deep sands. mallee and heath vegetation.

2.8.1.2	 Acid	Sulfate	Soils	

acid sulfate soils (ass) have the potential to deleteriously impact on natural resource assets especially those associated 
with water bodies.  an ass hazard map for the lake warden wetland system and esperance townsite has been 
produced by the Department of agriculture and Food (galloway and clarendon 2009), using a combination of existing 
soil-landscape mapping information and elevation data, supported by field observations and laboratory data from soil 
cores and borelogs.  a high probability of ass was found to occur in current low-lying areas, swamps and lakes that are 
located mostly on reserves, agricultural and rural-residential land around esperance township (table 26).  

2.8.1.3 Flora and vegetation

the townsite of esperance is found in the esperance plains ibra region, part of the Fanny’s cove vegetation system 
within the southwest botanical province. the southwest botanical province is recognised as one of 25 global “hotspots” 
due to its outstanding biodiversity (myers et al. 2000). 

the esperance plains region consists of mostly of mallee-heath and proteaceous scrub and is described as “scrub and 
mallee heaths on sandplain overlying eocene sediments; rich in endemics. herbfields and heaths (rich in endemics) 
on abrupt granite and quartzite ranges that rise from the plain.  eucalypt woodlands occur in gullies and alluvial foot-
slopes.” (comer et al. 2001). according to thackway & cresswell (1995), 28.01% of the esperance plains is within 
protected areas. this exceeds the nominal ‘high reservation’ status of greater than 10% used in the ibra framework, 
however the western australian south coast macro corridor network - a bioregional strategy for nature conservation 
(wilkins et al. 2006) notes that the geographical, pedological and meteorological systems that are present within the 
area have created a diversity of plants and animals that has been described as mega in world standards.

beard (1973) describes the coastal dune vegetation of the area as being dominated by scaevola crassifolia in front of 
the mallee eucalyptus angulosa with an understorey of melaleuca pentagona. Futher inland there are thickets of tall 
acacia, melaleuca or scrub heath dominated by banksia speciosa (beard, 1973).

a large portion of the undeveloped areas immediately surrounding esperance are vegetated, including areas of coastal 
dune system and crown land to the west of the town and south of pink lake associated with a water supply area.  a 
Declared rare and priority Flora search was conducted which revealed there are 6 Declared rare Flora (DrF) and 39 
priority Flora (pF) within the local esperance area.  additionally another 2 flora species have been listed at the federal 
level as potentially occurring within the esperance area.  a map depicting esperance’s vegetation and Fauna values can 
be found in appendix h.
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the vegetation of the lake warden wetland system and nearby national parks and nature reserves 
forms part of the south coast “macro-corridor” which is a near continuous strip of native coastal 
vegetation along the south coast between albany and esperance.  this corridor is recognised as 
providing an important potential migratory and gene pool pathway (calm, 1999). 

2.8.1.4 environmentally sensitive areas

environmentally sensitive areas (esas) are areas prescribed under the environmental protection 
(clearing of native vegetation) regulations 2004 (epa 2004). as a result, esas are most applicable 
when a clearing permit is required under these regulations. For any area that is situated within an 
esa, none of the exemptions pursuant to the environmental protection (clearing of native vegetation) 
regulations 2004 apply. these areas have been identified in order to protect the native vegetation 
values of areas surrounding significant, threatened or scheduled ecosystems or communities.

the lake warden wetland system has been identified as an environmentally sensitive area as the 
wetland system is recognised as a wetland of significance (Department of sustainability, environment, 
water, populations and communities). 

2.8.1.5 ecological communities

generally ecological communities can be described as vegetation communities that are assemblages 
of species that occur together in a particular type of habitat. they are the sum of species within an 
ecosystem and, as a whole provide many of the processes which support a specific ecosystem. 

in western australia, threatened ecological communities (tecs) are defined by the Dec, with 
advice provided by the western australian threatened ecological communities scientific advisory 
committee on community listings. tecs are not afforded direct statutory protection at a state level 
but their significance is acknowledged through other state environmental approval processes (i.e. 
environmental impact assessment pursuant to part iv of the environmental protection act 1986 (ep 
act)).  under the state process the Dec has been identifying and informally listing tecs since 1994, 
using a range of definitions to indicate the level of threat to the tec in question.

possible threatened ecological communities are added to the priority ecological community (pec) list 
under priorities 1, 2 and 3.  within the esperance area, the “stromatlite-like microbialite community 
of a coastal hypersaline lake (pink lake)” is listed as a priority 1 pec, a poorly-known ecological 
community. this pec consists of well-laminated stromatolites consisting of alternations of egg-shell-
like layers of inorganic aragonite precipitate and calcified microbial layers dominated by coccoid 
cyanobacteria and photosynthetic bacteria.

2.8.1.6 Fauna

there are a number of significant wetland bird species which inhabitat the wetlands of the lake 
warden wetland system. the lakes provides important habitat for waterbirds, including a significant 
proportion of the rare hooded plover population, which breed regularly at station lake and lake 
warden.  other species that use the sites include australian shelducks, black swans, grey teals, 
banded stilts and chestnut teal.  twenty-three species listed under international migratory bird 
conservation agreements (jamba, camba, rokamba and cms) have also been recorded at the site.  
these species are protected under these international agreements and are listed matters of national 
environmental significance pursuant to the environment protection and biodiversity conservation act 
1999 (epbc act).

a search of state and federal databases indicates that potentially 20 threatened species may occur 
within the esperance area.  a large number of these species are birds associated with the marine 
environment, or islands of the recherché archipelago, as well as wetland bird species listed above.  in 
addition to the bird species, there are a number or marine species which occur within the esperance 
area, including, whales, sea-lions, turtles, sharks and fish, including the leafy sea dragon, which is 
found within the seagrass meadows of esperance bay.

the carnaby’s black cockatoo is also listed as a species on both the Federal and state database 
searches as potentially occurring in the local area.  information from birds australia (pers comm.) 
suggests that carnaby’s use areas of the esperance townsite for roosting for four to five months of the 
year.  carnaby’s have been observed roosting within planted tuart trees (eucalyptus gomphocephala) 
around town, including at the old Drive-in and near the high school.  the nearest known breeding 
location for this species is believed to be north of ravensthorpe. 

2.8.1.7 surface water and groundwater

there are no major waterways within the esperance area, with bandy creek the only significant 
waterway located to the east of the main townsite.  this waterway drains station lake and flows into a 
constructed boat harbour, known as bandy creek boat harbour. at present no flood mapping exists for 
bandy creek within the townsite and the bandy creek District structure plan (urbis 2010) identified 
that due to significant flooding of the creek in 2007, the floodplain of the creek has altered and the 
areas of inundation are not currently understood. 

the depth to groundwater is generally less than 10 m (short et al. 2000). groundwater generally flows 
southwards to the ocean and areas immediately south of the warden lake system are known to be 
inundated at times of the year. 

the esperance area is generally underlain by a freshwater superficial aquifer and below this, there is 
generally a saline layer and saline groundwater from pink lake flows out to the coast (Dow 2007).  the 
Department of water (Dow) esperance groundwater area management plan (2007) identifies that 
there has been problems with salt water upcoming due to abstraction of the superficial aquifer within 
the town and twilight groundwater sub-areas (to the east of the esperance townsite). 

2.8.1.8 wetlands

there is a major wetland system directly north of the esperance townsite. the lake warden wetland 
system consists of a series of saline lakes and marsh areas behind beach-front dunes. the system 
includes lake warden, pink lake, windabout lake, woody lake, and wheatfield lake which are fed by 
the coramup creek watercourse and station lake, mullet lake and ewans lake which are fed by the 
bandy creek watercourse.  warden, woody, wheatfield and mullet lakes are permanent lakes, which 
may occasionally dry out in autumn, with other wetlands in the system being seasonal.

a number of lakes within the lake warden wetland system are listed under the ramsar convention 
including lake warden, woody lake and a portion of mullet lake nature reserve.  the convention 
on wetlands of international importance, commonly referred to as the ramsar convention, is 
an intergovernmental treaty that focuses on the conservation and wise use of wetlands and their 
resources (Dec 2009).  the convention was signed in ramsar, iran in 1971 and australia was among 
the first nations to become a contracting party to the convention. 
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in accordance with the “ecological character Description of the lake warden system ramsar site, esperance, western 
australia” (Dec 2009) the lake warden site currently meets three ramsar criteria as outlined below in table 28.

Table 28 - ramsar criterion and justification for lake warden (modified from Dec 2009)
CRIteRIon JUstIFICAtIon

criterion 1: a wetland should be considered internationally 
important if it contains a representative, rare or unique example 
of a natural or near-natural wetland type found within the 
appropriate biogeographic region.

the ramsar site is considered to be unique in the south-west coast 
Drainage Division. the wetlands within the site form a system 
of inter-connected lakes connected by channels. this system is 
distinctive as the lakes are highly variable in terms of their element 
and hydrochemical composition (marimuthu et al., 2005).

criterion 4: a wetland should be considered internationally 
important if it supports plant and/or animal species at a critical 
stage in their life cycles, or provides refuge during adverse 
conditions.

the ramsar site is considered to be a major dry season refuge 
for waterbirds in south-western australia (australian nature 
conservation agency, 1996). twenty five “migratory” waterbirds 
recognised under the international migratory bird agreements 
camba (23), jamba (22), rokamba (19) and cms (20) use the 
site as part of their annual migration.

criterion 6: a wetland should be considered internationally 
important if it regularly supports 1% of the individuals in a 
population of one species or subspecies of waterbird.

the lake warden ramsar site until relatively recently, supported 
more than 1% of the global population of hooded plover 
(thinornisrubricollis [1% last recorded in 2003]). the available data 
suggests that these population thresholds may again be met in the 
future.

the Dec has applied priority areas within the lake warden catchment, which are used to prioritise catchment 
management works. in addition to the ramsar wetlands, there are a number of wetlands listed in the Directory of 
important wetlands (Department of sustainability, environment, water, populations and communities 2011) including 
pink lake, in recognition of the importance of these lakes for waterbird conservation. 

2.8.1.9 coastal and marine environment

the tides in the esperance region occur twice daily and are considered microtidal, with the maximum spring tidal range 
of 1.1 metres.  sea temperatures in the recherché archipelago range from 14°c in winter to 21°c in summer (Fisheries 
western australia 2000). the depth of the sea floor within the recherché archipelago averages about 40m. 

the esperance foreshore is a key feature of the townsite and provides the interface between the town centre and 
esperance bay.  the current terrestrial foreshore area is highly modified and has limited natural environmental values.  
the majority of the foreshore area is turfed, with norfolk island pines being a prominent feature and as such there is 
limited native coastal vegetation and native fauna habitat.  

the esperance townsite Foreshore redevelopment master plan states that it was likely that the esplanade fronting 
the town was constructed on the primary dunes, with insufficient setback to allow for shoreline movements.  as a 
result, the road and infrastructure has periodically been inundated by storm waves and protection measures have 
been implemented since 1914.  additionally the construction of the port breakwater in the 1960’s has interrupted the 
natural sediment supply to the bay from the west.  this has resulted in the need for ongoing renourishment of the 
beaches within the town, in order to maintain the present coastline.  it is understood anecdotally that the ongoing 
renourishment works interrupts the amenity of the foreshore and it is possible that the ongoing replenishment has the 
potential to impact upon benthic habitat and seagrass communities within esperance bay. 

a wide variety of fish and crustacean species inhabit the marine environment around esperance, including commercial 
species such as australian salmon, southern bluefin tuna, Queen snapper, pilchards, gummy shark, bronze whaler or 
Dusky shark, whiskery shark, southern rock lobster, western rock lobster, saucer scallop, greenlip abalone, brownlip 
abalone and roe’s abalone (Field 2002).  additionally there are a variety of marine mammals that inhabit the area 
including dolphins, whales, sea-lions and seals.  however overall, the marine environment of the region is generally 
poorly understood. it is expected that endemism will be high, particularly amongst invertebrates such as sponges, and 
new species are still being described.  

large seagrass meadows occur in bays and off limestone reefs along the esperance coast where they are protected from 
the disturbance of direct ocean swell and storm waves (Field 2002).  sea grasses are important in the marine ecosystem 
as they provide protection for many juvenile fish, rock lobsters, prawns and other commercially valuable species (chape 
and sansom, 1983).  additionally, seagrass meadows provide important habitat for the weedy and leafy sea-dragons 
which are listed marine species pursuant to the environment protection and biodiversity conservation act 1999.

2.8.1.10 land uses

the predominant land use within the esperance region is broadacre agriculture with the majority of areas within 
the shire of esperance cleared for agricultural purposes.  broadly within the region, mining and commercial fishing 
operations are also significant land uses.

in addition to these broader land use activities, there are a number of different land uses within esperance itself which 
have the potential to create noise and air emissions (gases, dust and odour) which may exceed acceptable amenity levels 
in residential areas and other sensitive uses (i.e. hospitals, schools, caravan parks).  these land uses generally require 
a separation distance to be applied in order to avoid potential conflicts between different land uses. the land uses are 
outlined below, with applicable buffers also outlined (based on environmental protection authority (epa) guidance for 
the assessment of environmental Factors separation Distance between industrial and sensitive land uses (2005) and 
the shire of esperance local planning strategy (Dop 2008)). a map depicting these land uses and buffers form appendix k

in some cases, due to historical planning and policy, sensitive land uses occur in closer proximity to industrial land 
uses than that separation identified in epa guidance statement no. 3.  in these situations, alternative management 
measures may need to be employed to reduce impacts on human health.

2.8.1.11 wastewater treatment plant

there is an existing licenced wastewater treatment plant (wwtp) operated by the water corporation on jetty road 
within the brazier street industrial area.  this wwtp includes a primary and secondary oxidation pond.  no buffer 
separation is provided in epa guidance for the assessment of environmental Factors separation Distance between 
industrial and sensitive land uses (2005) for wwtp’s however the shire of esperance local planning strategy (Dop 
2008) provides a buffer of 500 – 1000 m. 

additionally, land has been purchased for a secondary wwtp to the east of the townsite, north of wylie bay. this is not 
expected to be constructed until 2019. any future wwtp is likely to require detailed odour modelling and the approval 
of the shire of esperance and the environmental protection authority.

2.8.1.12 major fuel storage tanks

the brazier street industrial area also contains major fuel storage tanks for the rail and port facilities. epa guidance 
for the assessment of environmental Factors separation Distance between industrial and sensitive land uses (2005) 
recommends a 300 to 500 m buffer between fuel storage areas and sensitive land uses.  the local planning strategy 
(Dop 2008) suggests a buffer of 500 to 1000 m is required. 

2.8.1.13 road and rail corridor 

the road and rail corridor for the esperance port runs through the centre of the esperance townsite and the area 
between esperance rail yard and the port section is referred to as the esperance port access corridor (pac). a special 
control area (sca 1) has been designated adjacent to the esperance pac and is identified in the esperance town 
planning scheme 23 (Dop 2008) in order to provide guidance for land use and development in this area.
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the esperance port sea and land (epsl) operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (epsl 2010).  noise 
from trains is experienced for longer duration along the pac and is generated when trains split at 
the esperance rail yard so that they can be brought down to the port in sections.  the major issue 
regarding noise from the rail is movement of trains at night and the noise created which may disturb 
sleep. 

whilst in the past (2001- 2005) urban development has been constructed as close as 40 m to the 
railway line (epa 2005), the most recent town planning scheme 23 aims to “ensure that no new 
development on land within sca 1 is permitted unless arrangements are made for noise or other 
mitigation measures to be put in place” (Dop 2010).  sca1 is further divided into three condition areas 
(exposure level 1 – condition 1 area to exposure level 3 – condition 3 area) where exposure level 3- 
condition 3 area is nearest to the pac.  higher levels of noise management guidelines are prescribed 
for residential development nearest to the pac and decrease for developments further away from 
the pac.  noise management measures that may be requested by the local government include: noise 
bunds or noise barrier fencing, landscaping or notifications on certificates of title. 

2.8.1.14 grain Facility

the co-operative bulk handling limited (cbh group) in esperance operates two grain storage facilities 
which receive, handle, store and outload bulk grain from the surrounding grain belt in the western 
australia.  the cbh group in esperance is also one of four cbh port terminals where grain from each 
receival point is transported and exported (cbh 2011).  one grain facility is located within brazier 
street industrial area which includes major fuel storage tanks and the water corporation wwtp (Dop 
2008). there is also an additional grain storage facility within the suburb of chadwick, north west of 
the townsite.  additionally, there are a number of cbh grain storage areas within rural towns within 
the shire. 

in accordance with the local planning strategy, one of the strategies for the brazier street precinct 
is to “ensure no residential development or increase in density for residential land occurs within 
the buffers for grain storage facilities...” (Dop 2008), which are recognised as 500 m within the local 
planning strategy.  the same buffer distance of 500m is also recommended in epa’s guidance for the 
assessment of environmental Factors separation Distance between industrial and sensitive land uses 
(2005) for a ‘grain elevator’. 

2.8.1.15 refuse Facility

the refuse facility on wylie road, 10 km from the esperance townsite is a licenced class 2 putrescible 
landfill site and general tyre storage area.  therefore based upon epa’s guidance for the assessment 
of environmental Factors separation Distance between industrial and sensitive land uses (2005) a 
buffer distance of 500 m is required between this land use and sensitive land uses.  

the shire of esperance strategic action plan 2007-2027 (2007) identifies that a new strategic waste 
disposal site is required, as the current site is located too close to the coast and is leaching into a 
sensitive environment.  Furthermore, the Dec have confirmed to the shire that the licence for the 
current facility will not be extended beyond 2016 and that the licence conditions for this facility 
will be amended to increase monitoring and reporting.  in the immediate term, the current landfill 
practice within the wylie bay facility will also need to be improved in order to manage the current 
ongoing environmental impacts.

2.8.1.16 public Drinking water source areas

public Drinking water source areas (pDwsas) are proclaimed by the Dow to protect the water quality 
of identified drinking water sources, which can be surface water or groundwater sources (Dow 2009).  
they are proclaimed under the metropolitan water supply, sewerage and Drainage act 1909 or the 
country areas water supply act 1947 and  pDwsa provide the community of western australia with 
the majority of its drinking water supplies and can be vulnerable to contamination from a range of 
land uses and water based activities (Dow 2009). once an area is identified as a pDwsa consideration 
needs to be given to the intended land use and associated activities to ensure that they are appropriate 
in meeting the water protection quality objectives of the area.

the public drinking water supply for esperance comes from water corporation wells, screened in 
the Quaternary sediments, west of esperance and in the town area.  this shallow unconfined aquifer 
is recharged directly from rainfall, and is vulnerable to contamination from inappropriate land uses 
(wrc 1999).  as such, these areas are declared priority 1, 2 and 3 pwDsa’s. apendix l identifies the 
location of the public drinking water source areas.

priority 1 (p1) classification areas are managed to ensure that there is no degradation of the drinking 
water source by preventing the development of potentially harmful activities in these areas.  the 
guiding principle is risk avoidance.  this is the most stringent priority classification for drinking water 
sources.  p1 areas normally encompass land owned or managed by state agencies, but may include 
private land that is strategically significant to the protection of the drinking water source (e.g. land 
immediately adjacent to a reservoir).  

priority 2 (p2) classification areas are managed to ensure that there is no increased risk of water 
source contamination/ pollution.  For p2 areas, the guiding principle is risk minimisation.   these areas 
include established low-risk land development (e.g. low intensity rural activity).  

priority 3 (p3) classification areas are defined to manage the risk of pollution to the water source 
from catchment activities.  protection of p3 areas is mainly achieved through guided or regulated 
environmental (risk) management for land use activities. 

2.8.1.17 esperance port

esperance ports sea and land pty ltd is a corporatised entity that operates under the port authorities 
act 1999 and oversees the operations of the esperance port. the esperance port authority operates 
under a licence under the environmental protection act 1986 as a prescribed premises for “bulk 
material loading or unloading….” and “boat building and maintenance”.  this licence contains a 
number of conditions in order to manage potential environmental impacts of the ports operations. 

the licence conditions specify the material that can be transported through the port as well as 
protocols for loading and unloading of specific materials. in addition to the licence conditions, the 
Dec outline a monitoring program for the port operations to ensure that emissions from the port 
can be monitored and managed if necessary.  the licence conditions also require an annual audit 
compliance report to be undertaken to demonstrate compliance with the licence conditions. 
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the port is expected to be upgraded in coming years in order to cater for increased mineral export. the state government 
recently announced it would begin a market sounding exercise in order to try and locate private investment for the 
upgrade.  this may include increased train unloading capacity and potentially an additional berth.  any significant 
development at the port will be required to be referred to the environmental protection authority pursuant to section 
38 of the environmental protection act 1986. 

in addition to these land uses, there are several registered contaminated sites within the esperance townsite including:

 » 45 norseman rd, castletown wa 6450;

 » part of esperance town lot 991, crown, reserve 27318 immediately east of the road junction of the esplanade, 
norseman road and gladstone circle, esperance; and

 » 679 harbour rd, chadwick wa 6450 (within the brazier street industrial area).

these sites are shown on a plan included in appendix l and the contamination at all these sites are related to 
hydrocarbons found in the ground water under the sites and on the harbour rd site, the hydrocarbons are known to 
originate from the adjacent bulk fuel storage site.  in addition to hydrocarbons, heavy metals were also found in soil at 
the esperance town lot 991 site and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (pah) in the groundwater. with the exception 
of 45 norseman rd, which under the contaminated sites act 2003 has been classified as “remediated for restricted 
use”, the other two sites are classified “contaminated - remediation required”.  anecdotally, there are believed to be a 
number of additional potentially contaminated sites within the townsite, including the old landfill site on Fill road and 
the current wylie bay landfill facility. 

2.8.2  CURRent PLAnnInG

within the shire of esperance, there are currently no local planning policies or strategies associated with the 
identification, management and protection of environmental values within the town or the wider region.  consideration 
of the environment is outlined within the town planning scheme (tps no. 23) with two of the aims of the tps no. 23 
to “ensure the use and development of land does not result in significant adverse impacts on the physical and social 
environment” and “protect the amenity and enhance the quality of urban, rural and coastal environments”.  additionally, 
there are a number of recent projects and investigations have been undertaken which consider the environment of 
esperance and potential impacts of development.  

2.8.2.1 local planning strategy

the local planning strategy for the shire of esperance was endorsed by the western australian planning commission 
in 2008. the lps sets the future direction for the long-term development of the shire of esperance and identifies a 
number of urban investigation areas for the expansion of the esperance townsite as well as outlining some of the 
spatial constraints associated with expansion of the town, including existing land uses and environmental assets. the 
lps specifies a number of special control areas within the townsite to minimise environmental impacts of land uses and 
manage future development. this includes special control areas for the port and transport corridor and wetlands of 
significance and lake warden recovery catchment control area. 

2.8.2.2 esperance townsite Foreshore redevelopment master plan

the master plan outlines the vision for the redevelopment of the esperance foreshore from the port to castletown. the 
master plan includes a number of features including a cultural node, upgrades of the jetty and new fishing and viewing 
areas, which are proposed to be funded through public and private investment. recently draft concept plans have been 
released by the shire of esperance to comment, which have modified some of the master plan concepts. the master 
plan aims to revitalise the foreshore and includes areas of coastal revegetation. 

2.8.2.3 climate change study

coffey environments (2009), in association with other consultants prepared the climate change: whole of landscape 
analysis of the impacts and options of the south coast region.  in general, it was concluded that there has been a 
significant decrease in rainfall in the south west of western australia since the 1970s with projections that the climate 
will experience further drying. it was also predicted that annual average temperatures may increase by approximately 
one degree celsius (0c) over southern western australia by 2030. climate change is likely to exacerbate stress on 
ecosystems, which are already under pressure from habitat loss, fragmentation, invasive species and changed fire 
regimes.

esperance, located in the east portion of the south coast, however has experienced an increase in unseasonal episodic 
rainfall and flooding in recent years.  esperance has had two significant rainfall events in the past 12 years, including the 
2007 flooding of bandy creek. 

climate projections by Department of agriculture and Food predicts that summer rainfall is expected to increase as well 
as summer-autumn storms for the southern agricultural region where the shire of esperance is located (Department of 
agriculture and Food 2010).  however, overall there is expected to be a decrease in annual rainfall. 

m p rogers & associates (2009) prepared a climate change coastal vulnerability assessment as part of the report and 
included indicative values for development levels and coastal setbacks to account for climate change effects along the 
south coast. recommended values for development levels and coastal setbacks were as follows:

 » extreme estuary water and Development levels6  + 2.6 mahD

 » extreme ocean water and Development levels    + 3.6 mahD

 » coastal stability and setback Distance to Development  100m

2.8.2.4  ecological character Description of the lake warden system, ramsar site, esperance

this document was produced by the Department of environment and conservation (Dec) in 2009 to provide an overall 
description of the ecosystem process, components, benefits and services of the lake warden wetland system.  part of 
this ecological character description involved the threats to the ecological character of the wetland system, including 
threats from urban/industrial development and agricultural activities, non-native and alien species, plant diseases, 
climate change and recreation. the impacts of these threats included:

 » altered hydrological regimes

 » introduction and establishment of weeds and feral animals

 » increased salinisation

 » pollution – nutrient, sediment and salinity

 » altered fire regimes

 » loss and reduction in native vegetation

 » Disturbance of ass

 » changes to flora and fauna distribution and condition

 » spread of phytophthora and other diseases

the ecological character description also outlines the “limits of acceptable change” to the ramsar systems including the 
changes to the hydrological regime, water quality, sedimentation rates and the biota of the wetland system.
6note that this study was conducted for the entire south coast – there are no estuaries within the esperance townsite area.
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2.8.2.5 esperance coastal management plan

the esperance coastal management plan was funded through coastcare and the shire of 
esperance and completed in 2002. the plan provides an assessment of environmental and 
human values of the coastal areas of the shire of esperance and identifies issues associated 
with coastal management and recommendations to address these issues. 

within the esperance region, 39 issues were identified related to terrestrial, marine and 
coastal planning including coastal education, foreshore setbacks, aquaculture, off-road 
vehicles, shoreline erosion, beach access, signage, visitor safety, rubbish dumping and 
disposal, plant diseases, weeds, stormwater management and provision of facilities. 

the management priorities from the plan, included several areas within the esperance 
townsite including bandy creek to wylie bay (priority 1) and esperance bay (priority 2).  

the bandy creek to wylie bay area is frequently used for recreation, including driving of 
four-wheel drives, dune buggies, motorbikes, fishing, swimming, horse riding, dog walking 
and boat launching.  the coastal management plan recommends restriction of vehicle 
access, signage to control activities plus additional facilities to cater for users. 

the esperance bay area is one of the most heavily used coastlines within the shire. the 
coastal management plan recommends that a specific esperance bay Foreshore plan 
is prepared to manage the coastline within this area. as discussed above, the esperance 
townsite Foreshore redevelopment master plan was completed in 2005.

2.8.2.6 shire of esperance environmental weed strategy

the shire of esperance environmental weed strategy was completed in 2009 to provide the 
shire with a framework to assist in the control and management of environmental weeds. 
the strategy prioritises a number of weed species and shire managed roadside and bushland 
reserves in order to maximise investment in weed control and improve the condition of 
remnant bushland in priority areas. the document also provides information for community 
groups who are involved in weed control and management of bushland reserves across the 
shire. 

the priority weed species selected include spiny rush, geraldton carnation weed, pyp grass, 
victorian teatree, african boxthorn, watsonia species, african lovegrass, cumbungi, caltrop, 
golden wattle and other eastern states acacia species. 

the priority bushland reserves include west beach to twilight beach within the townsite 
of esperance and two of the three priority road reserves are also within the townsite being 
harbour road and twilight beach road/eleven mile beach road. 

2.8.3 KeY DRIVeRs AnD PRessURes

the key driving forces affecting the environment within esperance is the expected increase 
in activity (i.e. mining, rail and port movements and related services), an increase in 
population and impacts from climate change in the region.  

an increase in activity, such as use of roads, railway and port in support of mining in the 
region as well as related service industries, is likely to place pressure on the environment 
through generation of emissions (noise, dust and odour) and an increase in the requirement 
for water and power supply.  

an increase in population is likely to place pressure on existing remnant vegetation within 
the town through potential clearing, pressure on the lake warden wetland system and other 
significant natural features (such as national parks and nature reserves) as well as through 
the generation of emissions.  climate change has the potential to increase temperature and 
extreme weather events, cause changes in sea level as well as decrease rainfall in the wider 
region, which collectively will change the biodiversity in the region, agricultural productivity, 
water availability, bushfire frequency and place pressure on the human systems currently in 
place to manage these.

overall, these driving forces could result in pressures on the environment which could be 
summarised as any of the below or a combination of:

 » an increased use of environmental resources, such as increased use of water resources.

 » a change in land use, which may require the clearing of vegetation or the encroachment 
closer to wetland and coastal areas for residential or industrial purposes. 

 » emissions (of chemicals, waste, noise, dust, etc.) to air, water and soil, which could 
potentially impact on human health, amenity of the area and the environment.

 » a greater population impacting on natural environment including increased activity and 
recreation in national parks and bushland reserves and along the coastline.  

these pressures can impact directly on the townsite of esperance, but will also impact on 
the areas surrounding esperance in a regional context.  the key pressures on environmental 
values within the region include, weeds, plant diseases (dieback), recreation access and 
control and maintaining vegetation values and biodiversity in largely cleared landscapes.  
the growth of the esperance townsite may affect these regional pressures indirectly through 
increased population and development and while the focus of this document is to consider 
more direct and local impacts, actions and strategies to address regional pressures should 
be considered as part of future planning.  
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2.8.4  KeY FInDInGs AnD IMPLICAtIons

the environmental considerations associated with balancing the environmental values within esperance with increased 
activity, an increased population and climate change include:  

 » retaining significant remnant vegetation.  the shire of esperance is extensively cleared and while there is a large 
amount of vegetation retained along the coastline the epa considers that most of the remnant vegetation is of 
high conservation value (epa 1999).  it will be important to understand the conservation significance of any native 
vegetation within the local area as part of the growth plan.  retaining vegetation is important for biodiversity and 
can provide noise, dust and visual buffers as well as some protection from flooding and salinity impacts. 

 » Drainage and flooding of bandy creek and the lake warden wetland system that is associated with the current and 
expected more intense future rainfall events.

 » retaining the environmental values of the lake warden wetland system (ramsar site).  the clearing of native 
vegetation and increased urban development around the lake warden wetland system has the potential to alter the 
ecological character of the ramsar site.  the epbc act provides the legislation that helps ensure that the ecological 
character of ramsar sites within australia is maintained. 

 » retaining the environmental values of the coastal and marine environments. 

 » managing the supply and efficiency of water within esperance and to the agricultural and mining industries as 
rainfall in the region decreases.  this management needs to consider the existing and potential future land uses 
within the public Drinking water source areas and potential impacts from salinity.

 » maintaining the productivity of the agricultural areas as climate change and salinity impact result in changes to the 
environmental resources available.  

 » minimising the impacts of emissions (i.e. noise, dust, odour, effluent and risk) on human health, amenity and the 
environment.  this would include noise impacts from the use of the road, rail and port for mining and agricultural 
purposes, dust and noise from the nearby cbh facility, odour and risk from the fuel storage tanks and odour and 
effluent from the wwtp. 

 » management of weeds including control of phytophthora (Dieback) and other diseases.

 » waste management. a new waste facility is required prior to 2016 and would involve site selection, approvals and 
construction.  additionally, minimising waste productions and encouraging recycling, reuse and appropriate disposal 
of waste are key strategies for the future.

 » providing suitable and pragmatic separation between existing and proposed land uses within esperance to minimise 
impacts on the human health, amenity and the environment as well as meeting the expectations of residents.  

 » managing the implementation of infrastructure projects around the esperance townsite, including the esperance 
port access transport corridor and the esperance port upgrade to minimise impacts on the environment and the 
amenity of the town.

 » coordinated management of key environmental assets (coastlines, marine environment, national parks and 
bushland remnants) to allow for managed recreation and activity for all users. 

2.9 LAnD Use

2.9.1 ResIDentIAL 

2.9.1.1 current situation

2.9.1.2 2011 housing land audit 

in 2011, the shire undertook a housing land audit that provides a detailed summary of residential land in esperance 
and its major suburbs. it includes a review of new dwellings approved and completed since 2003, the potential dwelling 
yield from existing residential land and future development areas, and a summary of constrained sites. it also includes 
a summary of the rural residential areas adjoining the town.

2.9.1.3 residential land within the townsite boundary

there are currently an estimated 4736 existing dwellings in the audit area. this number is derived from august 2006 census 
(4350 dwellings) plus 386 dwelling completions since that date.  the townsite boundary is shown in Figure 33 below.

Figure 33 - esperance townsite boundary
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an examination of shire records revealed that there was a peak of 89 new dwellings approved in 2008. 
this number fell to 46 in 2010, while only 36 have been approved as at 1 november 2011 this year. 
between 2003 and 2011 there was an average of 71 new dwellings approved per year, with an average 
of 70.4 dwelling completions each year.  

the number of available lots capable of supporting dwellings varies greatly depending on the ability 
to subdivide large lots to maximum density, the potential infill of existing lots, and the development 
potential of areas earmarked for future residential development. table 29 below shows the potential 
dwelling supply from residential land within esperance.

Table 29 - summary of potential dwelling supply from residential land in esperance

VACAnt 
Lots

PotentIAL nUMBeR 
oF DWeLLInGs IF 
sUBDIVIsIon Is 
MAXIMIseD

PotentIAL 
nUMBeR oF InFILL 
DWeLLInGs on 
DeVeLoPeD Lots

PotentIAL 
nUMBeR oF 
DWeLLInGs FRoM 
DeVeLoPMent 
AReAs

PotentIAL 
MAXIMUM 
nUMBeR oF 
DWeLLInGs

esperance 33 126 618 0 744

castletown 248 917 539 2149 3605

west beach 184 298 39 0 337

nulsen 15 272 38 1129 1439

sinclair 41 152 77 1075 1304

overall townsite 521 1765 1311 4353 7429

2.9.1.4 increased Densities in significant activity centres

there is a notable absence of residential development within the central area. there are only 80 
dwellings in the central area and they are all single storey dwellings. around 50% are single dwellings, 
with the other 50% being grouped dwellings. 

currently there is a nine metre building height limit in esperance, which limits the potential number 
of storeys for new development to between 2 and 3 depending on design factors. if the building 
height limit were raised for the purposes of mixed use development, there would be the potential 
for a substantial number of dwellings in the central area.  Future development at bandy creek can 
also support mixed use developments, and offers capability for tourist and residential multi-storey 
developments – although this is considered a long term prospect.

table 30 demonstrates the potential dwelling yields of an increase in building height to between 12 
and 20 metres, or four to eight storeys. estimated residential development was based around a 120m2 
average for each apartment along with 45m2 for ancillary requirements (hallways, stairs, etc) and were 
calculated at a plot ratio representing 2, 4 and 6 storeys of residential Development (with one storey 
for car parking and one storey for commercial development assumed). as such it is shown that with 
an increase in building height could yield a substantial number of residential dwellings in the central 
area, even if only factoring in the 26 sites identified by the shire as well suited to higher building 
heights. the table also shows the potential for increased development at bandy creek.

Table 30 - potential Dwelling yield from increased building height limits in the central area

PotentIAL DWeLLInG YIeLD
prime sites in central area 646
bandy creek 796

rural residential land

land in rural residential areas is fairly heavily constrained. the table below demonstrates a summary 
of building approvals, completions, vacant lots and potential dwelling yield. the majority of rural 
residential land capable of subdivision is contained in thirteen large lots located north-west of pink 
lake. the remaining land capable of subdivision is the final section of mississippi bend. all lots capable 
of subdivision are subject to special control area 4 – groundwater protection area, with some lots 
subject to special control area 5 – wetlands of significance and lake warden catchment. outline 
Development plans are required to be undertaken prior to any further subdivision. table 31 below 
summarises the potential rural residential lot and dwelling yield.  

Table 31 - potential rural residential lot and dwelling yield

number of dwellings approved (building approvals) july 2003 –oct 2011 83

number of dwellings completed july 2003- oct 2011 76

number of dwellings currently under construction oct-11 4

existing dwelling approvals, not yet under construction oct-11 3

number of vacant lots oct-11 165

potential number of dwellings if subdivision is maximised oct-11 625

potential maximum number of dwellings oct-11 790

Table 32 - potential supply of housing land

GROWTH SCENARIOS:
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subdivision of existing residential land 1765 7.40 11.00 5.50 3.6

subdivision of existing residential land and increased 
densities in ca 1311 25.07 37.27 18.63 12.3

subdivision of existing residential land and increased 
densities in ca and infill in the suburbs 4353 18.62 27.68 13.84 9.1

subdivision of existing residential land and increased 
densities in ca, infill in the suburbs and bandy creek 
development

7429 61.83 91.91 45.96 30.3
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the results displayed in table 32 above demonstrate a number of growth scenarios for new housing, and give an 
indication of how long the current supply of housing land would last. 

as the supertowns growth plan aims to accelerate the town’s growth, it is expected that the current average of 
70.4 dwellings per annum provides unreliable scenarios. nevertheless, it does demonstrate that currently there is 
a significant oversupply of residential land.

the current growth rate for the town is generally accepted as 1.3%. within this growth rate, the scenarios in table 32 
above also demonstrate an oversupply of residential land. should the supertowns 5% growth rate be achieved, then 
there is a potential housing supply of almost 20 years.  if this projection is accurate, then there would be no need to 
open up new land outside the town boundary until then. 

the results in table 32 do not include the potential for 790 new dwellings in the rural residential areas. given that 
there is currently a significant oversupply of residential land and the inherent difficulty to predict the actual future 
growth rate of the town, a residential strategy has been developed by the shire. 

the strategy has been designed to stage the development of residential areas within the townsite boundary in a 
coordinated way that can encourage residential development in the central area, take advantage of existing opportunities 
to develop vacant land and initiate urban infill before developing other areas. a number of actions outlined in the 
strategy will enable it to be implemented. the strategy also includes measures to monitor its effectiveness. the annual 
housing land audit will enable the shire’s planners to constantly track supply and demand trends. 

2.9.1.5 current planning

the shire of esperance is currently preparing a Draft 2012 residential strategy for esperance. it should be noted that this 
work is currently a working draft and is subject to formal public consultation and adoption by the shire of esperance council. 
the draft strategy is outlined below.

Draft 2012 residential strategy

the Draft 2012 residential strategy has been designed to stage the development of residential areas within the townsite 
boundary in a coordinated way that can encourage residential development in the central area, take advantage of 
existing opportunities to develop vacant land and initiate urban infill before developing other areas. a number of 
actions outlined in the strategy will enable it to be implemented. the strategy also includes measures to monitor its 
effectiveness. the annual housing land audit will enable the shire to constantly track supply and demand trends. 

Vision:

to ensure esperance has an adequate supply of residential land and to enable an appropriate range of lot sizes, dwelling 
densities and housing types to meet the needs of the community.

Objectives: 

the objectives of this strategy are to:

 » identify current zoned and density coded areas that must be maintained;

 » encourage residential development in the central area to achieve mixed use development that ensures the vibrancy 
of the area;

 » identify preferred areas for sustainable residential growth and ensure that land is capable of being provided with 
services and infrastructure to service future demand;

 » encourage an appropriate range of dwelling types.

2.9.1.6 key Findings 

the esperance townsite boundary will prevent urban sprawl and will enable the sustainable development of residential 
land.

there is a current oversupply of residential land that requires a staged approach is required for residential land release, 
to ensure that:

 » current residential land is developed; 

 » residential development occurs in the central area to achieve mixed use development that ensures the vibrancy of 
the area;

 » preferred areas for sustainable residential growth are identified; and  

 » to encourage an appropriate range of dwelling type.

2.9.1.7 implications

implementing the 2012 residential strategy will provide a key plank of the supertowns growth plan. 

 » the strategy will ensure that demand for residential land in existing residential area and the central area is not 
fractured. this will maximise the efficiency of residential land and improve the vibrancy of the central area.

 » the effectiveness of the strategy can be monitored annually through the housing land audit. this will enable 
supply/demand and actual residential growth to be tracked.
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2.9.2  CoMMeRCIAL 

2.9.2.1 commercial centre strategy (2011)

the commercial centre strategy, adopted by the shire in 2011, specifies broad requirements for the 
planning and development of new activity centres and the redevelopment and renewal of existing 
centres in esperance. it provides the framework for coordinating the distribution, function, broad 
land use, urban design and infrastructure planning criteria of activity centres. the strategy sets the 
strategic direction for commercial development within esperance.  

activity centres are community focal points. they improve activities such as commercial, retail, high 
density housing, entertainment, tourism, civic/community, higher education and medical services. 
activity areas vary in size and diversity and have good access.

the strategy is a guide to decision-making and will assist council in consideration of the location, 
content, form and staging of retail and commercial development. it will also provide esperance 
residents, traders and developers with a level of certainty in relation to the future pattern of 
commercial development in their local area.

the strategy has been prepared for the medium to long term i.e. 0-20 years and has been adopted as 
an addendum to the local planning strategy (lps) in support of town planning scheme no. 23 (tps no. 
23). the general objectives of the commercial centre strategy are to: 

 » reinforce the role of esperance as the primary commercial centre; 

 » provide a broad district planning framework to co-ordinate adequate provision and location of 
retail and commercial development opportunities; 

 » Define commercial centres and classify existing commercial centres within the shire including town 
centres, neighbourhood centres, local centres and large scale (bulky goods type) commercial; 

 » confirm the hierarchy of existing and future commercial centres within the shire, specifically 
identifying the size, purpose, function, uses and location of these centres; 

 » control the potential for new commercial development that would detrimentally impact on the 
existing commercial structure and town planning scheme objectives; 

 » ensure that future commercial centres provide for healthy market competition, specifically in 
relation to tenure arrangements, location and area; 

 » encourage and provide for the creation of commercial centres as the focus for community and 
employment activities comprising a range of appropriate residential, retail, commercial and 
community uses, and mixed use residential opportunities; and 

 » ensure that commercial centres are developed to a high standard of urban design and community 
safety. 

the commercial centre strategy introduces a number of provisions that will guide commercial 
development within esperance. the specific implementation measures that are proposed for each 
area are listed below.

town centre 

the following initiatives and actions are recommended in the strategy to ensure that the future 
direction and expected outcomes for the esperance town centre are met: 

1. implement planning scheme amendments to redefine the existing town centre into two 
distinct zones, being ‘core retail’ and ‘mixed use’ zone;

2. retail/ commercial activity and other appropriate uses are to be further encouraged and 
consolidated in the ‘core retail’ zone through the deliberate actions of council decision 
making; 

3. to facilitate the redevelopment of this area and recognise the small land parcels in this 
location, a 50% reduction in parking requirements is permitted except for civic uses, 
supermarket and discount department store uses; 

4. encourage more intensive mixed use commercial/ retail/ entertainment development in 
the ‘mixed use’ zone, supported by the medium density residential and waterfront tourism 
developments. the intention is to create a zone that complements the ‘core retail’ zone 
catering to a different market rather than being in direct competition; 

5. consider the introduction of incentives for developers to encourage the amalgamation/ 
assembly of land to achieve improved development outcomes. there is a considerable amount 
of under-utilised land in the existing town centre, which could be redeveloped for higher and 
better uses; 

6. explore future development opportunities within the boulevard shopping centre / civic 
precinct through council intervention to facilitate more efficient use of land; and 

7. undertake a detailed site analysis to identify opportunities, constraints and other structural 
issues that may influence the future development of the town centre. this may culminate in 
the preparation of a town centre concept plan. 

local centres

the following initiatives and actions are recommended in the strategy to ensure that the future 
direction and expected outcomes for local centres are met:

1. ensure that future structure planning of bandy creek identifies a suitable location east of the 
neighbourhood centre for a local centre; 

2. initiate rezoning of the existing local centres of pink lake and castletown to better reflect the 
future size and function of these centres as local centres; and

3. implement planning scheme amendments to increase residential density and a mix of housing 
around local centre locations to bring people together in a manner that brings further 
dimension to the commercial activity. 
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bulky goods retail 

the following initiatives and actions are recommended in the strategy to ensure that the future direction and expected 
outcomes for bulky goods retail are met: 

1. rezoning of the areas adjacent to norseman road (south of harbour rd / Fisheries rd) and shelden rd to 
a ‘bulky goods retail’ zone to formalise the delivery of these retail uses into the future. this will enable a 
distinction to be made between the existing ‘industrial’ zoned land and the intended ’bulky goods retail’ zone; 
and 

2. careful consideration of key planning and design outcomes during the assessment of future subdivision and/ or 
development proposals. 

2.9.2.1.1 current situation

land uses within the central area – september 2011 (post adoption of commercial central strategy)

Figure 34 below shows the current mix of commercial land uses within the central area. this chart does not include 
residential uses.  as might be expected, the predominant uses are shops and offices. the health uses, which include 
welfare and community services uses, provide only 5% of the total number of uses.

Figure 34 - commercial land uses in the central area

Figure 35 below shows that the dominant uses (offices and shops) do not take up the most floor areas. the health, 
welfare and community services uses take up 52% of the total floor area of the central area. these uses are mostly 
single-storey buildings located in the civil precinct.  given the planning scheme objectives for the central area and the 
aims of the commercial strategy, this is not an efficient use of land.

Figure 35 - commercial land uses by Floor areas in the central area

interchangeable uses within the central area

although not part of the adopted commercial strategy, once the forthcoming access and parking strategy (with cash in 
lieu of parking policy) has been adopted by council, lps 23 can be amended to enable interchangeable uses within the 
central area.  

interchangeable uses would work by enabling ‘changes of use’ between offices, shops or restaurants to occur without 
planning approval, as long as the net floor area and any other area occupied by the use does not increase.  this would 
improve the flexibility of the planning scheme and would reduce red tape for businesses within the central area.

2.9.2.2 key Findings 

the esperance townsite boundary will prevent urban sprawl and will enable the sustainable development of residential 
land.

there is a current oversupply of residential land that requires a staged approach is required for residential land release, 
to ensure that:

 » current residential land is developed; 

 » residential development occurs in the central area to achieve mixed use development that ensures the vibrancy of 
the area;

 » preferred areas for sustainable residential growth are identified; and  

 » to encourage an appropriate range of dwelling type.
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2.9.2.3 implications

implementing the 2011 commercial centre strategy will provide a key plank of the supertowns 
growth plan. 

the strategy will maximise the efficiency of commercial land and improve the vibrancy of the central 
area.

the effectiveness of the strategy can be monitored annually through an audit of commercial land. this 
will enable supply/demand and actual commercial growth to be tracked.

2.9.3  InDUstRIAL LAnD Use 

2.9.3.1 current planning

2012 Draft industrial strategy

current industrial objectives

the lps contains the current strategies for industrial land use. the objectives are:

 » to facilitate the growth of industry in a manner that reduces potential negative impacts on the 
community. 

 » to ensure that industry is located close to relevant infrastructure.

 » to provide goods and services to the community and visitors of esperance.

 » to encourage the diversification of industry.

the planning scheme has zoned the industrial areas ‘industry–business’ and ‘industry–general’. the 
industrial areas are discussed at a broad level below, before analysing the chadwick and castletown 
areas in more detail. 

analysis of current strategy

the current lp strategy provides an accurate tool in guiding development within the industrial areas. 
however, there are elements to the strategy that do not quite reflect the current status of the area. 
the strategy does not promote the uptake of already existing vacant land and vacant floor area. 
Furthermore, the release of land from the lot 9000 industrial subdivision will provide the shire of 
esperance with a surplus amount of industrial land, creating pockets of land within town and shark 
lake, which may be vacant for a long period of time.  

 analysis of 2011 industrial land use audit and strategy

an audit of industrial land was carried out by the shire’s planning services team in september 2011. 
the audit was analysed to develop a new industrial strategy. this strategy aims to build on  exisiting 
land use frameworks and improve development outcomes and consolidate industry uses within the 
industrial areas.

Figure 36 - industry business and industry general zoned land

the chadwick and castletown areas are located in the north of the town around norseman road, 
harbour road, Fisheries road, shelden road and the south coast highway. table 33 demonstrates 
that most of the lots in the chadwick and castletown areas are occupied and operational. there are 
39 vacant lots and 17 vacant buildings. 

Table 33 - total areas of operating and vacant land

InDUstRIAL LAnD Uses CHADWICK AnD CAstLetoWn

occupied and operating vacant Floor area (floor 
areas of vacant buildings)

vacant land area (vacant 
lots)

no. of lots 242 17 40

area 460701 m2 20444 m2 325886 m2

	  DRAFT
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Figure 37 below shows the overall split of broad land uses in esperance’s industrial areas. it demonstrates that 
the chadwick and castletown areas are dominated by service and retail uses.

Figure 37 - split of uses in the industrial areas of esperance

shark lake industrial area

shark lake is located approximately 12km north of the town centre  to the west of the coolgardie-esperance highway. 
the shark lake subdivision was developed with an anticipated increase in activity from the port of esperance. adjacent 
to this land port other industrial uses that are inappropriate for urban areas, such as engineering and construction 
facilities and downstream processing of goods produced in the region, could be accommodated.

the site is comprised of approximately 303.5 ha.  however approximately 205.7 ha is currently vacant, including 27 lots 
owned by the shire and another lot consisting of approximatley 104 ha owned by the esperance porth authority.

only one lot has been developed in the north-east corner by cbh who are involved in the storage, handling and 
distribution of grain.  

the vacant lots are constrained by a lack of reticulated sewer, which impairs  their development potential, as deep 
sewer connection to increases the number of available land uses which can be developed.  the lack of infrastructure 
and the area’s remote location impairs demand for industrial land at shark lake. while industrial development in shark 
lake can be accommodated in the short term if required, there may not be enough demand it.

as there are significant areas of vacant land closer to the townsite, shark lake area is generally considered to have long 
term development potential. 

lot 9000 harbour road/south coast highway, chadwick

Figure 38 - lot 9000 harbour road, chadwick

around 74ha of new industrial land is about to be released at lot 9000 harbour road, adjacent and to the south of 
harbour road where a 33 lot subdivision is in its last stages of approval by the wapc.  this subdivision will ensure that 
esperance has a large supply of industrial in short/ medium term.  Due to its location within the townsite boundary, 
there should be early demand for the land. 

Development area 5

Figure 39 - Development area 5

approximately 68 ha of ‘Future industrial’  land is available within the north-eastern pocket of Development area  5, 
which is located to the north of nulsen and to the east and west of sims street. this area would require a full outline 
Development plan prior to subdivision and is considered to have long term potential. as there are significant areas of 
vacant land within the townsite and at shark lake, the shire should not support short term release of land  until exisitng 
industrial vacant land within the shire is taken up and developed.
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Draft 2012 industrial strategy 

strategies

1. withhold the release of future industrial land until the shark lake area has been substantially 
initiated.

2. improve development standards for norseman road and south coast highway entrances.

3. Develop an agricultural innovation precinct with interchangeable uses (to reduce the need for 
planning approval).

4. Develop a research & Development precinct with interchangeable uses.

5. encourage relocation of inappropriate uses from the ‘bulky goods retail’ zone.

6. ensure that the industrial strategy complements the local economic strategy.

actions

 » amend the planning scheme to incorporate an agricultural innovation precinct and a research & 
Development precinct.

 » amend the planning scheme to introduce improved development standards for norseman road 
and south coast highway entrances.

measures

 » carry out an annual industrial land audit to ensure that industrial development and land supply is 
monitored, with an annual summary presented to council, supertowns and regional plan.

 » all industrial planning decisions can be monitored to assess compliance with the industrial 
strategy, with an annual summary presented to council, the supertowns and the regional plan.

key Findings 

 » there is an adequate supply of industrial land, no new land should be opened up until shark lake 
has been substantially initiated.

 » improved development standards for norseman road and south coast highway entrances are 
required.

 » there are opportunities to develop agricultural and research & Development precincts that 
encourage the efficiencies of co-locating interconnected businesses, which will enable esperance 
to enhance its brand.

implications

 » implementing the 2011 industrial strategy will provide a key piece of the supertowns growth plan 
and will inform shire’s future economic strategy. 

 » the effectiveness of the strategy can be monitored annually through an audit of industrial land. 
this will enable supply/demand and actual industrial growth to be tracked.

2.9.4 CentRAL AReA PARKInG stRAteGY

the shire has recently completed an off-peak and peak-season survey of parking behaviour. the 
analysis has not been yet been initiated, however there are strong indications that there is an 
oversupply of parking during peak-season and that car parks on the periphery of the central area are 
being under-utilised.  

this supports the case for removing ‘short-stay angled car parking spaces’ and replacing them with 
parallel spaces in andrew street and Dempster street.

2.9.5  AGRICULtURe 

agriculture is the major component of esperance’s land use and economy.  agricultural data needs to 
be presented, analysed and recommendations made. opportunities for agricultural innovation should 
be analysed, including:

 » opportunities for an agricultural innovation precinct with agricultural college (for local, interstate 
and international students)

 » short-cycle woody crop production across the shire with a local biomass plant and a local network 
of downstream by-products (essential oils, fertilisers, arts & crafts etc) and local supply chains

 » auditing of local food production and local supply chains with a view to enhancing them

2.9.5.1 current planning 

agricultural strategies (local planning strategy) 

the lps contains the current strategies for industrial land use, which is summarised as follows.

Objectives:

 » protect broad acre agricultural areas from inappropriate development and intrusion by rural living 
uses.

 » encourage the diversification of farming and farm related activities that will strengthen and 
broaden the economic base of the shire.

 » preserve and enhance the environment and natural resources.

Strategies:

a. encourage the continued use of the agricultural areas for predominately grazing and cropping 
and seek its protection for broadacre farming.

b. Discourage the fragmentation of broadacre farming land (including land used for tree 
cropping) except where subdivision for trading lots is justified and the lots will retain their 
broadacre farming function. subdivision for additional dwellings will not be supported.

c. Facilitate horticulture and plantations where it can be demonstrated that the proposed use 
will have sufficient water available and provides an adequate buffer between it and the 
surrounding general agricultural uses to ensure there is no land use conflict from management 
methods such as spraying. subdivision of these uses from broadacre agricultural land will 
generally not be supported.
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D. promote the management of salinity, particularly in the lake warden catchment recovery area through the 

assessment of drainage works and the impact of land uses.

e. encourage the state government to ensure future decisions relating to drainage works on agricultural land are 
considered within a strategic framework, particularly for the lake warden recovery area.

F. use the best available information for areas affected by or at risk of land degradation (which includes salinity, 
waterlogging, water erosion, wind erosion, soil acidification) to guide decision-making on development and 
farm management.

actions:

1. in determining applications for intensive agricultural pursuits council will have regard to the relevant codes of 
practise for the proposed use.

2. whole of catchment drainage plans and policies that incorporate on farm drainage (surface and deep) need to 
be developed by the council, Dec, agwa, Dow and landowners.

3. prepare relevant provisions and/or policies in or associated with the new local planning scheme to enable 
council to refer developments that have the potential to adversely impact upon the environment, including 
wetlands, waterways, native vegetation and significant catchments such as lake warden should be referred to 
Dec and Dow and consider and apply their assessment and recommendations.

4. seek assistance from the Department of agriculture and Food, south coast nrm inc. and rangelands 
coordination group to provide;

a. the shire with information and mapping suitable for identifying those areas affected by or at risk of land 
degradation (which includes salinity, waterlogging, water erosion, wind erosion, soil acidification); and

b. guidance on best practice remedial options for addressing land degradation.

2.10 BUILt enVIRonMent AnD PUBLIC ReALM

2.10.1 CURRent sItUAtIon

2.10.1.1 urban Form and structure

esperance’s urban form has been largely defined by the coast to the south, the lakes to the north and west, the 
groundwater protection area to the west and extensive areas of national park to the east. esperance is characterised 
by low density residential neighbourhoods, punctuated with several sites for commercial, institutional, community and 
public utility purposes. 

two main roads provide access into esperance, comprising the coolgardie-esperance highway and the south coast 
highway. these roads facilitate relatively high volume and efficient vehicular movement into and out of the town to 
surrounding regional areas, catering for a range of road users including heavy haulage vehicles accessing the esperance 
port, tourist and local traffic. 

norseman road, which connects with the coolgardie-esperance highway towards the northern extent of the town, 
serves as the major access road into the town centre from the north and facilitates local traffic access to the chadwick 
industrial area and the eastern residential areas of castletown and bandy creek (via goldfields road and Fisheries 
road). pink lake road serves as the major access road linking the western portions of the town to the town centre.

a key feature of esperance’s urban structure is an industrial precinct comprising the chadwick industrial area, and an 
extensive area of land comprising a wastewater treatment plant, bulk fuel storage tanks, grain handling facilities and 
fertiliser storage facilities. over time as esperance has grown and expanded towards the east, this industrial precinct 
has come to be situated relatively central within the existing urban area, effectively dissecting the town east of the port 
rail link into two distinct, separate residential cells to the west and to the east. the western cell broadly comprises the 
localities of esperance, whilst the eastern cell comprises castletown and bandy creek. Fisheries road and Daw road 
effectively serve to define the extent of urban development with areas to the north and east primarily comprising rural-
residential development.

another key feature of esperance’s urban structure is the rail line servicing the port. the rail line, together with 
harbour road, which serves as a major connector road linking the port with the coolgardie-esperance highway and 
the south coast highway, dissects the western portions of the town, effectively severing the residential areas of west 
beach, sinclair and nulsen from the inner residential areas. the future planned expansion of the port, together with 
improvements to the associated transport corridor will restrict the intensity of development in adjacent areas.

situated at the southern edge of the town is the esperance port, which comprises a number of significant structures that 
define views from various areas around the town. similarly, the extensive norfolk tree plantings along the foreshore 
and town centre areas form a large part of the visual landscape, which together with several tracts of relatively open or 
underdeveloped land serve to characterise the town’s urban form. 
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the esperance town centre is characteristic of a traditional regional seaside centre in which 
development has been focussed along the foreshore area resulting in a relatively lineal urban 
structure. the town centre can be generally defined as the area comprising the core commercial/retail 
precinct (being the area bound by the esplanade, windich street, hicks street and william street), 
the boulevard shopping centre, the civic precinct (comprising the shire of esperance administration 
offices, civic centre, library), the esperance District hospital and the esperance primary school.

the intersection of Dempster street and andrew street, which are the main access roads through the 
town centre from the broader suburban areas, serve as the central focal point of the town centre. 

the structure of the town centre is predominately based on the traditional grid street pattern which 
generally facilitates ease of orientation and allows people to easily find their way around the town, 
however an agglomeration of low intensity institutional and civic land uses on relatively large sites 
(being the civic precinct, the hospital and the primary school) serve to limit the ability of the adjacent 
residential areas to integrate effectively with the town centre.

Figure 40 - key locations within the esperance townsite

2.10.1.2 land use and activity

the distribution of land uses in esperance is generally precinct based, with commercial and retail uses 
focused primarily within the town centre and low-density residential uses situated to the north-east 
and west of the centre bounded by the lakes, national parks and the esperance bay coastline.

esperance currently consists of a single (district level) commercial centre, with two small local centres 
at nulsen and castletown, which cater for convenience shopping and daily needs for their respective 
surrounding residential catchments. 

the district commercial centre, or central business district (cbD), generally comprises the area bound 
by the esplanade, windich street, hicks street and william street. Dempster street (between william 
street and hicks street), effectively serves as the town centre’s ‘main street’, comprising the majority 
of commercial/retail activity. commercial/retail activity also occurs along andrew street (between 
windich street and the esplanade), with some additional instances of activity occurring along the 
esplanade. 

the cbD is characterised by relatively large under-developed and under-utilised sites, comprising 
single use development of varying age, design and quality. generally pedestrian activity is 
relatively dispersed due to the lineal urban form and the predominance of low scale, single use 
development. 

the windich street streetscape is relatively unattractive and lacking in activity due to service 
areas to the rear of development (fronting Dempster street) dominating the southern side of the 
street, whilst the low intensity civic uses on relatively large sites characterise the northern side of 
the street.

a mix of land use and development is situated along the esplanade overlooking the foreshore and 
primarily includes single and grouped dwelling residential development, tourism/leisure related shops 
and low to mid-range motels, as well as some office and civic/community uses. 

the foreshore area, between the port and the tanker jetty offers recreational opportunities and 
comprises several tourist and recreational facilities including the adventureland playground, the taylor 
street jetty cafe and the esperance yacht club. the foreshore however is relatively disconnected 
from the town centre due to the large expanse of the foreshore area, (which accommodate pipelines 
connecting the bulk fuel tanks with the port), the design of the esplanade road, and a lack of 
development intensity and activity associated with development fronting the foreshore. additionally 
there are several relatively large sites, which are under-developed and under-utilised in light of their 
town centre location.

the esperance townsite Foreshore master plan however proposes a number of elements to enhance 
the foreshore area between the port and castletown Quays that include:

 » a new small boat harbour and waterfront that will be the focal point of the tourism node that 
will add value and attract investment adjacent to the central business District (cbD) and act as a 
catalyst for the rejuvenation of the town centre.

 » the revitalisation of retail opportunities in the cbD especially the museum precinct at james and 
Dempster streets and at andrew street, with the potential for links to the new waterfront and the 
diverse activities available.

 » a new water park and lagoon is proposed next to the taylor street jetty to provide protected 
swimming, boating and recreation for residents and tourists alike.

 » similarly, the development of the cultural node at the cannery arts centre and its link to the 
tanker jetty will create opportunities for the location of the kepa kurl Discovery centre and 
private investment projects.

 » a new road behind the cannery arts centre is proposed to cater for through traffic and promote 
the link between the centre and the tanker jetty.
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 » relocation of the tank Farm to allow for this new road and to add value to oil company and cbh land that has 

enormous potential for residential development once any contaminated soil has been remediated.

 » rehabilitation of the csbp and water authority land for parkland and recreation.

 » a future tourist resort adjacent to the gateway to the town at the junction of norseman and goldfields roads.

within the town centre, the quality of the pedestrian environment is relatively poor due to a lack of landscaping and 
an abundance of on-street angular parking and traffic treatments (roundabouts, medians), which together with the 
dispersed nature of commercial activity, encourages the use of the private motor vehicle as the primary means of 
movement around the town centre. 

esperance currently lacks an identifiable civic square that can serve as a gathering place for visitors and the local 
community, with events and festivals currently held in a range of places (i.e. adventureland park, the esperance 
soundshell, open space areas around the shire administration offices). a public plaza framed by the existing post office 
building (which is setback from the street) and surrounding norfolk island pine trees at the intersection of andrew 
street and Dempster road serves as a natural meeting place for pedestrians within the town centre.

the open space area comprising the museum precinct is relatively underutilised and lacking pedestrian activity. 
anecdotal evidence suggest that the museum and nearby heritage village generate relatively small levels of activity 
primarily comprising tourists to esperance. the esperance soundshell serves as a outdoor performance space however 
as it is underutilised and somewhat hidden from public view, the area is subject to anti-social behaviour. 

the boulevard shopping centre, situated to the west of the cbD at the intersection of Forrest street and windich 
street, serves as a significant attraction however activity is somewhat removed from the cbD due to the internalised 
nature of the centre, the extensive surrounding car parking areas, a grade change along james street and an extensive 
roundabout treatment at the intersection of james street / Forrest street and windich street.

to the north of the shopping centre and generally bound by windich street, hicks street, randall street and brazier 
street is the esperance District hospital and a number of aged care facilities. whilst to the south and generally bound 
by windich street, stubbing street and jane street is the shire of esperance administration offices, civic centre, library, 
and the esperance primary school.

immediately north of the town centre is an industrial precinct consisting of the chadwick industrial area and an extensive 
area of land comprising a wastewater treatment plant, bulk fuel storage tanks, grain handling facilities and fertiliser 
storage facilities. the chadwick industrial area comprises a range of general, light industrial and service commercial 
uses with some bulky goods retailers situated along norseman road. 

situated towards esperance’s eastern extent is the bandy creek boat harbour, which services the local commercial 
fishing industry, marine tourism and recreational boating community. bandy creek is also a popular recreational fishing 
and bbQ spot particularly during peak periods, with vehicles accessing the beach areas.

Further to the east and abutting mullet lake nature reserve is the shire operated wylie bay refuse tip and recycling 
plant. the facility is envisaged to continue accommodating the town’s waste requirements for the foreseeable future 
due to the relatively limited ability for appropriate alternative sites in the esperance area. the facility is proposed to be 
developed further to incorporate a truck wash, liquid waste disposal facilities and lined cells.

to the north-west of the harbour is a rural residential precinct adjacent to the esperance race course, which is identified 
for the keeping of horses and other equestrian related activities, with additional rural living development comprising 
land generally surrounding esperance’s urban areas to the north and west.

a second industrial area, known as the shark lake industrial park, is located some 12 kilometres to the north of 
esperance. the industrial park is progressively being developed by the shire and is envisaged to primarily cater for the 
storage of goods for the esperance port as well as accommodate downstream processing and associated industries and 
industrial uses unable to locate within esperance’s existing industrial areas.

Dispersed around esperance is a range of community, civic, sporting, health and entertainment uses. these include:

 » castletown primary school on easton road;

 » the esperance anglican community school on griffin street;

 » the esperance christian primary school on ocean street;

 » the nulsen primary school on victoria street;

 » our lady star of the sea catholic primary school on giles street;two future primary schools have been reserved 
under the scheme at johns street, west beach and Daw street, bandy creek;

 » the esperance community education campus precinct on pink lake road - comprising the esperance community 
college, the esperance senior high school, vocational training and education centre, the esperance senior high 
school education support centre and the esperance residential college;

 » the esperance golf club on norseman road;

 » the pink lake country club (golf course);

 » the cannery arts centre on norseman road;

 » the bay of isles leisure centre and greater sports ground multi-purpose sporting facilities on black street;

 » the esperance bay yacht club on the esplanade; 

 » the esperance bay turf club and racecourse on Fisheries road; and

 » the esperance airport situated approximately 20 kilometres north of the town centre on the coolgardie-esperance 
highway.

2.10.1.3 housing Diversity

housing within esperance comprises predominantly of single storey detached dwellings with three or four bedrooms 
on lots between 800m² and the traditional quarter acre (1012m²) although the residential areas close to the town 
centre comprise numerous smaller dwellings of tin and fibro construction, characteristic of a traditional sea-side town. 
the housing stock varies in age, style and quality although this has changed with some infill development that has 
occurred in recent years, however housing generally exhibits little evidence of a distinct or unique esperance style or 
local identity.

recent subdivisions in the Flinders area have provided for some smaller lots (310m² to 380m²) generally adjacent 
to local open space areas, whilst some medium density development of between r30 and r40, primarily comprising 
grouped dwelling development of varying age and quality, is located around the central business District. no multiple 
dwelling developments exist within the town.

the ability for increased density to be provided within esperance however is currently limited to those areas which are 
serviced by reticulated sewer infrastructure and which generally comprise portions of land around the town centre. 
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esperance also features a significant quantity of rural residential development comprising lots ranging 
from 2 hectares to 20 hectares generally surrounding the town. housing is typically characterised by 
family oriented single storey detached dwellings in a variety of styles.

while tourism is an important part of the esperance local economy, there is currently limited diversity 
in tourist accommodation, with a dominance of low to mid range products that are consistent with the 
town’s traditional identity as an affordable family holiday location. anecdotal evidence arising from 
consultation undertaken during the development of this growth plan suggests that transient workers 
are residing in short-stay tourist accommodation. additionally there is an apparent shortage of rental 
housing, which is compounded by a lack of construction activity for new residential housing due to 
high building costs than comparative regional locations.

2.10.1.4 heritage

the shire of esperance has a number of places of heritage value or character within its area, reflecting 
the eras of settlement and development. the shire’s local planning strategy identifies: 

…conservation and management of heritage places is important as they are environmental, social 

and economic assets for the Esperance area. Conservation also enhances a sense of community and 

understanding of the history of the district and the reasons for its character of development.

currently the shire has six places of state-heritage value that are listed on the state register of 
heritage places, identified in the table below.

Table 34 - state register of heritage places within the shire of esperance

PLACe no. PLACe DAte ADDRess

828 bijou theatre 1896 115 Dempster street, esperance

822 Dempster homestead (fmr) 1876 155 Dempster street, esperance

18402 esperance rsl building, norfolk island 
pine trees and war memorial

1895 84 Dempster street, esperance

836 israelite bay post and telegraph station 1895 israelite bay

4216 lynburn homestead and shearing shed 1872 thomas river 115km e of esperance

3540 moir homestead ruins c1872 stokes national park, Fanny bay, esperance

16599 salmon gums research station 1928, 1965 1663 machens rd, salmon gums

831 tanker jetty 1935 adj the esplanade and noresman road, 
esperance

over 60 places are included in the shire of esperance municipal heritage inventory, which may 
be considered for inclusion in the shire’s heritage list. these places are identified in the table at 
appendix g.

places of particular heritage significance in the town include:

 » Dempster homestead

 » bijou theatre

 » tanker jetty

each of these places are identified on the state register of heritage places; their statements of 
significance are outlined on the following pages;

2.10.1.5 Dempster homesteaD (Fmr)

Dempster homestead (fmr), esperance, a single storey, stone and iron residence in the victorian 
regency style set in landscaped gardens, has cultural heritage significance for the following reasons:

 » the place is a very good example of a stone building constructed in the 1870s and demonstrates 
the role of the homestead and remote settlement life in regional areas during the 19th century 
when the place served as the focal point for services and community activities;

 » the place is a significant landmark in the town of esperance, valued highly by the community 
as one of the few remaining settler structures in the district and for its continuity of form and 
function since 1873;

 » the place is closely associated with the Dempster family who made a significant contribution to 
the development of the esperance region; and,

 » the place’s use as holiday accommodation for miners for many years, demonstrates the long 
standing relationship between the town of esperance and the goldfields, and the development of 
esperance as a tourist town.

 » the wing of the house built in 1967/8 including the garage, bedrooms and bathrooms is considered 
to have low significance. 
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bijou theatre

Photo 1 - crowd outside the bijou theatre at its opening, 1896 (source: battye library)

bijou theatre, a theatre of timber and corrugated galvanised iron construction in the australian vernacular style, with 
elements of the Federation carpenter gothic design style, has cultural heritage significance for the following reasons:

 » the place is the only known 1890s theatre of timber and corrugated iron construction surviving intact in australia, 
and is rare as the oldest surviving purpose built theatre building in western australia continuing in operation for its 
intended purpose and the third oldest in australia;

 » the place is a rare representative example of late nineteenth century small theatre design and theatre practices of 
the time;

 » the place has been central to the social and cultural life of esperance since 1896, and as such contributes to the 
community’s sense of place;

 » the place provides evidence of the rapid development of esperance as the main port for Dundas goldfield in the 
mid 1890s, and was owned (1900- 48) by esperance land company limited, which was significant in the town’s 
development;

 » the landmark front facade of the place contributes to the streetscape of Dempster street and, together with the 
distinctive interior of the theatre space, is valued by the community for aesthetic reasons; and,

 » the place was instigated, designed and built by edward james mccarthy, a leading esperance businessman and 
public figure, for south australians charles townshend hargrave (the younger), sir john william Downer and hubors 
giles.

 » the 1990s additions are of little significance. 

tanker jetty

Photo 2 - tanker jetty, 1955 (source: battye library)

tanker jetty, esperance, a predominantly timber jetty of approximately 670 metres in length which projects out into 
esperance bay in a south easterly direction, has cultural heritage significance for the following reasons:

 » the place a rare and good representative example of a substantially intact timber jetty on the coast of western 
australia, as one of only four comparable structures remaining in western australia;

 » it has aesthetic significance due to its considerable size, scale and construction. its visibility from the town of 
esperance and its strong presence in the seascape ensure its landmark status and contributes to the esperance 
community’s sense of place;

 » the place is valued by the community as it has been the site of commercial social and recreational pursuits since 
its construction, and for its association with the period of economic growth in the region in the 1930s and the 
development of local industries since that time; and,

 » the place is significant for bringing employment to many workers in the vicinity during the period of economic 
depression in the 1930s, and is associated with the government’s efforts to employ destitute men in a variety of 
jobs during this time. 

2.10.1.6 public realm

esperance has a unique coastal feel that is defined by the proximity of the town centre to the foreshore, the relatively 
large expanse of foreshore area, views across the bay of isles and extensive pristine beaches. 

numerous public parks and public places within the town along the foreshore provide a rich palette for the creation of 
a vibrant and attractive public realm.  elements and places such as the existing tanker jetty and the museum village 
characterise the town’s history and growth. the proximity of these places to the foreshore offers opportunities for a 
diverse range of activities and destinations in close proximity to each other. 

	  
	  DRAFT
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the expansive and elongated foreshore zone within the town does suffer from a lack of amenity and 
facility provision in general. an expectation from the resident population and tourists alike of there 
being more facilities within the foreshore area, particularly those closest to the town centre is not 
presented. this has led to a situation where the amenity value of foreshore area is somewhat degraded 
and inroads for improvement are warranted in establishing an improved foreshore environment.

there are a variety of places and landscaping elements that contribute to the feel of esperance. 
existing small cottages adjacent to the museum are flexible in their construction and provide the 
opportunity for relocation to accommodate potential planning proposals that may seek to enhance 
the museum precinct as a place for community and culture. 

esperance is characterised by a multitude of strong landscape elements that can be drawn upon to 
form basis for future design and character objectives. the norfolk island pines along the foreshore 
and in the town centre spine are a prominent aspect of the town’s identity and form the backbone to 
establishing a unique character.

Photo 7 - the town centre is shaded by 
historical plantings of norfolk island pines – 
a key aspect of the town centre character and 
identity 

Photo 8 - relatively wide road reserves 
throughout the town create serve to create 
uncontained streetscapes that reflect a sense 
of spaciousness

Photo 3 - the jetty is an important part of 
esperance’s identity

Photo 4 - avenues of advanced planting along 
the foreshore enhances its character

Photo 5 - existing landscape elements can be 
drawn upon to influence the character of 
landscape design

Photo 6 - existing streetscape works can be 
built upon to enhance the image of esperance

esperance’s environmental and heritage qualities present significant opportunities for esperance such 
as the potential utilisation of existing unused historical buildings such as the telephone exchange 
perched on the hill above the town and proximity to pristine coastlines, national parks and ramsar 
wetlands. as the gateway to a variety of experiences in nature and history, there is potential for this 
to be celebrated.DRAFT
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the following factors have been identified to be addressed as weaknesses of existing urban character in esperance and 
require consideration as the town grows:

 » Development of town in two distinct halves, which lack connection on a pedestrian scale;

 » legibility in terms of way finding for visitors / residents from town centre to foreshore area could be improved;

 » there are limited designated play facilities for different aged children / teenagers;

 » lack of shade trees throughout streetscape areas in facilitating a more conducive walking / cycling environment;

 » vehicle dominance resulting from angled parking, limited crossing opportunities and poor safety for pedestrians;

 » empty blocks within the town centre detract from the visual quality of the place; and

 » limited connection between the town centre and Foreshore.

in addressing the above, there is significant opportunity to enhance the sense of arrival into esperance and develop an 
urban character that responds to esperance’s lifestyle, location and environment. 

Photo 9 - limited shading on streets is not conducive 
to pedestrian activity

Photo 10 - vehicle dominance and angle parking 
undermines ambience and safety within the town 
centre

Photo 11 - limited connections between the town 
centre and foreshore

2.10.2 CURRent PLAnnInG

2.10.2.1 planning Framework

the regional and local planning framework that applies to esperance is considered to be relatively comprehensive and 
current. whilst numerous strategic documents have been prepared by various government agencies, the following 
analysis focuses on the key regional and local town planning documents that include:

 » goldfields-esperance regional planning strategy (2000);

 » shire of esperance local planning strategy, (adopted by the shire of esperance council 24 january 2006, approved 
by the wapc 4 February 2010);

 » commercial centre strategy (2011); and

 » shire of esperance local planning scheme no. 23 (gazetted 19 February 2010).

whilst the goldfields-esperance regional planning strategy (gerps) is now some twelve years old, the document is 
intended to provide the basis for informing land use planning decision making within the region including esperance 
until 2025, and is intended to guide the development of esperance towards a population of 25,000 people.

many of the land use planning recommendations identified in the gerps for esperance have been incorporated 
into subsequent local level planning particularly through the shire of esperance local planning strategy (lps) and 
subsequently the shire of esperance local planning scheme no. 23.

the lps identifies several of the precincts within esperance for future infill or greenfield residential development to 
accommodate esperance’s future growth. a large portion of future urban land is identified in the eastern sector of the 
town (bandy creek), and which is able to be serviced through extending existing servicing infrastructure. a number of 
smaller areas for future development are identified to the western parts of the town in the nulsen, sinclair and west 
beach areas. 

long term future urban areas are identified in the broader bandy creek surrounds and at six mile hill (north of lake 
warden). with regard to the bandy creek area, the bandy creek District structure plan (Dsp), prepared by urbis and 
the Department of planning (2010), sets out the district level framework for the future development of the area. key 
features of the Dsp include:

 » retention of the commercial and recreational boat harbour functions and related industrial operations with the 
potential to evolve over time into a marine, maritime or aquaculture research and technology innovation precinct;

 » the development of a mixed use, retail, recreation and tourist node incorporating restaurants, small food outlets, 
speciality stores, short and long stay accommodation and commercial office uses ancillary to the marina;

 » residential neighbourhoods incorporating a range of densities from r15 to r30 and possibly up to r80 around the 
harbour, and neighbourhood and local centres with the potential to yield some 5285 lots (11,891 people) under an 
optimum scenario (average r20) or 3303 lots (7,431 people) under a conservative scenario (r12.5);

 » the development of a business park which may include manufacturing/processing/fabrication uses, light industry, 
showroom, service industry, and storage/distribution uses;

 » the potential for aquaculture development along the coast between the harbour and wylie head; and

 » other major infrastructure and land uses (primary schools, recreational facilities, open space).

DRAFT
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the Shire of Esperance Local Planning Scheme No. 23 (the ‘scheme’), which was prepared based on 
the lps and gazetted in 2010, is a land use based statutory scheme. the principal functions of the 
scheme are to reserve and zone land and control development on reserved and zoned land. the 
scheme prescribes zonings and a ‘zoning and land 

use’ table, which permits, prohibits and provides council discretion to approve certain land uses in 
certain zones depending on the purpose, intent and objective of the zone. 

whilst the scheme is mainly land use based, it does provide flexibility in areas set aside for future 
urban development where the actual urban design and land use is determined based on a structure 
planning process. these future urban areas are generally identified within ‘Development areas’ 
and which require comprehensive planning including the preparation of a structure plan prior to 
subdivision and development. 

the scheme currently identifies eight (8) ‘Development areas’, which predominantly reflect the lps, and which 
are primarily for residential development except for one which is identified for industrial development. 

the main future residential development areas are situated to the east of the existing urban areas and 
include the Flinders residential estate (subject of an approved outline Development plan) and bandy 
creek area (subject to an approved District structure plan), to the north at nulsen, and to the west 
in sinclair, whilst several smaller areas are identified throughout esperance for infill development. 
collectively these areas amount to approximately 334 hectares of potential developable land.

the scheme identifies a number of special control areas (scas) that are significant for a particular reason 
and for which special provisions apply to the use and development of land. generally the provisions relate 
to a single issue or a related set of issues and often overlap zone and reserve boundaries. 

the sca of most significance with regard to esperance is “sca 1 - port and transport corridor special 
control area” (sca1). sca1 generally comprises the inner residential areas in the vicinity of the port 
and associated rail corridor. amongst other things, sca1 seeks to “ensure that no new development on 
land within sca 1 is permitted unless arrangements are made for noise or other mitigation measures 
to be put in place”. sca1 is divided into three areas based on exposure levels with each area requiring 
some form of noise mitigation for residential development. the most stringent requirements are in 
the area adjacent to the port and rail corridor with measures becoming less stringent further away. 
noise management measures that may be requested by the local government include: noise bunds / 
fencing, landscaping or notifications on certificates of title.

additionally there are two other scas that significantly influence future urban growth. “sca 4 – public 
Drinking water source protection areas special control area 4” (sca4) seeks to identify land that has 
been designated as groundwater reserves that supply public drinking water and ensure the protection 
of public drinking water resources. sca4 affects land to the west of the town.“sca 5 – wetlands of 
significance and lake warden recovery catchment special control area 5” (sca5) seeks to ensure that 
the use and development of land within the catchments is compatible with and does not detrimentally 
affect significant wetland areas. sca5 affects land to the north of the town.

with regard to density, the scheme generally advocates a residential density of predominately r12.5 
to r20 with higher densities (r30 and r40) on localised sites scattered throughout the existing urban 
area and in close proximity to the town centre. whilst an r20 density advocates an average lot size 
of 500m², the average lot size throughout esperance is significantly larger, around 1,012m², which is 
more akin to an r10 density. 

the scheme allows a density bonus to r25 for areas coded r20 whereby small sites are amalgamated 
and are no less than 2000m². additionally the site must be able to connect to reticulated sewerage 
and development does not result in excessive bulk, visual privacy issues or require high retaining 
walls.

with regards to the town centre, an objective of the ‘central area’ zone is to “encourage mixed 
use development containing a residential component and activity and amenity at pedestrian level”. 
although the scheme lists ‘dwelling’ as a discretionary use within the use class table, it does not list 
‘multiple dwellings’. notwithstanding clause 9.4.1(b) states that the local government is not to grant 
approval to applications for uses not listed unless it has been advertised. 

the scheme does not identify a residential coding within the ‘central area’ zone, however the ability 
for a site to provide for residential development is ultimately controlled through planning controls 
such as plot ratio (0.75 - 1.5 maximum) and limiting height generally to 2 storeys (although clause 
5.5.2 and 5.5.3 of the scheme allows height to be varied by the local government).

with regard to residential development generally, new development is largely guided by the provisions 
of the scheme and in particular, the residential Design codes of western australia (r-codes). whilst 
the r-codes provide guidance on the siting and scale of dwellings, they lack guidance with regard to 
architectural style or character, which could otherwise foster the creation of a unique identity and 
sense of place.

with regard to car parking for shop and office uses within the ‘central area’, the current requirements 
under the scheme are 1 per 25m² and 1 per 40m² net lettable area (nla) respectively. these ratios are 
more or less consistent with comparable regional towns and effectively promote an emphasis on car-
dependant travel. notwithstanding, clause 5.5 of the scheme allows council discretion to vary standards 
for non-residential development, whilst clause 5.11.2 allows cash-in-lieu of parking spaces and which is 
required to be paid into a special purpose fund for public car-parking facilities. 

commercial development in esperance is largely guided by the shire’s commercial centre strategy 
(ccs), adopted by council at its meeting of 23 august 2011. it should be noted that the ccs has been 
prepared following adoption of the lps and gazettal of the scheme however it identifies a number of 
initiatives and actions which are considered valid in light of the current dispersed nature of land use 
and activity within the town centre. these include reviewing the delineation of the ‘central area’ zone 
within the town centre and consolidating retail/commercial activity, promoting more intensive mixed 
use development, consider the introduction of incentives for developers (including reduced parking 
requirements for civic uses, supermarket and Discount Department store uses), and the preparation 
of town centre concept plan.

the planning framework as it currently exists is capable of providing for an additional 12,000 dwellings 
(or 19,000 residents), taking the total population in esperance towards 30,000 residents. the majority 
of this population growth is accommodated in the developing eastern suburb of bandy creek, which 
comprises a developable area of approximately 264 hectares (urbis, 2010) which if developed at an 
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optimum average density of 20 dwellings per hectare (r20) would yield around 5280 dwellings (or 13,000 residents). 
whilst this area has the capacity to accommodate a significant proportion of esperance’s future growth, consideration 
should be given to ensuring the timing and release of land occurs in an orderly manner and does not undermine 
opportunities afforded within the existing urban areas to accommodate future growth. a preliminary desktop analysis 
of vacant and under-utilised sites within the town centre reveal the potential to realise a dwelling yield of some 
1000 dwellings (based on the provision of multiple dwellings developed to the r60 requirements under the wapc’s 
residential Design codes of western australia, 2010).

additionally, there are a number of other specific strategies, local structure plans, master plans and local planning 
policies (lpp’s) which have been prepared to guide decision making with regard to specific matters relating to land use 
and development control.

with regard to the public realm, current planning initiatives underway relate to the foreshore upgrade. at the time of 
writing this report, tenders have been received by the shire for the provision of landscape architect services stage 1.

2.10.3  KeY DRIVeRs AnD PRessURes

the key driving forces affecting esperance primarily relate to the expected increase in activity associated with the 
mining industry and related services which in turn will impact on the operations of the port, as well as development 
of the existing minor industries (tourism, agriculture). this activity has the ability to impact on the future growth and 
population of esperance. 

additionally there are a number of projects (either completed, underway or planned) that will have some influence 
in shaping esperance. whilst these projects have generally come about in isolation to each other, there is a need to 
consider them as a collective whole to ensure they can work together and facilitate creating a sense of place that 
strengthens the role and function of the esperance town centre. 

the provision of additional housing to accommodate an increased population will place pressure on existing facilities 
and servicing infrastructure. the provision of new residential areas, housing, commercial and retail activity, and 
community services and infrastructure in a manner that is responsive to esperance’s key physical constraints of the 
coast, the system of lakes and the public drinking water catchment areas needs to be approached in an integrated and 
sustainable manner.

there is a relative oversupply of future urban land within esperance, however future land releases on the urban fringes 
should be staged so as to not undermine development opportunities elsewhere around the town. 

whilst there is a relative oversupply of residential and industrial land, comparatively high construction costs is inhibiting 
the take up of new lots. in terms of the housing market, this in turn is putting upward pressure on the cost to rent or 
purchase a home in esperance. similarly the lack of suitable accommodation for transient workers is currently impacting 
on the availability of tourist accommodation for visitors to esperance.

the development of an esperance housing vernacular that is reflective of the natural environment, local community 
aspirations and cultural values will contribute to developing a unique identity as well as assist in creating an attractive, 
liveable and functional town centre.

2.10.4 KeY FInDInGs AnD IMPLICAtIons

based on the analysis of the current situation, the key findings and implications relating to planning for esperance 
include:

 » Planning for future urban growth - orderly and proper planning for new urban areas logically assumes the 
development of greenfield land adjacent to existing developed areas once infill and brownfield development 
areas are exhausted. this principle applies to esperance and is generally occurring along the eastern extent of 
the town. the current planning framework identifies land for future urban purposes however future planning for 
these areas will need to respond to key physical constraints including the coast, the esperance lakes system and the 
public drinking water catchment areas as well as the provision of urban services and infrastructure. additionally 
issues associated with soil type, water resources, varying topography and remnant vegetation mean that not all 
of the land between these features is suitable for urban or semi-rural development. current town planning best 
practice advocates the provision of higher residential densities around areas of high amenity and key transport 
nodes to facilitate a sustainable approach to future urban development. adopting this approach together with the 
identification of an urban growth boundary will ensure the future growth of esperance occurs in a site responsive 
and sustainable manner. 

 » Provision of affordable and diverse housing - much of esperance’s growth in recent years has been 
accommodated within new, low density greenfield development. whilst the current planning framework allows 
for infill development, opportunities for increased density and alternative housing types to accommodate future 
population growth should be promoted in locations either within or in close proximity to the ‘central area’ zone 
where a range of services and amenity is available to facilitate urban vitality and activity as well as strengthen the 
role of the town centre.

 » Reconnecting the foreshore - the foreshore is relatively disconnected from the town centre due to the large 
expanse of the foreshore area, the design and alignment of the esplanade road, and a lack of development intensity 
and activity associated with development fronting the foreshore. strengthening the key linkages between the 
foreshore and the cbD, together with anchored nodes of activity, can assist to reinforce connectivity and better 
integrate the foreshore with the town centre.

 » Consolidate the town centre - the existing ‘central area’ zone under the scheme is relatively large and is 
characterised by a dispersed range of uses that could otherwise co-locate to form a town heart. consolidating the town 
centre and encouraging development in a more contained environment can assist with strengthening the role and 
function of the town centre. the identification of mixed-use precincts and/or activity nodes incorporating a range 
of compatible uses (such as cafes, restaurants, cinemas, hotels, serviced apartments and resorts), together with 
residential development, can provide diversity and day and evening activity and assist to facilitate the creation of a 
more cohesive town centre with improved connectivity and public realm activation. co-locating low intensity land 
uses (such as civic, institutional uses) to free up sites for higher and better uses can assist in achieving this.

 » Redevelopment of key strategic town centre sites - there are several relatively large strategic sites within 
the town centre that are under-developed and under-utilised. the redevelopment of these sites as mixed use 
development has the potential to assist with stimulating redevelopment within the town centre, creating anchored 
nodes of activity and strengthening key linkages, in particular with the foreshore. 

 » Facilitating mixed use development within the town centre - whilst there is the ability under the scheme 
to facilitate residential development within the ‘central area’ zone, this is ultimately controlled by plot ratio and 
height provisions with no guidance in creating high quality mixed use development that achieves good urban design 
outcomes. Facilitating mixed-use development will require creating incentives for development such as adopting 
a more flexible, performance based scheme and/or public realm improvement programs or projects that can 
stimulate redevelopment. amending the scheme to comprise provisions that are performance based and thereby 
allow greater discretion and flexibility to determine applications based on merit and orderly and proper planning 
principles will require appropriate supporting policies and guidelines to clearly guide development to achieve 
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the desired urban design outcome. to further encourage mixed use development incorporating 
a residential component effectively within the town centre, the scheme should be amended to 
include ‘multiple dwellings’ as a permitted use within the ‘central area’ zone, as well as other 
lower order centres (district, neighbourhood centres) if desired. the provision of apartment living 
can assist with providing greater housing choice and contribute to increasing the vibrancy and 
vitality of the town centre.

 » Bandy Creek DSP - the Dsp identifies the future development of a mixed use marina 
development incorporating a range of water front recreation and tourism activities, intended to 
provide a point of difference to existing development in esperance. this needs to be considered 
in context of planning for the town centre, together with the redevelopment of the foreshore, so 
as to ensure that any proposals for these areas, particularly the integrity of the town centre, are 
not undermined. additionally the extent of land identified for urban purposes may need to be 
reviewed in the context of the recommendations and strategies identified under this growth plan. 

 » Redevelopment of the WWTP, Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks and CBH/CSBP land - the land 
comprising these facilities has the potential to be redeveloped and assist with connecting 
esperance’s two residential areas. Development of this land should be the subject of a major 
visioning exercise with the broader australian developer market being involved. however as 
relocation of the uses and remediation of the land is likely to be cost prohibitive, it is unlikely that 
the land will be available for redevelopment in the short to medium term. however in planning 
for the future growth of esperance, consideration should be given to the identification of a staged 
approach to redevelopment including interim land uses.

 » Planning around the Port and Access Corridor - the future planned expansion of the port 
will impact on the type and intensity of land uses in proximity. given sca1 seeks to minimise the 
impact of emissions (particularly dust and noise) on sensitive uses, it is considered that increased 
residential development in this area will be limited. 

 » Develop an Esperance Housing Vernacular – to promote a sense of local identity and place, 
an esperance housing vernacular should be developed to guide the design of new dwellings within 
existing and future urban areas having regard to the style, character and heritage of esperance. 
new housing should be should be site responsive to the local climatic context incorporating 
climate responsive design principles, designed to ensure a strong relationship to the street to 
facilitate safety and security as well as assist with the creation of visually appealing streetscapes.

 » Facilitating affordable housing and diverse accommodation - there is a need to identify 
strategies to assist with reducing housing and construction costs as well as the provision of 
affordable accommodation for the non-resource sector workforce and tourists in the short term. 
the provision of transient workforce accommodation should be designed to integrate into the 
urban fabric and in a manner that can be re-used over time.

 » Improved public realm – associated with town centre redevelopment and consolidation, there is 
a need to ensure a coordinated approach to the development of the public realm that is sufficiently 
flexible to cater for future needs and changing priorities of the town. increased development 
intensity within the town centre will create a ‘heart’, which will need to be supported by local 
character and public realm upgrades to maximise amenity for all user groups. the definition of 
streetscape hierarchies should be supported by appropriate street furnishings along key routes 
and pedestrian links to facilitate improved wayfinding and amenity with the town centre. public 
realm improvements should ensure integration with the esperance Foreshore upgrade project to 
facilitate the creation of a seamless public realm environment.

Figure 41 - existing vacant sites within the town centre
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3. PRoJeCt VIsIon, GoALs & oBJeCtIVes

3.1 CoMMUnItY enGAGeMent oUtCoMes

the community’s input resulting from the questionnaire, workshops, open days and meetings has been summarised 
into the themes below.

the people of esperance value:

 » active community involvement that creates a sense of belonging;

 » respect of the natural and indigenous heritage;

 » a diverse and robust economy that creates opportunities for all;

 » sustainable behaviours;

 » built form which is of a high quality as well as diverse; and

 » a collaborative approach.

the community believes the project provides the following opportunities:

 » revitalisation of the town centre;

 » maximising the benefits of being a compact town - “ten minutes to anywhere”;

 » achieving a balance between the desire for close proximity and access to natural amenity and its preservation;

 » promoting the benefits of esperance’s coastal location;

 » recognising the benefits of isolation in that it creates greater social and economic cohesion;

 » strengthening and managing access to natural amenity;

 » identifying key land for strategic development;

 » Development of additional medical facilities;

 » Development of sense of place through public realm improvement programs; and

 » capitalising on the entrepreneurial spirit that exists in esperance.

the challenges the community believes need to be addressed are:

 » attraction and retention of people into the community;

 » opportunities for tertiary education within the community;

 » attraction of key employment generators;

 » attraction of investment in high quality, unique tourism accommodation;

 » Facilitating diversity in the residential market; and

 » the divided nature of the esperance townsite.

the community has identified that the esperance supertown program should:

 » strengthen esperance so that it doesn’t stagnate or grow unsustainably;

 » refer to the achievements of the past that have built the foundations for the future;

 » ensure the character and spirit of esperance is enhanced;

 » overcome the hindrances that people have towards staying in town (attracting and retaining);

 » have an attitude and plan to attract new ideas and investment into esperance;

 » leverage the government opportunity in line with the aspirations of the people;

 » build a strong town centre to act as the impetus for living, working and recreating; and

 » build capacity and resilience within the esperance community.

3.2 VISION FOR ESPERANCE – A SUPERTOWN 

the outcomes of the community engagement, together with various aspirations identified under past community 
consultation and strategic planning documents have been synthesised to create a vision for the project. 

the vision for esperance – a supertown is:

“We are a resourceful and relaxed people motivated towards building our economy whilst strenthnening our 
relationship with each other and the environment.”

the vision encompasses the;

 » strong network of self-reliant community and service organisations;

 » strong attraction to and interaction with the natural environment;

 » need to protect and enhance the character and spirit of the community; and

 » need for additional key strategic employment drivers to ensure a diverse economy.

3.3 FUTURE ESPERANCE SUPERTOWN – GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

a series of thematic aspirational goals have been developed to describe the desired characteristics of esperance and 
represent higher-order aims that are intended to shape a desired sustainable future for esperance. 

the project objectives are relevant to the esperance context and have been derived from the context and analysis 
section and community engagement outcomes as outlined in the previous sections of this report. the project objectives 
have been developed to transform the vision and aspirational goals into measurable targets and logically translate into 
effective and implementable project strategies. 

whilst the project objectives have been categorically associated with the community, natural environment, economy, 
built environment/infrastructure, civic leadership and governance aspirational goals, a number of these are multi-
dimensional and apply to more than one of the singularly specified domains. 

3. PROJECT VISION, GOALS & OBJECTIVES
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AsPIRAtIonAL GoALs oBJeCtIVes

Co
M

M
U

n
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Y

a creative, caring and supportive community that fosters a 
‘sense of belonging and motivates all through its positive ‘can do’ 
attitude. 

c1. Foster, support and encourage the development of a vibrant, self-sufficient and caring community. 

c2. support a sustainable increase in local population across a diverse range of age groups.

c3. support the development and prosperity of outlying townships to meet the needs of their communities. 

c4. provide equitable access to a high level of utilities and services.

c5. provide diverse and innovative education and training opportunities and facilities. 

c6. provision of quality, co-located medical facilities and health related services that cater to the needs of the community.

c7. encourage and support the development of arts and cultural activities, services and facilities. 

c8. provide cost-effective and user-friendly leisure and recreational services and facilities through planning partnerships, sponsorship and community involvement. 

c9. support and advocate well trained and well-equipped volunteer groups and organisations that contribute to the community.

c10. acknowledgment of indigenous and european cultural heritage through built form, public art and community activities.
n

At
U
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n

M
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t

sustainable approach to living and preservation and 
restoration of the pristine natural environment. 

ne1. sustainably manage the natural environment while balancing its use for tourism purposes. 

ne2. understand the values of native vegetation and maximise its retention and rehabilitation.

ne3. provide best practice coastal management to minimise environmental impact whilst maintaining recreational values. 

ne4. minimise waste to landfill and recover and reuse materials locally and regionally.

ne5. management of waste to avoid adverse environmental impacts. 

ne6. use water efficiently and maximise the reuse of water.

ne7. encourage best practice stormwater management.

ne8. provide opportunity to utilise and increase renewable energy.

ne9. ensure energy is used efficiently and effectively. 

eC
o

n
o

M
Y

a strong and innovative local economy that provides employment 
opportunities for a range of age groups within diverse industries.

e1. encourage and support the development of tourism that caters for local, regional and international tourist opportunities year round. 

e2. embrace strategic and innovative industry opportunities that capitalise on isolation, international trends and new emerging markets. 

e3. increase range and diversity of local businesses primarily located within a consolidated and revitalised town centre with an enhanced tourism based role.

e4. promote and utilise the entrepreneurship of local businesses. 

e5. promote and increase business investment opportunities through marketing and branding strategies.

e6. strengthen and enhance level of service from local businesses through education, training and apprenticeships programmes.
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a compact and connected townsite that includes a diverse 
range of land uses, capable of accommodating a growing and 
integrated local population. 

b1. provide for the equitable and sustainable development of land within an established growth boundary.

b2. consolidate and revitalise the town centre and activate key street frontages that attract and retain pedestrians. 

b3. integrate the town centre and foreshore both physically and through appropriately located and compatible land uses.

b4. provide a variety of well-designed active and passive public places. 

b5. provide an integrated, safe and efficient intermodal transport network, which actively encourages walking and cycling

b6. provide suitable transport networks that enhance connectivity to and from esperance and other destinations within the region and beyond. 

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population growth. 

b8. promote a transect approach to housing that accommodates high density close to town centre with rural residential on the periphery.

b9. provide affordable and quality housing and tourist accommodation opportunities. 

b10. encourage a distinct architectural character and style that responds to the climatic setting and promotes identity and a “sense of place”.

b11. promote and encourage best practice and sustainable urban design and construction methods.

CI
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a collaborative community directed by strong, proactive 
leaders who ensure two-way communication is maintained. 

g1. encourage the cultivation of strong and proactive leadership within the community. 

g2. maximise collaboration and community commitment to actively participate in decision-making processes. 

g3. provide effective and efficient two-way communication between decision makers and the community. 

g4. provide a proactive and innovative policy and governance framework that enables and encourages quality outcomes. 

g5. identify, establish and maintain partnerships between government, industry and the community. 

g6. assist the broader region in reaching its potential through co-operation, resource sharing and proactive representation.
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4. InteGRAteD stRAteGY

4.1 tHe eConoMY

this growth plan outlines a range of discrete key projects which the community, project team and Due Diligence report 
have identified as being required to assist with addressing key issues and assist with positioning esperance to cater for 
population growth.

From an economic perspective, it is the projects and strategies that will drive the growth of the town and underpin 
the economic and employment base of esperance in the longer term. of these projects, it is expected that two – the 
industry Development and supply / value chains study and the enterprise business unit study -  will be a significant part 
of an integrated strategy for growth insofar as they are directly designed to understand and drive the development of 
strategic employment in esperance over the medium to longer term.

4.1.1  eConoMIC DeVeLoPMent In esPeRAnCe

economic development is defined as the expansion of the economy through the export of knowledge, goods or services 
to external markets (regional, national and international).  Developing a resilient, prosperous local economy to support 
the growth envisaged within the growth plan’s vision for esperance will require proactive intervention and investment.  
based upon the consultation, analysis and assessments conducted through the esperance supertowns project, the focus 
of economic development initiatives should be on three key areas.  these are:

 » building upon existing competitive advantages

 » building local strategic capacity 

 » actively restructuring the economy for sustained, resilient growth

this section will outline identified future opportunities for economic development within esperance.  in some 
cases projects seeking to take advantage of these are already underway, whilst in other cases further more detailed 
consideration may be required.

4.1.2 BUILDInG on eXIstInG CoMPetItIVe ADVAntAGes

esperance is a strong and vibrant strategic economy that specialises in the production and export of primary goods 
to external markets.   this includes both agricultural and resource goods from local and regional activities, with the 
town providing a logistics and supply base for many farms and mine sites. Future growth of the local economy will 
include the expansion of these capabilities, with esperance’s ability to efficiently and effectively transfer goods to 
external markets being a key capability to leverage and expand. internationally competitive logistics infrastructure will 
be absolutely critical to future growth, with esperance port and freight rail (the port access corridor) central to driving 
this competitiveness.

esperance port is currently looking at a $300 million two-stage upgrade to increase iron ore exports to 30 million tonnes 
annually by 2015 to meet the export requirements of a number of smaller iron ore producers. in addition, to enable 
the port to continue to meet its full potential and achieve its mission of facilitating trade, the state government has 
announced a $120 million upgrade of the transport corridor into the port. work is expected to start in early 2012 and 
take about two years to complete.  Further opportunities exist to link the port to the kalgoorlie freight hub and the 
pilbara through the proposed portlink infrastructure project.

linkages between port infrastructure and resource extraction activities in the surrounding hinterland and goldfields-
esperance region are highlighted with the current scoping of scaddan coal exports.  this project will include significant 
‘inland port’ infrastructure linking the scaddan minesite to the esperance port.  targeting investment in project specific 
infrastructure such as this has the ability to support major resource export projects, with significant local impacts over 
its 60-year life.  

in addition to the critical task of facilitating trade, opportunities exist for esperance to play a larger role in the continued 
development and growth of regional food production activities.  this is especially the case in localising additional 
segments of the value chain (including secondary processing and the development of new products based upon existing 
competencies). the export accreditation of esperance abattoirs (currently in progress) is an example of an opportunity 
to locally process food for external markets – with subsequent economic and employment benefits remaining local.  it 
also allows the local economy to brand and differentiate itself (e.g. coffin bay oysters, harvey beef, yallingup wood 
Fired bread). 

Further opportunities potentially exist in the production, blending and milling of grains for specialised markets.  the 
south east premium wheat growers association’s (sepwa) strategic plan highlights the importance of this to the ability 
of local growers to achieve premium pricing for their crop.  in particular the plan aims to create opportunities that:

 » Develop relationships with end users to secure premiums for esperance grains.

 » Develop relationships with marketers and bulk handlers.

 » educate ourselves on the uses for grains of different qualities.

 » Develop brand names and segregations. adjust specs to suit end users.

 » Develop relationships with Department of Food technology in malaysia.

 » promote our achievements and aims to raise our profile and relevance.

implicit in these activities is continued planned, targeted economic development.  esperance may have a role to 
play in the expansion of specialist professional services (e.g. agricultural science and agronomy), a base for research 
and development, and potentially even local hosting of more intensive horticultural and specialist activities (e.g. 
greenhouses, vineyards etc).

 

4. AN INTEGRATED STRATEGY
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the shire of esperance’s ability to continue to grow the local tourism industry (both in terms of 
increased visitation and capture of expenditure from visitors) will be another key component in 
supporting envisaged growth.  specific opportunities include:

 » esperance waterfront Development – the development of the esperance foreshore into an 
iconic location for visitors and residents including activity hubs connecting the town centre and 
foreshore.

 » Development of a strong and coherent marketing and branding plan for esperance.

 » Development of an eco resort at cape le grand national park – naturebank (naturebank is a 
western australian government initiative that aims to prepare sites for development of 
sustainable, quality eco-tourism accommodation experiences in the state’s national parks. 
naturebank is a partnership between tourism western australia and the Department of 
environment and conservation. new island bay in cape le grand national park, 40 kilometres east 
of esperance has been identified as a possible naturebank site).  

 » establishing the norseman gateway visitor centre

 » Development of a 5-star resort in esperance

 » upgrade of the hopetoun main street

 » acquisition and upgrade of parmango road.

 » completion of $40 million Fitzgerald national park enhancement project 

 » targeted infrastructure aimed at attracting and supporting ‘grey nomad’ caravan travellers 
entering or leaving wa 

 » targeted infrastructure aimed at attracting and supporting backpackers and young travellers as a 
potential source of seasonal labour or longer-term migrant workers.

 » Further development of bandy creek boat harbour and canal Development to expand the 
availability of accommodation and amenity options (including holiday homes) tapping into the 
south australian market through direct flights to/from adelaide

these projects have the potential as a group to build the esperance tourism value proposition, 
encouraging different market segments to stay longer and spend more within the local economy.

4.1.3 BUILDInG LoCAL CAPACItY 

to achieve envisaged growth targets, esperance will not only need to develop sustained economic 
drivers, but also build local capacity to take advantage of the drivers that are available.  in periods of 
sustained growth capacity issues can have a large impact on the competitiveness or productivity of 
an economy.  planning for capacity issues tends to encompass the four factors of production (land, 
labour, capital and enterprise).  in esperance’s case labour and land considerations potentially offer 
the greatest immediate opportunities for intervention.  

like much of western australia, esperance is close to full employment – with nearly all capable and active 
workers gainfully employed.  esperance’s ability to compete in an increasingly scarce labour market will 
therefore be a major determinant of the town (and region’s) capacity to grow.  this consideration has 
already driven planning and the preparation of a business case for a substantial construction-phase 
workforce accommodation village to provide for accommodation options for temporary workers (without 
adversely impacting upon tourism accommodation or creating an undue ‘asset bubble’ in the local housing 
market).  as a long term legacy for the town, this project also plans to expand the town’s supply of 
affordable housing to encourage the permanent relocation or retention of workers to esperance.  

expansion of amenity offerings and essential human services will also be critical in expanding the 
labour capacity of the local economy.  this includes the continued development of esperance as a high 
amenity community with a variety of active and passive lifestyle options, and the adequate provision 
of education and healthcare to support ‘whole-of-life’ residence within the town and community.  
relevant projects already committed in esperance include the $32 million upgrade to esperance 
hospital and the $13 million expansion of the esperance residential college in 2012. this project will 
construct 22 new single student rooms, taking the facilities, student accommodation to 112 beds; 
upgrade the kitchen, dining and ablution facilities; and provide four additional accommodation units 
for staff. 

the proposed esperance waterfront Development and town centre revitalisation projects are fundamental 
to the continued development of esperance’s amenity to attract and retain young people, families and 
additional workers to the town.

4.1.4 ACtIVeLY RestRUCtURInG tHe LoCAL eConoMY

the vision outlined in this growth plan implicitly assumes a major restructure of the local economy to 
expand the local employment opportunities sufficient to support the target population-growth.  the 
implications of this is that higher risk, more ‘blue sky’ initiatives will need to be carefully planned 
and invested in by both public and private stakeholders.  the esperance supertowns project group 
have recognised this, with an esperance economic Development business case being proposed to 
specifically address this need.  whilst the growth plan cannot pre-empt the outcomes of this project, 
a number of opportunities are likely to be considered as medium-long term drivers for local and 
regional economic development.  these include:

 » taking advantage of esperance’s isolation to allow for scalable testing of initiatives, technologies 
and enterprise business models.  this may mean the development of ‘test-bed’ infrastructure as 
well as strong linkages with relevant research bodies and enterprises 

 » Developing local, renewable and cost effective energy (from sources including geothermal and 
wind) to be utilised as a major input into energy dependent strategic industry activities (potentially 
including port activities, food productions and processing, and resource projects)

 » esperance’s fishing industry’s ability to expand wild fish capture in the future is likely to be 
limited by regulatory constraints and stock availability.  there is however an opportunity 
to develop aquaculture activities that allow for marine resources to be utilised.  the place of 
esperance in leveraging such opportunities may or may not include the location of farms, with 
mobile aquaculture becoming more viable and prevalent (taking advantage of offshore conditions 
and currents, and avoiding local negative externalities).  such activities need a land-base for 
maintenance and processing activities.  esperance’s substantial marine infrastructure may be an 
ideal starting point around which to build a competitive advantage.

the esperance economic Development business case provides a roadmap for the consideration, 
testing and investment in these and other initiatives.  integral to this is a pragmatic, multi-stakeholder 
governance structure that is able to recognise and act upon changing opportunities as esperance’s 
context in the global economy evolves.
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4.2 tHe CoMMUnItY

the creating communities intentional communities strategy Framework, shown in Figure 42 below, has been used to 
develop an integrated strategy for esperance. 

the framework is based on creating communities model ‘the sociology of community’ which highlights the importance 
of the considerations of social capital, wellness, quality of life and cultural anthropology in social planning. For the 
supertowns project to successfully deliver sustainable economies and communities all four dimensions of this model 
need to be optimised. 

Figure 42 -  intentional communties matrix (creating communities australia 2003)

IntentIonAL 
CoMMUnItY FACtoRs sUPeRtoWn ConsIDeRAtIons ReQUIReD ACtIons

oURseLVes

Individual wellness  - adequate provision and timed delivery of open 
space, recreation, education, nature reserves.

 - adequate provision of healthcare and health 
services.

 - support to recreation clubs.

 - adequate provision of sporting clubs and venues.

 - a comprehensive community infrastructure plan.

 - investment into upgrades of existing facilities.

 - joint provision, maintenance and management of 
facilities.

 - Feasibility studies of each facility.

 - club Development strategy.

 - integrated community plan.

 - advocacy with health Department.

Personal development  - adequate provision and choice in primary, 
secondary and tertiary education and training.

 - advocacy with Department of education

 - youth plan.

Self-determination  - ongoing opportunities for input into planning 
process and implementation.

 - commitment to ensuring the aboriginal community 
and youth are involved.

 - Development and implementation of community 
engagement and communications plan.

 - targeted engagement of groups.

Access and amenity  - adequate provision of public transport, cycling, 
walkable neighbourhoods, links to surrounding 
networks.

 - consideration in planning.

 - shire strategic community plan and operational 
plan.

 - integrated community plan.

 - community infrastructure plan.

oUR CoMMUnItY

Cultural heritage  - aboriginal and european heritage incorporated in 
future planning.

 - cultural programs to celebrate heritage.

 - consideration in planning.

 - cultural plan.

 - events and activities program.

Collective identity  - build community pride in the supertown project 
through communications, events and activities.

 - plan for future methods to reinforce community 
values.

 - shire strategic community plan and operational 
plan.

 - communications and events celebrating supertown.

 - cultural plan.

 - events and activities program.

sense of ownership  - participation in planning process.

 - incorporation of community and stakeholder input.

 - engagement and communications plan.

 - shire strategic community plan and operational 
plan.

Cooperative spirit  - initiate community planning to ensure activation of 
community, support for volunteerism, planning for 
events and programs.

 - engagement with community organisations and 
community.

 - shire strategic community plan and operational 
plan.

Civic creativity  - public art programs, local art/craft groups.  - public and community art strategy.

oUR enDeAVoURs

Diverse industry  - Develop strategies to support local business, 
encourage business investment and the attraction of 
diverse employment opportunities.

 - local economic strategy.

Competitive advantage  - identify how supertown will provide competitive 
advantage for the project and promote.

 - esperance marketing plan.

Innovation and 
entrepreneurship 

 - ensure economic strategies support, home business, 
business incubation, support for start-ups, access to 
investors.

 - local economic strategy.

DRAFT
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IntentIonAL 
CoMMUnItY FACtoRs sUPeRtoWn ConsIDeRAtIons ReQUIReD ACtIons

sustaining structures consult with clamber of commerce and industry.

strategies to enhance business associations and 
networks.

engagement and communications plan.

local economic strategy.

our place

safety and security  - plan for safety and security.

 - consider needs of people with disabilities.

 - support community initiatives to improve.

 - consideration in planning.

 - Disability plan.

 - shire strategic community plan and operational 
plan.

Aesthetic attributes  - ensure built form builds on the local vernacular.

 - ensure public open space and landscaping reinforces 
the communities character and sprit.

 - consideration in planning.

 - community input into design guidelines and 
landscaping.

Civic attractors  - creation of community hubs with appropriate 
spaces for communities to come together informally 
and for events and activities.

 - consideration in planning.

 - community input into the design of community 
hubs.

 - activation of community hubs through events and 
activities.

 - community infrastructure plan.

Respite spaces  - good range of and connectivity between open 
spaces and natural bushland.

 - ease of access to the natural environment.

 - consideration in planning.

the community and social planning elements of the supertown programme require a range of planning, engagement 
and advocacy actions to be implemented as shown in the creating communities intentional communities strategy 
Framework. 

4.2.1 CoMMUnItY PLAnnInG

the development of a community infrastructure plan is needed to thoroughly assess facilities, current needs, project 
future needs and to provide an achievable plan for the timely delivery of facilities with a focus on joint provision. there 
is a great need to resolve the greater sporting ground and bay of isles recreation centre in the short term.

this plan should also consider current trends in facilities provision, namely: 

 »  provision of shared-use sporting club facilities that are managed by sporting associations made up of user clubs;

 »  incorporation of passive infrastructure in active open space areas to promote physical activity (i.e. community 
walks, community art, seats, cycle paths, etc);

 »  general decline in participation in formal sports has been declining in australia;

 »  greater participation of the aging population in older adult specific programming;

 »  higher expectations of baby boomers for their leisure activities, impacting on the quality of facility and service 
provision;

 »  increasingly higher expectation in relation to quality of services, equipment and facilities;

 »  greater participation in passive individual recreation pursuits as opposed to 
group or team participation (i.e. walking, cycling, fishing, swimming and water 
sports); and

 »  need to integrate facilities for passive physical activity at active sporting 
grounds (i.e. pathways, picnic areas, seats, fitness equipment, bmx tracks).

the community infrastructure plan needs to be accompanied by a community 
Development plan for the town. this should be developed in consultation with the 
community, service providers, clubs and associations with particular care being 
taken to ensure the voice of youth, aged and the aboriginal community are heard. 
this plan should be incorporated into the shire’s 10 year shire strategic community 
plan and operational plan.

all planning for projects and future town planning should ensure that the community 
elements identified in the community integrated strategy are incorporated.

ongoing community and stakeholder input into the supertown project and sub 
projects will be critical to ensure the plans have the value of being informed by local 
people. care should be taken to ensure that youth, order people and the aboriginal 
community are involved. an ongoing program of communications is also required.

4.2.2 sHIRe PLAnnInG

as the town grows there will be a need for a variety of planning instruments and 
other actions including:

 »  club Development strategy;

 »  youth plan;

 »  cultural plan;

 »  events and activities program;

 »  engagement and communications plan;

 »  public and community art strategy;

 »  local economic strategy;

 »  esperance marketing plan;

 »  Disability plan;

 »  activation of community hubs through events and activities; and

 »  advocacy with Department of education and Department of health.
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4.3 tHe enVIRonMent

the natural environment of esperance and surrounding areas is recognised as being extremely important to the 
community.  the nearby national parks, ramsar wetlands, recherche archipelago and the dramatic coastline provide a 
number of recreational and tourism opportunities and protection of these environmental assets into the future requires 
careful management.

4.3.1 enVIRonMentAL InVestIGAtIons

a number of environmental values and issues have been identified within esperance and the surrounding area, which 
will require specific management and/or consideration as part of the development and implementation of the esperance 
growth plan.  these values and issues include landscape, flora and vegetation, fauna, water, coastal and marine and 
potential impacts from various land uses.

the extent of environmental investigations required to support the planning and implementation phases of the 
esperance growth plan will be dependent largely upon the areas proposed to be developed.  the recommended 
environmental investigations have been outlined below, with context provided on when these investigations should be 
undertaken.  

 » Flora and Vegetation Survey 
there is limited information available on the flora and vegetation values within the esperance townsite.  any areas 
within the growth plan or town centre plan that require the clearing of native vegetation should undertake a level 
2 flora and vegetation survey to determine the flora and vegetation values, in accordance with environmental 
protection authority guidance statement 51 terrestrial Flora and vegetation surveys for environmental impact 
assessment in western australia.  this may include the area of middletown and bandy creek, where there 
is significant native vegetation and where development may be located in the future.  if no vegetation is to be 
disturbed by the growth plan, then flora and vegetation surveys are unlikely to be required for the purposes of 
planning/environmental approval.

 » Fauna Survey 
information on the presence and use of the esperance townsite by fauna species is limited, with species of 
conservation significance identified using native vegetation around the town site, plus in the nearby lake warden 
system.  any areas within the growth plan or town centre plan that require the clearing of native vegetation should 
have a fauna survey undertaken to assess the potential presence of native fauna and to assess the fauna habitat. 
this would also include the area of middletown and bandy creek, where there is significant native vegetation, plus 
large stands of mature trees, such as tuarts (eucalyptus gomphocephala) and radiata pine (pinus radiata), which 
provide foraging and roosting habitat for carnaby’s black cockatoo.

 » Flood Study Bandy Creek
Future development within the bandy creek area will require a flood study of bandy creek to define the 1 in 100 year 
floodplain to ensure buildings and infrastructure are not at risk of flooding.  this should occur prior to development 
adjacent to bandy creek. 

 » Acid Sulfate Soils
proposed development within areas at risk from acid sulfate soils may require assessment to determine the nature 
and extent of acid sulfate soils and management of any impacts from development.  

 » Emissions Assessment
there are a number of land uses within esperance that produce noise, dust and odour emissions, to which the 
environmental protection authority recommends that separation should be provided between these and sensitive 
land uses.  these have been outlined within section 2 and include the cbh grain facility and the wastewater 
treatment plant.  should proposed new sensitive land uses under the growth plan encroach upon the recommended 
separation distances, an assessment of the emissions from these land uses should be undertaken.  this assessment 
would determine the likely emissions profile from the land uses, based on the operations occurring as a result of the 
land uses and site specific factors such as prevailing winds and topography, which could then be used to determine 
appropriate separation distances to minimise health and amenity impacts on people. 

 » Water Management
local water management strategies (lwms) should be prepared in accordance better urban water management, 
for new areas of residential development (such as middletown and bandy creek) subject to a local structure plan 
(or similar).  an lwms would outline the surface water and groundwater management, drainage concepts and a 
local scale water balance and water conservation strategy for the local structure plan area.

 » Waste Management
the licence for the existing landfill facility at wylie bay expires in 2016 and the shire of esperance has confirmed the 
licence will not be renewed by the Department of environment and conservation.  Due to ongoing environmental 
management issues at the site, a new location for the town’s waste facility needs to be found. the site selection, 
acquisition and approval process for a landfill facility can typically take many years and therefore this is a high 
priority for the shire in order to be significantly progressed through this process prior to 2016. 

concurrent to the new landfill facility, the operations, monitoring and remediation of the current waste facility 
needs to be considered.  Decommission of waste facilities typically occurs over decades, in order to manage 
emissions from these facilities.  in the immediate term, the shire is looking at construction of a new lined waste cell 
at wylie bay in order to restrict the leaching of materials that is currently occurring.  it is not clear whether the Dec 
will support a lined waste cell at the wylie bay facility and therefore it is critical that the planning and approval of a 
new facility is prioritised. 

 » Recreation and Environmental Coordination and Management
recreation within natural areas affects a number of stakeholders within esperance, including the shire, the 
Department of environment and conservation, local recreation groups (fishing, sailing, four-wheel drive), tourism 
operators and local conservation groups.  in order to plan and manage recreation and activity within natural areas 
into the future, within an increased population it is important to engage all these stakeholders and provide a co-
ordinated approach that benefits all users, while protecting the natural values of these areas. 

these initiatives would provide necessary information to ensure that the environmental values and/or associated 
impacts are managed appropriately as the esperance growth plan is implemented.  the requirement for and timing 
associated with these investigations will be dependent upon the detail of the growth plan, as planning progresses.  

in addition to an understanding of the physical environment, it is also important to ensure that the environment 
is captured within the marketing and branding of esperance. the coastal lifestyle and proximity to the natural 
environment are part of the spirit of the town, and it is important that these elements are captured in the marketing, 
branding, tourism and recreation opportunities offered by esperance. 
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4.3.2 LICenCe AnD APPRoVAL ReQUIReMents

in order to implement the growth plan, a number of commonwealth and state licences and approvals 
may be required.  these have been outlined below:

 »  if any matters of national environmental significance, as defined under the environmental 
protection and biodiversity conservation act 1999 are found within the areas of remnant 
vegetation or coastal and marine areas likely to be disturbed by implementation of the growth 
plan, approval from the Federal minister for the environment may be required.  the proposed 
investigations, outlined above, will provide direction on whether any matters of national 
environmental significance are likely to be impacted.

 »  approval from the minister for the environment, pursuant to the environmental protection act 
1986 if the environmental protection authority deems that any future scheme amendments or 
proposals should be assessed under the act due to their likely environmental impacts.  

 »  a works approval licence will be required from the Department of environment and conservation, 
pursuant to the environmental protection act 1986 for the landfill facility, depending upon the 
type of facility likely within the town, based on the outcomes of the waste management planning. 

 »  approval to clear native vegetation pursuant to the environmental protection (clearing of native 
vegetation) regulations 2004 or the environmental protection act 1986, through either a valid 
clearing permit or a valid exemption.  

 »  contamination investigations to assess the nature of potential contaminated sites registered 
pursuant to the contaminated site act 2003.  contamination remediation may also be required 
following the outcomes of these contamination investigations. 

4.3.3 MeAsUReMent AnD FeeDBACK

a measurement and feedback component is important to determine the growth plan performance 
and success over time including the ability to successfully address the objectives.  with respect to 
the environment, key performance indicators will be related to the areas of environment that could 
potentially be placed under increasing pressure through the implementation of the growth plan. 

environmental pressures arising from implementation of the growth plan may occur through 
development (or redevelopment) as well as through an increase in emissions due to increased 
population and an increase in people accessing natural areas.  overall, a key performance measure 
for the implementation of the growth plan will seek to ensure that impacts on the local and regional 
environment are not significant and that the key features of environmental assets (such as landscape, 
flora and vegetation, fauna, water, air quality, coastal and marine) are retained and ideally enhanced 
throughout the implementation of the growth plan.  

another key performance indicator will be the extent of environmental stewardship within the 
community and environmental repair of currently degraded areas.  environmental stewardship can 
also be increased through improved management and stakeholder engagement of natural areas with 
recreation and tourism values.  a key objective of the growth plan is to sustainably manage the natural 
environment and maximise native vegetation retention and rehabilitation while balancing recreational 
and tourism uses.  

additionally, the success of the growth plan objectives can be measured through the community’s 
ongoing use of resources, such as water (including wastewater and stormwater), waste disposal and 
energy.  strategies to sustainably manage these resources and improve efficiency are included as 
components of a number of the growth plan projects. 

4.3.4 enVIRonMentAL ConseRVAtIon, enHAnCeMent AnD oPPoRtUnItIes 

sustainability and the natural environment are integral components of esperance’s identity. in 
addition to the specific above-mentioned environmental investigations, additional environmental 
investigations need to be undertaken to better plan for environmental management of natural assets 
within the esperance townsite and the esperance region.  the identification of these requires further 
exploration beyond this growth and implementation plan.

within and amongst esperance’s surrounds are a number of tourism opportunities, which can be 
directly linked to the conservation and enhancement of the natural environment. 

these include ecotourism opportunities associated with the four national parks, comprising one-fifth 
of the total shire area, and the archipelago of the recherche (including more than 100 islands). 

additionally, there are a number of environmental conservation and enhancement opportunities 
within the townsite, which would help promote esperance as a sustainable town.  likewise, future 
development within the townsite should adhere to the principles of ecologically sustainable 
Development. 

overall, esperance has the opportunity to package the beauty and wonders of its natural environment 
and promote the successful management of these features.  ecologically sustainable Development 
and local biodiversity conservation are also key branding strategies that can be utilised in the unique 
environment of esperance. these messages can translate into a brand, marketing the town and it’s 
region as a key tourism destination, unlike any other. 

4.3.4.1  ecologically sustainable Development  

when considering the growth and development of esperance, it is of vital importance that ecologically 
sustainable Development (esD) outcomes be pursued and achieved. 

australia’s national strategy for ecologically sustainable Development (1992) defines ecologically 
sustainable development as: “using, conserving and enhancing the community’s resources so that 
ecological processes, on which life depends, are maintained, and the total quality of life, now and in 
the future, can be increased”. 

esperance is well positioned to promote its desire and ability to achieve the following core objectives 
of esD:

 » to enhance individual and community well-being and welfare by following a path of economic 
development that safeguards the welfare of future generations

 » to provide for equity within and between generations

 » to protect biological diversity and maintain essential ecological processes and life-support systems

esperance’s goal to achieve such outcomes in intrinsically linked to the pursuit of ecotourism 
opportunities within the town and broader region. similarly, future development within the town 
should adopt these principles and aim to minimise impacts on the environment and resources by 
incorporating best management practices and technologies. 
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4.3.4.2 ecotourism 

ecotourism is a fast growing sector of the tourism industry. ecotourism is a blend of conservation and tourism, with the 
aim of having the least possible impact on the landscape and environment. 

ecotourism provides a low impact, small-scale alternative to standard commercial tourism. 

esperance’s proximity to parks and sites of both local and national significance has the potential to make it a ‘gateway’ 
to unique environmental experiences for the enjoyment of all.  

4.3.4.3 ecotourism opportunity: the great western woodlands 

located in esperance’s ‘backyard’ is the great western woodlands (gww): a global treasure of great biological richness, 
representing the largest and healthiest remaining intact temperate woodland on earth. extending from kalgoorlie to 
the north, salmon gums to the south, the wheatbelt to the west and the nullarbor plan to the east, the gww spans 
across close to 16 million hectares. 

the gww is extraordinarily bio diverse. the woodlands form an arc of eucalypt woodlands, open bushland intermixed 
with thick eucalypt mallee, low shrublands and grasslands and contain approximately 3,000 species of flowering plants.  

the gww is regarded as a significant state and international carbon store. the gww represent a major opportunity to 
offset greenhouse emissions through increased carbon sequestration, contributing to the mitigations of climate change. 

the gww is increasingly becoming a popular travel destination and stop over for tourists wishing to experience the 
outback, go four wheel driving and bird watching. the region is rich in culture and heritage and tours are on offer 
providing authentic aboriginal encounters along the way. 

growing a strong tourism base is important in a local and regional context. the gww has enormous tourism potential 
and as the area becomes better known, it will become an important economic driver in the region. 

ecotourism is ideally suited to the gww. creating ecotourism opportunities in amongst the gww will enable 
local, regional, inter-state and international tourists to experience all that the gww have to offer, whilst ensuring 
consequential impacts on the environment are kept to a minimum.  

example flow on benefits include enhanced awareness of the gww, additional tourism opportunities, direct financial 
rewards, empowerment and participation of local indigenous communities and respect for the local culture, heritage 
and natural environment. 

Photo 12 - the great western woodlands: a global treasure of great biological richness

Photo 13 - ecotourism accommodation

4.3.4.4 ecotourism opportunity: naturebank 

naturebank is a western australian government initiative that aims to prepare sites set in the state’s national parks for 
the development of quality environmentally sensitive tourism accommodation experiences. 

naturebank is jointly managed through a partnership established between the Department of environment and 
conversation and tourism western australia. 

naturebank works by identifying potential sites and undertaking the pre-release development clearances required in 
order to market these as potential ecotourism development sites. at the end of an open competitive process, suitably 
experienced developments are then provided the opportunity to create ecotourism experiences. 

the opportunities this initiative, or similar, presents are worth exploring in the context of local and regional ecotourism 
prospects for esperance.
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4.4 InFRAstRUCtURe

the discrete projects and strategies identified under this growth plan will drive the growth of the 
town and underpin the need and demand for servicing infrastructure in the longer term. of these 
projects, it is expected that two – the Desalination plant and the sewer infill programme - will play a 
significant part of an integrated strategy for growth insofar as they are directly designed to support 
and enable the development of strategic employment in esperance over the medium to longer term. 

4.4.1 WAteR sUPPLY stRAteGY

whilst the water corporation has indicated that it will be able to meet supply as required into the 
foreseeable future, ensuring the efficient use of water resources is essential to ensuring appropriate 
managements of water resources and to minimise the cost and ongoing maintenance of water related 
infrastructure. to avoid unacceptable impacts of excessive pumping such as salt-water intrusion and 
long-term decline in groundwater levels, there is a need for the sustainable management of water 
allocation and protection of the groundwater resources.

it is a high priority that alternative water sources are identified if supply shortfalls are to be avoided 
as a result of the future expansion of esperance. the potential for seawater desalination is a valid 
consideration for the future expansion of esperance and has potential benefits for the broader 
goldfields region. the desalination plant may operate in conjunction with the groundwater bores 
for continuity of supply. accordingly as part of the developing a long-term water supply strategy for 
esperance, the selection and allocation of a suitable site to accommodate a desalination plant needs 
consideration in the short to medium term to ensure align with strategic planning initiatives.

the cost of desalinated water is expected to be significantly more expensive than groundwater. a 
feasibility study for the requirement of a desalination plant to provide a continuity of supply from 
ground water and desalinated seawater should be undertaken. a preliminary cost for the construction 
of a desalination plant to supply potable water to 5,000 additional residents is envisaged to be in the 
order of $50million. this reinforces the need to minimise the scale of desalination through ensuring 
greater efficiency in water usage.

key initiatives to promote best practice water efficiency measures include:

 » embedding best practice water efficiency in future developments in esperance including water 
reuse (3rd pipe, water efficient fixtures , water efficient irrigation and  water wise planting;

 » non-potable water supply network in new developments for irrigation (third pipe system);

 » water efficiency education (water corporation waterwise programs) to encourage people to use 
water more efficiently and effectively;

 » increase the use of treated wastewater to irrigate public open space to reduce pressure on 
underground water sources and potable water supplies; and

 » promote alternative water at household level such as rainwater tanks and re-use of grey water for 
irrigating gardens.

4.4.2 WAsteWAteR stRAteGY

an opportunity exists to substantially increase the reuse of wastewater if a higher quality of treatment 
was to occur and a third pipe reticulation scheme established within new development areas.

Forward planning for the expansion of the designed second wastewater treatment plant at wylie bay 
to replace all or part of the existing facility should be commenced.  preliminary costs associated with 
the new facility are envisaged to be in the order of $25 million.

consideration should be given to the establishment of a tree farm in lieu of an ocean outlet as it is more 
environmentally sustainable, cost effective and reduces the area required for infiltration lagoons at wylie bay.

treated wastewater has become an important resource in our drying climate. investigations should be 
undertaken to consider increasing the percentage of treated effluent used for watering the foreshore 
and public open space where possible as well as investigate opportunities to use effluent for industry, 
watering recreational facilities such as the golf courses, and the irrigation of crops.

to support the middletown planning process investigate the feasibility of relocating the water 
corporation’s wastewater treatment plant and associated infrastructure to assist in the reconnection 
of the two ‘sides’ of esperance along the foreshore.

4.4.3 CoAstAL VULneRABILItY stUDY

generic south coast sea level rise studies have been undertaken, however there is a need for a 
specific coastal risk assessment for the stretch of beach between the two groynes is considered 
necessary due to evidence of coastal erosion and the proposed Foreshore and town revitalisation 
projects. 

the study will evaluate the implications of sea level rise and storm surge.

4.4.4 PoWeR stRAteGY

the town centre is currently fed via overhead distribution power lines.  as part of the town centre 
revitalisation it would be beneficial for the overhead aerials are replaced with underground cables for 
reliability of supply and for aesthetic purposes.

lighting along the foreshore would also need to be re-assessed as part of the project’s investigations. 
public open space’s & pathway’s lit to australian standards will be required particularly to enhance 
security for the increase in population. if applicable, environmental issues (marine life & animals) 
will need to be taken into consideration along the foreshore when undertaking a lighting design as in 
certain cases, specific light types will be required to avoid harm to the local inhabitants.

Following on from the horizon power feasibility study, the objective will then be to develop a strategy 
to ensure capital funding for major infrastructure requirements is obtained in a timely manner through 
adequate horizon power planning. the annual meetings held with relevant stakeholders should 
continue to be the main driver.  if the opportunity presents for funding via alternative resources, 
these are to be communicated with horizon power to bring forward potential upgrade works.

it should be noted that horizon power are about to commence a shire wide pole replacement 
programme and therefore there is an opportunity to time the undergrounding of power in key areas as 
to avoid abortive pole replacement works. 
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4.4.5 stReet LIGHtInG stRAteGY

public open spaces and pathways lit to australian standards will be required particularly to enhance security for 
the increase in population. if applicable, environmental issues (marine life & animals) will need to be taken into 
consideration along the foreshore when undertaking a lighting design as in certain cases, specific light types will be 
required to avoid harm to the local inhabitants.

a study to assess lighting along the foreshore should be undertaken (this could possibly form part of planning for 
underground power). it is expected that if a lighting study was conducted on the existing overhead areas the lighting 
would be substandard due to maintenance of fittings and advancements to australian lighting standards.

4.4.6 teLeCoMMUnICAtIons stRAteGY

nbn co. has been made aware of esperance’s supertown population growth aspirations. pursuit of their infrastructure 
upgrades will be continued in the meantime so as to understand the extent of communications technology they will be 
affording to esperance.

4.4.7 stoRMWAteR DRAInAGe stRAteGY

a consultant hydrologist should be commissioned to prepare a District water management strategy for the existing 
town as required and areas identified for future expansion.

retrofit gross pollutant traps to the remaining 50% of the ocean outlets to prevent rubbish discharging onto town 
beaches.

4.5 tRAnsPoRt

achieving the transport goals for esperance will require implementation of a number of core overarching strategies at 
the regional, district and site specific levels as follows:

4.5.1 stRAteGIC PLAnnInG 

strategic planning will generally be undertaken on a regional level and will help guide the development of district and 
site-level studies such as the town centre and foreshore revitalisation projects. transport planning activities for these 
will be included in the master planning processes with consideration given to key transport linkages and transport 
demand. a movement and transport study will be conducted to assess the current and future operation of these 
central areas in the context of the wider regional transport network. this study will investigate current desire lines and 
conditions for pedestrians and cyclists, map existing and future public transport routes, develop recommendations for 
road hierarchy and identify preferred routes for freight and service vehicles.

 » a green travel feasibility study will be developed to promote active transport and healthy lifestyles. this study 
will be comprised of a number of sub studies that will define the transport priorities for the town site and guide 
implementation of detailed design.  such sub studies may include: 

 » a cycle network masterplan. this will be created to guide the development of the esperance bicycle network. major 
trip generators and attractors will be identified in the plan, and existing routes and missing links will be defined.

 » a community bike share feasibility study. a literature review will be carried out and used to develop options for 
esperance. a cost/benefit analysis will then be undertaken considering tie-ins to other public health and community 
initiatives.

 » a community car share feasibility study. existing literature will be reviewed and options presented for the esperance 
context. a cost/benefit analysis will be undertaken to determine the viability of the scheme.

 » a public transport and paratransit feasibility study. cost/benefit analysis will be carried out considering tie-in to 
other economic and community initiatives. 

 » a parking strategy. this will be developed for esperance and will be aligned with the vision and principles identified 
in the town centre vision and place making strategy. the study will assess existing parking infrastructure and 
planning frameworks, determine current demand and utilisation, and make recommendations for parking strategies 
to be adopted.

 » a comprehensive wayfinding study. this will be developed in alignment with the overall marketing and branding 
strategy for esperance.

4.5.2 STRUCTURE PLANNING (DISTRICT LEVEL)

structure planning will guide development on a district scale, including of bandy creek and the middletown development 
area. the transport input to the structure planning process will include development of a movement and transport 
report for each area with recommendations on how to improve the movement network for all modes.

other transport-related inputs may include corridor studies and intersection studies for a number of localities including 
andrew street, Dempster street, and the esplanade. these studies will consider future traffic volumes and apply design 
aspects of the regional street typology at a greater level of detail. strategic modelling may be undertaken in order to 
estimate future transport demand in response to changes in land use to determine the effectiveness of new street 
designs.  this will make use of existing models where they exist from previous studies and may include development of 
new methodologies where necessary.  

4.5.3 SITE PLANNING (SITE SPECIFIC LEVEL)

planning will be undertaken on a site level basis for individual developments. traffic impact assessments (tia) must be 
carried out to assess existing conditions in relation to movement networks, determine trip generation and future traffic 
projections, undertake traffic modelling and develop mitigation scenarios. several of the discrete projects identified 
under this growth plan will require a tia including:

 » workers accommodation camp;

 » medical centre;

 » gsc and indoor sports stadium;

 » cruise ship terminal; and

 » small business incubator hub.
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the following is a list of possible transport strategies and initiatives and linkages to other related 
areas that may be considered in order to address issues and gaps in current transport infrastructure 
and facilitate the development of esperance. these objectives are part of a holistic strategy that keeps 
in line with the goals and objectives of the supertown program:  

 » create linkages under, over, and through existing barriers such as the harbour road/rail corridor 
and the former fertiliser site:

 − coordinate with existing infrastructure planning such as the port access corridor to create 
new grade-separated rail crossings; and

 − link community-building initiatives to new transport facilities to build social as well as 
physical connections between neighbourhoods;

 − link initiatives related to the foreshore and Dempster street with multi-modal transport 
strategies to create a comprehensive plan for a revitalised town centre:

 − conduct a strategic examination of parking in the town centre and foreshore ensure better 
utilisation of existing facilities and to free up space for additional development, pedestrian 
amenity, and public spaces;

 − create a comprehensive wayfinding strategy for esperance to improve pedestrian 
connectivity, legibility for drivers, and the sense of city identity; and

 − Develop a streetscape and landscaping strategy that can be integrated with the wayfinding 
strategy to improve the pedestrian environment;

 » promote active transport and healthy lifestyles through a variety of transport initiatives 
encouraging cycling and walking:

 − provide community bicycle-share services or incentives for private bicycle hire businesses 
to link tourist destinations around town with the town centre and foreshore area;

 − create policies and design standards for adding cycling facilities to existing roads through 
retrofit and in new development areas through planning requirements;

 − revise development standards through local planning policies to encourage or require end-
of-trip facilities such as showers, and lockers, and bicycle storage; and

 − link public health initiatives related to active transport to the city walking and cycling 
strategy to capitalise on the opening of new shared paths and walkable districts; and

 » examine opportunities to concentrate development of jobs and retail into cores that may support 
forms of public transport such as community shuttles.

4.6 A sPAtIAL GRoWtH PLAn FoR esPeRAnCe

the development of a spatial growth plan to guide the future growth of esperance has been prepared 
cognisant of the existing regional and local planning framework for esperance, which is relatively up-
to-date and which already identifies future urban land that can facilitate the growth of esperance for 
the foreseeable future. 

in developing a spatial growth plan, the project team explored several options that identify various 
approaches to accommodating esperance’s future growth in line with the objectives of supertowns 
initiative. each scenario explores a different approach to the distribution, intensity and diversity of 
residential, industrial, retail and commercial uses. 

by exploring a range of growth options the process was able to test a number of opportunities in 
terms of esperance’s capacity to accommodate significant growth in a form that was place based and 
responsive to its context, and the key considerations identified through the context analysis for each 
of the framework areas of community, economy, infrastructure and transport, environment, and built 
environment and public realm.

Following consultation with key stakeholders and the community, a preferred option was identified 
which formed the basis for preparation of a preferred spatial growth plan for the town site. an 
overview of the growth options is provided below.
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4.7 toWn sIte GRoWtH oPtIons

Town Site Growth Option 1 – Business as Usual assumes a ‘business as usual’ approach whereby esperance continues 
to grow as planned. the town site’s urban form retains its current physical characteristic of two separate residential 
catchments separated by the industrial precinct comprising the waste water treatment plant, the fuel storage tanks, 
and the cbh and csbp facilities.

Future residential growth is characterised by a continuation of predominantly low density (approximately r15 to r20 
or 500m² to 800m²) lots within new greenfield residential development and generally occurring as required on land 
currently identified for future urban purposes in the north-east comprising the areas of Flinders and bandy creek, as 
well as to the south-west in the west beach area.

the town centre continues as the primary commercial centre although the norseman road roadside retail accommodates 
additional business growth and is consolidated as an alternate centre that continues to define the entry experience into 
the town.

Figure 43 - town site growth option 1 - business as usual

Town Site Growth Option 2 – Capped Coastal Growth is based on relocating the waste water treatment plant, the 
fuel storage tanks, and the cbh and csbp facilities further out of the town. relocating these facilities enables the 
redevelopment of this land to facilitate connecting the town’s two residential catchments. Future residential growth 
is characterised by a continuation of predominantly low density (approximately r15 to r20 or 500m² to 800m²) lots 
generally occurring inland rather than along the coastline. some higher density development (comprising apartment 
development) is envisaged to occur within the town centre and along the adjacent foreshore areas to provide alternative 
housing options that capitalise on proximity to services, facilities and the amenity afforded by the foreshore. 

a secondary town centre is provided at bandy creek at the intersection of Fisheries road and Daw road and extending 
along Daw road to the marina, and which serves to define the eastern extents of the town site’s urban development 
and provide an additional amenity driver for potential denser forms of residential development. 

Future industrial growth is accommodated within the existing industrial precinct and through expansion of the precinct 
to the north and west of norseman road.

Figure 44 - town site growth option 2 - capped coastal growth

DRAFT
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Town Site Growth Option 3 – Maintain Urban Boundary represents a progression 
of option 2 however future urban expansion is contained generally within the extent 
of existing urban boundary. Future residential growth is primarily accommodated 
through densification of the town centre and along the foreshore, as well as through 
the relocation and consolidation of the town-dividing industrial uses along harbour 
road, and redevelopment of the waste water treatment plant, the fuel storage tanks, 
cbh and csbp land. additional densification occurs around the bandy creek marina 
extension capitalising on the amenity afforded by the harbour environs and which 
serves to define the eastern extents of the town site’s urban development.

the promotion of the town centre as the primary commercial centre is further 
enhanced with the Dempster street ‘main street’ consolidated and strengthened as 
the retail heart of the town. the development of a coastal node associated with the 
tanker jetty together with strengthening the secondary streets between the foreshore 
and the town centre through assists to reinforce connectivity and better integrate the 
foreshore with the town centre.

Future industrial growth is accommodated within the existing industrial precinct and 
through expansion of the precinct to the north and west of norseman road.

Following development of the growth options, the project team undertook 
consultation with the community on the various plans. the key messages from the 
community on the plans were as follows:

 » ensure the protection of the surrounding natural environment (including the 
wetlands, groundwater supplies, beaches and headlands);

 » ‘plug the gaps’ within our existing suburban areas (in terms of new residential, 
commercial, industrial and open space areas);

 » timely redevelopment / future for middletown;

 » improvement of facilities and amenities within the town centre area; and

 » capitalise on the landscape and locational benefits and opportunities afforded by 
the bandy creek project.

Following consultation with the community and stakeholders, the project team 
determined that option 3 was the preferred approach to accommodating the future 
growth of esperance.

Figure 45 - town site growth option 3 - maintain urban boundary (preferred option)

option 3 has been developed further to include a number of the discrete spatial and built form projects and 
opportunities required to support the growth of esperance. Details regarding these projects are identified further 
under section 4.8 of this document.

DRAFT
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Figure 46 - town site growth plan (discrete spatial and built form projects to support growth)

DRAFT
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4.7.1 toWn sIte stRAteGIes

to assist in realising this vision for the town site, a number of strategies and objectives have been 
developed to guide future urban planning and spatial growth. it is envisaged that these strategies will 
inform the review and subsequent preparation of a future local planning strategy and local planning 
scheme, as well as the preparation of local structure plans for greenfield and infill development areas.

strategy 1: a responsive and sustainable approach to urban growth and Development

accommodating future growth within current land availability constraints represents a more site 
responsive, sustainable and efficient approach to urban development. achieving this however requires 
careful consideration to appropriate locations for higher density along with the diversity of dwelling 
types and the format in which they are provided as well as ensuring an appropriate balance with 
esperance’s natural attractions and environmental qualities.

key objectives to achieve this include:

 » promote contained urban growth through the adoption of an urban growth boundary, infill 
development and redevelopment of underutilised land and key town centre strategic sites;

 » promote a range of residential densities and a variety of housing types that increase towards 
activity centres and around areas of high amenity (coastal locations, regional open space/
community facilities);

 » promote the development of affordable and diverse housing;

 » promote the development of affordable accommodation for the non-resource sector workforce 
and tourists;

 » Develop an esperance built form vernacular that is reflective of the natural environment, local 
community aspirations and cultural values;

 » maintain the pristine qualities of the environment and coastline, and ensure natural assets and 
attractions are used in a responsible and manageable way; 

 » promote sustainable development by reducing reliance on greenhouse energy sources and through 
effective and sustainable waste management and recycling;

 » enhance esperance’s character and comfort through the preservation of significant trees and 
additional streetscape planting;

 » manage and protect the norfolk island pines and increase planting of large canopy shade trees in 
the town centre and key streets throughout the town; and

 » create a palette of key local materials in terms of their colours, elements and history that are 
locally sourced and that will be used in landscaping projects across the town site to reinforce to 
the local character of esperance.

strategy 2: a connected town

connecting the various parts of esperance is essential to strengthening community cohesion and 
sense of place as well as ensuring the efficient use of urban infrastructure services and activities 
(i.e. community facilities/major land uses). strengthening key linkages between the foreshore and 
the town centre, together with anchored nodes of activity, can assist to better integrate these areas, 
ensuring they are well used as well as support the local business economy.

key objectives to achieve this include:

 » reconnect the castletown and esperance areas through the planned redevelopment of the 
‘middletown’ industrial area;

 » strengthen key linkages between the foreshore and the town centre to reinforce connectivity and 
better integrate the foreshore with the town centre; and

 » enhance the existing movement network and facilitate the development of an integrated public 
transport/cycleway / pedestrian path system (including dual use paths) to provide a strategic 
network of direct safe routes to specific nodal points and activity centres; and

 » promote wayfinding to enhance legibility and pedestrian movement through and around the town. 

strategy 3: a Diverse range of places and nodes throughout the town

public places and public spaces play an important social and environmental role as they shape people’s 
experience and understanding of a place and it’s culture. creating a variety of public places and spaces 
that provide for a diverse range of community activities is essential to encouraging community interaction, 
attracting visitors and bringing a place to life. integration of activities with streets and civic spaces, will not 
only provide interesting destinations, but also allow users to engage in multi purpose trips, reinforcing the 
role of the town centre and assist with establishing a ‘town heart’.

key objectives to achieve this include:

 » promote a variety of interconnected, complementary destinations and attractions that are inviting, 
interesting and offer a range of social, cultural and recreational experiences for residents and 
visitors;

 » create a network of activity and development nodes at key destinations and along major transport 
routes; 

 » Develop quality public places and streetscapes that reinforce the character of esperance and 
promote the creation of streets and public places as ‘places for people’; 

 » Development of a suite of furniture and materials that will be used within the various street 
typologies / different character precincts of the town; and

 » ensure the future land use and development of bandy creek and the surrounding area is 
complementary to and does not compromise the role of the town centre.
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4.8 A toWn CentRe PLAn FoR esPeRAnCe

the town centre plan for esperance seeks to strengthen the town centre as 
the heart of esperance to facilitate economic growth and diversity, improved 
amenity and facilities, and attracting and retaining residents and business. the 
town centre plan has been developed in consultation with key stakeholders 
and representatives of the community and provides a focussed response to the 
key issues and implications identified in section 2 of this report. 

the town centre plan focuses on connecting the town centre and the foreshore, 
establishing a town heart as a place for people, improving streetscapes to 
balance the needs of pedestrians and vehicles, and consolidating development 
in a more contained environment.

strengthening the town centre is a place-making process that promotes a 
variety of amenities, high quality architecture, landscaping and public realm 
elements that facilitates the development of an attractive, vibrant urban 
environment. Focusing on the quality of the public realm as well as introducing 
mixed-use development on strategic sites can assist with reinvigorating the 
town centre and creating a more intensive, multi-functional urban environment 
that supports the local business economy.

the provision of attractive, safe and accessible streetscapes and public spaces 
which are sensitive to the urban landscape and environmental conditions of 
esperance will assist in reinforcing local identity and promoting a sense of 
place. 

although this plan outlines key elements and strategies for town centre 
revitalisation, in additional to this growth plan, a more detailed process will 
be required to provide a holistic vision and an implementable framework 
for delivery. this plan is intended to inform subsequent planning and design 
processes that will seek to undertake a broader investigation into matters 
including land use, built form improvements, access, economics and the quality 
of the public realm. 

Figure 47 - town centre concept plan

DRAFT
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4.8.1 toWn CentRe stRAteGIes

to assist in realising this vision for the town centre, a number of strategies and objectives have been 
developed to guide detailed planning for the town centre. it is envisaged that implementing these 
strategies will primarily be through the development of a town centre revitalisation plan prepared through 
a community partnered revitalisation process. this revitalisation plan will identifies a range of physical 
works and programs that focus on place making outcomes which aim to improve amenity, strengthen 
connections with and activate the foreshore, and facilitate private investment and business development.

strategy 1: connect town centre and Foreshore – reflect the coastal location

the foreshore is relatively disconnected from the town centre due to its large expanse, the design of 
the esplanade road, and a lack of development intensity and activity associated with development 
running down to and fronting the foreshore. an increased provision of facilities particularly within the 
foreshore closest to the town centre and andrew street will enhance foreshore amenity. in addition 
strengthening the key linkages between the foreshore and the town centre, together with anchored 
nodes of activity, will reinforce connectivity and better integrate the foreshore with the town centre. 

key objectives to achieve this include:

 » ensure an appropriate balance between coastal erosion mitigation measures and access to the 
beach and foreshore;

 » identify opportunities for new or enhanced connections between the town centre and foreshore;

 » enhance key destination and arrival points to provide a logical sense of progression and arrival;  

 » introduce beach huts to attract people to the foreshore for longer;

 » implementation of facility provision within foreshore area closest to town centre / andrew street 
interjection;

 » consider connectivity of wider foreshore areas with town centre foreshore component;

 » appropriate wayfinding and legibility installations will draw and direct users from wider catchment 
area;

 » establish a beach node that is about people, meeting and connection;

 » promote means ease of crossing the esplanade to facilitate access to the foreshore node; 

 » locate civic facilities adjacent to the foreshore node (kiosk, change rooms, etc); and 

 » provide a range of public spaces that protect people from the elements. 

strategy 2: establish a town heart: a place for the people of esperance and their visitors

public space plays an important social and environmental role in towns as it shapes people’s 
experience and understanding of a place and it’s culture. creating a variety of public places and 
spaces that provide for a diverse range of community activities is essential to encouraging community 
interaction, attracting visitors and bringing the place to life. integration of activities with streets and 
civic spaces, will not only provide interesting destinations, but also allow users to engage in multi 
purpose trips, reinforcing the role of the town centre and assist with establishing a ‘town heart’.

key objectives to achieve this include:
 » create places for people that are active, inviting and interesting;

 » Frame these places with active uses;

 » promote comfort of users through local climate control in all weather conditions;

 » improve the tourist experience;

 » activation of existing underutilised places;

 » events programming; and

 » provide places for all ages to enjoy.

Photo 14 - local climate control and town centre traffic 
management

Photo 15 - provide places that encourage commercial 
interaction with water

Photo 16 - provsion of interesting streetscapes will reinforce 
the linkages from the town centre to the Foreshore
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strategy 3: consolidate the town centre - greater choice for living, working and playing

consolidating the town centre and encouraging development in a more contained environment can assist with 
strengthening the role and function of the town centre. the identification of mixed-use precincts and/or activity nodes 
incorporating a range of compatible uses (such as cafes, restaurants, cinemas, hotels, serviced apartments and resorts), 
together with residential development, can provide diversity and day and evening activity and assist to facilitate the 
creation of a more cohesive town centre with improved connectivity and public realm activation. providing a greater 
residential focus, mixed-use development is an ideal development format that provides for activation to support the 
diversification of the local business economy and ensure esperance’s long-term sustainability.

key objectives to achieve this include:

 » Facilitate a mix of interrelated uses;

 » introduce more residential opportunities including short stay;

 » ensure density and massing that is appropriate to the location;

 » Develop context appropriate building forms / typologies;

 » identify infill and key opportunity sites that can promote catalytic development that will encourage others to 
improve and redevelop properties;

 » attract private investment through improvement of the public realm;

 » Facilitate the development a greater variety of activities including cafes, restaurants and bars;

 » introduce fine grained buildings and greater visual interest;

 » encourage businesses ‘spilling out’ onto the street; and

 » enhance the tourism offer.

strategy 4: improve streets and public places – a more enjoyable town for the esperance community

the way in which streets and public spaces shape our experience and enjoyment of the town centre is based on the 
quality of the public realm as it these spaces where people congregate to walk, shop or play, encounter other people 
and participate in communal life. public places promote the idea of ’community’ by serving as symbols of civic pride as 
well as provide a sense of place. to achieve this, they must be enjoyable places to visit. a town centre’s public realm 
that is comfortable, interesting and attractive will encourage street life and community interaction, thereby assisting 
in strengthening social bonds, community ownership and pride.

the street network within the town centre should ensure an equitable balance between pedestrian and vehicle 
movement and incorporate tree-lined streets, shaded footpaths and gathering spaces to create a comfortable and 
attractive environment for pedestrians as well as provide opportunities for people to meet, linger and relax.

key objectives to achieve this include:

 » celebrate the pine trees as the existing assets and their ability to create small places and ‘mini destinations’ at the 
street scale;

 » climate control to facilitate comfort in all types of weather;

 » create attractive and accessible places;

 » streets designed as places to stop and gather;

 » active ground plane with buildings that address the street particularly along key activity streets such as andrews 
street and Dempster street;

 » ensure better safety for all users;

 » create an enhanced pedestrian experience;

 » ensure adequate car parking provisions;

 » Facilitate a demonstration project (andrew street) to show the community how it can work;

 » identify opportunities for consolidation of car parking;

 » promote greater way finding; and

 » Facilitate a fairer balance between pedestrians and cars.

Photo 17 - local public art adds interest to 
funcaitonal infrrastructure

Photo 18 - opporunistic seating creates a mini-place

Photo 19 - provide flexible public spaces that can be 
used for a range of activities

Photo 20 - connect the land to the water through 
strcutures where appropriate

Photo 21 - encourange the development of 2 and 3 
storey mixed use building appropriate to their setting

Photo 22 - local climate control through clever 
design of both public and private realm

DRAFT
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strategy 5: enhance connectivity within the town centre – make it easy to get around

the degree in which people can orientate themselves and find their way around the town centre 
is dependant on the legibility of the urban environment. a clear and legible movement network 
will assist in allowing people to walk and orient their way around the town centre more intuitively, 
and with greater ease. strengthening key links between major activity nodes and destinations with 
distinctive character through the creation of distinctive building elements, landscaping features 
and promoting vistas to key natural and/or cultural features are important visual cues to assist with 
orientation, enhance way-finding around the town centre. 

key objectives to achieve this include:

 » strengthen connections to surrounding destinations (the boulevard and foreshore);

 » Facilitate attractive logical and intuitive connections for vehicle, pedestrians and cyclists;

 » enhance vistas to facilitate orientation and connection to coast;

 » identify opportunities to create and enhance new connections;

 » reinstate the original alignment of the esplanade to provide greater potential to connect the 
foreshore node; and

 » promote signage and landmarks to assist with way-finding.

strategy 6: build on the esperance style - character that reflects the natural beauty of esperance

the development of an esperance built form vernacular that is reflective of the natural environment, 
local history, local community aspirations and cultural values will contribute to developing a unique 
identity as well as assist in creating an attractive, liveable and functional town centre. 

built form should maximise activation and surveillance of the adjacent streets, civic spaces and parks 
through the use of design elements such as active ground floor uses, major openings, entrances, 
windows, balconies and terraces. buildings facing the street should provide for a variety of uses, 
combined to ensure the protection of amenity of all users. appropriate lighting to promote safety 
within the town centre is also a key consideration for all buildings and public places. built form 
elements, colours and materials should be responsive to the local climatic conditions and reflect or 
complement the surrounding landscapes.

the incorporation of climate responsive design principles within buildings is important in establishing 
a comfortable and attractive public realm that is functional and enjoyable for residents and visitors. 
appropriately designed built form and urban spaces have the ability to mitigate or control local 
climatic extremes such as through the use of shading devices to provide relief from the hot summer 
sun, whilst also providing shelter from strong onshore winds. the development of built form and 
public realm design guidelines will be the key to the delivery of an ‘esperance style’. 

key objectives to achieve this include:

 » ensure building forms reflect the coastal location and holiday atmosphere; and

 » ensure new development incorporate climate responsive design and sustainability principles. 

Photo 23 - share facilities 
should be encouraged to create 
intesity and interaction

Photo 24 - Develop alternate 
transport modes to help 
activate all areas of town

Photo 25 - work with the 
community to define an 
esperance vernacular that will 
be used to guide all future 
town centre development
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4.8.2 toWn CentRe PUBLIC ReALM PRInCIPLes

the following concept sketches have been prepared to translate key public realm aspects of the 
town centre master plan vision with regard to key streets and foreshore area. these concepts 
are presented for illustrative purposes and are intended to be used to inform the development 
of future public realm detailed plans and design guidelines for the town centre.

no.1 – Dempster street

Dempster street is the hub of esperance and the primary destination for business and 
community related activity. integrating the norfolk island pines as a part of the street life will 
culminate into a variety of destinations and gathering places along the street.

key features:

 » linear shaded walkway along to frame Dempster street on the opposite side to the norfolk 
island pines.

 » rationalisation of car parking provision along the street to allow for widened pedestrian 
walkways.

 » blocks of softscape treatments along the street corridor as well as additional large canopy 
shade trees being planted. 

 » promote business opportunities for premises to spill out onto the street including alfresco 
opportunities. 

 » additional space creation around the existing cinema will allow for group gatherings 
associated with new film releases and promotional activities. 

 » Designated pedestrian crossings with material differentiation from the main vehicular 
routes will allow for improved pedestrian safety and visibility to drivers. 

 » planting additional norfolk island pines as part of a staged/succession planting scheme 
along Dempster street will ensure their continued presence as part of the streets overall 
character.

Figure 48 - Dempster street indicative concept

Figure 49 - Dempster street indicative street section

DRAFT
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no.2 – andrew street

andrew street is the heart of esperance, a place for people to meet and gather, whilst enjoying 
restaurants, tourist related shopping or a walk towards the foreshore. 

key Features:

 » a shared material surface treatment for both pedestrian and vehicular thoroughfares applied 
throughout andrew street from its intersection with Dempster street to the Foreshore will assist 
in creating a distinct character for this important link. 

 » pedestrians will be given priority by way of ease of movement and flow through the public realm. 

 » increased provision of shade elements such as large canopy trees and awnings to shop frontages 
will act in improving the microclimatic conditions for pedestrians.

 » creation of a series of niche and spill out spaces for businesses along the street frontage are 
encouraged to further activate the space. 

 » an opportunity for an outdoor cinema space within one of these niches will act as a further draw 
card attracting people to the town centre on a periodic and flexible basis. 

 » rationalising car parking provision along the street corridor by introducing parallel parking 
interspersed with blocks of planting and shade trees will assist in creating a more vital, vibrant 
and attractive place for visitors and businesses.

 » architectural shade structures along the street will frame vistas towards the ocean and back into 
town centre.

Figure 50 - andrew street indicative concept

3 – the crucible

the crucible precinct will be the key coastal node in esperance that strengthens the interrelationship 
between the beach, Foreshore and town centre precincts.

key Features:

 » the crucible is proposed as an arena and community gathering space focused around the 
intersection and termination of andrew street with the Foreshore. 

 » the crucible arena would work with existing topography and levels to reinforce the precinct’s 
importance within the revitalised town centre project. 

 » placement of lightweight coastal themed buildings to the edge of the space will further promote 
activation and use of the precinct as well as reinforcing visual connectivity between the Foreshore 
to the town centre.

 » a flexible space would allow for a variety of events, purposes events to cater for a diverse range 
of user groups 

 » an exhibition space and outdoor gallery could also form one of the many uses for the space and be 
linked to one of the local community art groups. 

 » bather’s pavilions may be featured to line the edge of the crucible and beach promenade walkway 
and be painted in vibrant colours and themes and be available to rent on a periodic basis to 
reinforce the character and essence of a seaside town.

Figure 51 - the cubicle indicative concept
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no.4 – Foreshore – open recreational activity 

the Foreshore promenade is both a destination and a link between coastal nodes. it provides opportunities for 
recreation, gathering, picnicking, walking and enjoying the coastal location of esperance. 

key Features:

 » large open turfed areas to allow for a multitude of passive and active recreational opportunities. 

 » a formal promenade walkway will frame the edge of the foreshore precinct and provide nominated access 
opportunities to the neighbouring dune and beach areas.  

 » architecturally striking shelters with associated seating opportunities placed intermittently along the promenade 
providing elevated views towards the recherche archipelago. 

 » subtle integration of the required sea wall within landform undulations will be implemented in trying to camouflage 
any engineering requirements wherever possible. 

 » Design of landscape spaces and facilities to consider prevailing winds and local weather conditions ensuring 
maximum useability places along the foreshore. 

 » Direct pedestrian links to the town centre and proximity to car parking areas will ensure the foreshore areas are 
easily accessible and fully utilised by locals and visitors.  

 » additional norfolk island pines planted as part of a staged/succession planting scheme along the Foreshore precinct 
to ensure their continued presence as an important feature of esperance.

Figure 52 - Foreshore - open recreational activity indicative concept

no.5 – Foreshore – youth activity 

a key opportunity for the foreshore is to provide for youth related activities and places for young people to gather and 
be engaged with their community.

key Features:

 » strategically located youth activity nodes within the Foreshore precinct to cater for the town’s different youth user 
groups. 

 » the location and placement of these activity nodes to consider proximity to high intensity use areas and key 
buildings such as those adjacent to the crucible. 

 » several activity nodes may share similar facility provisions and be grouped together allowing for an overall increased 
usage. 

 » retention of direct visual links from one zone to another is important to the success of these spaces reducing the 
likely occurrence of anti-social behaviour.  

 » in addition the subtle use of various landscape elements such as landform, structures and vegetation will allow for 
the creation of smaller niche areas within the wider landscape precinct to be created.

 » this will provide the town’s different user and community group’s spaces and outdoor rooms to utilise. it is 
anticipated that all local community groups will be catered for including the various local aboriginal groups and 
teenagers.

Figure 53 - Foreshore - youth activity indicative concept
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4.9 KeY PRoJeCts AnD ReQUIReMents to sUPPoRt GRoWtH

the aforementioned sections have provided both spatial and non-spatial responses to delivering a 
range of necessary tasks and strategies to support future population growth for esperance. Further 
to this, a number of discrete key projects and requirements have been identified which will assist 
with increasing esperance’s appeal and perception of liveability, as well as the expansion of essential 
capacity building infrastructure which significantly improves the town’s capacity to cater for 
population growth.

4.9.1 PRoCess FoR IDentIFYInG AnD PRIoRItIsInG sUPeRtoWns PRoJeCts

the esperance supertowns team undertook both a consultative and quantitative approach to the 
process of identifying, short listing and prioritising potential supertowns strategies, programs and 
projects.

initially, brainstorming sessions were held by the working group (shire of esperance, geDc and 
ecci key representatives) based on existing knowledge of projects already on the table prior to 
the commencement of the supertowns initiative, feedback arising from the various community 
consultations workshops, open days and consultation periods and early discussions with the project 
team. this lead to the development of an early list of projects for further consideration.

a series of one-to-one meetings was commenced with relevant stakeholders for all projects 
investigated to understand project readiness and ascertain whether projects met the relevant criteria 
for supertowns funding. the project team organisations have met with all key organisations / private 
sector businesses involved in the 21 prioritised projects including but not limited to:

 » vtec

 » Department of health

 » main roads

 » water corporation

 » tourism esperance

 » horizon power

 » Department of immigration

 » local real estate agents

 » local tourism operators

 » local construction project contractors / potential contractors

 » representatives investigating cruise ship docking

initial project ideas were tested through a series of project team and community reference group 
(crg) discussions and a breakfast ‘project planning workshop’ was held with the project team, crg 
and elected members to further test the viability and support for the projects proposed. other 
consultative methods were used to gauge support and prioritise projects including:

 » various community consultation events including open days and two week consultation period

 » project team and community reference group meetings

 » elected member briefings

 » geDc board member briefings

 » working group assessment against principles, strategic objectives and focus areas of the regional 
centres Development plan (supertowns) Framework 2011-2012 

emerging priority projects were presented to the rDl panel in perth on 20 january and feedback from 
the panel presentation helped guide the selection of projects for esperance business case submissions 
as part of the supertowns funding applications 2012.

many projects identified had already evolved or developed in some shape or form prior to 
the commencement of the supertowns initiative, such as the esperance waterfront foreshore 
development, the gsg and indoor sports stadium redevelopment project, sewerage infill etc. 
exceptions to this include the accommodation village project which has been fully developed with 
the local tourism operators, tourism esperance and construction contractors in the time since the 
launch of the supertowns initiative and the economic Development program including the enterprise 
investment unit which has come about from the collaborative partnership approach of the key local 
organisations and the need for a new governance model to drive economic investment in esperance 
as a result of the supertowns program. it is expected new projects and programs will be added to the 
growth plan as it is finalised and subsequently reviewed.

an esperance supertowns project priority assessment matrix was developed with criteria for 
quantitative assessment of the proposed projects formed by combining the principles, strategic 
objectives and focus areas of the regional centres Development plan (supertowns) Framework 
2011-2012 and the business case assessment criteria. this provided a quantitative framework for 
the assessment of the emerging projects. this quantitative assessment went hand-in hand with a 
consultative approach to the prioritising projects and ensured that selected projects met relevant 
criteria as well as having strong support in the community.

 the project priority assessment matrix can be found at appendix h.

4.9.2  PRIoRItY PRoJeCts FoR sUPeRtoWns FInDInG 

outlined below is an overview of each project together with the various project objectives that are 
addressed through implementation of the project. 

Further detail regarding the envisaged project scope of works, responsibilities, timeframes, costs and 
funding sources for each project is provided in the implementation schedule contained under section 
5.1 of this document.
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esperance waterfront

the foreshore is a vital part of the life of the town and its upgrade to enable effective and enjoyable use by all sections 
of the community is integral to being able to attract and/or retain residents. coastal erosion mitigation measures 
are required immediately in some areas and the upgrade of the foreshore adds significantly to amenity, vitality and 
commerciality of the town. the improvements will also facilitate greater connection between the town centre and the 
Foreshore and will unlock economic benefits relating to tourism, commercial and retail with significant flow on benefits 
to the revitalisation of neighbouring properties.  

the project has been the subject of recent community consultation and master planning and the shire is in the final 
stages of procuring a preferred consultant to undertake detailed landscape design. however, the supertowns planning 
process has identified that there is a need to consider future upgrades of the foreshore in light of other initiatives, 
in particular, ensuring integration with the revitalisation of the town centre, opportunities to include tourism and 
community facilities, and the planned construction of a seawall to address coastal erosion. 

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c1. Foster, support and encourage the development of a vibrant, self-sufficient and caring community. 

c10. acknowledgment of indigenous and european cultural heritage through built form, public art and community activities.

ne3. provide best practice coastal management to minimise environmental impact and to maintain recreational values. 

ne9. ensure energy is used efficiently and effectively.

b3. integrate the town centre and foreshore both physically and through appropriately located and compatible land uses.

b4. provide a variety of well-designed active and passive public places. 

b5. provide an integrated, safe and efficient intermodal transport network, which actively encourages walking and cycling.

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population growth.

b10. encourage a distinct architectural character and style that responds to the climatic setting and promotes identity and a sense of “place”.

b11. promote and encourage best practice and sustainable urban design and construction methods.

Figure 54 - sammy the seal - an esperance insitution

town centre revitalisation project

the town centre revitalisation project seeks to strengthen the town centre as the heart of esperance to facilitate 
economic growth and diversity, improved amenity and facilities, and attracting and retaining residents and business. 
the project envisages a community partnered revitalisation process that will identify a range of physical works and 
programs that will focus on place making outcomes that aim to improve amenity, strengthen connections with and 
activate the foreshore and facilitate investment and rejuvenation of property and businesses.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c1. Foster, support and encourage the development of a vibrant, self-sufficient and caring community. 

c4. provide equitable access to a high level of utilities and services.

c10. acknowledgment of indigenous and european cultural heritage through built form, public art and community activities.

ne4. minimise waste to landfill and recover and reuse materials locally and regionally.

ne6. use water efficiently and maximise the reuse of water.

ne7. encourage best practice stormwater management.

ne8. provide opportunity to utilise and increase renewable energy.

ne9. ensure energy is used efficiently and effectively. 

e1. encourage and support the development of tourism that caters for local, regional and international tourist opportunities year round. 

e3. increase range and diversity of local businesses primarily located within a consolidated and revitalised town centre with an enhanced tourism based role.

b2. consolidate and revitalise the town centre and activate key street frontages that attract and retain pedestrians. 

b3. integrate the town centre and foreshore both physically and through appropriately located and compatible land uses.

b4. provide a variety of well-designed active and passive public places. 

b5. provide an integrated, safe and efficient intermodal transport network, which actively encourages walking and cycling

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population growth. 

b10. encourage a distinct architectural character and style that responds to the climatic setting and promotes identity and a sense of “place”.

b11. promote and encourage best practice and sustainable urban design and construction methods.

g1. encourage the cultivation of strong and proactive leadership within the community. 

g2. maximise collaboration and community commitment to actively participate in decision-making processes. 

g3. provide effective and efficient two-way communication between decision makers and the community. 

Figure 55 - a revitalised main street
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workers accommodation village

a workers village of approximately 150 units is required to meet the housing needs of itinerant 
construction workers associated with key projects including planned port upgrades. the camp will also 
provide local service workers with affordable accommodation. potential sites for the camp include the 
large potential development area between castletown and the town centre (‘middletown’) fronting 
onto norseman road or within the Flinders estate. this land parcel currently contains a variety of 
industrial activities and public works infrastructure that will need to be considered in the location and 
design of the facility. 

the design and development of a workers accommodation camp should be guided by following 
principles:

 » ensure new villages are structured so that the layout can be converted to a permanent, traditional 
neighbourhood over time through:

 » ensuring development addresses the external and internal street networks rather than being 
developed as a introspective development;

 » the creation of a street network and landscaped public realm that integrates with surrounding 
residential areas; and

 » ensuring the design and layout of individual cabins can transition to self-contained and individually 
serviced villas allowing for either privately owned residential or short-stay accommodation uses; 

 » Facilitate integration of temporary workers with the local community through:

 » ensuring communal facilities within new villages are designed and located to create street based 
local centres accessible to the wider community with facilities operated on a user-pays basis;

 » Develop programs and initiatives that encouraging engagement of workers in local community and 
sporting activities and events; and

 » Facilitate strategic planning and partnerships with relevant private sector companies, state and 
local government in the provision, development and on-going management of workers camps.

the project will provide flow on economic benefits into the future after its initial role as a workers 
village is no longer required. Depending on future needs within esperance, it is anticipated that the 
village will provide a legacy use such as affordable housing.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c4. provide equitable access to a high level of utilities and services.

ne4.  minimise waste to landfill and recover and reuse materials locally and regionally.

ne6. use water efficiently and maximise the reuse of water.

ne8. provide opportunity to utilise and increase renewable energy.

ne9. ensure energy is used efficiently and effectively.

b3. provide for the equitable and sustainable development of land within a notional growth boundary.

b4. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population growth. 

b5. promote a transect approach to housing that accommodates high density close to town centre with rural residential on the 
periphery.

b7. provide affordable and quality housing and tourist accommodation opportunities. 

b10. encourage a distinct architectural character and style that responds to the climatic setting and promotes identity and a sense 
of “place”.

b11. promote and encourage best practice and sustainable urban design and construction methods.

Figure 56 - self-sufficient, street facign workers accomodation units
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industry Development study (supply chain study)

the presence of significant levels of strategic employment within a local economy is critical to the long-term prosperity and 
resilience of the community. the development of industry development plans for identified priority industries (i.e. resources 
development and extraction, transport logistics, agriculture, fishing and aquaculture, tourism and green energy production) will 
require detailed supply and value chain mapping of key existing competitive advantages to provide an industry development 
plan focussing on esperance’s place within these value chains and how the community can leverage the economic benefits 
of strategic project development. these development plans and associated supply / value chain studies will seek to identify 
existing / future agglomerations of economic activity and infrastructure, relationships with existing strategic national and 
international supply chains, and gaps in existing strategic supply chains (to optimise economic activity). this would also 
include:

 » engagement with major industry stakeholders (ranging from local to international) with a focus on future trends and 
drivers;

 » engagement with major public and private infrastructure providers to unlock existing capacity constraints that may 
limit development of these industries; and

 » Dedication of appropriate human and financial resources to achieve above points.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c2. support a sustainable increase in local population across a diverse range of age groups.

c3. support the development and prosperity of outlying townships to meet the needs of their communities.

e1. encourage and support the development of tourism that caters for local, regional and international tourist opportunities year round. 

e2. embrace strategic and innovative industry opportunities that capitalise on isolation, international trends and new emerging markets. 

e4. promote and utilise the entrepreneurship of local businesses. 

e5. promote and increase business investment opportunities through marketing and branding strategies.

g5 identify, establish and maintain partnerships between government, industry and the community.

g6 assist the broader region in reaching its potential through co-operation, resource sharing and proactive representation.

Figure 57 - esperance port

4.9.3 PRoJeCts to Be ConsIDeReD FoR AGenCY FUnDInG oR LAteR stAGes oF sUPeRtoWns

the project team has identified the following projects that may be realised in the short term (0-5 years), subject to obtaining 
funding. these projects have also been identified as critical projects to drive and support growth. a short summary of each 
project is provided below.

these projects may be considered for alternative funding or future rounds of the supertowns funding.

small business incubator hub

this initiative aims to assist small and fledgling businesses to gain a foothold in the market. esperance has a limited supply of 
commercial floor space and the lack of affordable accommodation has significant potential to undermine business viability. 
initiatives for consideration include the provision of small affordable commercial units that may include the adaptation and 
positioning of shipping containers in strategic locations within the town centre to encourage new business enterprises.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

e2.embrace strategic and innovative industry opportunities that capitalise on isolation, international trends and new emerging markets.

e3.increase range and diversity of local businesses primarily located within a consolidated and revitalised town centre with an enhanced tourism based role.

e4.promote and utilise the entrepreneurship of local businesses.

e5.promote and increase business investment opportunities through marketing and branding strategies.

e6.strengthen and enhance level of service from local businesses through education, training and apprenticeships programmes.

Figure 58 - re-adapted shipping containers - new homes for small fledgling businesses
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medical centre co-located Facility

Difficulty in accessing health practitioners such as gps has been 
identified as a key issue for esperance. outcomes of consultation 
with stakeholders indicate that this is largely attributed to the lack 
of medical facilities / consulting rooms. the planned expansion 
of the esperance health campus may provide opportunity for 
the development of a co-located facility to include additional 
consulting rooms to attract the required health practitioners to 
esperance. 

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching 
project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c6.provision of quality, co-located medical facilities and health related services that 
cater to the needs of the community.

b7.provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population 
growth. 

g5.identify, establish and maintain partnerships between government, industry 
and the community. 

Figure 59 - medical staff working closely together

community infrastructure plan

the purpose of this project is to undertake relevant needs 
assessments, feasibility studies, business plans, and facility 
concept plans for specific community infrastructure projects. the 
project will involve preparation of capital funding models for the 
delivery of community infrastructure within specified project 
budgets, including the identification and submission of external 
funding applications. engagement with key internal and external 
stakeholders through appropriate consultation strategies will be  
 

required where relevant for the delivery of specific community 
infrastructure studies and plans. later stages of the project 
will include the detailed design and construction of community 
infrastructure projects.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching 
project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c2. support a sustainable increase in local population across a diverse range of age 
groups.

c4. provide equitable access to a high level of utilities and services.

c7. encourage and support the development of arts and cultural activities, services 
and facilities.

c8. provide cost-effective and user-friendly leisure and recreational services and facilities 
through planning partnerships, sponsorship and community involvement. 

c9. support and advocate well-trained and well-equipped volunteer groups and 
organisations that contribute to the community.

c10. acknowledgment of indigenous and european cultural heritage through built 
form, public art and community activities.
b1. provide for the equitable and sustainable development of land within a notional 
growth boundary.

b4. provide a variety of well-designed active and passive public places. 

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population 
growth. 
g1. encourage the cultivation of strong and proactive leadership within the 
community. 

g2. maximise collaboration and community commitment to actively participate in 
decision-making processes. 

g3. provide effective and efficient two-way communication between decision makers 
and the community. 

g5. identify, establish and maintain partnerships between government, industry and 
the community. 

Figure 60 - Delivery of Quality community infrastructure

marketing / branding esperance

promoting the image and visibility of esperance is essential to 
facilitating economic strength and diversity and attracting public 
and private investment. raising the perceived profile of esperance 
from outside of the town is also important to enhancing its 
potential to become a key tourist destination.  

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching 
project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c1. Foster, support and encourage the development of a vibrant, self-sufficient and 
caring community. 

c2. support a sustainable increase in local population across a diverse range of age 
groups.

ne1. sustainably manage the natural environment while balancing of tourism uses. 

ne3. provide best practice coastal management to minimise environmental impact 
and to maintain recreational values. 

e1. encourage and support the development of tourism that caters for local, regional 
and international tourist opportunities year round. 

e2. embrace strategic and innovative industry opportunities that capitalise on isolation, 
international trends and new emerging markets. 

e4. promote and utilise the entrepreneurship of local businesses. 

e5. promote and increase business investment opportunities through marketing 
and branding strategies.

e6. strengthen and enhance level of service from local businesses through 
education, training and apprenticeships programmes.

g2. maximise collaboration and community commitment to actively participate in 
decision-making processes. 

g3. provide effective and efficient two-way communication between decision 
makers and the community.

Figure 61 - branding the face of esperance
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waste management 

this project aims to improve waste management services in esperance to 
undertake modifications to the existing landfill facility to enable its continued 
operation in the short term in accordance with contemporary environmental 
and waste management standards. medium and long term initiatives include 
the identification of an alternative waste facility site to accommodate regional 
waste management and recycling. 

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project 
objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

ne4. minimise waste to landfill and recover and reuse materials locally and regionally.

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population growth. 

Figure 62 - appropriate and responsible wast management

enterprise unit Feasibility

the efficiency and timeliness of commercial project feasibility is at the heart 
of an effective economic development strategy for esperance. an effective 
governance mechanism should consider the viability of a business enterprise 
unit which may be a joint undertaking between the shire and the Development 
commission (in the first instance). this unit would be responsible for 
undertaking feasibility analyses of a broad range of commercial projects or 
projects that require some form of investment support to be realised and 
which would be to the benefit of the town. it would also, in theory, have the 
capacity to rate and rank the viability of commercial and enabling projects 
and have the capacity to enter into joint venture development arrangements 
with project proponents where it is considered appropriate and prudent. the 
enterprise unit would seek to balance commercial risk with the economic and 
social returns that discrete projects offer esperance.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project 
objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c5. provide diverse and innovative education and training opportunities and facilities. 

e2. embrace strategic and innovative industry opportunities that capitalise on isolation, 
international trends and new emerging markets. 

e3. increase range and diversity of local businesses primarily located within a consolidated and 
revitalised town centre with an enhanced tourism based role.

e4. promote and utilise the entrepreneurship of local businesses.

e5. promote and increase business investment opportunities through marketing and branding 
strategies.

e6. strengthen and enhance level of service from local businesses through education, training and 
apprenticeships programmes.

g4. provide a proactive and innovative policy and governance framework that enables and 
encourages quality outcomes. 

g5. identify, establish and maintain partnerships between government, industry and the 
community. 

Figure 63 - supporting local business Development

housing affordability study

the housing affordability study seeks to identify issues, strategies and actions 
for the provision of affordable housing and construction workforce / employee 
accommodation in esperance.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project 
objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c4. provide equitable access to a high level of utilities and services.

b9. provide affordable and quality housing and tourist accommodation opportunities. 

Figure 64 - attractive and affodable housing
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vtec campus upgrades

the project will help raise the local profile of vet in schools 
programs, delivered locally through a strong partnership with 
vtec – esperance campus, the training provider, to set students, 
trainees and apprentices on a pathway to achieve a high standard 
of trade skills and qualifications.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching 
project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c5. provide diverse and innovative education and training opportunities and 
facilities. 

e6. strengthen and enhance level of service from local businesses through 
education, training and apprenticeships programmes.

g5. identify, establish and maintain partnerships between government, industry 
and the community.

Figure 65 - an upgraded vtec campus

sewer infill programme

continuation of the state-wide infill sewage program should be 
carried out in esperance. this project will extend through to 2016 
and will enable / promote the redevelopment of infill sites within 
the town. 

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching 
project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

ne3. provide best practice coastal management to minimise environmental impact 
and to maintain recreational values. 

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population 
growth. 

Figure 66 - promoting the redevelopment of infill sites

Desalination – site location and pre-feasibility study

water for esperance is currently sourced from a series of groundwater 
areas around the town. these water supplies are limited and new 
sources are marginal in terms of quality and quantity. additionally 
these areas are protected under legislation and limit the ability for 
future urban expansion of the town.

the establishment of a desalination plant has previously been 
identified by the water corporation as a solution to meeting 
future demand for water generated from an increase in population 
in esperance as well as anticipated industrial and mining growth in 
the broader goldfields-esperance region.

accordingly there is a need to identify and confirm the suitability 
of a site for the development of a water desalination plant to 
service esperance and the broader goldfields-esperance region. 
investigations will need to include local and regional economic/
environmental benefits, the potential for private investment and 
management, needs/demand analysis, timeframes and costs.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching 
project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

e2. embrace strategic and innovative industry opportunities that capitalise on 
isolation, international trends and new emerging markets. 

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population 
growth. 

g5. identify, establish and maintain partnerships between government, industry 
and the community.

Figure 67 - Desalination plant: servicing esperance locally and 
the broader goldfields - esperance region

DRAFT
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gsg and indoor sports stadium

the potential expansion of this facility will have the capacity to house four 
basketball-sized courts as well as accommodate the majority of indoor sports. 
the current indoor sports stadium located within the greater sports ground 
will be decommissioned to free up land for grassed playing fields. the shire 
of esperance has suspended the project due to building cost escalations and 
delays in the sale of the Flinders land estate. the shire has relinquished a 
$1.75 million grant back to the Department of sport and recreation and will 
reapply when additional funding can be secured to proceed with the project. 

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project 
objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c4. provide equitable access to a high level of utilities and services.

c8. provide cost-effective and user-friendly leisure and recreational services and facilities through 
planning partnerships, sponsorship and community involvement.

b4. provide a variety of well-designed active and passive public places. 

g1. encourage the cultivation of strong and proactive leadership within the community. 

g2. maximise collaboration and community commitment to actively participate in decision-making 
processes. 

g3. provide effective and efficient two-way communication between decision makers and the 
community. 

Figure 68 - multi-use indoor sport stadium

bandy creek local structure planning

the bandy creek local structure plan project seeks to review and re-vision 
current planning for bandy creek and the surrounding area in the context of 
supertown initiatives so as to ensure that future land use and development 
is complementary to and does not compromise the role of the town centre. 
the bandy creek District structure plan, endorsed by the shire of esperance 
in august 2009, identifies the creation of a vibrant mixed-use tourist and 
residential harbour, while maintaining the harbour’s important commercial 
fishing functions. additionally there is also a need to review the Flinders estate 
development and how the two estates integrate.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project 
objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

ne2. understand the values of native vegetation and maximise the retention and rehabilitation of 
native vegetation.

ne3. provide best practice coastal management to minimise environmental impact and to maintain 
recreational values. 

ne4. minimise waste to landfill and recover and reuse materials locally and regionally.

ne7. encourage best practice stormwater management.

ne9. ensure energy is used efficiently and effectively.

b4. provide a variety of well-designed active and passive public places. 

b5. provide an integrated, safe and efficient intermodal transport network, which actively 
encourages walking and cycling.

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population growth.

b8. promote a transect approach to housing that accommodates high density close to town centre 
with rural residential on the periphery.

b9. provide affordable and quality housing and tourist accommodation opportunities. 

b10. encourage a distinct architectural character and style that responds to the climatic setting and 
promotes identity and a sense of “place”.

b11. promote and encourage best practice and sustainable urban design and construction 
methods.

Figure 69 - vibrant mixed-use tourist and residential harbour

green travel Feasibility study / streetscape rejuvenation

this project focuses on improving the streetscapes of esperance to establish a 
clear hierarchy and promote alternative and active forms of transport such as:

 » walking (greater pedestrian comfort and interest);

 » cycling (bike trails);

 » public transport (e.g. local shuttle service); and

 » car sharing.

car parking will also need to be considered as a part of this strategy, which 
seeks to assist in reducing dependence on vehicle based transport as a means 
to reduce traffic within the town.   

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project 
objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

ne1. sustainably manage the natural environment while balancing of tourism uses. 

b5. provide an integrated, safe and efficient intermodal transport network, which actively 
encourages walking and cycling.

b6. provide suitable transport networks that enhance connectivity to and from esperance and 
other destinations within the region and beyond. 

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to support population growth.

Figure 70 -  sustainable transportation alternatives

DRAFT
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alternative / green energy

building on the green energy technologies that currently contribute 
to supplying esperance’s power needs, this project aims to explore 
the potential for esperance to implement new technologies (such 
as biofuels, solar and wave power) and attract industries to 
become an industry leader in the production, distribution and use 
of alternative / green energy resources. 

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching 
project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

ne8. provide opportunity to utilise and increase renewable energy.

ne9. ensure energy is used efficiently and effectively.

 

Figure 71 - a green energy resource industry leader

middletown planning 

the ‘middletown’ area is a large contiguous land parcel bounded 
by norseman road to the west, sheldon road to the north, harbour 
rad to the east and gladstone street/ brazier street to the south. 
the land currently contains a number of industrial and civil related 
activities and infrastructure currently divides the esperance town 
centre with residential areas to the north including castletown 
and Flinders estate. this project focuses on developing a vision 
for the site as a transformative opportunity for esperance and the 
identification of short term measures that will assist in beginning 
the reconnection of the two ‘sides’ of esperance along the 
foreshore. 

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching 
project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

ne2. understand the values of native vegetation and maximise the retention and 
rehabilitation of native vegetation.

ne4. minimise waste to landfill and recover and reuse materials locally and 
regionally.

ne6. use water efficiently and maximise the reuse of water.

ne8. provide opportunity to utilise and increase renewable energy.

b1. provide for the equitable and sustainable development of land within a notional 
growth boundary.

b5. provide an integrated, safe and efficient intermodal transport network, which 
actively encourages walking and cycling.

b8. promote a transect approach to housing that accommodates high density close 
to town centre with rural residential on the periphery.

b9. provide affordable and quality housing and tourist accommodation 
opportunities. 

b10. encourage a distinct architectural character and style that responds to the climatic 
setting and promotes identity and a sense of “place”.

b11. promote and encourage best practice and sustainable urban design and 
construction methods.

Figure 72 - reconnecting the two ‘sides’ of esperance

migration incentive scheme

establishing esperance as a key destination for migrants is 
important to the attraction and retention of population in 
esperance. the initiative will need to consider address a number 
of key areas including accommodation, education, and health 
to ensure appropriate resources are available to support such a 
proposal within the broader community. 

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching 
project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

c1. Foster, support and encourage the development of a vibrant, self-sufficient and 
caring community. 

c2. support a sustainable increase in local population across a diverse range of age 
groups.

c3. support the development and prosperity of outlying townships to meet the 
needs of their communities. 

Figure 73 - a welcoming and inclusive community

DRAFT
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cruise ships

attracting cruise ships to esperance will play an important role in promoting the town 
as a key tourist destination and to support the local economy and tourism related 
operations. considerations will need to ensure the easy transfer of passengers into 
the town and a coordinated approach with business and tourism operations to ensure 
that passengers are can gain access to the local goods and services. 

a range of tourism related planning strategies need to be undertaken with regard 
to accommodation and improving the overall tourism experience. there has been 
a steady increase in cruise ships visiting in esperance over recent years providing 
significant opportunity to leverage economic benefits to the tourism and business 
sector within esperance.

the project contributes to achieving the following overarching project objectives:

oBJeCtIVes

e1. encourage and support the development of tourism that caters for local, regional and international tourist 
opportunities year round. 

e2. embrace strategic and innovative industry opportunities that capitalise on isolation, international trends and 
new emerging markets. 

e6. strengthen and enhance level of service from local businesses through education, training and 
apprenticeships programmes.

g5. identify, establish and maintain partnerships between government, industry and the community. 

Figure 74 - a popular cruise ship destination
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5. IMPLeMentInG tHe stRAteGY

this implementation plan provides an overview of the strategies including the “non-spatial” strategies 
that together provide the roadmap to realise the project vision.  a range of separate projects have 
been identified to realise the project’s aspirational goals and objectives. 

an implementation schedule for each of the projects details strategies, actions, timing, estimated 
costs, responsibilities and funding for each. it should be noted that the various components contained 
within the schedule for each project are based on the project team’s current understanding of the 
projects requirements and may be reviewed and refined in the future.

Following on from the implementation schedules is an indicative staging plan that identifies indicative 
timing for various strategies, projects or programs that are required to achieve the aspirational 
population growth of 29,000 by 2041. it should be noted that whilst funding sources have been 
identified as an interim measure for non-priority projects, it should be recognised that further 
investigation will be required to determine potential funding sources post march 2012.

Finally a suggested approach to governance is presented which focuses on how to get things done. 
transforming esperance from its current population of 14,500 to a projected population of 29,000 
in 2041 will require additional personnel with new skills and amended structures and governance 
processes to allow effective and efficient facility and service delivery.

the preparation of the esperance growth plan forms the first of a number of stages associated with 
the supertowns program. the growth plan forms the basis for the preparation of business cases to 
seek funding from the supertowns fund for key transformational projects that will facilitate the future 
growth of esperance.

5. IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGY
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5.1 IMPLeMentAtIon sCHeDULes

esPeRAnCe WAteRFRont 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY
sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt 
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM  
(6-10-
15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG 
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Undertake an assessment of 
reclaiming land area from Port 
Authority and relocating fuel 
lines

Community: 

(1) conduct stakeholder meetings between the shire of esperance and the port authority.

infrastructure and transport:

(1) identification of land tenure, in-ground infrastructure and port strategic planning.

(2) Desktop evaluation of age and condition of infrastructure.

Shire of 
Esperance/ 
GEDC/ ECCI

Town Planning / 
Economic 1-2 yrs $7        

Shire of 
Esperance / 
R4R 
 
 

Foreshore Landscape 
Masterplan / Concept Design

Community: 

(1) conduct an inception meeting and workshop and consistent collaborative approach with goldfields-esperance 
Development commission, shire of esperance, port authority, local indigenous groups, youth representatives, key 
community groups and stakeholders and nominated landscape architect to formalise a clear vision ($7k).

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) consider key transport links to and from town centre / foreshore to other areas.

(2) consider linkages within the town centre / foreshore areas, especially for pedestrians across Dempster street and the 
esplanade.

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) preparation of an overall landscape masterplan for the foreshore area.

(2) as part of concept design development of foreshore precinct, consideration towards hardscape and softscape 
treatments, furniture suites and way finding strategies.

(3) Development of important landscape views, sections and elevations as part of overall landscape concept development.

(4) incorporation of stage 1b - the esplanade into the overall project planning / design development of the foreshore 
precinct. 

(5) creation of a series of nodes / gathering spaces as part of the redesigned foreshore precinct.

(6) incorporation of sea wall and engineering requirements into overall landscape scheme.

(7) creation of a ‘crucible’ community gathering space at junction of andrew street and Foreshore. additional new civic 
buildings / attractions to be implemented as part of scheme.

Shire of 
Esperance/ 
GEDC/ ECCI

Landscape / Transport 1-2 yrs $25        

Shire of 
Esperance / 
R4R 
 
 

Stage 1B - The Esplanade 
Promenade (Landscape 
Package)

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) Future design development of foreshore precinct to take into account stage 1b approved concept design work done to 
date.

(2) Further collaboration and design development to be conducted with future appointed landscape consultants of stage 
1b.

Shire of 
Esperance/ 
GEDC/ ECCI

Landscape 1-3 yrs TBC        
Shire of 
Esperance / 
R4R

Stage 2B - Tanker Jetty + Arts 
Centre node & stage 3 James 
street Precinct (Landscape 
Packages)

Built Form and Public Realm:                 

(1) Future design development of foreshore precinct to take into account stages 2b and 3 approved concept design work 
done to date. 

(2) Further collaboration and design development to be conducted with future appointed landscape consultants of stages 
2b and 3.

Shire of 
Esperance/ 
GEDC/ ECCI

Landscape 1-3 yrs TBC        
Shire of 
Esperance / 
R4R

Stage 1A - Sea Wall, Stage 2A 
- Headland Sea Wall, Stage 4 - 
Jetty Refurbishment & Stage 5 
- Commercial Development

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) Future design development of foreshore precinct to take into account stage 1a - sea wall, stage 2a - headland sea wall, 
stage 4 - jetty refurbishment and stage 5 - commercial Development in terms of the overall masterplan.

Shire of 
Esperance/ 
GEDC/ ECCI

Landscape 1-3 yrs TBC        
Shire of 
Esperance / 
R4R

Restoration and Protection 
Works (north of James street)

Environmental: 

(1) potential epa referral required - depending on nature of impact. ($50k)

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) tender for landscaping / infrastructure works (currently being sought).

(2) tender for construction works.

Shire of 
Esperance/ 
GEDC/ ECCI

Environmental / 
Landscape / Civil 
Contractors

1-2 yrs TBC        
Shire of 
Esperance / 
R4R
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sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY

sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt 
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM  
(6-10-
15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG 
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Coastal Vulnerability strategy Environmental:

(1) Coastal risk assessment for the foreshore area between the groynes as it relates to the foreshore area.

Shire of 
Esperance/ 
GEDC/ ECCI

Coastal Engineering 1-2 yrs $50        
Shire of 
Esperance / 
R4R

Investigate POS & pathway 
lighting along Foreshore

Infrastructure and Transport:
(1) Assess existing lighting.
 (2) Investigate new lighting requirement and selection suitable for foreshore area also taking into consideration 
other factors like environment and aesthetics.

Shire of 
Esperance/ 
GEDC/ ECCI

Underground Power 1-2 yrs $30        
Shire of 
Esperance / 
R4R

Existing Norfolk Island Pine 
Assessment / tree survey

Built Form and Public Realm:
(1) Monitor and observe existing health of Norfolk Island Pines across entire foreshore precinct. 
(2) Phased and succession planting regime of new Norfolk Island Pines across the foreshore precinct to be 
considered.
(3) Notable other trees within the foreshore precinct to be surveyed as part of overall town site survey work and be 
considered as part of future development works.
(4) Potential re-orientation of vehicular laneways to allow for Norfolk Island Pines to be in central median of 
carriageway.

Shire of 
Esperance/ 
GEDC/ ECCI

Landscape / 
Aboriculturalist 1-2 Yr $5        

Shire of 
Esperance / 
R4R

Prepare a Public Art / sculpture 
Plan + indigenous interpretive 
signage plan

Community:
(1) Work with Artsource to develop a Shire Public and Community Art Plan.
(2) Develop an interpretive signage plan in consultation with traditional owners (40k).                                                                    

Shire of 
Esperance/ 
GEDC/ ECCI

Community Planning / 
Economic 1-2 yrs $25        

Shire of 
Esperance / 
R4R

toWn CentRe ReVItALIsAtIon 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt 
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM  
(6-10-
15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG 
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

town Centre Vision and Master 
Plan

Community:

(1) implement an appropriate community engagement program to ensure community input into town planning.

(2) implement a community development planning process to address social planning requirements. ($80-120k) 

Infrastructure and Transport: 

(1) consider key transport links to and from town centre / foreshore to other areas.

(2) consider linkages within the town centre / foreshore district, especially for pedestrians across Dempster street and 
the esplanade.

(3) undertake stage 1 parking strategy identifying existing and potential future approaches to the management of 
parking to inform preparation of a town centre master plan ($20k).

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) undertake background review of existing documents, context and analysis, and existing land use assessment. 

(2) undertake land tenure analysis / retail strategy and advice.

(3) prepare site/s specific redevelopment scenarios.

(4) undertake enquiry by design/charrette process to identify community and stakeholder vision for the town centre.

(5) prepare a town centre vision and place making/ management strategy.

(6) prepare precinct based town centre master plan.

(7) seek endorsement of town centre master plan by the shire.

shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci

town planning / landscape 
/ civil / architect /

Community	Consultation	
/	Transport	/	Economics	/	
Property

1	yr $500     
Shire	of	
Esperance	/	
R4R
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sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 

ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt 
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM  
(6-10-
15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG 
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

town Centre and Foreshore 
Landscape Masterplan / Concept 
Design

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) consider key transport links to and from town centre / foreshore to other areas adopting crime prevention through 
environmental Design (cpteD) principles

(2) consider linkages within the town centre / foreshore district, especially for pedestrians across Dempster street and 
the esplanade.

(3) investigate costs and work involved to underground town centre’s overhead power lines. the objective of the horizon 
power upgrades is to initiate zone 2 of the planned upgrades, which involves undergrounding horizon power’s 
infrastructure in a loop along Dempster street, kemp street, andrew street and the esplanade.

(4) investigate the use of decorative streetlights for aesthetic purposes.

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) Preparation of an overall landscape masterplan for the town centre area. 
(2) as part of concept Design development of town centre precinct thought will be given towards hardscape and 

softscape treatments, furniture suites and way finding strategies.

(3) Development of important landscape views, sections and elevations as part of overall landscape concept development.

(4) integration of a segment foreshore as part of the town centre masterplanning process. 

(5) consideration of andrew street precinct as first stage redevelopment node (demonstration project) in town and to be 
linking element between town centre and foreshore.

Shire	of	Esperance/	
GEDC/	ECCI/
Horizon	Power

Town	Planning	/	
Landscape	/	Transport	/	
Underground	Power

1-2	Yr $80     

Shire	of	
Esperance	
/	R4R/	
Horizon	
Power

Existing Norfolk Island Pine 
Assessment / town Centre Area

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) monitor and observe existing health of norfolk island pines across entire town centre precinct. 

(2) phased and succession planting regime of new norfolk island pines across the town centre precinct to be considered.

(3) notable other trees within the town site precinct to be surveyed as part of overall town site survey work and be 
considered as part of future development works.

Shire	of	Esperance/	
GEDC/	ECCI

Landscape	/	
Aboriculturalist

1-2	Yr $5     
Shire	of	
Esperance	/	
R4R

town Centre and Crucible and 
Foreshore Lux Level study

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) lux level calculations in terms of lighting levels anticipated to public open space areas away from main vehicular 
thoroughfares. Determination of perceived safe lighting levels for continued evening use of pos areas.

Shire	of	Esperance/	
GEDC/	ECCI

Lighting	/	Landscape	 1-2	Yr $15     
Shire	of	
Esperance	/	
R4R

Prepare a Parking strategy 
aligned with the vision and 
principles identified in the Town 
Centre Vision and Place Making 
/ Management strategy

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake detailed assessment of existing public and private parking infrastructure.

(2) undertake review of existing planning framework as it relates to parking.

(3) identify current/proposed car parking demand and utilisation.

(4) prepare town centre parking strategy.

(5) seek endorsement of parking strategy by the shire.

Shire	of	Esperance/	
GEDC/	ECCI

Town	Planning	/	
Transport	

1-2	yrs $30     
Shire	of	
Esperance	/	
R4R

Prepare a Movement and 
transport study for town Centre

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) mapping, modelling and analysis of key pedestrian activity, facilities, and priority areas.

(2) identify pedestrian safety and amenity concerns and develop mitigation measures.

(3) mapping and analysis of existing and future on-street and off-street cycling facilities.

(4) mapping and analysis of existing and future public transport routes and services.

(5) Develop road hierarchy with cross section elements and key travel routes.

(6) project future traffic volumes based on anticipated growth and development.

(7) analyse and model performance of key intersections for existing and future condition.

(8) assess demand for commercial vehicle and freight traffic against key corridors.

Shire	of	Esperance/	
GEDC/	ECCI

Transport	/	Acoustic 1-2	yrs $200     
Shire	of	
Esperance	/	
R4R

Undertake a land use 
assessment.

Environmental:

Desktop assessment - contaminated sites, land use buffers for industrial land uses. ($10k - costs need to be 
included within the larger scopes.  For the EPA referral – it assumes that there is minimal clearing of native 
vegetation and/or baseline surveys have been completed).

shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci environmental 1-2 yrs $30

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt 
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM  
(6-10-
15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG 
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Prepare a town Centre 
Implementation Strategy for 
major land uses/strategic 
developments

Community: 

(1) implement an appropriate community engagement program to ensure community input into town planning. ($20-
30k).

Economic:

(1) prepare economic Development strategy.

environmental:

(1) Desktop assessment - contaminated sites and land use buffers for industrial land uses.

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) undertake transport demand / capacity assessment for new land uses.

(2) identify key transport bottlenecks and enabling infrastructure projects.

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake land use needs assessment for major town centre land uses/development. 

(2) identify land tenure and site suitability assessment for future major town centre land uses/development. 

Governance and Leadership: 

(1) identify and establish appropriate planning and land assembly delivery mechanisms.

(2) Develop a strategy for the staged redevelopment of a museum / heritage precinct incorporating the reconfiguration 
/ relocation of the historic cottages.

Shire	of	Esperance/	
GEDC/	ECCI

Town	Planning	/	
Legal	/	Economic	
/	Environmental	/	
Transport	/	Heritage

1-2	yrs $150     
Shire	of	
Esperance	/	
R4R

Prepare and implement 
appropriate planning framework 

Community: 

(1) establish and seek feedback from community reference group. (15k)

Environmental:   

(1) Desktop environmental assessment if required to support epa referral ($30k - costs need to be included within the 
larger scopes.  For the epa referral – it assumes that there is minimal clearing of native vegetation and/or baseline 
surveys have been completed).

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake relevant scheme amendments, prepare planning policies, and design guidelines. ($70k)

Shire	of	Esperance/	
GEDC/	ECCI

Town	Planning	/	
Environmental	

2-3	yrs $115     
Shire	of	
Esperance	/	
R4R

Landscape Design Guidelines - 
town site

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) provision and development of landscape Design guidelines for the townsite encompassing recommended hardscape 
and softscape palettes with regards to future landscape works.

Shire	of	Esperance/	
GEDC/	ECCI

Landscape	 1-2	Yr $20     
Shire	of	
Esperance	/	
R4R
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WoRKeRs ACCoMMoDAtIon CAMP 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt 
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

mEDIUm  (6-
10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LONG (30-
40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Feasibility and Site Selection Community: 

(1) review opportunities with local and broader community. 

(2) conduct workshops.

Environmental:         

(1) Flora and Fauna survey.

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) project future traffic demand and assess possible impacts to adjacent network for candidate sites.

(2) assess connectivity for pedestrians, cyclists, and public transport for candidate sites.

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) undertake Feasibility study which includes provision of facilities / amenities for public use as well as consideration 
for the staged future redevelopment of the camp for alternative land uses (i.e. short stay tourism).

(2) undertake site identification and land assembly and delivery.

shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci

town planning / civil 
/ environmental 
/ community 
/ transport / 
environmental

1-2 yrs $100
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Environmental Investigations 
for Workers Accommodation 
Camp within Middle town

Environmental: 

(1) Flora and Fauna survey.
shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci environmental 1  yr $40

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Gain approvals and undertake 
necessary enabling and 
development guidance 
activities

Environmental:

(1) potentially odour and dust assessments.

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) undertake scheme amendment (if required).

(2) prepare and lodge applications for subdivision with the wapc (if required).

(3) lodgement of development application with the shire.

shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci

town planning / civil / 
environmental 1-2 yrs $100

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Preliminary Site Investigation 
for contamination (depending 
on footprint)

Environmental: 

(1) psi for known contaminated sites ($20k, assuming no significant contamination).

owner of land 
/ Developer 
of workers 
accommodation 
camp.

environmental 1-2 yrs $20
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Landscape Concept / 
Masterplan

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) preparation of an overall landscape masterplan with regards to the workers accommodation and associated 
landscape treatments.

(2) temporary landscape treatments may have to be applied in relation to the specific longevity of the workers 
accommodation compound.

(3) landscape treatments may only be required where the project site interfaces with the main roads / access points.

owner of land 
/ Developer 
of workers 
accommodation 
camp.

landscape 1-3 yr tbc
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Prepare a Traffic Impact 
Assessment

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) existing conditions network assessment.

(2) trip generation for future traffic projection.

(3) traffic modelling of future conditions.

(4) Develop and assess mitigation scenarios.

shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci transport 1-2 yrs $30     

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Construction Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) undertake construction activities (cost tbc).

owner of land 
/ Developer 
of workers 
accommodation 
camp.

civil contractors 2-3 yrs tbc
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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INDUSTRY DEVELOPmENT STUDY (SUPPLY CHAIN STUDY) 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Conduct Industry  Development 
and supply / Value Chains 
study

Economic: 

(1) this will involve the development of industry development plans for identified priority industries (i.e. resources 
development and extraction, transport logistics, agriculture, fishing and aquaculture, tourism and green energy 
production) will require detailed supply and value chain mapping of key existing competitive advantages to provide 
an industry development plan focussing on esperance’s place within these value chains and how the community can 
leverage the economic benefits of strategic project development. these development plans and associated supply 
/ value chain studies will seek to identify existing / future agglomerations of economic activity and infrastructure, 
relationships with existing strategic national and international supply chains, and gaps in existing strategic supply 
chains (to optimise economic activity). will also include:

 - engagement with major industry stakeholders (ranging from local to international) with a focus on future 

trends and drivers 

 - engagement with major public and private infrastructure providers to unlock existing unnecessary capacity 

constraints that may limit development of these industry

 - Dedication of appropriate human and financial resources to achieve above points.

shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci/ rDl

economic 1-2 yrs $200     rDl / r4r

sMALL BUsIness InCUBAtoR HUB 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Conduct Feasibility study Economic:

(1) Determine demand.

(2) explore optimal location scope and configuration.

(3) explore governance options.

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake feasibility study.

(2) undertake site identification and land assembly.

shire of esperance / 
geDc / ecci

economic / town 
planning 1-2yrs $120

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Develop small Business 
Incubator Hub Plan (sBIHP)

Community:

(1) consult with the business community groups, indigenous stakeholders and other key stakeholders and gain input into 
sbihp.   

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) prepare preliminary concept plans.

(2) undertake community consultation to seek feedback on preliminary plans.

(3) Finalise preferred development concept plan.

(4) seek council endorsement of preferred development concept plan.                                              

shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci

community 
engagement / 
economic / town 
planning 

1-2yr $100
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Prepare a Traffic Impact 
Assessment for district 
development

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) existing conditions network assessment.

(2) trip generation for future traffic projection.

(3) traffic modelling of future conditions.

(4) Develop and assess mitigation scenarios.

shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci transport 1-2 yrs $30-50

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Gain approvals and undertake 
necessary enabling and 
development guidance 
activities

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake scheme amendments.

(2) prepare and lodge application for subdivision with the wapc.

(3) prepare planning policies and design guidelines to guide future development outcomes.

(4) lodgement of development applications with the shire.

shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci

town planning / civil / 
environmental 1-2 yrs $100

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Construction Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake construction of hub.
shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ ecci

civil contractors / 
proponents 2-3 yrs tbc

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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mEDICAL CENTRE CO-LOCATED FACILITY 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

shire to advocate for 
need

Community: 

(1) shire to work with local health providers to establish need.

shire of esperance 
/ Department of 
health

nil 1-2 yrs $0

Conduct feasibility study
Economic: 

(1) explore alternative development models and the potential for joint venture development.

(2) Develop financial feasibility analysis.

shire of esperance economic consultant 
/ community 4 yrs $100

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r / private

Gain approvals and 
undertake necessary 
enabling and 
development guidance 
activities

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) lodgement of development application with the shire (including site environmental and traffic).
shire of esperance

town planning / 
architect / civil / 
environmental 

1-2 yrs $50
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r / private

Construction
Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) undertake construction of medical centre (cost tbc).
shire of esperance civil contractors 2-3 yrs tbc

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r / private

CoMMUnItY InFRAstRUCtURe PLAn 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Community 
Infrastructure Plan

Community:

(1) an inception meeting and workshop with a consistent collaborative approach between geDc, shire’s community 
development officer, sporting group representatives, key community group representatives, local indigenous groups, 
youth representatives, key stakeholders and nominated architects / planners to highlight key issues and raise awareness 
within the group of various community infrastructure requirements. 

(2) Formalise the community infrastructure priorities.

(3) nominate and empower a local community leader/representative to represent community requirements.

shire of esperance
community planning / 
landscape / architect 
/ Quantity surveyor

1-2 yrs $100    
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r 

MARKetInG / BRAnDInG esPeRAnCe

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Background Research & 
Visioning

Community:

(1) stakeholder visioning workshop to determine aspirations.

(2) align vision with existing strategic framework.

(3) identify market propositions associated with neighbouring/ competing towns.

(4) Determine strategies for attraction residents businesses and tourists.

(5) align with visions and values of community and environmental groups.

(6) consult business and agricultural leaders to determine comparative, advantages values and benefits in relation to regional 
context.

(7) explore why people choose to reside in esperance, social benefits and associations.

(8) investigate visitor motivations, expectations and perceptions.

(9) consider the intangible brand associations required to develop a strong brand.

shire of esperance brand / marketing 1-2 yrs $30 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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DRAFT
sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 

ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Brand strategy and Key 
Message Development 

Community:

(1) Define clear spatial parameters where the brand will apply.

(2) Determine unique, desirable and defendable elements that underpin the brand.

(3) Develop brand strategy and positioning.

(4) Develop brand logo and creative concept for use in a variety of communication mediums.

Environmental: 

(1) the promotion of environmental assets in the local area. 

shire of esperance brand / marketing 
/ environmental 
tourism

1-2 yrs $80 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Signage and Wayfinding 
strategy

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) identify major trip generators and attractors: activity centres, employment sites, residential areas, tourist spots.

(2) assess major routes for existing travel and potential desire lines for future travel.

(3) identify bottlenecks and missing links.

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) undertake study of entire town in relation to signage and wayfinding placement.

(2) Development of suite of signage and wayfinding that incorporates character of esperance. to be done in conjunction with 
shire and their ideas for streetscape furniture development.

(3) implementation of signage and wayfinding also relates to the overall ‘marketing + branding’ opportunities for the town.

(4) holistic approach to be taken in development of marketing and branding of town in terms of signage and wayfinding  
opportunities.

shire of esperance signage and 
wayfinding / 
landscape / transport

1-2 yrs $50 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Recreation/Environment 
Co-ordination and 
management

Community: 

(1) meeting with local recreation groups/users/tourism operators who use the natural areas of esperance (fishing, 4wd, 
kayak etc..) and the regulators and ngo (Dec, soe, nrm) to discuss issues within the natural recreation areas around 
town (national parks, nature reserves, coastline, etc) with a view to establishing a local working group to work through 
issues.

shire communication 1-2 yrs $30 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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DRAFT
WAste MAnAGeMent 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Post closure planning 
and management for 
Wylie Bay

Environmental:                        

(1) post closure planning

(2) sampling and analysis plan

(3) groundwater study

(4) post closure management, including monitoring and remediation and assessment of ongoing costs.

shire of esperance environmental / 
waste management 

1-5 yrs $300 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Gain approvals and 
undertake necessary 
enabling mechanisms 
for lined waste cell at 
Wylie Bay

Environmental: 

(1) undertake works approval process and planning.

shire of esperance environmental / 
waste management 

1 yr $150 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Construction activities 
for new lined waste cell 
at Wylie Bay

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) construction of a new lined waste cell – (based on construction of 2 lined waste cells to last 10 years).

shire of esperance civil construction 
contractor

2 yr $1,250 5 to 6 yrs $1,250   shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Site selection and 
feasibility for new 
landfill facility

Environmental:

(1) assessment of future waste requirements (including post closure planning).

(2) site selection for new landfill.

(3) Design and cost estimates for new facility.

(4) providing an outline of the future management requirements and approvals.

shire of esperance town planning / 
environmental / 
waste management

1-3 yrs $200 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Gain approvals and 
undertake necessary 
enabling mechanisms 
for new landfill facility

Environmental:

(1) undertake works and environmental approval for new landfill facility (site specific waste management plan).

Infrastructure and Transport: 

(1) purchase of land (100 ha).

shire of esperance environmental / 
waste management

3-5 yrs $300 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Construction of a new 
waste facility

Infrastructure and Transport: 

(1) Detailed Design of stage 1 (year 5).

(2) capital cost based upon wylie bay landfill review and Future strategy (5 to 10 years).

shire of esperance civil construction 
contractor

5 yrs $300 5-10 yrs $6,000 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

enteRPRIse UnIt FeAsIBILItY 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

explore scope for 
enterprise development 
business unit

Economic: 

(1) conduct a feasibility study in to the join funding and operations of an enterprise business unit. this unit would be responsible for 
undertaking feasibility analyses of a broad range of commercial projects or projects that require some form of investment support 
to be realised and which would be to the benefit of the town. it would also, in theory, have the capacity to rate and rank the 
viability of commercial and enabling projects and have the capacity to enter into joint venture development arrangements with 
project proponents where it is considered appropriate and prudent.             

Governance and Leadership: 

(1) Direct implications for governance and resourcing model.

geDc / rDl / shire economic 4 yr $100 shire of esperance 
/ r4r
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DRAFT
HoUsInG AFFoRDABILItY stUDY 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Devise a strategy to 
increase provision of 
availability of affordable 
housing for indigenous 
groups and respite 
accommodation for 
mentally ill, aged and 
disabled groups

Community: 

(1) an inception meeting and workshop and consistent collaborative approach with geDc, shire, local indigenous groups, 
youth representatives, mental health (respite care) representatives, Dept. of housing and key stakeholders and 
planners to formalise an understanding  of requirement for housing.                  

(2) conduct demographic and research analysis to ascertain current and future requirements.

shire of esperance town planning / 
community planning 

1 yr $50 shire of 
esperance 
/ r4r / 
landcorp

Conduct property 
market depth analysis 
study

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) accessibility assessment in order to select sites which make best use of existing transport infrastructure.

Economic: 

(1) explore the demographic demand for accommodation by type and price point and the relative affordability for 
different income quintiles. this should also inform lot optimal lot release programs by agencies such as landcorp and 
provide direction to the shire in terms of its approvals process for development applications.

landcorp / shire of 
esperance

economic / property / 
transport

0-1 yr $40 - $50 shire of 
esperance 
/ r4r / 
landcorp

VteC CAMPUs UPGRADes 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

VteC to undertake 
planning study to 
establish need for 
additional facilities, 
needs and courses.

Community: 

(1) vtec to initiate needs assessments, consultations in community and with stakeholders, and to develop expansion 
plans.

shire of esperance / 
curtin vtec

community planning 2-3yrs tbc shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

seWeR InFILL PRoGRAMMe 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

system Capacity Analysis 
and Agency Consultation

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) land use and planning analysis to determine system capacity.

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) liaise with the water corporation during the preliminaries to works phase and for timely programming of the works.

(2) advocate for the prioritisation of sewerage infrastructure to enable development of land.

shire of esperance civil 1-2yrs $100 shire of 
esperance / r4r

Amendments to 
planning framework 
to facilitate infill 
development 

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake relevant scheme amendments.

(2) prepare planning policies and design guidelines to guide future development outcomes.

shire of esperance town planning 1-2yrs $60 shire of 
esperance / r4r
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DRAFT
DesALInAtIon 

scope

ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes
responsibility specialist input 

required
timeframe for Delivery / estimated cost

short  
(0-5yr)

cost 
($,000)

medium   
(6-10-15yr)

cost 
($,000)

long  
(30-40yr)

cost 
($,000)

Funding 
source

Feasibility and site 
identification for the 
future construction of 
a desalination plant to 
service esperance and 
the broader Goldfields 
region

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) undertake review of existing planning for a desalination plant in esperance, consultation with the water corporation and 
identification of a suitable site.

(2) undertake feasibility study and analysis.

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake site identification and land assembly.

shire of esperance town planning / 
civil engineering 
/  community 
consultation / 
environmental / 
economic 

1-2 years $200 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r / water 
corporation

Gain approvals and 
undertake necessary 
enabling and 
development guidance 
activities

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake scheme amendment.

shire of esperance town planning / civil / 
environmental 

1-2 yrs $30 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r / water 
corporation

Construction
Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) undertake construction of desalination plan (cost tbc).

shire of esperance civil contractors 10-15 yrs tbc shire of 
esperance / 
r4r / water 
corporation

GsG AnD InDooR sPoRts stADIUM 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Conduct technical and 
financial feasibility 
study

Economic: 

(1) based on usage patterns and take-up rates, determine the financial feasibility of the project and its implications for shire 
ownership and management of the facility.

shire of esperance

community / 
economic / Design / 
Quantity surveying / 
engineering

3-5 yrs $150
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Prepare a Traffic 
and Parking Impact 
Assessment

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) existing conditions network assessment.

(2) trip generation for future traffic projection.

(3) traffic and parking modelling of future conditions.

(4) Develop and assess mitigation scenarios.

shire of esperance transport 1-2 yrs $30
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

GsG Masterplan Review Community:  

(1) an inception meeting and workshop with a consistent collaborative approach with geDc, shire, and all sporting and 
community groups, youth, mental health and indigenous user groups to formalise the issues with moving forward with gsg.

(2) external representative to consult with sporting groups and negotiate best outcome.

(3) revise gsg masterplan in accordance with overall community consultation outcome.

(4) undertake feasibility study on basis of revised masterplan to establish business case and funding options for revised plan. 
management plan and attract funding. 

shire of esperance

community 
consultation / town 
planning / urban 
Design 

2-3yr $150-200
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Design and Construction Community:  

(1) Develop design brief and oversee design process.

(2) handover to shire to oversee building process.

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) undertake construction of gsg and indoor sports stadium (cost tbc)

shire of esperance community 
Development 2-3yrs $100

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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DRAFT
BAnDY CReeK LoCAL stRUCtURe PLAnnInG 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Bandy Creek Re-
Visioning (including 
Flinders)

Community:

(1) an inception meeting and workshop with a consistent collaborative approach with geDc, soe, port authority, local 
indigenous groups, youth representatives, key community groups and stakeholders and planner to formalise a clear vision 
for the land. (15k)

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake enquiry by design/charrette process with the shire, government agencies, major stakeholders to ascertain 
desired future vision, land use and development for the bandy creek and Flinders precincts.

(2) Develop project vision document for the precincts.

(3) seek endorsement of vision document by the shire, government agencies and major stakeholders.        

shire of esperance town planning / traffic 
/ environmental / 
landscape / civil 
/ key landowners 
/ relevant agency 
stakeholders

3-5 yrs $65 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Aboriginal Heritage 
Investigations to 
determine heritage 
values of Bandy Creek

Environmental:  

(1) undertake aboriginal heritage assessment.

shire of esperance heritage 5 yrs + $40 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

tree survey Assessment 
/ Bandy Creek site

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) monitor and observe existing health of trees within current bandy creek development site. 

(2) consideration of trees in relation to proposed extension works to the bandy creek development site. 

(3) investigate any heritage listing associated with notable trees within the project site.

shire of esperance landscape / 
aboriculturalist

1-2 yrs $5 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Movement and 
transport Report

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) mapping, modelling and analysis of key pedestrian activity, facilities, and priority areas.

(2) identify pedestrian safety and amenity concerns and develop mitigation measures.

(3) mapping and analysis of existing and future on-street and off-street cycling facilities.

(4) mapping and analysis of existing and future public transport routes and services.

(5) Develop road hierarchy with cross section elements and key travel routes.

(6) project future traffic volumes based on anticipated growth and development.

(7) analyse and model performance of key intersections for existing and future condition.

(8) assess demand for commercial vehicle and freight traffic against key corridors.

(9) mapping and analysis of existing and future demand, supply, and cost of parking. 

shire of esperance transport 1-2 yrs $50 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Coastal Foreshore 
Management Plan 
(including setback 
assessment)

Environmental: 

(1) as per bandy creek Dsp.

shire of esperance 
/ wapc

coastal engineering 5 yrs + $40 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Bandy Creek Concept 
Local structure Plan

Environmental: Flood Study for Bandy Creek ($80K) 

(1) Flora and vegetation survey. 

(2) Fauna survey.

(3) Desktop assessment. ($80k)

(4) local water management strategy. ($50k)

(5) acid sulfate soils assessment and management plan. as per bandy creek Dsp.

(6) Desktop assessment, site visit, limited sampling. ($40k)

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) Finalise movement and transport report.

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) prepare preliminary development concept plans.

(2) undertake consultation with government agencies and key stakeholders to seek feedback on preliminary plans.

(3) Finalise preferred development concept plan.

(4) prepare local structure plan.

(5) Finalise and lodge local structure plan for approval by the shire and wapc. 

shire of esperance town planning 
/ transport / 
environmental / 
landscape / civil 
/ key landowners 
/ relevant agency 
stakeholders

6-8 yrs $300 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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DRAFT
sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 

ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Landscape Concept 
Masterplan

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) consider key transport links to and from middletown

(2) consider linkages within middletown

(3) provide advice on streetscape and linkages design. account should be given to all modes of transport.

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) preparation of an overall landscape masterplan with regards to the proposed development of bandy creek and associated 
landscape treatments.                                               

(2) particular reference to be made with regards to project sites interface with surrounding streetscapes and linkages. 

(3) interface in particular with Foreshore area and coastal road is of particular importance in terms of attracting visitors / 
residents in using the proposed future facilities.

shire of esperance landscape / transport tbc tbc shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Detailed Design and 
Implementation

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake relevant scheme amendments;

(2) prepare and lodge applications for subdivision with the wapc;

(3) prepare planning policies and design guidelines to guide future development outcomes;

(4) lodgement of development applications with the shire.

Governance and Leadership:

(1) identify and establish appropriate land assembly delivery mechanisms.

shire of esperance town planning / legal 
/ key landowners

8 - 10 yrs $300 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

GReen tRAVeL FeAsIBILItY stUDY / stReetsCAPe ReJUVenAtIon 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-
15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-
40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Cycle network strategy / 
Masterplan

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) identify major trip generators and attractors: activity centres, employment sites, residential areas, tourist spots.

(2) assess major routes for existing travel and potential desire lines for future travel.

(3) identify bottlenecks and missing links.

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) Development of cycle network in consideration to entire town site to be developed in conjunction with transport consultant.                                             

(2) proposals to be referenced with landscape masterplan developments across town site in terms of providing an integrated 
network

 (3) eco tourism and cycle hire opportunities to be considered as part of overall cycle strategy.                                     

(4) interface with pedestrian footpath network where dual use footpaths are proposed across the town site.                                             

(5) linking of national parks that are located either side of the town site with cycle / bike trails as part of the eco-tourism 
initiatives

(6) categorisation of street typologies across town site in terms of development of cycle network.

(7) cycle network masterplan to consider and allow for the future expansion and phased development of the town site as 
appropriate.

(8) typical street sections and design proposals in relation to implementation of cycle network masterplan.

shire of esperance transport / landscape / 
town planning

1-3 yrs $100     shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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DRAFT
sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 

ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-
15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-
40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Undertake a Community 
Bike share Feasibility 
study

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) identify key residential areas, employment nodes, and activity centres to assess potential desire lines.

(2) review existing data and literature on journey to work data and conduct additional survey if necessary.

(3) Develop options for number and placement of cycle pods.

(4) estimate costs for different types and sizes of systems.

(5) assess options for fees and funding through other sources.

(6) undertake cost/benefit analysis considering tie-in to other public health and community initiatives.

shire of esperance transport 1-2 yrs $40     shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Undertake a Community 
Car share Feasibility 
study

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) identify key residential areas, employment nodes, and activity centres to assess potential desire lines.

(2) review existing data and literature on journey to work data and conduct additional survey if necessary.

(3) Develop options for number and placement of share vehicles.

(4) estimate costs for different low-emission vehicle types and synergies with alternative green energy initiatives.

(5) assess options for fees and funding through other sources.

(6) undertake cost/benefit analysis considering potential tie-ins with other economic and community initiatives.

shire of esperance transport 1-2 yrs $40     shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Undertake a Public 
transport and Paratransit 
Feasibility study

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) identify key residential areas, employment nodes, and activity centres to assess potential desire lines.

(2) review existing data and literature on journey to work data and conduct additional survey if necessary.

(3) assess options for system and vehicle type, including community shuttles and paratransit. investigate pilot scheme during 
peak tourist season. 

(4) estimate costs for different types and sizes of systems.

(5) assess options for fares and funding through other sources.

(6) undertake cost/benefit analysis considering tie-in to other economic and community initiatives.

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) liaise with traffic engineers, public transport consultants, and pedestrian modelling consultants with regards to provision of 
a strategic planning framework for public transport.                                      

(2) identification as part of study as to how and where the different types of transport modes interface, relate and function.                                                 

(3) input required with landscape architect’s in relation to design development of bus stop shelters and associated public 
transport infrastructure. thus ensuring that furniture suite developed for esperance appears with a common design the
me.                                       

(4) consideration to the future expansion and phased development of the town in relation to the public transport strategy.

shire of esperance transport 1-3 yrs $60-80     
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Develop Comprehensive 
street Hierarchy and 
Management Framework

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) assess regional road hierarchy based on current main roads and wapc schemes and standards.

(2) Develop street typology types and cross sections including provisions for transport, stormwater, utilities, landscape, 
adjacent development activity and public open space.

(3) Develop typology overlay to guide transport network and public realm improvements.

(4) investigate changes to planning framework to facilitate innovation in provision of transport facilities, stormwater systems, 
and utilities.

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) Development of a street hierarchy across esperance with regards to future landscape design as part of a streetscape 
rejuvenation program.                                       

(2) streetscape hierarchy categorisation will also take into account the proposed strategic thinking with regards to green travel 
feasibility study findings.                 

(3) landscape Design guidelines to be developed in response to the various street typologies in existence following the 
categorisation process.                                 

(4) provision of softscape, hardscape and furniture palettes with regards different streetscapes identified.                                             

(5) landscape Design guidelines to be used as a governance tool in terms of steering future developments.                                        

(6) considerations where streetscape landscape design interfaces with the different town site projects. ensure that design 
conflicts do not occur.

shire of esperance / 
main roads wa

transport, town planning, 
landscape, urban Design, 
civil engineering 

1-3 yrs $100
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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DRAFT
sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 

ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-
15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-
40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Car Parking Provision 
/ on street Parking 
Provision study

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) Development of a study in relation to all existing parking provisions within the town as well as anticipated future 
requirements.

(2) Design options in relation to on street parking provision including integration with landscaping blocks and large canopy 
shade trees

(3) potential relocation of certain car parks dependant upon study results.

(4) redesign and rationalisation of parking provision along foreshore and town site areas.  

shire of esperance transport / landscape 1-2 yrs $100     
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

overall tree survey to 
town site and norfolk 
Island Pines survey

Built Form and Public Realm:                    

(1) monitor and observe existing health of norfolk island pines across entire town site area.

(2) phased and succession planting regime of new norfolk island pines across the town site to be considered.                                                    
(3) notable other trees within the town site precinct to be surveyed as part of overall town site survey work and be 
considered as part of future development works.

shire of esperance landscape / 
aboriculturalist 1-2 yrs $15     

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Major street Upgrades Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) key vehicular routes / thoroughfares into the town will have a street upgrade program implemented.

built Form and public realm:

(1) links to street hierarchy and management Framework definition and associated landscape treatments as part of overall 
townscape streetscape improvements.

(2) Definitive entry statements to town boundary created giving the visitor a gateway and entry point to the town of esperance.

shire of esperance / 
main roads wa

civil engineer / civil 
contractors tbc tbc     

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Alternative / Green Energy 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-
15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-
40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Background Research & 
Position Paper

Economic:

(1) undertake background research and prepare a position paper to determine potential for alternative energy 
generation and distribution schemes to service esperance and the broader regional area.

geDc / shire of 
esperance/ green 
energy council

economic / civil 1-2 yrs $50 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

explore technical and 
commercial feasibility of 
decentralised versus centralised 
alternative energy generation 
and distribution

Economic: 
(1) undertake a feasibility analysis and study of the viability for the provision of alternative sources of energy generation 

and distribution.

(2) Develop a project scope and implementation plan for the development of alternative energy sources.

shire of esperance/ 
geDc/ state 
agencies

economic / civil / Quantity 
surveyor 

1-5 yrs $100 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Investigate feasibility of 
Renewable energy Projects

(1) investigate the potential for port expansion to be powered by renewable sources
geDc/ horizon 
power / 

esperance port 
south coast 

nrm

power

civil

1-2yrs 80 geDc/
horizon 
power

to be 
investigated

 further post 
march 2012

 (2) investigate potential for esperance to become a ‘carbon neutral’ town
5ys 40

 (3) investigate feasibility of expanding supply of wind power generation to esperance 2-5yrs 40

 (4) investigate and encourage other renewable sources of alternative energy development including geo-thermal and 
wave power generation

2-5yrs 40

 (5) support the marketing and branding of esperance as a town available for pilot renewable energy projects. 2-5yrs 30
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MIDDLetoWn PReCInCt PLAnnInG 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Middletown Visioning Community:

(1) implement an appropriate community engagement program to ensure community input into town planning. implement 
a community development planning process to address social planning requirements.

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) undertake enquiry by design/charrette process with the shire, government agencies, major stakeholders and the local 
community to ascertain desired future vision, land use and development for the ‘middletown precinct’. 

(2) Develop middletown vision document for the precinct.

(3) seek endorsement of middletown vision document by the shire, government agencies and major stakeholders.

shire of esperance town planning 
/ transport / 
environmental / 
landscape / civil 
/ key landowners 
/ relevant agency 
stakeholders

2-5 yrs $80 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Industry Relocation 
Feasibility strategy

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) undertake landowner consultation to determine land use needs and requirements.

(2) undertake land use assessment and capability study for alternative sites as required. ($50k)

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) undertake a study to identify short term measures and opportunities for relocation of existing civil infrastructure along 
the foreshore. ($25k)

shire of esperance town planning 
/ transport / 
environmental / 
landscape / civil 
/ key landowners 
/ relevant agency 
stakeholders

2-5 yrs $75 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Interim Foreshore Land-
use Reconfiguration and 
Development

Environmental:                           

(1) Flora and vegetation survey. 

(2) Fauna survey.

(3) Desktop assessment. ($80k)

(4) potentially odour and dust assessments. $60 (Dust) $40 (odour)

(5) local water management strategy (50k)

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) prepare preliminary development concept plans for interim land use and development.

(2) undertake community consultation to seek feedback on preliminary plans.

(3) Finalise preferred development concept plan.

(4) seek council endorsement of preferred development concept plan.

(5) undertake scheme amendments.

(6) prepare and lodge applications for subdivision with the wapc.

(7) prepare planning policies and design guidelines to guide future development outcomes.

(8) prepare and lodge development applications with the shire. 

Governance and Leadership: 

(1) identify and establish appropriate land assembly delivery mechanisms.

shire of esperance town planning 
/ transport / 
environmental / 
landscape / civil 
/ key landowners 
/ relevant agency 
stakeholders

2-5 yrs $480 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Preliminary site 
Investigation for 
contamination 
(depending on 
footprint)

Environmental: 

(1) undertake preliminary site investigation for contamination.

shire of esperance / 
private

environmental 6-10 yrs $80 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

tree survey Assessment 
/ Middletown 
Development site

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) monitor and observe existing health of trees within proposed middletown precinct.

(2) consideration of trees in relation to proposed development of middletown precinct.

(3) carry out a ‘walkover’ of the site in terms of where anticipated development / disturbance to the site will occur and 
select trees for retention as and where required.

shire of esperance landscape / 
aboriculturalist

6-10 yrs $15 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 

ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Middletown Master 
Planning

Environmental: 

if environmental investigations are not undertaken as part of the above - they will need to be undertake as part of master 
planning.                  

(1) Flora and vegetation survey. 

(2) Fauna survey.                          

(3) Desktop assessment. ($80k)

(4) potentially odour and dust assessments. $60 (Dust) $40 (odour)

Built Form and Public Realm: 

(1) prepare preliminary master plans for the middletown precinct.

(2) undertake community consultation to seek feedback on preliminary plans.

(3) Finalise preferred master plan.

(4) seek council endorsement of preferred master plan.

(5) prepare local structure plan.

(6) Finalise and lodge local structure plan for approval by the shire and wapc. 

shire of esperance town planning 
/ transport / 
environmental / 
landscape / civil 
/ key landowners 
/ relevant agency 
stakeholders

6-10 yrs $500 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Movement and 
transport Report

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) mapping, modelling and analysis of key pedestrian activity, facilities, and priority areas.

(2) identify pedestrian safety and amenity concerns and develop mitigation measures.

(3) mapping and analysis of existing and future on-street and off-street cycling facilities.

(4) mapping and analysis of existing and future public transport routes and services.

(5) Develop road hierarchy with cross section elements and key travel routes.

(6) project future traffic volumes based on anticipated growth and development.

(7) analyse and model performance of key intersections for existing and future condition.

(8) assess demand for commercial vehicle and freight traffic against key corridors.

(9) mapping and analysis of existing and future demand, supply, and cost of parking.

shire of esperance transport 1-2 yrs $50 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Landscape Concept 
Masterplan

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) consider key transport links to and from middletown.

(2) consider linkages within middletown.

(3) provide advice on streetscape and linkages design. account should be given to all modes of transport.

Built Form and Public Realm:

(1) preparation of an overall landscape masterplan with regards to the proposed development of middletown precinct and 
associated landscape treatments.

(2) particular reference to be made with regards to project sites interface with surrounding streetscapes and linkages.  

(3) interface in particular with Foreshore area and coastal road is of particular importance in terms of attracting visitors / 
residents in using the proposed future facilities.

shire of esperance / 
private

environmental / 
landscape

tbc tbc shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

Detailed Design and 
Implementation

environmental: 

(1) each scheme amendment may require documentation for epa ($10 k to $20k) per referral, each lsp will require a local 
water management plan ($50k) and urban water management plans ($30k).

built Form and public realm:

(1) undertake relevant scheme amendments.

(2) prepare and lodge applications for subdivision with the wapc.

(3) prepare planning policies and design guidelines to guide future development outcomes.

(4) prepare and lodge development applications with the shire. 

governance and leadership: 

(1) identify and establish appropriate land assembly delivery mechanisms.

shire of esperance / 
private

town planning 
/ transport / 
environmental / 
landscape / civil 
/ key landowners 
/ relevant agency 
stakeholders

10-15 yrs $300 shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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MIGRAtIon InCentIVe sCHeMe 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Background Research Economic:

(1) undertake research to determine potential to attract migrants into the esperance workforce and community.

(2) liaise with shire of esperance, goldfields-esperance Development commission, esperance chamber of commerce and 
industry, and local community groups to determine employment opportunities and incentive schemes.

geDc / shire of 
esperance economic 1-2 yrs $45

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

strategy and Programme 
Development

Economic:

(1) Develop strategies and programmes to facilitate the integration of migrants into the esperance workforce and 
community.

geDc / shire of 
esperance economic 3-4 yrs tbc

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

CRUIse sHIPs 

sCoPe ReLeVAnt stRAteGIes ResPonsIBILItY sPeCIALIst InPUt 
ReQUIReD

tIMeFRAMe FoR DeLIVeRY / estIMAteD Cost

sHoRt  
(0-5YR)

Cost 
($,000)

MeDIUM   
(6-10-15YR)

Cost 
($,000)

LonG  
(30-40YR)

Cost 
($,000)

FUnDInG 
soURCe

Prepare a Traffic Impact 
Assessment (tIA) for 
new terminal facilities

Infrastructure and Transport:

(1) existing conditions network assessment.

(2) trip generation for future traffic projection.

(3) traffic modelling of future conditions.

(4) Develop and assess mitigation scenarios.

geDc / shire of 
esperance transport 1-2 yrs $30

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

enabling Infrastructure  
study

Economic: 

(1) investigate cruise ship servicing infrastructure capacity and determine infrastructure servicing requirements. 

(2) Develop enabling infrastructure feasibility study.

geDc / shire of 
esperance

economic / 
community / 
engineering

tbc $100
shire of 
esperance / 
r4r

tourism infrastructure 
and accommodation 
strategy

Infrastructure: 

(1) prepare tourism infrastructure and accommodation strategy to identify tourism and business development opportunities.
geDc / shire of 
esperance tourism tbc tbc

shire of 
esperance / 
r4r
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5.2 DeLIVeRY stAGInG AnD tHResHoLDs 

the implementation schedule in the previous section identifies indicative timing for various strategies, projects or programs that 
are required to achieve the aspirational population growth of 29,000 over the next 30 to 40 years.

inherent in the project timing is an understanding that key projects and strategies will need to be staged in order to achieve the 
population milestones as outlined below.  

sCenARIo 2016 2021 2026 2031 2036+

PoPULAtIon tRAJeCtoRY 
(CONCEPTUAL – BASED ON 
POPULATION OF 14,500 AS AT 2011)

17,400 20,300 23,200 26,100 29,000

stRAteGIC eMPLoYMent
580 1,104 1,573 1,986 2,622

PoPULAtIon DRIVen eMPLoYMent
434 817 1,148 1,429 1,914

totAL eMPLoYMent
1,014 1,921 2,721 3,415 4,536

to assist, an indicative staging plan for key projects (only) has been developed for the first 15 years of the project timeframe.  
given the long project timeframe of 30 years the growth plan proposes a reasonable degree of rigour for no longer than 15 
years.  upon which it is assumed comprehensive review will occur.

principles for staging should be:

 » there is a balanced approach towards the staging of strategy and capital works projects across esperance; and

 » that enabler projects, such as infrastructure or strategies are in place to facilitate employment and urban growth.

attached is a staging table (refer to table 37), which identifies key projects that are staged up until 2026. the table breaks down 
the first four (4) years, given the intensity of works and activities needed to kick-start the overall project
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Table 35 -  esperance supertowns aspirational growth staging plan 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2021 2026

Population 14,500 - - - 17,400 20,300 23,200

Net new Population Driven Jobs required -  580  1,104  1,573 

Net new Strategic Jobs required -  434  817  1,148 

Total net new Jobs required -  1,014  1,921  2,721 

Convenience Retail (m²) 14,198 17,038 25,327 28,945

Comparison Retail (m²) 15,569 18,683 31,059 35,496

Commercial / Office (m²) 6,426 7,712 13,946 15,938

PRIoRtY PRoJeCts

esperance Waterfront Project  - undertake an assessment of 
reclaiming land area from port 
authority and relocating fuel lines

 - Foreshore landscape masterplan / 
concept Design

 - stage 1a - sea wall, 

 - restoration and protection works 
(north of james street)

 - coastal vulnerability strategy

 - investigate pos & pathway lighting 
along Foreshore

 - existing norfolk island pine 
assessment / tree survey

 - prepare a public art / sculpture plan 
+ indigenous interpretive signage 
plan

 - stage 1b - the esplanade promenade 
(landscape package)

 - stage 2a - headland sea wall, stage 
4 - jetty refurbishment & stage 5 - 
commercial Development

 - stage 2b - tanker jetty + arts centre 
node & stage 3 james street precinct 
(landscape packages)

Town Centre Revitalisation Planning Project  - town centre vision and master plan

 - town centre and Foreshore 
landscape masterplan / concept 
Design

 - existing norfolk island pine 
assessment / town centre area

 - town centre and crucible and 
Foreshore lux level study

 - prepare a parking strategy aligned 
with the vision and principles 
identified in the town centre vision 
and place making / management 
strategy

 - prepare a movement and transport 
study for town centre

 - undertake a land use assessment.

 - prepare a town centre 
implementation strategy for major 
land uses/ strategic developments

 - prepare and implement appropriate 
planning framework

 - landscape Design guidelines - town 
site

Workers Accommodation Village  - Feasibility and site selection

 - environmental investigations for 
workers accommodation camp 
within middle town

 - gain approvals and undertake 
necessary enabling and development 
guidance activities

 - preliminary site investigation for 
contamination (depending on 
footprint)

 - landscape concept / masterplan

 - prepare a traffic impact assessment

 - construction

economic Development strategy including 
Industry Development (supply Chain) study

 - conduct industry  Development and 
supply / value chains study

DRAFT
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Table 35 -  esperance supertowns aspirational growth staging plan 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2021 2026

Population 14,500 - - - 17,400 20,300 23,200

Net new Population Driven Jobs required -  580  1,104  1,573 

Net new Strategic Jobs required -  434  817  1,148 

Total net new Jobs required -  1,014  1,921  2,721 

Convenience Retail (m²) 14,198 17,038 25,327 28,945

Comparison Retail (m²) 15,569 18,683 31,059 35,496

Commercial / Office (m²) 6,426 7,712 13,946 15,938

PRIoRtY PRoJeCts

esperance Waterfront Project  - undertake an assessment of 
reclaiming land area from port 
authority and relocating fuel lines

 - Foreshore landscape masterplan / 
concept Design

 - stage 1a - sea wall, 

 - restoration and protection works 
(north of james street)

 - coastal vulnerability strategy

 - investigate pos & pathway lighting 
along Foreshore

 - existing norfolk island pine 
assessment / tree survey

 - prepare a public art / sculpture plan 
+ indigenous interpretive signage 
plan

 - stage 1b - the esplanade promenade 
(landscape package)

 - stage 2a - headland sea wall, stage 
4 - jetty refurbishment & stage 5 - 
commercial Development

 - stage 2b - tanker jetty + arts centre 
node & stage 3 james street precinct 
(landscape packages)

Town Centre Revitalisation Planning Project  - town centre vision and master plan

 - town centre and Foreshore 
landscape masterplan / concept 
Design

 - existing norfolk island pine 
assessment / town centre area

 - town centre and crucible and 
Foreshore lux level study

 - prepare a parking strategy aligned 
with the vision and principles 
identified in the town centre vision 
and place making / management 
strategy

 - prepare a movement and transport 
study for town centre

 - undertake a land use assessment.

 - prepare a town centre 
implementation strategy for major 
land uses/ strategic developments

 - prepare and implement appropriate 
planning framework

 - landscape Design guidelines - town 
site

Workers Accommodation Village  - Feasibility and site selection

 - environmental investigations for 
workers accommodation camp 
within middle town

 - gain approvals and undertake 
necessary enabling and development 
guidance activities

 - preliminary site investigation for 
contamination (depending on 
footprint)

 - landscape concept / masterplan

 - prepare a traffic impact assessment

 - construction

economic Development strategy including 
Industry Development (supply Chain) study

 - conduct industry  Development and 
supply / value chains study

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2021 2026

KeY PRoJeCts

small Business Incubator Hub  - conduct Feasibility study

 - Develop small business incubator 
hub plan (sbihp)

 - prepare a traffic impact assessment 
for district development

 - gain approvals and undertake 
necessary enabling and development 
guidance activities

 - construction

medical Centre Co-located Facility  - shire to advocate for need

 - conduct feasibility study

 - gain approvals and undertake 
necessary enabling and development 
guidance activities

 - construction

Community Infrastructure Plan  - community infrastructure plan

marketing / Branding Esperance  - background research & visioning  - brand strategy and key message 
Development 

 - signage and wayfinding strategy

 - recreation/ environment co-
ordination and management

Waste Management  - gain approvals and undertake 
necessary enabling mechanisms for 
lined waste cell at wylie bay

 - post closure planning and 
management for wylie bay

 - construction activities for new lined 
waste cell at wylie bay

 - site selection and 
feasibility for new 
landfill facility

 - gain approvals 
and undertake 
necessary 
enabling 
mechanisms 
for new landfill 
facility

 - construction of a 
new  waste facility

enterprise Unit Feasibility  - explore scope for enterprise 
development business unit

Affordable Housing Study  - Devise a strategy to increase 
provision of availability of affordable 
housing for indigenous groups and 
respite accommodation for mentally 
ill, aged and disabled groups

 - conduct property market depth 
analysis study

vteC Campus Upgrades  - vtec to undertake planning study 
to establish need for additional 
facilities, needs and courses.

Sewer Infill Programme  - advocate for the prioritisation of 
sewerage infrastructure to enable 
development of land.

 - system capacity analysis and agency 
consultation

 - amendments to planning framework 
to facilitate infill development

Desalination  - Feasibility and site identification 
for the future construction of 
a desalination plant to service 
esperance and the broader goldfields 
region

 -

 -

 - gain approvals 
and undertake 
necessary 
enabling and 
development 
guidance activities

 - construction

GsG and Indoor sports stadium  - conduct technical and financial 
feasibility study

 - prepare a traffic and parking impact 
assessment

 - gsg masterplan review

 - Design and construction 

DRAFT
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2021 2026

Bandy Creek Local structure Planning  - bandy creek re-visioning (including 
Flinders)

 - aboriginal 
heritage 
investigations 
to determine 
heritage values of 
bandy creek

 - tree survey 
assessment / 
bandy creek site

 - movement and 
transport report

 - coastal Foreshore 
management plan 
(including setback 
assessment)

 - bandy creek 
concept local 
structure plan

 - landscape 
concept 
masterplan

 - Detailed 
Design and 
implementation

Green travel Feasibility study / streetscape 
Rejuvenation

 - cycle network 
strategy / 
masterplan

 - undertake a 
community bike 
share Feasibility 
study

 - undertake a 
community car 
share Feasibility 
study

 - undertake a 
public transport 
and paratransit 
Feasibility study

 - Develop 
comprehensive 
street hierarchy 
and management 
Framework

 - car parking 
provision / on 
street parking 
provision study

 - overall tree 
survey to town 
site and norfolk 
island pines 
survey

 - major street 
upgrades

Alternative Green Energy  - undertake a community bike share 
feasibility study

 - undertake a community car share 
feasibility study

 - undertake a public transport and 
paratransit feasibility study

 - Develop comprehensive street 
management Framework

 - cycle network strategy / masterplan

 - landscape street hierarchy 
Development / Definition

 - public transport / network study

 - car parking provision / on street 
parking provision study

 - overall tree survey to town site and 
norfolk island pines survey

 - major street 
upgrades

DRAFT
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2021 2026

Middletown Planning  - middletown visioning

 - industry relocation Feasibility 
strategy

 - interim Foreshore 
land-use 
reconfiguration 
and Development

 -

 - preliminary site 
investigation for 
contamination 
(depending on 
footprint)

 - tree survey 
assessment / 
middletown 
Development site

 - middletown 
master planning

 - movement and 
transport report

 - landscape 
concept 
masterplan

 - Detailed 
Design and 
implementation

migration Incentive Scheme  - background research  - strategy and programme 
Development

Cruise ships  - prepare a tourism planning strategy 
(to address infrastructure and 
accommodation) 

 - prepare a traffic impact assessment 
(tia) for new terminal facilities

 - enabling infrastructure studyDRAFT
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5.2.1 MonItoRInG & ReVIeW

critical to the ongoing implementation process is the need to monitor and review how the various 
programs and projects are both performing and being implemented.  

it is proposed that a cyclic review be undertaken on a regular basis (i.e. annually) to monitor the 
progress of each project, strategy or program against the indicative staging plan.

the review should include assessment against not only the goals and objectives, but also the 
project scope developed for each project.  it is assumed that each project scope will embed into its 
documentation the goals and objectives.

it is proposed that through the recommended governance structure that a sub-committee of the 
esperance supertowns working group undertake the review process.

the following table (table 37) establishes targets to be met to address the aspirational goals and 
objectives and then identifies appropriate indicators to measure the success in meeting the set 
targets. this will allow the progress and relative success in implementing the growth plan to be 
monitored over time.

the indicators identified may also be reviewed over time, to determine the relevance and level of 
detail required to monitor the level of success in implementing the growth plan.
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Table 36 - proposed indicators to measure achievement of aspirational goals and objectives

community

a creative, caring and supportive community that 
fosters a ‘sense of belonging and motivates all through 
its positive ‘can do’ attitude.

c1. Foster, support and encourage the development of a vibrant, 
self-sufficient and caring community. 

esperance waterfront project – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. increase in activity within 
town centre (pedestrian counts and activity mapping)

annually shire

marketing / branding – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. increase in tourism activity 
and visitation.

annually shire / tourism wa

migration incentive scheme - implementation of the scheme. number of migrants living and working in esperance. annually geDc / shire

c2. support a sustainable increase in local population across a 
diverse range of age groups.

industry Development study (supply chain study) - 
implementation of study recommendations.

proportion of recommendations implemented. attraction and 
retention of business.

annually geDc / shire / ecc

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. increase in 
community satisfaction with amenity and facilities. 

annually shire

marketing / branding – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire / tourism wa

migration incentive scheme - implementation of the scheme. number of migrants living and working in esperance. annually geDc / shire

c3. support the development and prosperity of outlying townships 
to meet the needs of their communities. 

industry Development study (supply chain study) - 
implementation of study recommendations.

proportion of recommendations implemented. annually geDc / shire / ecc

migration incentive scheme - implementation of the scheme. number of migrants living and working in outlying communities. annually geDc / shire

c4. provide equitable access to a high level of utilities and services. town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. a level of service and amenity 
that meets the needs of the local community and visitors.

annually shire

workers accommodation village – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. adequate availability of 
short stay accommodation servicing tourism and construction 
workforce. 

annually shire

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. annually shire

housing affordability study – implementation of study. proportion of study implemented. sufficient availability of 
affordable housing and a diverse range of housing types. housing 
and rental prices that reflect true market values.

annually shire

gsg and indoor sports stadium- implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire

c5. provide diverse and innovative education and training 
opportunities and facilities.

vtec upgrades – implementation of vtec upgrades. proportion of project implemented. increased diversity in 
educational and vocational opportunities. retention of population.

annually vtec

enterprise unit – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire

c6. provision of quality, co-located medical facilities and health 
related services that cater to the needs of the community.

medical centre co-located facility - Development of facility. proportion of project implemented. reduced waiting times for 
access to medical services.

annually shire / Department of 
health

c7. encourage and support the development of arts and cultural 
activities, services and facilities.

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. increased 
opportunities for arts and cultural experiences and events.

annually shire

c8. provide cost-effective and user-friendly leisure and recreational 
services and facilities through planning partnerships, 
sponsorship and community involvement. 

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. increased 
opportunity to participate in recreational activities and events 
including free events.

annually shire

gsg and indoor sports stadium- implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire

c9. support and advocate well trained and well-equipped 
volunteer groups and organisations that contribute to the 
community.

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. maintained or 
increased volunteerism.

annually shire

c10. acknowledgment of indigenous and european cultural 
heritage through built form, public art and community 
activities.

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. inclusion of community 
members from a wide variety of cultures and backgrounds. 

annually shire

esperance waterfront project – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. public art and place making 
that makes cultural references to both aboriginal and european 
heritage. 

annually shire

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. annually shire

AsPIRAtIonAL GoAL oBJeCtIVe tARGet InDICAtoR tIMInG soURCe
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natural environment

sustainable approach to living and preservation and 
restoration of the pristine natural environment.

ne1. sustainably manage the natural environment while balancing 
its use for tourism purposes. 

marketing / branding – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. increased opportunities for 
eco tourism. 

annually shire / tourism wa

green travel / streetscape rejuvenation – implementation of 
programme and works.

proportion of project implemented. increased uptake in walking, 
cycling and other active transport modes. 

annually shire

ne2. understand the values of native vegetation and maximise its 
retention and rehabilitation.

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. increased awareness 
of environmental values. interpretive opportunities in key 
environmental areas. 

annually shire

middletown planning - no net loss of environmental values 
within future redevelopment.

areas of environmental significance retained. annually shire / Dec

ne3. provide best practice coastal management to minimise 
environmental impact whilst maintaining recreational values. 

esperance waterfront project – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. an appropriate balance 
between coastal stability and user amenity. 

annually shire

marketing / branding – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire / tourism wa

sewer infill programme – implementation of programme. proportion of programme implemented. annually shire / water corporation

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. annually shire

ne4. minimise waste to landfill and recover and reuse materials 
locally and regionally.

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. opportunities for recycling 
within the town centre. 

annually shire

workers accommodation village – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire

waste management – implementation of waste management 
strategy.

proportion of strategy implemented. waste management facilities 
that meet contemporary environmental standards and service 
local and regional needs.  

annually shire

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. annually shire

middletown planning - minimise waste associated with future 
development.

amount of waste transferred to landfill. annually shire

ne5. management of waste to avoid adverse environmental 
impacts. 

waste management – implementation of waste management 
strategy.

proportion of strategy implemented. . waste management 
facilities that meet contemporary waste management and 
environmental standards. 

annually shire

ne6. use water efficiently and maximise the reuse of water. town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of waterwise landscaping and reuse schemes for public realm 
areas.

water consumption for public realm areas. annually water corporation / shire

workers accommodation village - minimise water use per 
person.

water consumption per person. annually water corporation

middletown planning - minimise water use per person for 
future development.

water consumption per person. annually water corporation

ne7. encourage best practice stormwater management. town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. annually shire

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. annually shire

ne8. provide opportunity to utilise and increase renewable energy. town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of renewable energy initiatives for future development. 

power consumption per person. annually western power

workers accommodation village - implementation of 
renewable energy initiatives.

power consumption per person. annually western power

alternative / green energy - implementation of alternative 
green energy resources.

proportion of alternative energy used for domestic consumption annually western power

middletown planning - implementation of renewable energy 
initiatives for future development.

power consumption per person. annually western power

ne9. ensure energy is used efficiently and effectively. esperance waterfront project – implementation of project. power consumption per person. annually shire

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

power consumption per person. annually shire

workers accommodation village – implementation of project. power consumption per person. annually shire

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

power consumption per person. annually shire

alternative / green energy - implementation of alternative 
green energy resources.

proportion of alternative energy used for domestic consumption. annually western power
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economy

a strong and innovative local economy that provides 
employment opportunities for a range of age groups 
within diverse industries.

e1. encourage and support the development of tourism that caters 
for local, regional and international tourist opportunities year 
round. 

industry Development study (supply chain study) - 
implementation of study recommendations.

proportion of recommendations implemented. annually geDc / shire / ecc

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. increased tourist amenity and 
satisfaction. 

annually shire

marketing / branding – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. increased tourist activity. annually shire / tourism wa

cruise ships - attraction of cruise ships to esperance and the 
promotion of local tourism / business operators to cruise ship 
operators.

increased number of cruise ship passengers accessing local goods 
and services.

annually geDc / shire / tourism wa

e2. embrace strategic and innovative industry opportunities that 
capitalise on isolation, international trends and new emerging 
markets. 

industry Development study (supply chain study) - 
implementation of study recommendations.

proportion of recommendations implemented. annually geDc / shire / ecc

small business incubator hub - Development of hub. proportion of project implemented. establishment and retention 
of new businesses. increased availability of services. 

annually shire / ecc

marketing / branding – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire / tourism wa

enterprise unit – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire

Desal plant – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire / water corporation

cruise ships - attraction of cruise ships to esperance and the 
promotion of local tourism / business operators to cruise ship 
operators.

increased number of cruise ship passengers accessing local goods 
and services.

annually geDc / shire / tourism wa

e3. increase range and diversity of local businesses primarily 
located within a consolidated and revitalised town centre with 
an enhanced tourism based role.

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
activity. 

annually shire

small business incubator hub - Development of hub. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
activity.

annually shire / ecc

enterprise unit – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
activity.

annually shire

e4. promote and utilise the entrepreneurship of local businesses. industry Development study (supply chain study) - 
implementation of study recommendations.

proportion of recommendations implemented. annually geDc / shire / ecc

marketing / branding – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
availability of services.

annually shire / tourism wa

enterprise unit – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
availability of services.

annually shire

small business incubator hub - Development of hub. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
availability of services.

annually shire / ecc

e5. promote and increase business investment opportunities 
through marketing and branding strategies.

industry Development study (supply chain study) - 
implementation of study recommendations.

proportion of recommendations implemented. annually geDc / shire / ecc

small business incubator hub - Development of hub. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
availability of services. 

annually shire / ecc

marketing / branding – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
availability of services.

annually shire / tourism wa

enterprise unit – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
availability of services.

annually shire / ecc

e6. strengthen and enhance level of service from local businesses 
through education, training and apprenticeships programmes.

small business incubator hub - Development of hub. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
availability of services.

annually shire / ecc

marketing / branding – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
availability of services.

annually shire / tourism wa

enterprise unit – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. increased investment and 
availability of services.

annually shire

vtec upgrades – implementation of vtec upgrades. proportion of project implemented. greater range of available 
skills and opportunities for education. 

annually vtec

cruise ships - promotion of local tourism / business operators 
to cruise ship operators.

increased number of cruise ship passengers accessing local goods 
and services.

annually geDc / shire / tourism wa
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built Form and infrastructure

a compact and connected townsite that includes a 
diverse range of land uses, capable of accommodating 
a growing and integrated local population.

b1. provide for the equitable and sustainable development of land 
within an established growth boundary.

workers accommodation village– implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. annually shire

middletown planning - redevelopment of the middletown 
precinct to accommodate future urban growth.

proportion of project implemented. annually shire

b2. consolidate and revitalise the town centre and activate key 
street frontages that attract and retain pedestrians. 

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. Degree of streetscape 
activation and pedestrian activity. 

annually shire

b3. integrate the town centre and foreshore both physically and 
through appropriately located and compatible land uses.

esperance waterfront project – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. more attractive and active 
connections between town centre and foreshore. 

annually shire

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. more attractive and active 
connections between town centre and foreshore.

annually shire

b4. provide a variety of well-designed active and passive public 
places. 

esperance waterfront project – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. a greater variety of place  
related experiences available. 

annually shire

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. a greater variety of place  
related experiences available.

annually shire

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. a greater variety 
of place  related experiences available.

annually shire

gsg and indoor sports stadium – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. greater opportunity for 
recreational activity. 

annually shire

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. a greater range of 
complementary destinations. 

annually shire

b5. provide an integrated, safe and efficient intermodal transport 
network, which actively encourages walking and cycling.

esperance waterfront project – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. greater uptake of active 
transport modes. 

annually shire

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. greater uptake of active 
transport modes.

annually shire

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. greater uptake of active 
transport modes.

annually shire

green travel / streetscape rejuvenation – implementation of 
programme and works.

proportion of project implemented. greater uptake of active 
transport modes.

annually shire

middletown planning - new multi-modal transport links as part 
of future redevelopment.

proportion of project implemented. greater uptake of active 
transport modes.

annually shire

b6. provide suitable transport networks that enhance connectivity 
to and from esperance and other destinations within the region 
and beyond. 

green travel / streetscape rejuvenation – implementation of 
programme and works.

proportion of project implemented. a variety of attractive 
connections that encourage moth active and vehicle related 
transport. 

annually shire

b7. provide adequate essential services and infrastructure to 
support population growth. 

esperance waterfront project – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. services and amenity that 
meets the needs of the local population. 

annually shire

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. services and amenity that 
meets the needs of the local population.

annually shire

workers accommodation village– implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. adequate short stay 
accommodation to meet tourist and non tourist related uses. 

annually shire

medical centre co-located facility - Development of facility. proportion of project implemented. services and amenity that 
meets the needs of the local population.

annually shire / Department of 
health

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. services and amenity that 
meets the needs of the local population.

annually shire

green travel / streetscape rejuvenation – implementation of 
programme and works.

proportion of project implemented. greater uptake of active 
transport modes.

annually shire

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. services and 
amenity that meets the needs of the local population.

annually shire

waste management – implementation of waste management 
strategy.

proportion of strategy implemented. annually shire

sewer infill programme – implementation of programme. proportion of programme implemented. annually shire / water corporation

Desal plant – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire / water corporation
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b8. promote a transect approach to housing that accommodates 
high density close to town centre with rural residential on the 
periphery.

workers accommodation village – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. a diverse range of housing 
opportunities to meet both short stay and permanent residential 
uses. 

annually shire

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. a diverse range of housing 
opportunities to meet both short stay and permanent residential 
uses.

annually shire

middletown planning – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. a diverse range of housing 
opportunities to meet both short stay and permanent residential 
uses.

annually shire

b9. provide affordable and quality housing and tourist 
accommodation opportunities. 

workers accommodation village – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. a diverse range of affordable 
housing opportunities to meet both short stay and permanent 
residential uses.

annually shire

housing affordability study – implementation of study 
recommendations.

proportion of project implemented. a diverse range of affordable 
housing opportunities to meet both short stay and permanent 
residential uses

annually shire

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. a diverse range of affordable 
housing opportunities to meet both short stay and permanent 
residential uses

annually shire

middletown planning – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. a diverse range of affordable 
housing opportunities to meet both short stay and permanent 
residential uses

annually shire

b10. encourage a distinct architectural character and style that 
responds to the climatic setting and promotes identity and a 
“sense of place”.

esperance waterfront project – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. the development of a distinct 
local character. 

annually shire

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. the development of a distinct 
local character.

annually shire

workers accommodation village – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. the development of a distinct 
local character.

annually shire

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. the development of a distinct 
local character.

annually shire

middletown planning – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. the development of a distinct 
local character.

annually shire

b11. promote and encourage best practice and sustainable urban 
design and construction methods.

esperance waterfront project – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. green star ratings that meet 
or exceed minimum requirements. 

annually shire

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. green star ratings that meet 
or exceed minimum requirements.

annually shire

workers accommodation village – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. green star ratings that meet 
or exceed minimum requirements.

annually shire

bandy creek local structure planning - implementation of 
project.

proportion of project implemented. green star ratings that meet 
or exceed minimum requirements.

annually shire

middletown planning – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. green star ratings that meet 
or exceed minimum requirements.

annually shire
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civic leadership and governance

a collaborative community directed by strong, 
proactive leaders who ensure two-way communication 
is maintained.

g1. encourage the cultivation of strong and proactive leadership 
within the community. 

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

proportion of project implemented. successful delivery of project 
stages. 

annually shire

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. annually shire

gsg and indoor sports stadium- implementation of project. successful delivery of project. annually shire

g2. maximise collaboration and community commitment to 
actively participate in decision-making processes. 

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

community adequately engaged and consulted. annually shire

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. community adequately engaged and consulted. annually shire

marketing / branding – implementation of project. community adequately engaged and consulted. annually shire / tourism wa

gsg and indoor sports stadium- implementation of project. community adequately engaged and consulted. annually shire

g3. provide effective and efficient two-way communication 
between decision makers and the community. 

town centre revitalisation planning project - implementation 
of project.

community adequately engaged and consulted. annually shire

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. community adequately engaged and consulted. annually shire

marketing / branding – implementation of project. community adequately engaged and consulted. annually shire

gsg and indoor sports stadium- implementation of project. community adequately engaged and consulted. annually shire

g4. provide a proactive and innovative policy and governance 
framework that enables and encourages quality outcomes. 

enterprise unit – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire

g5. identify, establish and maintain partnerships between 
government, industry and the community. 

industry Development study (supply chain study) – 
implementation of study.

proportion of recommendations implemented. annually geDc / shire / ecc

medical centre co-located facility - seek the support of 
government and private sector for the development.

project delivered through ppp. upon completion shire / Department of 
health

community infrastructure plan – implementation of plan. proportion of recommendations implemented. annually shire

enterprise unit – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire

vtec upgrades – implementation of vtec upgrades. proportion of project implemented. annually vtec

Desal plant – implementation of project. proportion of project implemented. annually shire / water corporation

cruise ships - established partnerships with tourism and 
business operators to facilitate passenger movements around 
town.

passengers with access to local goods and services. annually geDc / shire / tourism wa

g6. assist the broader region in reaching its potential through co-
operation, resource sharing and proactive representation.

industry Development study (supply chain study) - 
implementation of study recommendations.

proportion of recommendations implemented. annually geDc / shire / ecc
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establishing a strong place brand for esperance that reflects its aspirational vision will help to communicate how it 
is changing and leverage outcomes as they are achieved. place branding will also facilitate an integrated approach to 
marketing, communications, programming and investment attraction to ensure all key stakeholders and the community 
remain well informed and engaged in the process, and reinforce a brand that resonates with its local community and 
investors. 

the key is to ensure that the ‘on-the-ground’ experience lives up to the promise, through the delivery of place 
management and place activation strategies. a well administrated governance framework as well as on-going proactive 
and targeted communications and feedback opportunities will also ensure all key stakeholders and the community 
remain well informed and engaged in the process. 

one of the key projects identified within this strategy relates to marketing and branding. promoting the image and 
visibility of esperance is essential to facilitating economic strength and diversity and attracting public and private 
investment. raising the perceived profile of esperance from outside of the town is also important to enhancing its 
potential to become a key tourist destination.
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5.3 GoVeRnAnCe

5.3.1 ConteXt

one of the unique attributes of esperance is the collaborative approach that has developed over many 
years amongst key organisations. the supertowns process has built upon this strength and forged 
a strong robust alliance that has utilised the skills and resources of three key organisations – the 
shire of esperance (soe), goldfields esperance Development commission (geDc) and the esperance 
chamber of commerce and industry (ecci).

 this alliance, formed out of goodwill between the organisations, has ensured that the best outcome 
has been delivered throughout the supertowns planning process. like most regional communities 
human resources are scarce and creative measures have had to be found in order to optimise the 
outcomes.

these three organisations very early on in the planning phase agreed that this opportunity had to be 
maximised and therefore they would work together to ensure the best outcomes for the community 
and each organisation could be delivered.

the timeframes and requirements of the supertowns process not only highlighted the strength 
of these organisations working together but revealed the potential limitations. one key limitation 
highlighted was the capacity of these organisations to deliver the objectives, programs and projects 
that have been identified throughout the supertowns planning process.

with the current focus on the planning phase of supertowns, the question remains whether these 
organisations, in their current capacity, can deliver and implement on the transformational projects 
long term. can the impetus and drive continue and how can the drain on resources and staffing be 
mitigated as they focus on supertowns into the future? in reality the planning process is the easy part 
of the supertowns program, delivering long term transformational projects to ensure that esperance 
can grow in a sustainable long-term manner is the difficult part – this part is yet to occur.

SuperTowns Planning has fostered a collaborative approach to growth planning between local and 
regional agencies and the private sector. 

Figure 75 - existing supertown governance structure for esperance 

DRAFT
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transforming esperance from its current population of 14,500 to a projected 
population of 29,000 in 2041 will require additional personnel with new skills 
and amended structures and governance processes to allow effective and 
efficient facility and service delivery.

the questions are:

 » what additional skills and resources will be required?

 » at what point (or points) in the governance hierarchy should these 
allocated?

 » what regulatory and approvals processes will need to be adjusted to allow 
for streamlined delivery?

 » how is private sector investment invited, incentivised and secured to 
leverage and offset government contributions?

there is a tendency for governments and bureaucracies to default to 
governance mechanisms that are intrinsically risk averse, self-referential and 
self-perpetuating. supertowns cannot be realised with a model that concerns 
itself primarily with government planning and service provision and pays 
scant regard to the importance of private sector investment in economic 
development. 

a clear requirement will be an entrepreneurial approach to township 
development through private sector investment. government agencies may 
recognise on one level the need to mobilise the private sector in development 
plans and strategies, but there is frequently a reluctance to embrace innovative 
governance mechanisms suitable for the long-term development of regions 
and towns. a new approach will be required.

the current government’s innovative approach to regional development 
through royalties for regions as evidenced through the pilbara cities and 
supertowns programs is testimony to thinking beyond business as usual. 
implementation of the esperance growth plan will also require a governance 
mechanism that not only permits but actually encourages innovation. it 
will require an enabling approach that invites and attracts private sector 
investment whilst ensuring due process (bureaucracy) is effectively and 
efficiently addressed.

what will be required is system that introduces a power to influence and bring 
stakeholders to the table and provides sufficient authority to act quickly to 
deliver upon the plan.

the governance structure must:

1. be adequately resourced and empowered in terms of:

a. the necessary skill sets;

b. the physical human resources to get the increased volume of work 
done; and

c. the authority to call upon and leverage existing bureaucracies;

2. Focus on a mechanism to deliver the supertowns vision through 
a well crafted, practical and reasonable strategy that recognises 
the difference between what can be delivered by a supertowns 
governance model and what lies outside of such an entity’s capacity 
to control or influence;

3. have an investment and enterprise capacity over and above simply 
funding projects according to internal qualifying criteria;

4. be transitional in nature recognising what needs to be and can be 
achieved over the next 2 years (critical timeframe) and over the 
subsequent period of years 2-10;

5. Facilitate the ready development of hard and soft infrastructure 
required to generate growth including:

a. capacity building infrastructure (i.e. utilities capacity, roads, 
housing etc.);

b. industry specific enabling infrastructure (i.e. common user 
infrastructure, airport capacity etc.);

c. essential population servicing infrastructure (i.e. hospitals and 
schools); and 

d. population driven infrastructure (i.e. retail & commercial 
offerings);

6. have the capacity to:

a. mobilise and approve funding of and investment in programs, 
initiatives and development opportunities, particularly in 
circumstances of market failure;

b. enter into joint venture development opportunities, where 
appropriate, with the private sector to drive economic growth and 
development; and

c. Drive/influence resource allocation decisions by key government 
agencies and departments as they relate to super towns;

7. have executive regulatory approval and planning control over 
development opportunities and proposals; and

8. have legislative authority and resources to implement growth plans 
for supertowns.

5.3.3 PRoPoseD neW MoDeL 

in order for a sustained focus on the future development of esperance, a 
joint enterprise investment unit (eiu) is proposed. the ongoing supertowns 
management and implementation would be carried by the eiu. the desired 
outcome would be that the growth plan and other strategic plans would be 
adopted by the three organisations and that they would all work towards their 
implementation.

the concept of the three organisations being co-located should also be 
explored to further develop the synergies (it would be considered that 
only relevant shire of esperance staff such as project managers, economic 
development managers etc be collocated with the other organisations). 
initial concept would be to provide a physical location from which both the 
supertowns project is run from into the future as well as being a central 
home for all (interested) regional economic development agencies involved 
within esperance – including capacity for agencies that visit intermittently 
(e.g. ausindustry, rDa etc.) this would build local capacity and ensure best 
use of local skills and human resources in regards to future planning and 
implementation of major projects. the eiu could potentially take on the 
role of project managing successfully funded projects identified within the 
supertowns process.

the eiu would also have the potential to provide a consolidated business and 
industry assistance office.

a funding source would need to be identified for such a governance model 
to ensure it is sustainable into the long term and additional resources with 
appropriate skills sets would be required to supplement the existing staffing 
within these organisations.

although further feasibility work needs to done regarding the vision and remit 
of the eiu, some identified focal points and desired outcomes below provide a 
starting point for this new governance model.

Vision:

cultivating the economic and social environment to ensure the long-term 
vibrancy and sustainability of the south-east region
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 the focal points of the eiu are:

local capacity - building local capacity focused 
on longer term vibrancy and sustainability of the 
region

 - Fully utilise existing skills and 
knowledge

 - Further develop existing skills and 
knowledge

 - Further develop new skills and 
knowledge

 - knowledge transfer locally

*There is the requirement within this to 
identify and enable a mechanism to enable 
the release of people with these required 
skills from local organisations.

business - cultivating the environment for 
business to thrive

 - business growth

 - business retention

 - business attraction

 - employee retention

 - employee attraction

investment - positioning the region for 
investment to occur

 - attraction

 - retention

planning - Developing appropriate long-term 
strategic plans

 - economic Development strategy

 - industry attraction study

 - supply chain analysis

 - business retention and attraction 
program

 - identification and removal of 
investment barriers

 - marketing and branding plan

 - tourism Development plan

 - community infrastructure plan

 - strategic land plan

*An initial list of planning required

the following diagram proposes a conceptual governance model for supertowns. 

the key elements include:

Figure 76 - conceptual supertown governance structure for esperance: a public-private partnership for the future of our town
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5.3.4 ReCoMMenDAtIons

1. the shire of esperance, goldfields esperance Development commission and the esperance chamber of commerce 
and industry develop a memorandum of understanding (mou) to continue the current collaborative working 
approach to the supertowns program, explore the concept of the enterprise investment unit (eiu) and accompanying 
new governance model for an eiu and the proposed outcomes and deliverables of an eiu.

2. invite the esperance small business centre to be party to the mou and the local collaborative working approach on 
the supertowns initiative.

3. Develop a discussion paper examining potential management models, vision, focal points and desired outcomes, 
skills sets required, value of co-location, initial length of tenure and funding sources to resource the eiu.

4. Develop a proposed model and business case and seek agreement from each organisation to implement the 
proposed model and direct appropriate resources to implementing the model.
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APPENDIx A - CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEmENT

Appendix	  2	  

CONSULTATION	  AND	  COMMUNITY	  ENGAGEMENT	  METHODS	  

TOOL	   TARGET	  AUDIENCE	   LEAD	   TIMING	   OBJECTIVES	   OUTCOMES	  

On	  line	  Survey	   Community	  wide	  access	   GEDC	  
Oct	  -‐	  Nov	  2011	  
	  

Provide	  an	  opportunity	  for	  community	  
feedback	  on	  SuperTowns	  initiative	  
	  

Preliminary	  understanding	  of	  
community’s	  thoughts	  around	  the	  
initiative	  including	  challenges,	  
opportunities	  and	  aspirations.	  

Workshop	  

Community	  
Shire	  of	  Esperance	  
Community	  Reference	  	  
Group	  (CRG)	  
Stakeholder	  Reference	  	  
Group	  (SRG)	  
State	  Government	  
Other	  Agencies	  

CCA	  
Project	  Team	  

Workshop	  1	  	  
25	  Nov	  2011	  
	  
	  
	  

Communicate	  project	  objectives	  and	  
context	  
Provide	  opportunity	  for	  input	  and/or	  
feedback	  around	  the	  project	  and	  
development	  of	  the	  Vision	  for	  
Esperance	  

Draft	  principles	  around	  the	  vision	  for	  
Esperance	  
Stakeholder	  participation	  in	  an	  
interactive	  and	  meaningful	  way	  	  

Workshop	  2	  
14	  Dec	  2011	  

Communicate	  outcomes	  from	  
Workshop	  1	  
Refine	  the	  key	  themes	  and	  principles	  
around	  vision	  from	  Workshop	  1	  

Finalisation	  of	  vision	  for	  the	  project	  
Further	  opportunity	  to	  provide	  
Stakeholders	  with	  input	  into	  process	  

One	  on	  one	  	  
telephone	  calls	  

Stakeholders	  unable	  to	  	  
attend	  Vision	  Workshop	  1	  
Identified	  Stakeholders	  

CCA	  
Project	  Team	  
	  

Round	  1	  
Nov	  2011	  
	  
Round	  2	  
Jan	  -‐	  Mar	  2012	  

Provide	  an	  opportunity	  for	  input	  into	  
the	  vision	  exercise	  for	  Esperance	  
SuperTown	  initiative	  
Ascertain	  needs,	  aspirations	  and	  specific	  
requirements	  

Input	  into	  the	  draft	  principles	  around	  
the	  vision	  for	  Esperance.	  
	  

Open	  Day	   Community	  wide	  invitation	  
GEDC	  
CCA	  
Project	  team	  

15	  Dec	  2011	  
	  

Provide	  update	  on	  project	  
Help	  educate	  the	  public	  about	  the	  
project,	  decision	  process	  and	  how	  they	  
can	  be	  involved	  
Receive	  feedback,	  understand	  concerns	  
and	  areas	  for	  clarification	  

Community	  and	  Stakeholder	  have	  
opportunity	  to	  participate	  in	  the	  
process	  and	  understand	  timings,	  
opportunities,	  challenges	  etc	  
Community	  and	  stakeholder	  
concerns	  and	  aspirations	  are	  
registered	  

Project	  Meetings	  
Project	  team	  
	  

SoE	  
GEDC	  

Fortnightly	  
	  

Work	  through	  growth	  plan	  strategies,	  
and	  progress	  business	  case	  studies	  in	  
tune	  with	  community	  and	  stakeholder	  
feedback.	  

Community	  	  

Shire	  Website	  
Local	  residents	  
Stakeholders	  unable	  to	  	  
attend	  Workshop	  2	  

GEDC	  
SoE	  

To	  be	  updated	  by	  19	  
Dec	  2011,	  Jan	  -‐	  Feb	  
2012	  

Information	  to	  outline	  Workshop	  2	  and	  
Project	  Team	  meetings	  have	  been	  
undertaken,	  along	  with	  display	  of	  
growth	  plan	  strategies	  and	  projects	  for	  
consideration.	  

Community	  and	  stakeholders	  to	  
confirm	  preference	  of	  Growth	  Plan	  
Strategy	  options	  	  
and	  become	  familiar	  with	  potential	  
projects	  	  
for	  consideration	  
Ties	  in	  to	  stories	  in	  Kalgoorlie	  Miner	  

Community	  
Consultation	  Period	  

Community	  wide	  invitation	  
GEDC	  
SoE	  
Project	  team	  

30	  January	  –	  10	  
February	  2012	  

Provide	  update	  on	  project	  
Help	  educate	  the	  public	  about	  the	  
project,	  decision	  process	  and	  how	  they	  
can	  be	  involved	  
Receive	  feedback,	  understand	  concerns	  
and	  areas	  for	  clarification	  
Ideas	  for	  growth	  scenarios	  and	  
transformational	  projects	  

Community	  to	  have	  opportunity	  to	  
participate	  in	  the	  process	  and	  
understand	  timings,	  opportunities,	  
challenges	  etc	  
Community	  and	  stakeholder	  
concerns	  and	  aspirations	  are	  
registered	  

Business	  Forum	  	   Business	  and	  Industry	  
ECCI	  
SoE	  
GEDC	  

January	  2012	  

Update	  on	  program	  
Gather	  information	  about	  key	  issues,	  
barriers,	  constraints	  and	  opportunities	  
for	  local	  business.	  

Data	  to	  inform	  Growth	  Plan	  projects	  
and	  assist	  in	  identification	  of	  priority	  
projects	  for	  business	  cases	  
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January	  Key	  Project	  Dates	  and	  Media	  Deadlines	  

Mon	   Tue	   Wed	   Thu	   Fri	   Sat	   Sun	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   1	  

2	  
Deadline	  	  

CC	  due	  5pm	  
EExW	  due	  

12pm	  

3	   4	  
EExW	  pub	  
Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  

12pm	  

5	   6	  
EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

Inter	  agency	  
Comments	  
due	  to	  RDL	  

9.1.12	  

7	   8	  

9	  
Deadline	  	  

CC	  due5pm	  
EExW	  due	  

12pm	  

10	  
PTM	  

Deadline	  
Kal	  due	  

11	  
EExW	  pub	  
Kal	  pub	  

Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  

12pm	  
	  

12	   13	  
EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

Ministerial	  
Support	  

Comments	  
due	  to	  RDL	  
16.1.12	  

TPG	  Draft	  
GP	  Due	  

14	   15	  

16	  
Deadline	  	  

CC	  due	  5pm	  
EExW	  due	  

12pm	  
	  

17	  
Breakfast	  
Briefing	  

CRG/PTM	  

18	  
EExW	  pub	  
Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  

12pm	  

19	   20	  
EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

RDL	  Panel	  
TPG	  Draft	  
Final	  GP	  

due	  

21	   22	  

23	  	  
Deadline	  	  

CC	  due	  5pm	  
EExW	  due	  

12pm	  
	  

24	  
Elected	  

Members	  
Briefing	  	  

SCM	  
Deadline	  
Kal	  due	  

25	  
EExW	  pub	  
Kal	  pub	  

Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  

12pm	  

26	   27	  
EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

	  

28	   29	  

30	  
Deadline	  	  

CC	  due	  5pm	  
EExW	  due	  

12pm	  
Consultation	  

period	  
begins	  

31	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  

	  

	  

February	  Key	  Project	  Dates	  and	  Media	  Deadlines	  

Mon	   Tue	   Wed	   Thu	   Fri	   Sat	   Sun	  

	  	   	  	   1	  
EExW	  pub	  
Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  

12pm	  

2	   3	  
EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

GEDC	  Board	  
Briefing	  

4	   5	  

6	  
Deadline	  	  

CC	  due	  5pm	  
EExW	  due	  

12pm	  

7	  
Deadline	  
Kal	  due	  

8	  
EExW	  pub	  
Kal	  pub	  

Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  

12pm	  

9	   10	  
EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

Submission	  
of	  Growth	  
Plan	  to	  
WAPC	  

Consultation	  
period	  ends	  

11	   12	  

13	  
Deadline	  	  

CC	  due	  5pm	  
EExW	  due	  

12pm	  

14	   15	  	  
EExW	  pub	  
Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  

12pm	  

16	   17	  
EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

18	   19	  

20	  
Deadline	  	  

CC	  due	  5pm	  
EExW	  due	  

12pm	  

21	  
Deadline	  
Kal	  due	  

22	  
EExW	  pub	  
Kal	  pub	  

Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  

12pm	  

23	   24	  
EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

25	   26	  

27	  
Deadline	  	  

CC	  due	  5pm	  
EExW	  due	  

12pm	  

28	   29	  
EExW	  pub	  
Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  

12pm	  
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March	  Key	  Dates	  and	  Media	  Deadlines	  

Mon	   Tue	   Wed	   Thu	   Fri	   Sat	   Sun	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   1	  

	  

2	  

EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

3	   4	  

5	  

Deadline	  

CC	  due	  
5pm	  

EExW	  due	  
12pm	  

6	  

Deadline	  
Kal	  due	  

Submission	  
of	  Growth	  
Plan	  and	  
Business	  
Cases	  to	  

RDL	  

7	  

EExW	  pub	  
Kal	  pub	  

Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  12pm	  
Implementation	  

Phase	  Begins	  

8	   9	  

EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

10	   11	  

12	  

Deadline	  
CC	  due	  
5pm	  

EExW	  due	  
12pm	  

13	   14	  

EExW	  pub	  
Deadline	  	  

EExF	  due	  12pm	  

15	   16	  

EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

17	   18	  

19	  

Deadline	  	  

CC	  due	  
5pm	  

EExW	  due	  
12pm	  

20	  

Deadline	  
Kal	  due	  

21	  	  
EExW	  pub	  
Kal	  pub	  

Deadline	  	  
EExF	  due	  12pm	  

22	   23	  

EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

24	   25	  

26	  

Deadline	  
CC	  due	  
5pm	  

EExW	  due	  
12pm	  

27	   28	  

EExW	  pub	  
Deadline	  	  

EExF	  due	  12pm	  

29	   30	  

EExF	  pub	  
CC	  pub	  

31	   	  	  
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the following people or agencies were directly engaged during the project:

PROJECT TEAM
Dorothy henderson for wendy Duncan mlc, member for mining and pastoral, 
the national wa

christiane smith for graham jacobs mla, member for eyre, liberals western 
australia 

David mcFerran, business manager regional south and local rDap, landcorp 

kat neve, senior planning officer, Department of planning

cr victoria brown, Deputy shire president, shire of esperance 

greg golinski, manager strategic projects, shire of esperance

trevor ayres, manager economic Development, shire of esperance 

grant shipp, chief executive officer, esperance chamber of commerce and 
industry 

David eagles, president, esperance chamber of commerce and industry

shane liddleow, manager, goldfields-esperance Development commission 

rose riley, senior project officer, goldfields-esperance Development 
commission

COMMUNITY REFERENCE GROUP (CRG)
melisa rowe, chairperson, crg

milton valli, president, esperance regional tourism association

kylie bishop, regional landcare Facilitator, south coast natural resources 
management

lesa blackham, president, esperance District recreation association

james blade, community member, crg

wendy royle, community member, crg

claire mitchell, community member, crg

tim Fewings, community member, crg

Fiona hoffrichter-wagenknecht, community member, crg

brett thorp, community member, crg

priscilla Davies, community member, crg

ben Fetherston, community member, crg

terri anderson, community member, crg

richard hindley, Director Development services, shire of esperance

Douglas Fotheringham, manager planning services, shire of esperance

REGIONAL HEADS OF AGENCIES
robert hicks, goldfields esperance Development commission

aidan tansley, Department of transport 

larry hamilton, goldfields education regional office

klaus tiedemann (for ian kealley), Department of environment and 
conservation

robert tagliaferri, building management and works, Department of treasury 
and Finance

garry o’Donnell, Department of indigenous affairs

liz hatton, Disability services commission

shane power, main roads wa

colin edwards (for katrina carlisle), Department of attorney general, court 
services 

senior sergeant ricky chadwick (for kevin looby), goldfields-esperance 
District police office 

andrew Fin, Department for child protection 

jeff hayles, Department of mines and petroleum 

rachel clarke, community & customer relations manager, horizon power

katrina burton, Department of water

nicolie sykora, Department of water

ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES
hon wendy Duncan mlc, member for mining and pastoral

victoria brown, Deputy shire president, shire of esperance

beverley stewart - councillor, shire of esperance

lara mcintrye, councillor, shire of esperance

wayne (buck) rodgers, councillor, shire of esperance

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
richard hindley, Director Development services, shire of esperance

mel ammon, emergency services coordinator, shire of esperance

jayne arnold, manager: library and information services, shire of esperance

heather beswick, shire ranger, shire of esperance

rod hilton, community Development manager, shire of esperance

john toomey, manager recreation service, shire of esperance

richard brookes, chief executive officer, shire of Dundas 

brent bailey, Deputy chief executive officer, shire of ravensthorpe

jan Field, councillor, shire of ravensthorpe

STATE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND UTILITIES
peter trendwick, esperance operations manager, goldfields south-east 
health region

rachel clarke, community & customer relations manager, horizon power

klaus tiedemann, esperance District manager, Department of environment 
and conservation

brendon nicholas, District manager, Department of agriculture and Food-
esperance

karyn unstead, operations manager, water corporation

les crawley, coordinator of regional operations, Department of education 
and training

rick chadwick, officer in charge – western australian police (esperance)

ian gardner, Facilitator, small business centre

melisa teede, vtec, kalgoorlie

steven butler, nature conservation coordinator, Department of environment 
and conservation

gary williams, principal environmental planning officer, office of the 
environmental protection authority

SENIORS, YOUTH AND INDIGENOUS REPRESENTATIVES

thuriyya ibrahim, manager esperance home care, seniors representative

geoff poole / steve heggie, youth education officer, esperance senior high 
school

abbie barker, student, esperance senior high school

simonne brown, student, esperance senior high school

sharn campbell, student, esperance senior high school

brent english, student, esperance senior high school

ella moir, student, esperance senior high school

james rae, student, esperance senior high school

pam wheeler, program manager, vtec 

peter jarzabek, manager, residential college esperance

LOCAL COMMUNITY GROUPS / ORGANISATIONS 
grant shipp, chief executive officer, chamber of commerce, esperance 

erica austen, manager, esperance volunteer centre

Dorothy henderson, transition towns awareness

shane tobin, esperance club Development

pam gardner, boilco, mental health, esperance

graham tucker, bay of isles aboriginal community
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raana scott, project manager carnaby’s black cockatoo recovery project, birds 
australia

gillian Florisson, coordinator, mothers encouragement group (megs) (early 
childhood / mothers rep)

kylie bishop, regional landcare Facilitator east, south coast nrm

David Ford, rotary president, esperance bay rotary club 

allan gove, lions president, lions club of esperance

sonny graham, nulsen progress association

michelle barrett, munglinup community group

harry graham ceo, wongutha caps; christian aboriginal school

COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVES
jayne arnold, library and museum manager, esperance public library

jon-paul adams, postal manager, australia post esperance

erica austen, manager, esperance volunteer centre

katrina burton, Department of water 

toni hawkins, communications officer, cliffs natural resources

Dale piercey, community member, rate payers association

mel ammon, emergency services co-ordinator, shire of esperance

ricky chadwick, officer in charge, esperance police station

gavin wornes, District manager, Fesa

gary wilson, regional transport officer, Department of transport

leighton baker, manager esperance District horizon power

mick Daw, manager, cbh 

BUSINESS FORUM STAKEHOLDERS
thorpe realty

cbh

jetty resort

budget car hire

Qr national 

shark lake meat works

sime builders

cliffs natural resources

esperance port sean and land

tourism esperance

esperance Freight lines

TOURISM STAKEHOLDERS

captain huon motel

jetty resort

bay of isles comfort inn 

island view apartments

esperance b&b by the sea

clearwater motel

best western motel esperance

esperance hotel

pier hotel
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Mal Osborne CEO, Shire of Esperance Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Greg Golinski Manager Strategic Planning Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Trevor Ayres Manager Economic Development Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Robert Hicks CEO, GEDC Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Shane Liddlelow District Manager, GEDC Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Rose Riley Senior Project Officer, GEDC Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Grant Shipp Esperance Chamber of Commerce and Industry Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Melisa Rowe Community Reference Group Chair Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Dr Graham Jacobs MLA Liberals Western Australia Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Wendy Duncan MLC The Nationals WA Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Malcolm Heasman Shire President Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Victoria Brown Shire Deputy President Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Andrew Howe TPG Rose Riley

Sonny Embleton TPG Rose Riley

Priscilla Davies Business Analysis and Improvement Coordinator Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Douglas Fotheringham Manager Planning Services Greg Golinski / Rose Riley

Natalie Bowman Councillor Greg Golinski

Paul Griffiths Councillor Greg Golinski

Roger Mansell Councillor Greg Golinski

Lara McIntrye Councillor Greg Golinski

Wayne (Buck) Rodgers Councillor Greg Golinski

Local Project Team

Consultant Team

Shire of Esperance Elected Members

Shire of Esperance Staff

Beverley Stewart Councillor Greg Golinski

Nigel Walker Councillor Greg Golinski

Minister Grylls Department of Regional Development; Lands Mal Osbourne/ Robert Hicks

Ryan Victor Advisor to Minister Grylls, Premier and Cabinet Shane Liddlelow / Mal Osbourne

Catherine Bentley Landcorp Rose Riley

David McFerran Landcorp Rose Riley

Johan Gildenhuys Department of Planning Rose Riley

Kat Neve Department of Planning Rose Riley

Justin Breeze Department of Planning Rose Riley

Lynette O'Reilly Department of Regional Development and Lands Shane Liddlelow / Mal Osbourne

Anita Shah-Jenner Department of Regional Development and Lands Shane Liddlelow / Mal Osbourne

Ken McCrackan Department of Regional Development and Lands Rose Riley

Richard Brookes Shire of Dundas Mal Osbourne / Shane Liddlelow

Pascoe Durtanovich Shire of Ravensthorpe Mal Osbourne / Shane Liddlelow

Neighbouring Local Government Representatives

State Government - SuperTowns
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Kylie Bishop South Coast NRM / ERF Rose Riley

Katrina Burton Department of Water Rose Riley

Nicolie Sykaa Department of Water Rose Riley

Brendon Nicholas Department of Ag and Food Rose Riley

Karyn Unstead Water Corporation Rose Riley

Rachel Clarke Horizon Power Rose Riley

Layton Baker Horizon Power Rose Riley

Diane Blade Department of Housing Rose Riley

Les Crawley Department of Education Rose Riley

Peter Tredinnick Goldfields South-East Health Region Rose Riley

Ricky Chadwick Esperance Police Station Rose Riley

Klaus Tiedemann Department of Environment and Conservation Rose Riley

Garry Wilson Department of Transport Rose Riley

Andrea King Department of Child Protection Rose Riley

Colin Edwards DOTAG Rose Riley

Robert Tagliaferri Department of Finance Rose Riley

Jeff Hayles Department of Mines and Petroleum Rose Riley

Other Government Departments as needed Rose Riley

??? Regional Development Council Mal Osbourne / Shane Liddlelow

Carol Mann Regional Development Australia Mal Osbourne / Shane Liddlelow

Milton Valli Esperance Regional Tourism Association Rose Riley

Kylie Bishop South Coast Natural Resources Management Rose Riley

State Government - Local Stakeholders

Community Reference Group

Federal Government

Lesa Blackham Esperance District Recreation Association Rose Riley

Chris Reichstein South East Premium Wheat Growers Assocation Rose Riley

Vacant Esperance Community Arts Rose Riley

James Blade Community Member Rose Riley

Wendy Royle Community Member Rose Riley

Claire Mitchell Community Member Rose Riley

Priscillla Davies Community Member Rose Riley

Terri Anderson (Tholstrup) Community Member Rose Riley

Gerry Maguire Community Member Rose Riley

Tim Fewings Community Member Rose Riley

Fiona Hoffrichter-Wagenknecht Community Member Rose Riley

Brett Thorp Community Member Rose Riley

Ben Fetherston Community Member Rose Riley

David Eagles Esperance Chamber of Commerce and Industry Grant Shipp / Rose Riley

Thuriyya Ibrahim Esperance Home Care Rose Riley

Peter Jarzabek Esperance Residential College Rose Riley

Community Representatives and Organisations
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Ian Gardner Small Business Centre Rose Riley

Sonny Graham Nulsen Progress Association Rose Riley

Natie Bowman Grass Patch Community Development Association Rose Riley

Wendy Harkness Beaumont Community Association Rose Riley

Christine Rae Dalyup Progress Association Rose Riley

Janette Geagea Gibson Progress Association Rose Riley

Michelle Barrett Munglinup Community Group Rose Riley

Lisa Jeitz Cascade Town Recreation Association Rose Riley

Jayne Arnold Esperance Public Library Rose Riley

Erica Austen Esperance Volunteer Centre Rose Riley

Jon-Paul Adams Australia Post Esperance Rose Riley

John Toomey Bay of Isles Leisure Centre Rose Riley

John Middleton Rate Payers Association Rose Riley

David Ford Esperance Bay Rotary Club Rose Riley

Allan Gove Lions Club of Esperance Rose Riley

John Bridges Rotary Club of Esperance Rose Riley

Toni Hawkins Cliffs Natural Resources Rose Riley

Mick Daws CBH Rose Riley

Shayne Flanagan Esperance Port Rose Riley

Anthony Bodycoat Water Corporation Rose Riley

Pam Wheeler vTec Rose Riley

Melisa Teede vTec Rose Riley

Bryce Greatorex vTec Rose Riley

Peter Tredinick Esperance Operations Manager, Goldefields South-East Health Region Rose Riley

Lauren Howsen Telstra Rose Riley

Kathy Bamblett Principal, Esperance High School Rose Riley

Geoff Poole Youth Education Officer Rose Riley

Dale Piercey Rate Payers Association Rose Riley

David Kyle Rate Payers Association Rose Riley

Gllian Florrison Mothers Encouragement Group Rose Riley

Mel Ammon Emergency Services Co-ordinator, Shire of Esperance Rose Riley

Gavin Wornes FESA Rose Riley

Ricky Chadwick Esperance Police Station Rose Riley

Other Community Stakeholders as needed Rose Riley

Tim Slater Kalgoorlie Miner Rose Riley

Lauren Vardy Esperance Express Rose Riley

ABC Radio Rose Riley

747 Radio Rose Riley

Hope FM Radio Rose Riley

Media Organisations

Whole Community
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PLACe no. PLACe DAte ADDRess
1 balbinya (balbinia) station 1883 location 4, mardabilla, esperance

2 bavview (bay view) 1903 141 Dempster street, esperance

3 bijou theatre 1896 115 Dempster street, esperance

4 bonded store and railways goods shed 1895-1989 cnr james st and the esplanade, esperance

5 burraburinva Dam 1885 parmango road, esperance

6 cemetery - pink lake road 1897 pink lake road, esperance

7 chimbu trading post sinclair’s house 1896-1920s museum park village, esperance

8 civic centre 1981 council place, esperance

9 Demptser homestead 1876 155 Dempster street, esperance

10 Dempster’s stone wall c1870s cnr connolly and stewart streets, esperance

11 Dempster’s woolshed and sheep Dip 1898 opposite Quarry and Fisheries roads intersection, esperance

12 Deralinya station 1890 parmango road, esperance

13 Doctor’s surgery 1900 andrew street, esperance

14 Dunns’ boyatup Farm 1895 cnr merivale & jims oven road, esperance

15 eston’s bazaar and stationery shop 1896 museum park, esperance

16 esperance admirality bench mark 1987 esperance harbour, esperance

17 esperance hospital 1925 taylor street, esperance

18 esperance municipal offices 1896 19 andrew street, esperance

19 esperance shire council offices 1992 windich street, esperance

20 Fresh air league 1920s goldfields road, esperance

21 gabtoobitch 1903 cape arid, esperance

22 gibson soak 1896 gibson townsite, gibson

23 gilmore’s temperance hotel - scaddan c1915 south west cnr coolgardie-esperance hwy and raszyk road, 
scaddan

24 grass patch Farm homestead 1904 tom starcevich vc road, grass patch

25 grass patch cemetery 1917 crown land loc 235

26 grass patch hotel 1926-7 8 thompson street, grass patch

27 grass patch store 1926-7 14 thompson street, grass patch

28 headmaster’s house 1933 museum park, esperance

29 hill springs 1903 cape arid, esperance

30 israelite bay post and telegraph station and buildings 1895 israelite bay

31 kangawarrie tank 1880s 8 kms due north of mt esmond

32 lynburn station 1872 thomas river

33 mccarthy house 1919 16 the esplanade, esperance

34 middle island 1835 recherche archipelago nature reserve, cape arid

35 moirs ‘Fanny cove homestead’ c1872 stokes national park, esperance

36 morton bay Fig tree 1897 cnr william/Dempster streets

37 murtadinia Dam 1880s ten kilometres nne of balbinya, esperance

38 newtown jetty 1894 castletown Quays, esperance

39 norfolk pine trees 1896 andrew street and Demspter, esperance

40 old camping ground 1893 the esplanade, esperance (near epa park)

41(a) old Fish cannery 1948 noresman road, esperance

41(b) tree at old Fish cannery noresman road, esperance

42 old hospital 0 First government hospital 1896 1a william street, esperance

PLACe no. PLACe DAte ADDRess
43 otc wireless station 1913 lot 697 cnr orr and Doust streets, esperance

44 pine hill earth Dam 1874 baladonial/mt ragged road, esperance

45 pink lake salt shed 1930s collier siding, pink lake Drive, esperance

46 police sergeant’s Quarters c1927 museum park, esperance

47 railway Dam and catchment 1921-2 Dempster head, esperance

48(a) station master’s office/railway ticket office 1927 Dempster street, esperance

48(b) railway waiting room 1927 Dempster street, esperance

49 rsl headquarters (1st school) 1895 Dempster street, esperance

50 salmon gums hotel 1926-7 salmon gums townsite, salmon gums

51 salmon gums primary school 1906 museum park, esperance

52 seafarers centre 1940s Dempster street, esperance

53 tanker jetty 1935

54 tommy windich grave 1876 lot 728

55 tooklejenna 1890s 9.6km from pt malcolm

56 war memorial c1924 Dempster street, esperance

57 watering places - aboriginal names on mt ragged rd

58 waterwitch obelisk reserve 1897 cnr jane and black street, esperance

59 wesleyan church 1897 museum park, esperance
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esperance 
town centre 
revitalisation
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bandy creek 
structure 
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vtec campus 
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shire of esperance / 
Department of sports and 
recreation
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esperance 
waterfront 
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development)

3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 44 shire of esperance

esperance 
town centre 
revitalisation

3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 42 shire of esperance/geDc/ecci

bandy creek 
structure 
planning

1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 3 3 1 2 27 shire of esperance / 
Department of planning

middletown 
precinct 
planning

3 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 1 3 32 shire of esperance/geDc/ecci

esperance 
Living

                                 

esperance 3 1 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 39 shire of esperance/geDc/ecci

housing 
affordability 

study
2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 27 shire of esperance/geDc/ecci

medical centre 
co-located 

Facility
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 33 Department of health

vtec campus 
upgrades

3 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 34 vtec / Department of training 
and workforce Development

community 
infrastructure 

plan
3 2 1 3 3 3 2 2 1 3 1 2 2 1 3 32 shire of esperance

gsg and indoor 
sports stadium 

(rec centre)

3 3 1 3 3 2 2 1 1 3 1 2 2 2 3 32
shire of esperance / 
Department of sports and 
recreation

esperance 
Invest, Attract, 

Retain
                                 

esperance 
economic 

Development 
(economic 

Development 
plan)

3 1 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 36 shire of esperance/geDc/ecci

enterprise unit 
Feasibility study
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small business 
incubator hub
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marketing 
and branding 
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2 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 35 shire of esperance/geDc/ecci

tourism - cruise 
ships

3 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 25
tourism esperance / esperance 
port / shire of esperance / geDc 
/ ecci

esperance 
sustainability                                  

waste 
management 

Facility
3 1 3 1 1 3 2 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 3 28 shire of esperance

sewer infill 
programme

3 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 30 water corporation

Desalination 
plant

2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 20 water corporation / private 
sector

green travel 
Feasibility study

3 2 1 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 27
Department of transport / 
public transport authority / 
shire of esperance

alternative / 
green energy 

projects

2 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 27
horizon power / south coast 
nrm / erF / shire of esperance 
/ geDc

migration 
incentive 
scheme

3 1 3 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 26
Department of immigration / 
shire of esperance / geDc / 
ecci 

Ranking of scores

1 2 3

Low scoring against criteria Medium scoring against criteria High scoring against criteria
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1.1.1 GRoWtH PLAn MInIMUM ReQUIReMents
1.1.2 ReLeVAnt 

seCtIons
1.1.3 ReQUIReMent Met

1.Governance Arrangements for Growth Plan 
Preparation

Sets out program governance arrangements (refer to 
SuperTowns Framework, page 21)

S2.3

S5.3


2. Context Analysis

A range of analysis is required to establish a baseline 
situation, identify challenges and opportunities for 
growth, inform the SuperTown vision and objectives, 
identify scenarios, and set out strategies and proposals 
to achieve the vision. Key analysis includes:

Strategic planning context and assessment to identify 
key requirements, drivers and opportunities. This 
should include an assessment of infrastructure, 
agency strategic and operating plans to identify current 
intentions.

S2.3 


Economic assessment to identify issues, opportunities, 
needs, employment requirements and potential growth 
options, strategies and proposals. This may include 
approaches such as supply chain assessment and 
technology roadmaps to support innovation.

S2.5

S4.1 

Retail and commercial assessment to define needs, 
viable uses and floor space requirements.

S2.5

S2.9


Property assessment to ascertain market opportunities 
and realities, demand, supply, financial viability issues 
and potential development projects.

S2.5

S2.9

S2.10


Land and property audit to determine land availability 
and development constraints and opportunities. 
Environmental assessment to identify issue and 
opportunities including development constraints and 
opportunities at a catchment area scale.

S2.8 
Community assessment to identify social needs, issues, 
opportunities, options and responses – this may include 
market surveys to inform resident attraction strategies.

S2.4 
Infrastructure audit and sustainable infrastructure 
assessment, including information and communication 
technology (ICT).

S2.4

S2.5

S2.6

S2.7


Social service and infrastructure gaps and requirements, 
including requirements at key demand or population 
thresholds.


Physical infrastructure gaps and requirements to meet 
growth needs (which includes determining the level and 
standard of services), considering future sustainable 
infrastructure options, as well as the infrastructure 
requirements at key demand or population thresholds 
and development stages.



1.1.1 GRoWtH PLAn MInIMUM ReQUIReMents
1.1.2 ReLeVAnt 

seCtIons
1.1.3 ReQUIReMent Met

Urban, land use and built form assessment to identify 
issues and opportunities and requirements such as 
to promote sense of place, town centre vibrancy, and 
density and housing requirements at key demand or 
population thresholds.

S2.9

S2.10


Identify any formal requirements and approval processes 
that the SuperTown Growth Plan needs to meet.

S4.8 

3. Vision and Objectives

Aspirational vision that reflects on current circumstances 
(i.e. the baseline situation) and articulates the long term 
aspirations of the community and stakeholders (30 - 
40 years), and the role and function of the town in a 
regional context. 

S3.2 

Objectives that set out how the vision will be achieved.
S3.3 

Population potential (e.g. 10,000 people) and trajectory, 
which achieves a viable critical mass and assists with 
hard and soft infrastructure planning (use of scenarios).

S2.5 
Targets and indicators, compiled as a “checklist”; and 
methods for monitoring and review - this will also assist 
with evaluation of the SuperTown Growth Plan and 
subsequent business case proposals.

S3.3 

4. Economic, Social and Environmental Strategies

The Plan should identify the key economic, social and 
environmental strategies that are required to achieve the 
overall vision.

Local economic development strategies will tie in with 
regional economic development strategies, supporting 
the local agenda for place-making, business attraction 
and job growth. Delivered in tandem, these will be key to 
promoting employment growth above natural population 
growth trends. Importantly, they should also provide 
the basis for spatial planning and identification of the 
location, size and staging of commercial and industrial 
areas.

S4.1

S4.2

S4.3

S4.4

S4.5

S4.6

S4.7



The strategies should consider the three strategic 
objectives; the five principles; and the nine key focus 
areas of the SuperTowns program, as described in the 
Framework document (see pages 5, 21 and 22).



Other considerations should include marketing and 
communications strategies; and ongoing sustainability 
factors. 

Note: The SuperTown Growth Plan may only need to 
set out core strategies that articulate the narrative, and 
set the direction for achieving the vision and growth – 
more detailed strategies and initiatives may be set out 
in separate documents and may need to be developed 
over time.
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1.1.1 GRoWtH PLAn MInIMUM ReQUIReMents
1.1.2 ReLeVAnt 

seCtIons
1.1.3 ReQUIReMent Met

5. Spatial Plan(s)

Illustrates growth areas and key land-use and other 
projects over the short, medium and long term. 
Projects may include new residential, commercial or 
industrial growth areas, hard infrastructure location, and 
development projects or opportunities.

The plan should also illustrate development staging.

Towns that already have up-to-date, long term planning 
strategies should be able to use these as a basis for 
preparing the town spatial plan.

May include precinct spatial plans as required.

S4.6

S5.1

S5.2


6. Town Centre Design and Activation Strategy

Masterplan for town centre revitalisation.

Strategies and initiatives to activate the town centre in 
line with “place-making” principles. 

The plan should also illustrate development staging.

S4.7

S5.1

S5.2



7. Hard and Soft Infrastructure Requirements

Schedule of hard and soft infrastructure requirements, 
including sustainable infrastructure options, required at 
a local, sub-regional, regional or state levels to facilitate 
growth.

Plans illustrating key infrastructure networks and 
requirements.

Technology options and opportunities.

S4.8 

8. Delivery Staging and Thresholds

Program that sets out the deliverables required at key 
population thresholds

Should be reflected in development staging plans

S5.1

S5.2


1.1.1 GRoWtH PLAn MInIMUM ReQUIReMents
1.1.2 ReLeVAnt 

seCtIons
1.1.3 ReQUIReMent Met

9. Feasible implementation program/schedule

Summary of the context analysis, vision and objectives

Summary of core strategies for achieving the vision and 
objectives

Summary of spatial planning requirements

Priorities **

Project descriptions

Scope, cost and funding sources

Staging and timing, including for large and high value 
individual projects if required

Contingencies and sequencing

Roles and responsibilities

Delivery mechanisms

Marketing and promotion

Outcomes

Summary of governance framework requirements 
including performance measures and monitoring 
requirements

**Note: identified priorities should form the basis of 
business cases for further funding.

S2.0

S3.0

S4.0

S5.0



10. Governance Arrangements and Implementation 
and Delivery

Sets out detailed governance, endorsement, 
implementation, monitoring and review arrangements 
appropriate to delivering the implementation program/
schedule. 

(NOTE: at a local level, the local government strategic 
community planning process should be used as a 
minimum for ongoing monitoring and review.)

S5.1

S5.2

S5.3
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